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Introduction 

This essay and collection of scientific papers describes my efforts to determine as much as I can about 

fundamental mechanisms of brain information processing. 

The papers are selected from all those I have published, to show the continuity and development of the 

research. A complete list, including other, more redundant, papers, those to which I made no very great 

contribution although I was a listed author, or on unrelated subjects, is given in the Appendix. 

The selected papers are in roughly chronological order of publication, and more particularly in the order of 

development of the ideas they contain. I have tried to describe the institutional context and the change of 

ideas current at each stage. Complete referencing in the essay would be impracticable, so I refer to 

influential scientists by name, or to entire bodies of work by a descriptive field label, except in a few 

footnoted instances where exact reference is germane. In this way, I hope to give a sense of the intellectual 

atmosphere of this research field through changing times, from my perspective. In that spirit, I have not 

hesitated to include references to family events and their impact, and the political climate, rather than 

adhering to a convention of detachment. 

The research developed in three main stages, and these are reflected in three principal parts. 

The first part arises from unilateral electrical stimulation of motivational/reward pathways in the lateral 

hypothalamus and brain stem of “split-brain” cats, in which the great cerebral commissures were surgically 

divided. This showed that motivation systems in split-brain animals exert joint influence upon learning in 

both of the divided cerebral hemispheres, in contrast to the separation of cognitive functions produced by 

commissurotomy. However, attempts to identify separate signatures of electrocortical activity associated 

with the diffuse motivational/alerting effects and those of the cortically lateralised processes failed to 

achieve this goal, and showed that an adequate model of cerebral information processing was lacking. 

The second part describes how this recognition of inadequacy led into computer simulations of large 

populations of cortical neurons – work which slowly led my colleagues and me to successful explanations of 

mechanisms for cortical synchrony and oscillation, and of evoked potentials and the global EEG. These 

results complemented the work of overseas groups led by Nunez, by Freeman, by Lopes da Silva and 

others, but also differed from the directions taken by these workers in certain important respects. It became 

possible to conceive of information transfer in the active cortex as a series of punctuated equilibria of signal 

exchange among cortical neurons – equilibria reached repeatedly, with sequential perturbations of the 

neural activity away from equilibrium caused by exogenous inputs and endogenous pulse-bursting, thus 

forming a basis for cognitive sequences. 

In the third part, I report on how our explanation of synchrony gave rise to a new theory of the regulation of 

embryonic cortical growth and the emergence of mature functional connections. This work is based upon 

very different assumptions, and reaches very different conclusions, to that of pioneers of the field such as 

Hubel and Wiesel, whose ideas have dominated cortical physiology for more than fifty years. 

In conclusion, I link findings from all the stages of this research together, to show they provide a sketch of 

the working brain, fitting within and helping to unify wider contemporary concepts of brain function. 
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Part I. The split brain and the brain stem 

In 1971, I found myself, to my great good fortune, in Caltech, in the laboratory of Roger Sperry. 

Caltech’s atmosphere was heady. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory was at the centre of the Space Program. 

Caltech quantum physicists led the world. There was optimism that big problems were there to be solved, 

not respected. And, thus, discovery of the mechanism of function of the brain was on the list of things to be 

done. Perhaps because of Caltech’s great strength in physics, and in biology, in the work of Pauling, and of 

Delbrück, it was abstract, unifying principles that were sought – not accumulation of specifics. For my own 

part, I had read Sherrington’s great work on reflex analysis1, and Hebb’s great speculative work on the 

organization of neural systems2. While at Caltech I learned of McCulloch and Pitts’ proof that networks of 

simplified neurons could be arranged to perform all logical functions3 and I saw a simple electro-

mechanical perceptron simulating visual recognition, itself based on the theories of Hubel and Wiesel4, 

arising from their study of stimulus-specific responses of cortical neurons. 

Roger Sperry was already famous, particularly for his work on hemispheric specialization. His early work 

tested (to destruction) concepts advanced by Karl Lashley on the hotly contested issue of whether the 

cortex worked in some holistic manner, or whether its function could be reduced to specific, separable 

circuitry components. Sperry’s work favoured the latter. He was also regarded as a significant mental 

philosopher, who, although he considered the function of the brain to be analysable in physical terms, 

believed the brain/mind problem to be a concern of a different type and therefore the brain, as 

mechanism, was the simpler side of the problem. 

Down the hallway was the laboratory of James Olds, the discoverer of intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS), 

then known as “pleasure centre stimulation”5. This work had exerted huge influence on contemporary 

physiological psychology, creating the impression that seemingly impossibly complex mechanisms of 

motivation and emotion might be within grasp, since they could be triggered by electrical excitation of 

specific tracts in the brain stem. In a similar way, the earlier work of Moruzzi and Magoun6 on the brain-stem 

reticular activating system had excited belief that the very mechanisms of consciousness were coming into 

experimental range. 

Both Sperry and Olds were most encouraging to me, when I set about the work that I would submit two 

years later for my MD (Otago) dissertation. This work was on the unilateral electrical stimulation of 

                                                        

1 C.S. Sherrington (1906). The Integrative Action of the Nervous System. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. C.S. 
Sherrington (1940). Man on His Nature. Gifford Lecture, Edinburgh, 1937–1938. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press. 

2 D.O. Hebb (1949). The Organization of Behavior. New York: Wiley & Sons. 
3 W.S. McCulloch, W.H. Pitts (1943). A logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity. Bulletin of 

Mathematical Biophysics. 5: 115–133. 
4 D.H. Hubel, T.N. Wiesel (1959). Receptive fields of single neurones in the cat’s striate cortex. Journal of Physiology. 

148: 574–591. 
5 J. Olds, P. Milner (1954). Positive reinforcement produced by electrical stimulation of septal area and other regions 

of rat brain. Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychology. 47: 419–27. 
6 H.W. Magoun (1952). An ascending reticular activating system in the brain stem. AMA Archives of Neurology and 

Psychiatry 67: 145–154. 
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motivational/reward pathways in the lateral hypothalamus and brain stem of “split-brain” cats, in which the 

great cerebral commissures were surgically divided. 

The immediate motivation for the work came from the wider goal of determining which functions could be 

clearly ascribed to either the left or the right cerebral hemisphere, and which functions required joint 

mediation via subcortical systems. There was a suggestion, based on clinical reports of an odd effect in 

surgically split-brain humans, that emotional states were shared by both cerebral hemispheres. Humorous 

stimuli shown to the right hemisphere made the reporting, verbal, left hemisphere amused, but unable to 

give a spoken account of the source of the humour. Some light might be cast on the matter by stimulating 

ICSS sites on one side of the brain in split-brain animals, and seeing if the stimulation could influence 

learning separately, in both hemispheres. This proved to be the case. My first paper 

J.J. Wright (1973). Unilateral pleasure-centre stimulation in split-brain cats. Experimental 

Neurology. 70: 278–285. 

showed that motivation systems in split-brain animals exert joint influence upon learning in both of the 

divided cerebral hemispheres, in contrast to the separation of cognitive functions produced by 

commissurotomy. The result strongly suggested that the neural pathways involved exerted some diffuse or 

spreading effect – presumably through neurons with wide fields of termination – on other neurons in the 

telencephalon that had been specifically involved in sensory-motor or cognitive processes in the short 

period prior to the delivery of the ICSS stimulus, and had thus consolidated learning of immediately prior 

neural sequences. 

After less than two years at Caltech, Adrienne and I, and our two little children, moved on to London. We 

had greatly enjoyed both Caltech and California. My Post-Doctoral Fellowship remained open, but I 

needed to get on with my professional training. In London, in the course of clinical training, I was also able 

to continue research in the laboratory of Professor Giles Brindley, at the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s 

College, London. There I met and began work with my friend and colleague, Michael Craggs. 

Working now on rhesus monkeys I was able to extend the commissurotomy surgery beyond the great 

cerebral commissures and the optic chiasm, to include the massa intermedia of the thalamus. Instead of 

exploring the behavioural effects of unilateral ICSS on learning in the separated hemispheres, using 

implanted electrocortical recording electrodes we showed that the bilateral effects of the stimulus were 

associated with joint electrocortical activation of both hemispheres, as reported in 

J.J. Wright, M.D. Craggs (1977). Arousal and intracranial self-stimulation in split-brain 

monkeys. Experimental Neurology. 55: 295–303. 

The same animals showed separation of electrophysiological function in their separated hemispheres 

related to ongoing cognition and attention. Changes in the spectra of their electrocorticograms produced 

by eye cover were also exhibited in spontaneous shifts of electrocortical state between hemispheres, 

moment to moment. However, these shifts were similar to those induced by the unilateral brain-stem 

stimulations, and so did not distinguish particular cognitive activity from general activation. See 

J.J. Wright, M.D. Craggs (1976). Visual attention in split-brain monkeys. Nature. 261: 580–

581. 
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Again, after three years this time, home and career called. Shooed on our way by a house-fire in which our 

new baby son almost died, our little family returned to New Zealand, and Auckland Medical School. Mike 

Craggs obtained an MRC Travelling Fellowship, and for another year we were able to set up a laboratory 

and continue our work in the Department of Psychiatry. 

Since we had provisionally established that there were bilateral electrocortical effects associated with the 

brain-stem stimulation, in contrast to unilateral differences accompanying cognition, or perception, our 

goal now was to attempt to identify separate signatures of electrocortical activity associated with the 

diffuse motivational/alerting effects and those of the cortically lateralised cognitive processes. We now 

mixed unilateral lesion of the same pathways that produced the motivation, reward and arousal, with 

stimulation of the same pathways on the “intact” side. The unilateral lesion produced, as had been 

described by others, a contralateral sensorimotor neglect syndrome. We showed the neglect syndrome 

was associated with attenuated contralateral cortical activation produced by the ipsilateral stimulus, as we 

reported in: 

J.J. Wright, M.D. Craggs (1978). Changed cortical activation and the lateral hypothalamic 

syndrome. A study in the split-brain cat. Brain Research. 151: 632–636. 

J.J. Wright, M.D. Craggs (1979). Intra-cranial self-stimulation, cortical arousal and the 

sensorimotor neglect syndrome. Experimental Neurology. 64: 42–52. 

J.J. Wright, M.D. Craggs & A.A. Sergejew (1979). The visual evoked response in lateral 

hypothalamic neglect. Experimental Neurology. 65: 178–185. 

Still, these asymmetries seemed only relative shifts on a continuum of activation. In company now with 

colleagues Rob Kydd (then MRC Training Fellow), Gordon Lees (a neurochemist), and John West and Nick 

Hawthorne in technical roles, we set out to establish quantitative differences attributable to these 

manipulations of the brain-stem inputs to the cortex, and to establish the neurochemical nature of the 

pathways involved. To attempt this we were fortunate in having within the Department a PDP-8 computer 

and a student colleague, Alex Sergejew, who could program it. We also needed a theoretical framework 

within which to express our results. 

By this time I was conscious of how inadequate was contemporary understanding of cortical function and 

its relationship with the electrocortical signal (or the clinical EEG). The dramatic functional role of the 

reticular, lateral hypothalamic and cortico-thalamic pathways in motivation and alerting, and electrocortical 

activation, was established, but there was no agreement about the physiological mechanisms. Theories of 

the logical operations of networks of neurons, begun by McCullough and Pitts and followed by Hebb’s 

famous learning rule in the 1940s, had generated a developing field, but no theory of any sort was available 

which linked the logical operations of neurons to the EEG – at that time the only directly observable 

physical measure of global brain operation. Controversy over its functional significance could be dated 

from the earliest days of the EEG. Although it was early recognised that the EEG signal was sensitive to 

psychological events, its relevance was often denigrated, and it was popular for detractors to say that it was 

“only the hum of the engine”, not a reflection of fundamental aspects of cortical function, basing this 

comment on the failure of attempts to correlate firing of cortical neurons to the EEG signal. Although it was 

known that the signal mainly arose from the dendrites of the cerebral cortex, under modulation by, and 
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interaction with, subcortical systems, the source of particular components of the EEG signal within the brain 

was widely disputed. 

In response to this background controversy and uncertainty, attempts were being made elsewhere to reach 

more clearly testable theoretical accounts of the EEG. Mathematical models of the biophysical processes 

leading to the generation of the EEG signals were being formulated, and the three leading models were 

those of Nunez7, Lopes da Silva8, and Freeman. All could offer a match to limited aspects of experimental 

data, but fundamental differences were apparent, and it was not clear whether their work could be 

reconciled. Nunez believed the EEG rhythmic activity arose from wholly cortical global resonant modes of 

the brain, Lopes da Silva’s group focused on more restricted cortico-thalamic interactions, and Freeman9, 

whose work on the olfactory bulb carried wide implications elsewhere in the brain, favoured a cortical origin 

quite different to that supposed by Nunez. The most fundamental difference of all was between the classes 

of mathematics that were applicable. Nunez and Lopes da Silva favoured linear wave mechanics – that is, 

an assumed analogy of the waves of electrical activity spreading through a field of mutually exciting 

neurons, to the wave-superposition principles applicable to waves of light or sound. Freeman thought this 

naïve at best, pointing out that individual neurons exhibit sharp threshold behaviour, and their interactions 

and summations must, therefore, be highly nonlinear. That view was taken up enthusiastically in some 

quarters, despite the fact that no general means of analysing highly nonlinear systems of such complexity 

was in sight – nor is today. The distinction was not as cut and dried as the high nonlinearity of neurons 

suggested. The deeper issue was whether the activity of populations of neurons could be smoothed over 

into average properties of the neural field, or whether the interaction of the neurons was critically sensitive 

to all of their states at once – that is, whether brain activity was not, or was, chaotic. Means of distinguishing 

between the alternatives were not apparent – so since nobody else could agree, I thought it might be best 

to assume linearity as the best practical method, and to see if evidence for wave linearity could be 

established. A first try in this direction was published, with the help of a mathematician colleague, as 

J.J. Wright, G.R. Ihaka (1981). A preliminary mathematical model for lateral hypothalamic 

regulation of electrocortical activity. Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology. 

52: 107–115. 

From that start, and with the help of further generous tutorials from members of the Mathematics and 

Engineering Departments (particularly Dr Ah Chung Tsoi), I was able to advance an initial, and crude, 

treatment of the EEG as arising from linked oscillators, and to propose tests of whether or not the EEG 

signal had properties fairly typical of linear waves. The initial theory was given in 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd (1984). A linear theory for global electrocortical activity and its control 

by the lateral hypothalamus. Biological Cybernetics. 50: 75–82. 

and the tests for the theory reported in 

                                                        
7 P.L. Nunez (1981). Electric Fields of the Brain: the neurophysics of EEG. New York: Oxford University Press. 
8 A. van Rotterdam, F.H. Lopes da Silva, J. van den Ende, M.A. Veirgever & A.J. Hermans (1982). A model of the 

spatiotemporal characteristics of the alpha rhythm. Bulletin of Mathematical Biology. 44: 283–305. 
9 W.J. Freeman (1975). Mass Action in the Nervous System. New York: Academic Press. 
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J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd (1984). A test for constant natural frequencies in electrocortical activity 

under lateral hypothalamic control. Biological Cybernetics. 50: 83–88. 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd (1984). Inference of a stable dispersion relation for electrocortical 

activity controlled by the lateral hypothalamus. Biological Cybernetics. 50: 88–94. 

The experiments used linear model fitting to power spectra of the electrocorticogram from left and right 

hemispheres, before and after unilateral lesion of the lateral hypothalamus, in rats. This experimental 

preparation offered very good control of before and after effects, with one hemisphere acting as control for 

the other, so that relative changes in the amplitude of each frequency component could be compared 

between the directly affected, and the control, hemisphere. 

Our results showed that there appeared to be constant frequencies of rhythmic activity in the hemisphere, 

and laws for the relative speed of transmission of waves at all frequencies, that were independent of 

manipulation of the controlling input pathways – with the brain-stem input regulating both the rate of 

damping of the resonances, and the strength of noise-like input signals driving the resonant activity in the 

cortical circuits. We later showed that the concurrent changes in relative amplitude and phase of 

electrocortical signals were consistent with linear wave theory. With Gordon Lees joining us in the 

enterprise, bringing the techniques of neuronal histoflorescence, we showed that this controlling effect was 

mediated by catecholaminergic neurons – the group of neurons implicated in ICSS, and of increasing 

importance as the substrate of action of antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs. These findings we 

reported in 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd & G.J. Lees (1984). Amplitude and phase relations of electrocortical 

waves regulated by transhypothalamic dopaminergic neurones: a test for a linear theory. 

Biological Cybernetics. 50: 273–283. 

G.J. Lees, R.R. Kydd & J.J. Wright (1985). Relationship between sensori-motor neglect and 

the specificity, degree and locus of mesotelencephalic dopaminergic cell loss following 6-

hydroxydopamine. Psychopharmacology. 85: 115–122. 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd & G.J. Lees (1985). Quantitation of a mass action of dopaminergic 

neurones regulating temporal damping of linear electrocortical waves. Biological 

Cybernetics. 52: 281–290. 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd & G.J. Lees (1985). Contributions of noradrenergic neurons of the 

locus coeruleus to the temporal damping of linear electrocortical waves. Biological 

Cybernetics. 52: 351–356. 

A start had been made. Some of the neurochemistry of the joint control of electrocortical activity and 

reward had been defined, and this was interpretable within linear systems theory, in a physically valid way. 

It was clear that a much better formulated theory would be needed, and much more detailed analysis of 

the cortical surface signal. We would try to do both. 
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Part II. The electrocorticogram 

By this stage we were in personal contact with both Paul Nunez and Walter Freeman, the field luminaries. 

Totally disparate though their views were, both used systems known as neural mean-field equations, similar 

to those also introduced by Wilson and Cowan and Amari, in the 1970s. Generalising the form of these 

equations (and modernising their symbolism) so that any required sophistication of axonal and dendritic 

delays, synaptic connectivity, etc. can be introduced enables representation of the cortex in two 

dimensions, as a mesh of excitatory and inhibitory neurons 
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Subscript p=e,i refers to excitatory or inhibitory neurons; superscript qr refers to synaptic connection from r 

to q where q,r are cortical positions occupied by single neurons, represented by a complex number. 

!
p
qr (t) is the flux of pulses reaching pre-synapses at the neuron at q, from the neuron at r. 

!
p
qr (t)

is the synaptic current generated by 
!

p
qr (t)

. 

!
p
(q,t) is the aggregate synaptic current of type p generated at q. 

V
p
(q,t) is the soma membrane potential (relative to the resting potential) generated at q. 

Q
p
(q,t) is the pulse emission rate at q.  

f
p
qr

is the probability density of occurrence of pre-synapses generated by axons of the neuron at  

terminating at qr. 

! is axonal conduction speed. 

M
p
qr is the steady-state term in a convolution transforming pre-synaptic flux to synaptic current. 

G
p

is the steady-state term in a convolution transforming synaptic current into dendritic potentials. 

f
!
(V

q
(q,t))  is a sigmoid function describing the local conversion of dendritic potentials into the rate of 

generation of action potentials. 

E
p
(q,t)  is a driving signal noise, arising from intrinsic random cell action potentials, and subcortical inputs. 

This very general representation begs the question of exactly what cellular details need to be included to 

capture essential properties of cortical function and, indeed, what the essential properties might be – and 

that, of course, poses a set of research questions to be answered. 
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Before applying such equations, I tried to improve upon the theoretical position with regard to the range of 

linear analysis, and also to formulate the equations in a way that made the subcortical inputs central to 

explanation of the electrocortical effects. This led to the paper 

J.J. Wright (1990). Reticular activation and the dynamics of neuronal networks. Biological 

Cybernetics. 62: 289–298. 

in which I was trying to come to grips with one of the objections to the mean-field approach – that it was 

describing merely the “hum of the engine”, but not anything of importance for the pulse activity widely 

considered the “real” activity. I hoped one could get round the enormous complexity of neural activity, 

without ignoring the fact of complexity, using a statistical approach, describing the cortex as composed of 

linked local excitatory/inhibitory oscillating components, given by:  

d2V
e
(q,t)

dt2
+D(q,t)

dV
e
(q,t)

dt
+N2(q,t)V

e
(q,t) = K(q,r,t)V
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 6 

where Ve(q,t) are excitatory dendritic potentials and {D,N,K} are time-varying stochastic parameters. 

Assuming extreme complexity in the factors governing parameters {D,N,K}, so that all are statistically 

independent, or have dependencies only within small groups, it can be shown that, in sequential short 

epochs, the natural frequencies of low frequency resonant modes would have low time-variance, with their 

damping coefficients approximately equal at all frequencies, while high frequency resonant modes would 

show high time-variance of both frequency and damping. Since the low-frequency resonances approximate 

the time-courses of electrocortical (dendritic) fields, and the high-frequency resonant modes approximate 

rapid events such as pulses, apparent dissociation of dendritic waves and individual pulses is an expected 

property, not a paradox, and the pulses and dendritic voltage waves can be considered aspects of a single 

linked system – not a motor with a superfluous hum. 

Conversely, if sudden departures from steady-state occur, coincident changes in members of {D,N,K} will 

be reflected in highly nonlinear wave events. Sudden bursts of high speed firing in cortex would go outside 

the linear, near-equilibrium range, but in doing so would initiate roughly linear travelling waves in the 

surrounding dendritic fields. For reasonably steady conditions it ought to be possible to experimentally test 

the conclusions reached about the background, low-firing rate, linear state. 

A test of one critical proposition – a more direct test for constancy of natural frequencies and equality of 

damping for all lower frequencies of electrocortical activity – followed in 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd & A.A. Sergejew (1990). Autoregressive models of EEG. Results 

compared with expectation for a high-order multilinear near-equilibrium biophysical process. 

Biological Cybernetics. 62: 201–210. 

As well as confirming the equality of damping over the frequency band, this paper, which was heavily 

dependent on the technical contributions of Alex Sergejew, reported use of the Akaiki Information 

Criterion, to show that electrocortical waves were apparently a simple phenomenon, not one loaded with 

complex information. 

Further tests followed. In alliance with Hans Stampfer, of UWA, Perth, who provided us with human EEG 

data, we followed up a lead he had earlier established, and also a suggestion from Paul Nunez, that the 
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cortical-evoked potentials might be the linear impulse response of the cortex. We tested that hypothesis 

and showed that the interpretation of the evoked potential as a linear impulse response to a brief sensory 

input delivered into the ongoing electrocortical activity was internally consistent. 

J.J. Wright, A.A. Sergejew & H.G. Stampfer (1990). Inverse filter computation of the neural 

impulse giving rise to the auditory evoked potential. Brain Topography. 2: 293–302. 

Then, taking our lead from Walter Freeman, using closely spaced small recording arrays on the cortical 

surface of cats, we sought to further explore the electrocortical waves. To do so, Nick Hawthorn 

constructed 64 matched band-pass amplifiers for us (otherwise far beyond our budget, and rare worldwide 

in electrophysiology at the time) and Alex Sergejew implemented coherence analysis programs, as 

reported in 

J.J. Wright, A.A. Sergejew (1991). Radial coherence, wave velocity and damping of 

electrocortical waves. Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology. 79: 403–412. 

This work yielded an estimate of electrocortical wave velocity that accorded with the only other measure 

available. It also indicated that the electrocortical waves were arising from many small, highly local, sources 

scattered over the cortical surface, and generating waves that travelled in all directions. This result 

anticipated some features of Walter Freeman’s much more detailed analysis at a later date. With Paul 

Nunez’s help we were able to apply frequency/wavenumber analysis to the same data. This showed the 

electrocortical waves to have wavelengths much greater than the size of the arrays, so that the 

electrocortical voltage was close to synchrony across the cortical surface. The waves themselves were not 

complex, and could carry little information – but it appeared they were being driven by manifold small foci 

of activity, as the analysis of equation 6 suggested may be the case10. 

Volume conduction of electrical flow in the conductive media of the head, blurring out all detail, could not 

be excluded in these experiments. Yet the contemporary discovery by Eckhorn et al., and Singer et al., that 

synchronous pulse activity of individual neurons, even at considerable distances of separation, 

characterised responses to specific stimuli, “binding” co-active cells, suggested that the global synchrony 

of electrocortical signals (wider still than reports of pulse synchrony) might be functionally meaningful, 

rather than merely a consequence of poor spatial resolution in recordings. 

David Liley joined our small team, and about that time I made contact with Daniel Amit, an authority on 

Attractor Neural Networks – a branch of physics applied in analogy to neurons, yielding properties of 

pattern recognition, but still short of biological realism. Daniel invited me to write a manifesto of what 

would have to be included in a realistic model, and this was published as 

J.J. Wright, R.R. Kydd (1992). The electroencephalogram and cortical neural networks. 

Network: Computation in Neural Systems. 3: 341–362. 

We now had a clearer goal. It was to develop neural field equations progressively from their simplest form, 

                                                        
10 Note added in proof. This paper contained an arbitrary frequency-dependent term in the spatial damping. Had the 

mechanism of origin for synchronous oscillation been recognised by us at that time, this term could have been 
derived rather than (somewhat spuriously) assumed. 
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adding accurate parameter values for cellular details, until a sufficient explanation for electrocortical waves 

was apparent, with the hope that as we did so, an account of cortical information processing would 

emerge. David began work on calculations of synaptic connectivity that would provide the first estimates of 

parameter values needed for our own version of neural field equations and a simulation of electrocortical 

waves based on these – published in due course as 

D.T.J. Liley, J.J. Wright (1994). Intracortical connectivity of pyramidal and stellate cells: 

estimates of synaptic densities and coupling symmetry. Network: Computation in Neural 

Systems. 5: 175–189. 

J.J. Wright, D.T.J. Liley (1994). A millimetric scale simulation of electrocortical wave dynamics 

based on anatomical estimates of cortical synaptic density. Network: Computation in Neural 

Systems. 5: 191–202. 

Meantime, storm clouds were gathering in the little world of Auckland psychiatry, which was profoundly 

disorganised, fraught with controversy, and developing at a high rate. During the turbulent latter years of 

the Fourth Labour Government a crisis of services arose. I had been Head of Department for seven years, 

and had combined my beliefs about the best path of psychiatric service development and research with a 

degree of political agitation and a cavalier disregard for administrative detail. When the Departmental 

Professorial Chair became vacant I was not, needless to say, appointed to the Chair. Alex Sergejew and 

David Liley had decamped to Australia, and from there they helped influence an offer made to me of a 

Professorial Fellowship at the Mental Health Research Institute (MHRI) in Melbourne. The shift was difficult 

for Adrienne, who had established herself as a significant figure in community service, for our elderly 

parents, and for our children, then becoming newly adult. With a sigh, Adrienne packed up house. In 

contrast to the joy with which we had departed for Caltech, it was as if we had taken to the lifeboats. 

In Melbourne, things looked up for me. Adrienne established us, and tried to keep the family afloat at long 

range. The Australian magnate Richard Pratt made available a commercially linked grant of 4.3 million 

Australian dollars, and a well-equipped Brain Dynamics Laboratory grew into existence at MHRI. I began to 

collaborate with Evian Gordon in Sydney, whose interests closely complemented my own and who became 

an inspiring friend. Through Evian, the theoretical physicists Peter Robinson and Christopher Rennie, and 

the mathematician Clare Chapman, joined forces with us. Nick Hawthorn joined David and Alex with me, 

that side of the Tasman. 

David Liley and I completed a defence of arguments for the essential linearity of electrocortical waves and 

their relation to highly nonlinear pulse summations, in 

J.J. Wright, D.T.J. Liley (1996). Dynamics of the brain at global and microscopic scales: neural 

networks and the EEG. Behavioral and Brain Sciences. (Target article) 19: 285–295. 

This Open Commentary article brought largely critical responses, but no substantive rejection. There was 

one important consequence for our work. A critic stated that if our work was able to reproduce long-range 

synchrony that would be a finding of substance. A simple test revealed that synchrony appeared between 

separated points in the simulation, even when the two points were driven by separate, independent white 

noise inputs. This was described in our reply to the critic. 
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J.J. Wright, D.T.J. Liley (1996). Multiscale modelling of brain dynamics depends upon 

approximations at each scale. Behavioral and Brain Sciences. 19: 310–320. 

Further numerical work showed the circumstances in which synchronous oscillation developed in the 

cerebral cortex, and began definition of the factors controlling spectral properties of the simulated 

electrocortical waves, in 

 J.J. Wright (1997). EEG simulation: variation of spectral envelope, pulse synchrony and 40 

Hz oscillation. Biological Cybernetics. 76: 181–184. 

From this work, Peter and Chris began a more formal physical approach, introducing stability analysis to the 

state equations. Peter formulated a partial differential wave equation, summarising the medium’s wave 

transmission properties. 

P.A. Robinson, C.J. Rennie & J.J. Wright (1997). Propagation and stability of waves of 

electrical activity in the cerebral cortex. Physical Review E. 56: 826–841. 

and further applied the equations to explain analytically the occurrence of synchronous firing in the 

simulations, in 

P.A. Robinson, C.J. Rennie & J.J. Wright (1998). Synchronous oscillations in the cerebral 

cortex. Physical Review E. 57: 4578–4588. 

I now became a little concerned at how manipulation of parameter values, and arrangement of the state 

equations in different ways, could produce equally good approximations to physiological spectra and 

reported something of the range of these sensitivities in 

J.J. Wright (1999). Simulation of EEG: dynamic changes in synaptic efficacy, cerebral 

rhythms, and dissipative and generative activity in cortex. Biological Cybernetics. 81,131–

147. 

Trying to find the most physiologically realistic means of the equations’ application, we applied the new 

mathematical techniques to gamma rhythm 

C.J. Rennie, J.J. Wright & P.A. Robinson (2000). Mechanisms of cortical electrical activity and 

emergence of gamma rhythm. Journal of Theoretical Biology. 205(1): 17–35. 

and Peter and Chris then found introduction of lagged interaction of cortex with thalamic neurons 

accurately reproduced the characteristic spectral sequence of the EEG’s theta, alpha, beta and gamma 

background peaks, without appeal to intracortical resonances in the way Paul Nunez had asserted, and I 

had previously accepted. 

P.A. Robinson, C.J. Rennie, J.J. Wright, H. Bahramali, E. Gordon & D.L. Rowe (2001). 

Prediction of electroencephalographic spectra from neurophysiology. Physical Review E. 

63(2): 021903. 

Concurrently, Clare Chapman’s work using eigenmode analysis of synchronous firing in the simulated field 

provided a clear visualisation and explanation of the origin of synchrony, which was belatedly published as 
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C.L. Chapman, P.D. Bourke & J.J. Wright (2002). Spatial eigenmodes and synchronous 

oscillation: coincidence detection in simulated cerebral cortex. Journal of Mathematical 

Biology. 45: 57–78. 

This showed synchrony arises as a universal property of networks with summing junctions. It is generated by 

the constructive and destructive interference of travelling waves in this medium. As pulse trains are 

summed in dendrites, in-phase components sum, and out-of-phase components are eliminated, and the 

field rapidly attains maximum correlation at zero lag. 

I had by this time met Wolf Singer, one of the co-discoverers of synchronous firing in the brain, who asked 

if this explanation could reproduce the classic experimental data he had used to indicate the relationship 

between synchrony and specific stimulus features. This we were able to do in 

J. J. Wright, P.D. Bourke & C.L. Chapman (2000). Synchronous oscillation in the cerebral 

cortex and object coherence: simulation of basic electrophysiological findings. Biological 

Cybernetics. 83: 341–353. 

Chris linked the PDE wave model back to the earlier work in our group on the evoked cortical potential, in 

C.J. Rennie, P.A. Robinson & J.J. Wright (2002). Unified neurophysical model of EEG spectra 

and evoked potentials. Biological Cybernetics. 86: 457–471. 

Meantime and subsequently we all collaborated in papers that were fusions of these sets of results. 

J.J. Wright, P.A. Robinson, C.J. Rennie, E. Gordon, P.D. Bourke, C.L. Chapman,  

N. Hawthorn, G.J. Lees & D. Alexander (2001). Toward an integrated continuum model of 

cerebral dynamics: the cerebral rhythms, synchronous oscillation and cortical stability. 

BioSystems. 63: 71–81. 

J.J. Wright, C.J. Rennie, G.J. Lees, P.A. Robinson, P.D. Bourke, C.L. Chapman, E. Gordon & 

D.L. Rowe (2003) Simulated electrocortical activity at microscopic, mesoscopic and global 

scales. Neuropsychopharmacology. 28: S80–S93, and (2004) in scheduled special volume, 

International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos. 14(2). 

P.A. Robinson, C.J. Rennie, D.L. Rowe, S.C. O'Connor, J.J. Wright, E. Gordon & 

R. Whitehouse (2003). Neurophysical modelling of Brain Dynamics. 

Neuropsychopharmacology. 28: S74–79. 

Leading a large group of his students, Peter Robinson has since developed applications of these 

techniques elsewhere in the brain. 

I remained unhappy that we were not getting closer to an explanation of how the properties of the 

electrocortical field were relevant to cortical information processing. I would come as close as I could, in 

two papers published considerably later, the first of which owed much to the advice of Gordon Lees, and 

the help of Nick Hawthorn. 

J.J. Wright (2009). Generation and control of cortical gamma: findings from simulation at two 

scales. Neural Networks. 22: 373–384. 
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This paper introduced an effect I thought very important, that had been recently discovered 

experimentally11 – the retrograde propagation of action potentials into the dendritic tree of neurons – an 

effect that must drastically, but transiently, change the weight of synapses in the distal trees in determining 

subsequent pulse generation and thus bring into play information that might be stored on those synapses. 

The paper also introduced rules for synaptic adaptation during pulse transmission, and considered the 

interaction of wave-generating parts of the cortex that were rapidly firing (local bursting) with the 

surrounding, quiescent, and wave-transmitting cortex, so as to promote overall stability, rather than 

epileptic runaway excitation. 

In the second of these two late papers 

J.J. Wright (2011). Attractor dynamics and thermodynamic analogies in the cerebral cortex: 

synchronous oscillation, the background EEG, and the regulation of attention. Bulletin of 

Mathematical Biology. DOI 10.1007/s11538-0109562-z. 

I showed that that at equilibrium of signal exchange, all excitatory cell pulses would approach zero-lag 

correlation, while excitatory and inhibitory cell pulses would also be locally correlated, but would exhibit 

1/4 cycle lag-correlation at greater distances of separation, conforming to experimental results obtained by 

Freeman. These simulation findings also accorded with more recent work from his group, on the 

propagation of waves out of, and into, foci of wave generation. 

It thus became possible to conceive of information transfer in the active cortex as a series of punctuated 

equilibria – equilibria reached repeatedly, with perturbations of the neural activity away from equilibrium 

caused by exogenous inputs and by foci of pulse-bursting, the whole forming a possible basis of cognitive 

sequences. Synchronous states could thus be considered as attractors, in the same sense as the point 

attractors in the more abstract attractor neural networks. Retrograde propagation of action potentials into 

the dendritic trees would release stored information into the wave medium, and interactions between foci, 

with synaptic adaptations, and subcortical inhibitory feedbacks, would enable the cortex to be self-

stabilising at a level of excitation set by subcortical input. This would permit the release of pulse activity in 

complex sequences. The simulations did not simultaneously produce all these phenomena at once – but 

they showed that, thus assembled, a set of synergic effects could hold the activated cortex near the 

threshold for transition between bursting and quiescent wave transmission. 

On the other hand, our models gave no suggestion that the transmission of pulse/wave activity in the 

electrocortical waves could carry large information content at any time, nor offer a communication channel 

of high storage capacity. More work would be needed to understand how the seemingly simple 

electrocortical waves could be associated with so many different pulse combinations, and yet both pulses 

and waves be mediators of information transfer. 

For Adrienne and me, our time in Australia had come to an end. The commercial applications of our work 

had led to the formation of a company launched on the stock exchange, and led by Evian as CEO. To 

remain in this endeavour I would need to stay, and probably live, in Sydney. Family problems were a 

mounting source of anxiety to us. 

                                                        
11 G.J. Stuart, B. Sakmann (1994). Active propagation of somatic action potentials into neocortical cell pyramidal 

dendrites. Nature. 367: 69–72. 
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Friends back in Auckland (Allen Fraser, Rob Kydd and Wayne Miles) arranged a clinical job for me, linked to 

an honorary professorship, with generous time for continuing research. 

Home again. 
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Abstract. Macroscopic EEG travelling wave phenomena
and cortical pulse synchronisation effects are related
within a single simple simulation. Non-specific activation
acts to control the transfer function of the simulated
cortex, and thus determines the relative amplitude of
macroscopic EEG waves generated by rhythmic inputs.
When concurrent asynchronous excitatory inputs to sep-
arate, local, cortical sites are introduced, the simulation
reproduces both gamma-band (40Hz) electrocortico-
gram (ECoG) activity and synchronous oscillation of
action potential pulse density at the separate sites. The
gamma-band ECoG and pulse synchrony effects depend
on different mechanisms: the former upon local excita-
tory/inhibitory interactions, and the latter on cortico-
cortical interactions. The pattern of synchronous activity
depends upon both structural and dynamic aspects of
gain, and is sustained by linearised versions of the simu-
lation’s state equations. Dynamic properties of the simu-
lation, which are independent of scale, describe both
microscopic and macroscopic phenomena, all in accord
with physiological findings.

1 Introduction

1.1 ECoG elementary properties

The dendrites of cortical pyramidal neurones generate
local field potentials (LFP) during processing of cognitive
information (John et al. 1969; Gevins et al. 1983;
Mitzdorf 1988; Picton and Hillyard 1988). Summed at
a point on the cortical surface these LFP form the elec-
trocorticogram (ECoG), and when recorded via the scalp,
the electroencephalogram (EEG). The terms EEG, ECoG
and LFP can be treated as interchangeable if the relative
degree of spatial and temporal filtering of the underlying
cortical events is kept in mind. The fluctuating surface
potentials appear, in general, to be associated with, and

arise from, travelling waves of local potential, which thus
reflect waves of mean local dendritic potential (Thatcher
et al. 1986; Burkitt 1996).

In the EEG certain spectral characteristics are com-
monly observed (e.g. Walter et al. 1967). These include
the alpha, beta and gamma rhythms, and ‘desynchronisa-
tion’, which appears at high levels of alertness. Desyn-
chronised ECoG typically yields a power spectrum
without prominent peaks, loosely describable as a ‘1/f ’
spectrum (Freeman 1991).

The roles played by cortical and subcortical systems
in generating and regulating the EEG are partially
understood. Both slow-time-scale diffuse regulation of
excitatory and inhibitory tone to the cortex, and the
injection of rhythmic activities are involved. Inherently
rhythmic neurones and resonances within the cerebrum
may also play a part (Steriade et al. 1990).

1.2 LFP and action potential relations

Recently (Eckhorn et al. 1988; Gray and Singer 1989;
Gray et al. 1989; Singer 1994) it has been shown that
multi-unit action potentials at simultaneously stimulated
sites in the cortex and elsewhere in the brain can exhibit
synchronous fluctuations of pulse density. Typically
these results are obtained when retinal sites are activated
selectively by moving bars. Concurrently, the LFP in the
neighbourhood of the synchronous pulse activity often,
but not invariably, oscillates in the gamma band (around
40Hz, varying from about 30 to 80Hz). These findings
have been recently reviewed by Singer and Gray (1995).
They show that synchrony between concurrently active
cortical sites is typically at zero time lag, and is manifes-
ted at several scales: intracolumnar, intercolumnar and
interareal. Both structural connectivity (e.g. by cortico-
cortical fibres crossing the corpus callosum) and
functional dynamic state (e.g. cortical visual areas
respectively specific for colour and form, responding to
a particular colour/form combination) determine the re-
gions which enter synchrony with each other. In most
instances these results cannot be explained by syn-
chronous concurrent inputs to the separate sites.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of connectivity in the simulation. Boxes labelled
E and I represent dendritic lag processes of excitatory and inhibitory
cells within each unit volume, shown shaded around a single unit
volume. Straight arrows within a unit volume represent intracortical (�-
type) axonal couplings with negligible delay, and coupling strength
proportional to the density of synapses connecting the excitatory and
inhibitory cells. Curved arrows represent cortico-cortical (�-type)
axonal couplings with lag proportional to distance, and coupling
strength also proportional to synaptic density but diminishing as
a Gaussian function with distance. Unit volumes are organised within
a 20�20 matrix, and identified by row and column, from 0 to 19. The
matrix is closed edge-to-edge by �-type connections to create a toroidal
architecture

Although synchrony appears in most instances at
zero lag, lag relations between stimulated sites are some-
what more complicated. For instance, cortical neurones
driven by optimal stimuli appear to lead other neurones
in the neighbourhood which are suboptimally stimu-
lated, by a few milliseconds (Konig et al. 1995). It appears
possible that synchrony may play a part in spatiotem-
poral association and segmentation of the perceptual
field, and thus resolve the ‘binding’ problem (Singer and
Gray 1995).

No simulation or other general explanation has been
advanced to relate macroscopic EEG phenomena (which
involve lagged relations between events at different corti-
cal areas) with local, zero-lag, pulse and LFP synchrony
and oscillation.

1.3 Previous simulation and explanatory findings

Freeman (1975, 1990, 1991, 1995) and Nunez (1981, 1989,
1995) have developed models for the EEG which respec-
tively emphasise micro/mesoscopic and macroscopic
waves. The Freeman and Nunez approaches may be
compatible (Wright 1990; Wright and Liley 1996) despite
their emphasis on non-linear versus linear mechanisms.

A number of simulations deal specifically with syn-
chronous oscillation about 40 Hz. Whittington et al.
(1995) have produced a detailed cellular model for hippo-
campal cells, which accounts for the oscillation as arising
from activation of inhibitory cells depending upon fast
(GABA

�
), receptors, and have further generalised this

approach to the cortex (Traub et al. 1996). Alternative
explanations depend on intrinsic oscillations in stellate
and pyramidal cells (Llinas et al. 1991) and in thalamo-
cortical projections (Steriade et al. 1993). For the olfac-
tory cortex at least, feedback interactions between excita-
tory and inhibitory cells impose an approximately 40 Hz
oscillation, as evidenced in spectral and unit phase re-
cordings (Bressler and Freeman 1980; Eeckman and
Freeman 1990).

It has also been shown in simulation that local lateral
inhibition might entrain synchronous oscillations
(Nischwitz and Glunder 1995), that limit cycle oscillators
representing single neurones can entrain to several inde-
pendent synchronised clusters (Tass and Haken 1996),
and that non-oscillating cells in Synfire chains can shift
phase into synchrony (Arnoldi and Brauer 1996).

1.4 Basis for the present study

In Wright and Liley (1995) a simple simulation of EEG in
cat and human was reported that was shown to be able to
reproduce peak spectral densities about the range of the
major cerebral rhythms, a ‘shift to the right’ (i.e. increas-
ing high-frequency power) with increasing non-specific
cortical excitation, travelling waves with velocities close
to experimental measures (Lopes da Silva and Storm van
Leeuwen 1978; Thatcher et al. 1986; Wright and Sergejew
1991; Burkitt 1994) emanating from localised inputs, and
frequency/wavenumber characteristics similar to those of
real ECoG. (The last result was marred by unavoidable
problems of spatial aliasing.)

The same simulation methods have been applied in
the present paper, firstly to clarify the spectral and
travelling wave characteristics, secondly to reproduce
conditions and results concerned with synchrony and
oscillation analogous to experiments conducted by
Singer and Gray and others, and thirdly to elucidate the
dependence of the findings on particular physical mecha-
nisms.

By these means it is aimed to show that a unified
explanation of both zero-lag synchrony and travelling
wave phenomena can be advanced, and that the
mechanisms for these effects need not depend upon
non-linear phase-locking, complicated synaptodendri-
tic dynamics, or synchrony of cortical inputs. First
steps have also been taken to show that certain proper-
ties of synchrony are scale invariant and may apply
to interactions among individual cells, or interacting
populations.

2 Methods

2.1 An outline of single-layered cat cortex ECoG simulation
(Wright and Liley 1995)

Elements of connectivity in the simulation are sketched in Fig. 1.
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2.1.1 Unit volume, pulse density and local field potential. For the N cells
in unit volume, pulse density, Q, is given by

Q"
1

N

�
�
���

q
�

(1)

where �q
�
� are the states of the cells, and q

�
"0 or 1, depending on

whether the individual cell is sub- or suprathreshold.
The local field potential, », and Q are related by

Q"(1#e� �����)�� (2)

which represents a sigmoidal response of pulse density with respect to
», consequent to the Gaussian distribution of action potential thresh-
olds with respect to ». Voltage units are standard deviations (SD) of the
distribution of cell thresholds, and the distribution is considered trun-
cated at 3 SD from the mean threshold.

Parameter a has the value !1.82, rather than the conventional
!�2, as this choice produces a somewhat better approximation over
the usual low pulse density operating range of the simulation.

2.1.2 Synaptic density as a measure of coupling strength. Within and
between unit volumes, the strength of synaptic coupling between any
two masses of cells of uniform type, or the recurrent coupling of any one
mass to itself, was treated as proportional to the synaptic density of the
appropriate type, expressed as a fraction of the total synapses in unit
volume. The nomenclature adopted reflects Braitenberg and Schuz’s
(1991) association of apical and basal dendritic systems with cortico-
cortical (�-type) and intracortical (�-type) axo-synaptic connections.
Subscript ei, for example, indicates that the synaptic class is that of
excitatory cells afferent to inhibitory cells, and similarly for other
subscripts. The relevant types of synaptic density are then:

— �
��
, �

��
. Synaptic densities associated with the entirely excitatory

cortico-cortical fibres. For a typical unit volume at cortical coordi-
nates (0, 0), partial densities can be defined by their origins from
surrounding volumes at (x, y) as �

��
(x, y). For cat cortex, �

��
"0.765,

�
��
"0.1.

— �
��

, �
��

, �
��
, �

��
. Synaptic densities of intracortical connections.

�
��

"0.0845, �
��
"0.0149, �

��
"0.0228, �

��
"0.004.

— �
��

, �
��
. Synaptic densities of non-specific cortical afferents. A maxi-

mally conservative estimate for density of non-specific inputs to
cortex was made — namely that only 1% of synapses are of this origin.
�
��

"0.0077, �
��
"0.0011.

— M
��

, the density associated with specific cortical afferents — a value
which was not required for purposes of simulation.

Calculations of synaptic density were made by methods reported in
Liley and Wright (1994) and Wright and Liley (1995). We have since
revised these estimates somewhat, but for ease of comparison with
earlier work, the earlier values are retained here, and the same numer-
ical procedures were used in simulation as previously. Quite small
changes in these parameters and numerical approximations used in the
simulation exert sensitive effects upon the range of stable performance
without qualitative effects upon spectral and other properties. These
influences upon stability will be discussed in later publications.

2.1.3 Dendritic delay (pulse/wave conversion), synaptic gain and axonal
delay. System delays imposed by lag time of transmission through the
cortical dendrites were modelled in a simplified form based on the
findings of Freeman (1991).

Thus where g is a measure of synaptic gain, Q
�
is the afferent pulse

action density, �w
�
� are discretised lag weights approximating the rise

and fall of dendritic potential in response to a unit-amplitude pulse
input, and �t is the discrete time step (0.1ms), the time response of local
field potential is given by

» (t)"g
�
�
���

w
�
Q

�
(t!j�t) (3)

The �w
�
�, j"1 . . . n, were in the form of an isosceles triangular

function, with maximum at j"n/2 being the 5-ms lag weight. For j"1
and n, w

�
"0, and �� w

�
"1.

The synaptic gain, g, is equal to 37 units, where each unit is a SD of
threshold distribution.

Axonal delays corresponded to a uniform velocity of conduction of
9m/s, matching physiological average estimates (Nunez 1995). Within
each unit volume axonal conduction lags were treated as zero. Delays of
conduction between unit volumes were calculated from ��"r

��
/�,

where �� is axonal conduction lag over the Euclidean distance r
��

between the pth unit volume and the qth unit volume and axonal
conduction velocity is �.

2.1.4 Coupling of unit volumes to simulate extended cortex. An extended
area of cortex was simulated by unit volumes in a 20�20 matrix, each
volume connected with its neighbours so that the coupling strengths,
�
��

(x, y), declined with r
��

as a Gaussian function with SD 4 distance
units, where a distance unit was the side of one cell of the 20�20 matrix.
This approximates to the distribution of cortico-cortical fibres in the
cat brain if the distance unit is taken as about 0.9 mm, giving an axonal
delay of 0.1 ms/distance unit.

Boundary conditions were toroidal, conveniently imposing a closed
condition.

2.1.5 State transition equations. Defining »
����

, »
����

, Q
����

, Q
����

, as the
pth unit volume’s state variables, at time t,

Q
����

"(1#e� ���������)��, Q
����

"(1#e� ��� ������)�� (4a)

»
� ���

"g
�
�
���

w
�
Q

�����
(t!j�t), »

� ���
"g

�
�
���

w
�
Q

�����
(t!j�t) (4b)

where Q
�����

, Q
�����

are afferent synaptic action densities for the pth unit
volume, receiving cortico-cortical inputs from q unit volumes,
q"1 . . . u.

Q
�� ���

"�
��

Q
� ���

!�
��
Q

� ���
#M

��
Q

� ���
#�

��
Q

�� ���

#
�
�
�

�
��

(r
��

)Q
� ���

(t!r
��

/�) (5a)

Q
�� ���

"�
��
Q

� ���
!�

��
Q

� ���
#M

��
Q

� ���
#�

��
Q

�� ���

#
�
�
�

�
��

(r
��

)Q
� ���

(t!r
��

/�) (5b)

Consequent to the symmetry of long-range couplings,
��

�
�
��

(r
��

)"�
��

and ��
�
�
��
"�

��
.

2.2 Inputs and control parameters

2.2.1 Definitions, and operating ranges. System inputs as defined in
(5a, b) are Q

�
and Q

��
.

Q
�
was delivered as a zero mean Gaussian white noise (Marsaglia

and Zaman 1987) added to the value of Q
�
in selected unit volumes. The

SD of the white noise was limited so that Q
�
in the input unit volumes

never became negative. This input could be used to introduce time-
varying inputs to selected sites, mimicking special sensory input.

Q
��

was delivered at constant positive values to each unit volume
during each simulation run, thus acting as a control parameter operat-
ing in the mean excitatory range. Applied to all unit volumes, it is
analogous to non-specific cortical excitation as delivered by the reticu-
lar formation. When Q

��
is supplied selectively to particular unit vol-

umes in association with Q
�
it acquires additional analogy to the mean

excitatory tone associated with the specific sensory input, since the end
result in the simulation is the same. The latter usage also justifies the use
of values for selective Q

��
inputs greater than 1, although the definition

of pulse density limits �Q� to the range 0—1. Two further reasons justify
this liberal range of Q

��
. Firstly, �

��
, �

��
(the non-specific synaptic

densities) have been very conservatively estimated in our anatomical
estimates (Liley and Wright 1994). Secondly, since cortical non-specific
activation depends upon relatively long-acting neuromodulators, this
increases the effective non-specific pulse density.

2.2.2 Positions and durations of inputs. Inputs to the simulation were
organised in two ways:

(i) To allow travelling waves to be studied in simplified conditions,
Q

��
inputs were delivered uniformly to all unit volumes in the
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�Here, as in earlier papers, the term zero bounds implies that axonal
transmissions disappear at the boundary — equivalently, the boundary
is absorbing

matrix, and Q
�
was delivered to the excitatory cell compartment of

the unit volumes in column zero of the matrix.
(ii) To allow the effects of conjoint excitation and driving of localised

cortical sites to be studied, Q
��

was set to 0.1 for all unit volumes
except two. The two excited sites were then delivered higher Q

��
inputs and (usually) asynchronous Q

�
inputs — i.e. noise sequences

generated from different seed values.

White noise and sinusoidal forms of Q
�
were utilised as detailed with

specific results.
Unless specifically stated, all simulation runs started with 0.8 s of

both Q
�
and Q

��
input, beginning with �Q

�
,Q

�
� all zero at t"0. Outputs

were then analysed over the subsequent 0.8—16 s epoch.

2.3 Outputs

Outputs were the time series of �»
�
,Q

�
�. Selected members of �»

�
(t)�

underwent spectral analysis by Fast Fourier Transform, and pairs of
�Q

�
(t)� were used to obtain Pearson’s correlation coefficient as a func-

tion of lag, between selected sites. Ensemble averages for each of these
measures were constructed by averaging the results obtained from the
0.8 s individual runs, usually over 100 samples, or as indicated with
specific results.

2.4 Specialised forms of the simulation’s state equations

2.4.1 Linearised model form. To determine dependence of the simula-
tion’s dynamics upon non-linear effects, it was useful to apply a lin-
earised version of the state equations and contrast the results in runs of
this type with runs generated using (4a, b) and (5a, b).

Differentiating (2),

dQ/d»"!ae������ (1#e� �����)�� (6a)

and thus for any given mean value, »
�

of »

Q"�dQ/d»
����

� * (»!»
�
) (6b)

is a linearised approximation of (2), which can be generalised to (4a, b)
and (5a, b). The mean values of �»

�
, »

�
� obtained from the standard,

non-linear simulation at steady state, were thus the required �»
�
� to

operate the simulation with equivalent gains to the standard condition,
but without other non-linear signal transformations.

2.4.2 Roles of intracortical and cortico-cortical interactions. To study
the roles played by different classes of synaptic coupling, special simula-
tions were performed in which all couplings of the sets ��

��
�, ��

��
�,

��
��
� and ��

��
� were set to zero, alone or in combinations. Results were

contrasted with matched standard simulation runs.

2.4.3 Effects of cortico-cortical coupling symmetry. To enable the conse-
quences of a rich variety of asymmetrical coupling conditions to be
studied by variation of a single parameter, the strength of �-type
couplings between any two unit volumes, a function of distance of
separation, r

��
, was elliptically reweighted according to r

��
P

�[x�#(Ey)�], where x and y are the distances of separation along the
rows and columns of the unit volumes. E is equal to 1 for the usual
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution of connections. For EO1, the
total input connectivities per unit volume were summed and normalised
so that the total input synaptic density remained equal to �

��
, �

��
.

Adjacent unit volumes were assigned reciprocal values of E alternately
along any row, column and diagonal on the matrix, thus generating
asymmetry of coupling between most unit volumes. Results of simula-
tions generated for a variety of values of E, were again contrasted with
matched standard simulations.

2.4.4 Simulation of events at different scales. The state equations have
a form which is applicable independent of scale provided that at very
small scales the synaptic densities attributed to intra-cortical and cor-
tico-cortical connections and axonal delays are appropriately correc-
ted. This property arises since N, the number of cells per unit volume is
arbitrary. Voltage units are defined in standard deviations of cell
threshold, and the sigmoidal non-linearity can be interpreted as reflect-
ing either the distribution of thresholds of individual cells or the
probability that single cells will fire at a given level of dendritic de-

polarisation. Whereas toroidal bounds are most appropriate for the
simulation of events at the scale of the whole brain, for small-scale
events zero boundary conditions best reflect the connectivity of a small
locale of cells, considered as embedded in the larger cerebral cortex.�
Details are discussed further in Sect. 3.2.3.

3 Results

3.1 System properties with uniform Q
��

inputs:
travelling waves associated with low pulse densities

Figure 2 shows ensemble average spectral properties of
simulated ECoG. The driving noise, Q

�
, was input syn-

chronously (i.e. the identical time series) to each element
in column zero of the matrix, and in each graph the
ECoG power spectrum from the unit volume at the tenth
column and row of the matrix is displayed, as representa-
tive of spectra from across the matrix. As described in
Wright and Liley (1995) these spectra reflect travelling
wave activity in the matrix, generated by the Q

�
input.

Within each graph, spectra are shown for progressive
increments of uniform non-specific cortical excitation. At
Q

��
"1.2 the system is just short of runaway self-excita-

tion, which occurs when the mean values of Q
�

reach
approximately 0.04.

It is seen that with progressive increase in Q
��

total
spectral power increases, and the peak spectral density
moves to the right, towards a limiting case at which
spectral power is distributed in the high beta to gamma
range.

The top left-hand graphs show these features of
ECoG spectral behaviour for the complete model of the
cat brain. The top right-hand graphs were obtained with
the matched linearised version. The lower two sets of
graphs show the results when inhibitory to excitatory
couplings, ��

��
�, are set to zero, and intracortical excita-

tory couplings, ��
��

�, are set to zero, respectively.
It is seen that the complete (non-linear) and linearised

results are little different. With the removal of excita-
tory/inhibitory interactions the shift of peak spectral
density to the right does not take place with increasing
Q

��
, and with the removal of �

��
couplings spectral be-

haviours are similar to those of the complete model, but
of diminished amplitude.

Not shown in Fig. 2 are the results of removals of
�
��
-type and �-type couplings. The first of these cases

(��
��
�"0) gives spectral results resembling the complete

model, but with a small relative increase of peak power
best seen in the Q

��
"1.2 case. The second case (��

��
�"0)

is of course the case for the isolated unit volume, and no
wave propagation in the matrix is possible.

In addition to simulation runs with synchronous
noise inputs to column zero, runs were performed with
sinusoidal Q

�
inputs (single sinusoids and combinations,

across the frequency spectrum of interest) and asyn-
chronous (uncorrelated) Q

�
noise driving to each unit
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Fig. 2. Ensemble average properties of travelling waves
in the simulation, obtained from driving column zero of
the cortical matrix with synchronous white noise.
Simulated electrocorticogram (ECoG) was obtained at
site x"10, y"10. Gain is shown as function of fre-
quency, as the ratio of the ECoG amplitude, divided by
input pulse amplitude at column zero. Results are aver-
aged from 100 0.8-s epochs, each based on different
driving noise seed value. Levels of non-specific cortical
activation (Q

��
) were increased to the maximum

(Q
��

"1.2) compatible with low pulse-density perfor-
mance across the entire matrix. ¹op left: Standard simu-
lation, toroidal bounds, axonal delay 0.1 ms/unit volume.
¹op right: Matched performance when state equations
are linearised about mean operating points of the stan-
dard simulation (see text). Bottom left: Performance
when the return couplings from inhibitory to excitatory
cells are cut. Bottom right: Performance when intracorti-
cal excitatory-excitatory couplings are cut. ——
Q

��
"1.2, - - - - Q

��
"0.95, — — — Q

��
"0.6, — - — -

Q
��

"0.2

volume in column zero. Asynchrony of the inputs
lowered ECoG output amplitude without affecting spec-
tral density. Sinusoidal inputs, single or in combination,
yielded output ECoG in which almost all spectral power
was concentrated at the input frequency or frequencies,
with components several orders of magnitude lower, at
integer multiples and fractions of the input frequency.

Figure 2 describes ensemble averages. Since real
ECoGs are usually spectrally characterised over short
epochs, Fig. 3 shows a set of examples of 0.8 s spectra.
It is seen that random fluctuations in the spectra of the
input noise, and the transfer function of the cortical
medium under the control of Q

��
, respectively control the

transient fine spectral structure and the form of the spec-
tral envelope. Both the transient examples and the en-
semble averages appear similar to typical equivalent
spectra from real ECoG, as seen in our laboratory and
elsewhere.

3.2 Effects of non-uniform excitation

3.2.1 Zero-lag cross-correlation and ECoG gamma-band
activity. Figure 4 shows results obtained from the stan-
dard form of the simulation, when equal DC inputs (Q

��
)

and asynchronous noise inputs of equal RMS amplitude

(Q
�
) are delivered to two separate unit volumes on the

matrix — in these examples to the (6,10) and (12,10)
(row, column).

In Fig. 4a the Q
��

input is of insufficient magnitude to
elevate mean pulse density at the sites of input to the
point where runaway self-excitation will supervene at the
sites of driving — so the average pulse densities, �Q

�
�, at

the driven sites remain low fractions. A surrounding field
of secondarily excited unit volumes is revealed by the
surface of pulse density variance. The ECoG power spec-
trum from the middle of this field (the 10,10 site) is
representative in spectral density of ECoG from all unit
volumes, and resembles the spectra produced with low
uniform Q

��
.

Cross-correlations of pulse densities from unit vol-
umes of interest on the matrix show, from top down, that:

(i) Pulse density fluctuation is essentially uncorrelated
at the sites of input. (The inputs themselves had
a correlation of zero at all lags, and the correlations
of the input sites were always low and maximal at
variable lag.)

(ii) Pulse density at a driven site, and pulse density at any
immediate neighbour to this site, are maximally cor-
related at a few milliseconds lag, i.e. the neighbouring
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Fig. 3. Representative spectral properties of simulated ECoG output,
and of the corresponding inputs, for randomly chosen 0.8-s epochs,
utilised in obtaining the ensemble average properties in Fig. 2

Fig. 4a

unit volumes are following the driven unit volume.
This is shown for the (6,11) following the driven
(6,10) site, but the result is general for all immediate
neighbours.

(iii) Pulse densities in immediate neighbours of each of
the driven sites are maximally cross-correlated at
zero lag. This result, shown for the (6,11) and (12,9)
unit volume sites, is general between any pair of sites
neighbouring the driven sites, and extends to the sites
between the driven sites — e.g. site (10,10) has maximal
cross-correlation at zero lag with neighbours of either
driven site, as will be shown further below.

In Fig. 4b cases are shown in which the Q
��

inputs are
similar to those in Fig. 4a but the RMS amplitude of the
asynchronous driving noises is greater. The increase in
noise magnitude is just such that pulse density at the
driven sites fluctuates between the upper and lower
bounds of Q

�
. Average pulse densities remain lower than

the maximum possible. In this condition pulse density
cross-correlations follow the same general rules as in
Fig. 4a. However, the representative ECoG power spec-
trum shows high amplitude at low frequency, and
a strongly hyperbolic form.

Figure 4c shows effects of higher Q
��

inputs to the
driven sites. The mean pulse density at the driven sites is
now essentially at the maximum. The ECoG has moved
to gamma-band activity, centered around 40 Hz, and this

spectrum is representative of activity throughout the
matrix. Cross-correlations show the same general rela-
tions as in Fig. 4a and b.

Results obtained in the form of Fig. 4 were modified
in the following ways in extended simulation runs, all
using the standard model.

(i) When additional uncorrelated noise was injected to
all other sites on the matrix, maximum cross-correla-
tions declined, and ECoG spectra from remote unit
volumes (e.g. 0,0) exhibited typical low Q

��
form,

rather than simply following the spectra of unit vol-
umes nearer the highly excited sites.

(ii) When synchronous components were added to the
asynchronous noises delivered to the driven sites,
results were essentially similar, but maximum cross-
correlations were higher.
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Fig. 4a–c. Each figure shows the results when localised Q
��

input and
asynchronous noise are delivered to sites x"6, y"10, and x"12,
y"10, on the simulated cortical surface. Results are averaged over 100
0.8-s epochs. ¸eft columns: Average pulse density, and log variance of
pulse density, on the cortical surface, with the average ECoG spectrum
from x"10, y"10. Right columns: Pulse cross-correlations in excita-
tory cell components, calculated at 1-ms lags. ¹op: Between the driven

sites. Middle: Between a driven site (x"6, y"10) with an immediate
neighbour at (x"6, y"11). Bottom: Between sites neighbouring the
driven sites, at (6,11) and (12,9). In all figures, the Q

��
input to all sites

other than the driven sites was Q
��

"0.1. a Q
��

input to the driven
sites"4.84, and noise standard deviation (SD) (in units of Q

�
)"0.0177.

b Q
��

input to driven sites"4.84, noise SD"0.07. c Q
��

input to driven
sites"5.01, noise SD"0.07

(iii) When the driven sites were moved further apart or
closer together then, in the presence of additional
noise, cross-correlation maxima were reduced with
increasing distance of separation of the input sites.

All cross-correlations rep orted above were calculated
at 1 ms lags. Lags as short as the step interval for the
simulation (0.1ms) were also used, and it was shown that
sites neighbouring each of the driven sites exhibited small
perturbations of maximal cross-correlation about zero
lag within short simulation runs, but had maxima at zero
lag on average.

An attempt was made to determine the time of
onset of zero-lag cross-correlation. Precise quantita-

tion is problematic because of the effects of simula-
tion initialisation. But zero-lag cross-correlation ap-
peared to be present within tens of milliseconds after
initialisation.

Figure 5 shows the extent of the domain of syn-
chrony, its relation to the strength of average input to the
driven sites, and the fact that synchrony is independent of
the presence of gamma-band ECoG oscillation. It can be
seen that in both cases a central field of synchronously
oscillating pulse density is surrounded by outwardly
radiating travelling waves. Calculations from these lags
indicate velocities are similar to those previously cal-
culated for traveling waves.
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Fig. 5. The field of synchronous oscil-
lation, and its surround of travelling
waves. ¹op figures: Sufaces corres-
ponding to those shown in Fig 4a and
c. In these instances inputs have been
delivered to unit volumes at (7,10) and
(13,10), so that the (10,10) site is cen-
trally positioned in the field. ¸eft top
surface: Delay of maximum positive
cross-correlation of Q

�
between the

(10,10) unit volume and all other unit
volumes on the matrix. As for Fig. 4a,
the Q

��
input to the two driven sites is

4.84. Right top surface: Corresponding
result when Q

��
to the driven sites is

5.01, as in Fig. 4c. The small figures
below each of these surfaces show the
average value of Q

�
on the surface, and

the ECoG spectrum arising from the
(10,10) site. Results here are ensemble
averages from 50 independent in-
itialisations of the simulation

Fig. 6. Local excitatory/inhibitory pulse
relations. Configuration of the simula-
tion as in Fig. 5. Mean pulse densities
and cross-correlations within the
(10,10) site. ¹op left: Mean pulse den-
sity within the excitatory and inhibi-
tory cell masses of the (10,10) unit
volume, as Q

��
increases. ¹op right:

Cross-correlation of pulse density in
the excitatory and inhibitory compo-
nents, corresponding to the shifts in the
means. Bottom small graphs: Corres-
ponding ECoG spectra at (10,10)
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Fig. 7. These surfaces arise from simu-
lation configurations, sites of noise in-
put and Q

��
input, analogous to Fig. 5,

and were formed over similar en-
sembles. In addition to mapping the
lag time of peak positive cross-correla-
tion with respect to (10,10) — right-hand
surfaces — the correlation values asso-
ciated with these lags are shown in the
left-hand surfaces. Differences from Fig.
5: the driven sites have a Q

��
of 4.3, and

instead of symmetrical couplings be-
tween unit volumes, couplings are
asymmetrical because of elliptical
weighting of inputs to each unit vol-
ume (E"6, see Sect. 2.4.3). ¹op surfa-
cess: Complete non-linear model.
Bottom surfaces: Model linearised, and
both intracortical connections and
excitatory/inhibitory interactions abol-
ished

3.2.2 Mechanisms of synchrony and oscillation
3.2.2.1 Oscillation: local phase relations of excitatory

and inhibitory cells. As described with Fig. 2, simulated
gamma-band ECoG oscillation is contingent upon the
presence of local excitatory/inhibitory interactions. This
is true also when Q

�
inputs are restricted to a pair of

driven sites. To indicate the mechanism of this oscilla-
tion, Fig. 6 shows the cross-correlations of the excitatory
and inhibitory cells in a representative unit volume with-
in the field of synchrony, in a simulation configuration
identical to that applied to yield Fig. 5.

As the level of excitation of the two driven unit
volumes is increased up to and beyond the point at which
oscillation in the gamma range appears in the ECoG,
excitatory and inhibitory pulse densities move towards
an approximately quarter-cycle phase separation, in
terms of the principal period of oscillation.

3.2.2.2 Synchrony: role of cortico-cortical (�
��

) connec-
tions. Figure 7 was generated with a simulation config-
uration again like that used for Fig. 5, and is again
plotted for every unit volume with respect to the (10,10)
site. The distribution of synchrony as a function of lag,

and the values of positive correlation associated with the
characteristics delays, are shown.

Unlike the symmetrical �
��
-type couplings between

unit volumes used in the generation of Fig. 5, in these
cases asymmetrical couplings (E"6) were applied. It is
seen that the pattern of delay is much transformed, but
the central field of zero-lag synchrony, surrounded by
outwardly radiating waves, is preserved.

A closely similar pattern of delays and correlations is
seen in both the upper and lower sets of graphs. Yet the
lower figures were generated in simulation runs in which
the model was linearised (on the basis of the mean values
found in the equivalent complete model: see Sect. 2.4.1.)
and both ��

��
� and ��

��
� were set to zero, thus eliminat-

ing intracortical, local excitatory/excitatory and excita-
tory/inhibitory interaction, and leaving only �-type,
linear interactions in an asymmetrically coupled matrix.

3.2.3 Interneuronal, versus interareal, synchrony. Results
presented so far use a simulation of a cat-sized brain,
resolved to about 1 mm� unit volumes. As mentioned in
Sect. 2.4.4, state equations of similar form can be used to
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Fig. 8. Contours of maximal cross-cor-
relation and delay with respect to the
(10,10) site, when the coupling coeffic-
ient �

��
is substituted for the cortico-

cortical coupling coefficient �
��

, axonal
delays are set to zero, and boundary
conditions are absorbing. Also E"6,
and Q

��
values have been set to offset

changes in aggregate gain (see text).
Inputs sites remain at (7,10) and (13,10).
These changes approximate the simu-
lation to the scale of average individual
cells. ¹op left surface: Maximum
cross-correlation. ¹op right surface:
Delay at maximum cross-correlation.
Bottom figures: As labelled. Results are
from the average of 25 individual runs

represent interactions of individual neurones or small
populations, so long as boundary conditions, coupling
coefficients and delays are appropriately reconfigured.

Results with regard to synchrony at small scales are
shown in Fig. 8. These were obtained by:

(i) setting the boundary conditions of the matrix to zero
(absorbing) bounds;

(ii) setting ��
��

� to the usual value of ��
��

�, and ��
��

� to
zero, so that all excitatory couplings are intracortical
and there is negligible self-excitation;

(iii) setting the axonal conduction time for passage of
signals across single unit volume to zero, reflecting
negligible local axonal delays;

(iv) again applying a highly asymmetrical type of coupl-
ing between unit volumes, by the use of the elliptical
weighting of inputs, so as to better conform to the
high asymmetry of synaptic couplings at microscop-
ic scale;

(v) raising the Q
��

inputs to both the driven sites to
a higher value (Q

��
"6), and also the Q

��
to other

neurones/unit volumes to 0.5, so as to increase (for
numerical reasons) the dynamic gains to a degree
sufficient to offset the fall in coupling strength when
only intracortical couplings are modelled.

The simulation then represents, to a first approxima-
tion, a matrix of individual cells, or small populations of
cells, connected by intracortical fibres only.

It is seen in Fig. 8 that synchronous activity appears
at separated sites at this microscopic scale, as at the
meso/macroscopic scales.

3.2.4 Effect of total coupling gains upon synchrony. Fig-
ure 9 shows results again using a standard configuration
with regard to couplings, axonal delay and boundary
conditions. Here the input signals (high Q

��
#asyn-

chronous noise Q
�
) have been applied not only to two

discrete sites, but to four inputs sites, arranged in a bar.
In this configuration couplings are again rendered asym-
metrical, by use of elliptical weighting of input couplings
to unit volumes. This asymmetry has been arranged so
that when the bar of inputs is applied to all sites from
(7,10) to (13,10) it is acting on units which are relatively
strongly coupled along the tenth row of the matrix. But
when the bar is input diagonally, from sites (7,7) to
(13.13), it is acting across relatively weakly coupled unit
volumes. It is seen that the extent and amplitude of the
field of synchronous activity are influenced by the ori-
entation of the input.

These results depend essentially upon manipulating
the gain of couplings between involved units. This can be
achieved structurally, by manipulating the symmetry of �-
type couplings as shown, or by dynamic influences, i.e. by
manipulating the pattern of Q

��
inputs. The latter, equiv-

alent result to that shown for structural manipulation,
follows from the fact that the total gain between any two
unit volumes is a function of the structural terms � and g,
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Fig. 9. Delay contours obtained when
inputs to the simulation are delivered
in conditions of asymmetrical coupl-
ing, and the inputs are arranged in
a continuous bar, arrayed over the
(7,10) to (13,10) sites, or the (7,7) to
(13,13) sites. The value of elliptical
weighting has been set to E"6, with
the consequence that the line of sites
(7,10) to (13,10) is relatively strongly
coupled, while the line of sites (7,7) to
(13,13) is relatively weakly coupled.
Asynchronous noise inputs were de-
livered to all sites on the bar, and
a small amount of noise was input to
all other sites to increase contrast.
Q

��
to the driven sites is 3.8. Axonal

delays, etc., are otherwise standard,
and the results are averaged from 25
individual runs. ¸eft-hand graphs: Con-
tours of maximum cross-correlation
delay with respect to (10,10) and asso-
ciated pulse densities and variance, for
the bar stimulus over strongly coupled
input sites. Right-hand graphs: Corres-
ponding results for the weakly coupled
input sites

and the dynamic gain term dQ/d», which is in turn
a function of Q

��
.

4 Conclusions

4.1 Summary of findings

It appears that both travelling EEG waves and zero-lag
pulse synchrony and oscillation can be accounted for by
a relatively simple system of state equations, even though
these do not model most aspects of individual cell physi-
ology in any detail.

Narrow bandwidth EEG activity — alpha activity in
particular — is not fully accounted for, and must be taken
to reflect rhythmic input to cortex from subcortical sites,
rather than arising in the cortex itself. Nonetheless the
regulation of the cortical wave transfer function by non-
specific cortical excitation can account for much of the
relative amplitude of EEG frequency components.

Synchronous oscillations in this simulation do not
depend upon synchrony of inputs to separate cortical
sites, and are manifest at both microscopic and
meso/macroscopic scales. The extent of the field of syn-
chrony is regulated by the pattern of gains — both struc-
tural and dynamic — within the field of coupled elements.

4.2 Mechanisms determining spectral form, synchrony
and oscillation

Results described with Fig. 2 enable consideration of the
ECoG spectral envelope as the sum of two essentially

linear processes: one dependent on excitatory/inhibitory
interactions, and one dependent on excitatory/excitatory
interactions. From the results in Figs. 7 and 8, zero-lag
synchrony depends upon linear excitatory couplings
alone, and is robust despite asymmetry of couplings, and
variation of axonal lag.

The basic mechanisms underlying the phenomena
can be deduced as follows:

4.2.1 Spectral envelope. As indicated in Fig. 6, given
a sufficiently excited state, excitatory/inhibitory interac-
tions generate oscillation at a center frequency of about
40Hz, in accord with the prediction of Freeman (1991).
This process appears to give rise to one distinct compon-
ent in the spectrum.

A second distinct spectral component may be ac-
counted for as follows. Each unit volume is associated
with a system of recurrent loops of cortico-cortical con-
nections, leading back to the reference unit volume. If
there are n steps of one synapse in a particular recurrent
loop, the mean delay in this loop is � per synaptic step,
and � is the mean gain at each step, then the recurrent
loop’s activity is associated with resonance at f"1/n�
with a gain of ��. If each unit volume is connected to
� other unit volumes, then the number of recurrent loops
of n synaptic steps which can be formed is proportional
to ��, and the recurrent gain G( f ) of each excitatory mass
upon itself is thus proportional to �� * ��. Thus when
�"1/�, G( f ) along pathways of any n is (roughly)
equal, the afferent gain, � * �"1, and the system is
on the verge of runaway excitation. When �'1/�, G ( f )
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�A more rigorous development of this argument depends upon as-
sumptions concerning the distribution of long-range couplings, but the
general conclusion regarding the spectral behaviour is robust

� In concurrent work Amit and Brunel (submitted) have shown that
a neural network with many common features with the present simula-
tion has physiologically realistic behaviour under Hebbian memory
storage, and exhibits synchronous oscillation associated with low pulse
densities

is monotonically descending with f, and the system is
stable. When �(1/�, G( f ) is monotonically ascending
with f, and the system enters runaway self-excitation.�

The two components together appear to account for
the forms of the spectral envelope, their sum dictating the
frequency of peak power transfer from inputs.

The further spectral effect which appears when levels
of pulse density vary rapidly from low to maximal action
potential rates, as shown in Fig. 4b, may contribute to the
typical ‘1/f ’ form seen in desynchronised real ECoG.

4.2.2 Zero-lag synchrony. The occurrence and spatial con-
formation of synchrony in the simulation depends on long-
range excitatory couplings, gains and lags only, and is linear
in nature. This property is not one commonly encountered
in a linear wave medium. Notably there is not synchrony
between the driven sites themselves, and both the neighbour
sites and activity beyond the field of synchrony exhibit lag
correlations with input sites consistent with the propaga-
tion of travelling waves. Thus the synchronous field must be
accounted for as a property of intersecting, weakly disper-
sive linear waves propagating from each input site. An
analytic treatment of correlation functions in an equivalent
continuum wave model is in preparation.

4.3 Match to experimental results and other
theoretical accounts

The simulation’s qualitative behaviours correspond to
the experimental phenomena reported in Singer and
Gray’s (1995) summary review of synchrony and oscilla-
tion results. They contrast with some of the explanations
advanced by other writers. The mechanism of 40Hz oscil-
lation is closely akin to that proposed by Freeman (1991),
but appears rather different to that modelled in hippocam-
pus by Whittington et al. (1995). Further, there is no
dependence upon subcortical rhythmic inputs (Llinas et al.
1991; Steriade et al. 1993), nor limit-cycle oscillations
(Tass and Haken 1996), nor local lateral inhibition (Nis-
chwitz and Glunder 1995), nor do the effects depend
upon comparator properties of individual neurones
(Konig et al. 1996). However, these various alternative
mechanisms may be complementary, or applicable in
different situations, in ways which are not yet clear.

Singer and Gray’s (1995) findings can be considered
accounted for to the following extent:

(i) Synchrony at exactly zero lag appears over the
correct time course, and is present at all neural
scales, from individual neurones within a column to
interareal extents. Roles for both structural con-
nectivity gains and functional gain are provided,
which concur with the interpretations given to their
findings by Singer and Gray (1995).

(ii) Synchrony is not contingent upon the presence of
gamma-band oscillation. Singer and Gray empha-

sise the separatability of these phenomena in experi-
mental situations, although experimentally they are
likely to appear together when stimulus conditions
are strong and non-specific activation high.

(iii) Synchrony is present not between the cells receiving
input but in those surrounding the sites of input.
This may explain why synchrony is best observed as
a multi-unit phenomenon.

(iv) The neighbouring sites to input actually follow the
input sites with a few milliseconds’ lag. If it is as-
sumed that cortical neurones which are optimally
driven by visual stimuli correspond to those more
directly receiving sensory input, while those subop-
timally driven by sensory input are more strongly
coupled to, and following, the neurones at the sites
of direct input, then an explanation of why optimal-
ly driven neurones phase-lead those suboptimally
driven (Konig et al. 1995) is apparent. Yet the den-
sity of local connection would involve both types in
synchronous oscillation to some extent.

(v) When visual inputs which produce synchrony in
response to short bars are concurrently stimulated
with a large bar which links the stimuli delivered to
the two sites, synchronous oscillation is enhanced
(Singer and Gray 1995). This may be accounted for
by the influence of the longer bar upon functional
gains in the field of synchrony. However, a detailed
explanation would need to allow for the influences
of overlying noise, etc., which have not been
modelled in any detail.

(vi) Dependence of synchrony on subtle aspects of sens-
ory tuning (e.g. to movement and spatial frequency)
has not been accounted for in these simulations.
These findings do not constitute evidence against
the general validity of this model, but pose a chal-
lenge for further detailed modelling.

(vii) While reproduction of the experimental findings in
simulations adds little to debates concerning the
relationship of synchrony and oscillation to cortical
information processing, it should help to define
a test-bed for modelling of the cognitive events. The
field of synchrony contains information derived
from both sites of asynchronous input. Given ap-
propriate local synaptic modification (learning)
rules, local networks could subsequently identify
partial inputs as belonging to particular classes of
associated spatio-temporal events. Also, the ex-
tended field of synchronous oscillation suggests
that this mechanism may be important in ensuring
redundancy of storage.�

(viii) The simulation’s properties imply that future
experimentation might compare results at the in-
tracortical, micro-level with macroscopic EEG
waves in the surrounding field, and that events at
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these very different scales may share certain scale-
invariant dynamics.

4.4 Some general modelling aspects and limitations

Very simplified state equations compared with those
used in most neuronal modelling nevertheless appear to
have considerable explanatory power with regard to the
dynamics of the neuronal field. It remains to be empha-
sised in which ways the simulation is restricted, and
which aspects of the parameterisation appear critical.

Firstly, without the approximation to dendritic time
constants which accord with the experimental findings of
Freeman (but which are shorter than those commonly
accepted) oscillation in the gamma band would not ap-
pear, since the period of oscillation is four times the
dendritic rise time. Similarly, wave velocities are partially
dependent on the dendritic rise time, as well as on the
axonal conduction velocity.

Secondly, without setting synaptic gain to a high
figure, this simulation cannot combine both the range of
spectral densities exhibited and the low overall average
pulse rate actually present in the neocortex (Amit et al.
1990). Consequently the model readily enters runaway
excitation. There is reason to believe that real neocortex
may exploit such a metastability (Wright and Liley 1996),
but an account of dynamic stabilising mechanisms is
lacking at this stage.

Thirdly, the present model is unable to account ad-
equately for the complex relations of ECoG RMS ampli-
tude and spectral density commonly revealed in real
ECoG — instead, amplitude rises monotonically with shift
of the spectral envelope to the right. Neither does it deal
adequately with pulse density variance as a function of
mean pulse density.

Fourthly, the description of subcortical inputs and
cortico-cortical connectivities remain crude, but also
subject to reasonably simple improvement.
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Propagation and stability of waves of electrical activity in the cerebral cortex
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Nonlinear equations are introduced to model the behavior of the waves of cortical electrical activity that are
responsible for signals observed in electroencephalography. These equations incorporate nonlinearities, axonal
and dendritic lags, excitatory and inhibitory neuronal populations, and the two-dimensional nature of the
cortex, while rendering nonlinear features far more tractable than previous formulations, both analytically and

levels of stimulation. Dispersion equations for linear waves are then derived analytically and an analytic
expression is found for the linear stability boundary beyond which a seizure will occur. The effects of bound-
ary conditions in determining global eigenmodes are also studied in various geometries and the corresponding

existing results in the relevant limits, thereby elucidating the limits of validity of previous approximations.
�S1063-651X�97�06006-6�

PACS number�s�: 87.22.Jb, 87.22.As, 87.10�e

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of electrical activity in the cerebral cortex
by means of electrodes on the scalp or the cortical surface is
a commonly used tool in neuroscience and medicine. De-
tailed multichannel recordings of activity resulting from neu-

and temporal patterns in the cortical regions where cognitive
tasks are performed. These signals, known as electroen-

their coarse morphological and spectral features may be em-

EEG and variations in the power spectrum with cognitive
state have been well characterized �1�, velocities of EEG
waves have been estimated �2�, and typical features of the
EEG response to external stimuli �so-called event related po-
tentials� have been measured. Unfortunately, the connection
between recorded EEGs and the underlying neuronal dynam-
ics �and a fortiori cognition� remains poorly understood. A
few of the most basic properties of cortical waves appear to
be established �3�, but virtually everything beyond this level
is the subject of considerable debate and the wealth of ex-
perimental data is largely wasted in the absence of a more
solid theoretical framework within which to analyze it.
Numerous models of cortical activity have been devel-

oped at a variety of levels of description. At the most funda-
mental level are neural networks, which attempt to describe
the interconnections between individual neurons with vary-
ing degrees of idealization �4�. We term such simulations
microscopic because of their incorporation of microstructure
and neglect of long-range interconnections. Most notably,
Freeman has modeled the EEG arising from the olfactory
bulb of animals, during the perception of odors, by uniting

estimates of physiological parameters within a system of
nonlinear equations �5�. However, other methods are called
for when models for microscopic, highly nonlinear neuronal
events are extended to the large scale required to describe the
macroscopic EEG waves of the cerebral cortex. Because of
the huge numbers of neurons (�10 10) in the cortex,
smoothed-parameter models have been introduced to study
global properties of cortical activity. Such models implicitly
treat the cortex as a continuum �although they may be dis-
cretized for computation�, characterized by mean densities of
interconnections between neurons �which occur at synapses�,

umes large enough to include many neurons. Theoretical jus-

given by Stevens �6� and Wright and Liley �7� and the re-

by several authors �7�.
Both microscopic and continuum models typically include

both excitatory and inhibitory inputs to a given neuron,
which may itself be either excitatory or inhibitory in its ac-
tion on other neurons. Excitatory inputs tend to increase the

with both effects being nonlinear due, for example, to satu-

Thus, in general, continuum models must incorporate mean
densities of both populations of neurons, and of both types of

Delays in the propagation of signals through neurons �which
are highly elongated� must also be included. These delays
are of two types: dendritic lags, in which incoming signals

�see Fig. 1�, and axonal

locity along the axon.
�9,10� included excitatory and

dimensional �1D� model. With suitable adjustment of param-
eters, this model was able to reproduce the characteristic
�10 Hz frequency of the alpha rhythm, but omitted nonlin-
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ear effects, axonal delays, and the convolutions of the cortex.
Nunez �11,12� added axonal delays in order to investigate

global modes. This model permitted wave solutions and,
with the imposition of boundary conditions, the excitation of
global eigenmodes. Nunez solved this model analytically for
a 1D loop cortex, and for two-dimensional cortexes with
periodic and with spheroidal boundary conditions �i.e., ig-
noring the more complicated convoluted form of the real
cortex, and the inhomogeneity of cortical connections�, inter-
preting observed cortical wave frequencies in terms of dis-
crete eigenfrequencies. This model predicted global modes
whose frequencies approximately match those of the major
cerebral rhythms. In particular, the alpha rhythm was inter-
preted as being at the fundamental cortical eigenfrequency.
Wright and Liley �13–15� introduced a spatially dis-

cretized model in which the cortex is treated as 2D and di-
vided into patches, each of which is parametrized by the
mean densities of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, their

tions �i.e., of synapses�. Nonlinear effects and axonal and
dendritic delays were all included, with a Green-function for-
mulation describing the interconnections between patches as
a function of their spatial and temporal separation. This
model incorporated all relevant effects mentioned above, ex-
cept convolutions and nonuniformities in cortical connectiv-
ity, while allowing for the imposition of a variety of bound-
ary conditions. Moreover, its parameters were largely

comparing its predictions with measurements. However,
simulations based on it have been limited to very small sys-
tems �or very coarse resolution in larger systems� due to its
formulation in terms of Green functions, which are very slow
to evaluate, and a numerically intensive treatment of den-
dritic lags.
The central purpose of this paper is to introduce a model

of cortical electrical activity which includes nonlinearities,
axonal and dendritic time lags, variable geometries and
boundary conditions in 2D, and which permits analytic stud-
ies of wave properties and stability, while speeding compu-
tation to the point that whole-cortex simulations are possible
with good resolution. This is accomplished in Sec. II by
introducing a continuum wave-equation model to replace the

�13–15� discrete Green-
function one, and also by simplifying their treatment of den-
dritic lags. The new model is not identical to that of Wright
and Liley, but incorporates the same underlying neurophys-
ics to a similar degree of approximation. Neither model ad-

the skull to determine the scalp EEG, a problem that can be
avoided in any case by using magnetoencephalograms
�MEGs� based on the magnetic signals associated with neu-
ral activity. The task of the remainder of the paper is to lay
the mathematical basis for analysis of this model and obtain
its basic properties. In Secs. III and IV we investigate the
steady-state properties of the model and study the propaga-
tion and stability of small perturbations in the limit of an

are imposed in Sec. V to investigate the properties of global
eigenmodes and the eigenfrequencies are calculated for typi-
cal human parameters. An algorithm for numerical study of
our model is described in Sec. VI and its output is used to
verify key analytic results obtained in earlier sections.

II. CORTICAL MODEL

In this section we describe the relevant neurophysics and
neurophysiology and incorporate it into a continuum model
of cortical activity. The relationships of this model to those
of Wright and Liley �13–15� and Nunez �11,12� are de-
scribed in this section and Sec. IV, respectively.

A. Model equations

An excitatory neuron such as the one shown in Fig. 1
emits pulses � � at a mean rate qe that is determined
by the potentials generated in the dendritic tree by the syn-
aptic inputs of thousands of other neurons. Threshold poten-

for all neurons, but have a centrally peaked distribution. We
can then make a continuum approximation by replacing qe
with a local mean value Qe , averaged over many neurons,

FIG. 1. A typical neuron of the cerebral cortex, from a Golgi
stain �Ref. �8��. The scale bar represents 0.1 mm. Pulsed signals are
generated at the soma (s) and propagate over the axonal tree (a) to
make contact, at synaptic junctions, with the dendritic trees (d) of
thousands of other neurons. Synaptic inputs are summed by the
dendrites, and axonal pulses generated if the soma is depolarized
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and introduce the mean dendritic potential Ve . Similar con-
siderations apply for inhibitory neurons, denoted by the sub-
script i . Taking account of the spread of individual threshold

Qe ,i�
1

1�e�C�Ve ,i�V0� , �1�

dQe ,i

dVe ,i
�

Ce�C�Ve ,i�V0�

�1�e�C�Ve ,i�V0��2
�2�

�CQe ,i�1�Qe ,i�, �3�

where C is a positive constant and we have assumed the
distribution �2� of threshold potentials relative to the mean
value V0 �a Gaussian distribution would be equally compat-
ible with physiological measurements, yielding an error
function in place of Eq. �1��. In Eqs. �1� and �2�, Qe is
measured in units of the maximum value possible �250–1000
s�1 per neuron�, and potentials are measured in units of the
characteristic standard deviation of the threshold distribution.
Suitable values of the constants in Eqs. �1� and �2� are
C�1.82 and V0�3 �14�.
Within a particular neuron, the relationship between the

rate of arrival of incoming pulses, Qae or Qai , and the cor-
responding potential, Ve or Vi , is complicated. The induced
transmembrane voltage perturbation propagates along the
dendrites in a way that depends on the local dendritic capaci-
tance and resistivity �5�. However, for the situation consid-
ered here of aggregate neural masses, we adopt the empirical

�5� found
that one can write

Ve ,i�r,t ��g�
��

t
w� t�t��Qae ,ai�r,t��dt�, �4�

where w(u) is a non-negative weight function, with a char-
acteristic width of �10 ms and

�
0

�

w�u �du�1. �5�

A suitable choice for w(u) is

w�u ��� ��

���
�e��u�e��u�, ��� �6 �

�2ue��u, ��� �7 �

for u�0, where � and � are positive constants. This func-
tion, shown in Fig. 2, peaks at up�ln(�/�)/(���) for �
�� and at up�1/� for ��� . This peak location can be
chosen to be approximately 5 ms to correspond reasonably
closely to physiological parameters �5,9,10�, although some
authors favor somewhat larger values with ����400 s�1

�16�.
In general, Eq. �4�

handle analytically or numerically. However, the choice of

Eq. �6� enables Eq. �4� to be split into two ordinary differ-
ential equations via the introduction of auxiliary potentials
Ue ,i and We ,i , with

Ue ,i�r,t ���
��

t
e��� t�t��Qae ,ai�r,t��dt�, �8�

We ,i�r,t ���
��

t
e��� t�t��Qae ,ai�r,t��dt�, �9�

Ve ,i�r,t ��g
��

���
�Ue ,i�r,t ��We ,i�r,t �� . �10�

dUe ,i�r,t �
dt �Qae ,ai�r,t ���Ue ,i�r,t �, �11�

dWe ,i�r,t �
dt �Qae ,ai�r,t ���We ,i�r,t � �12�

for ��� . For ��� , one can work directly with Ve ,i using
the equation

� d2dt2 �2�
d
dt ��2�Ve ,i�r,t ��g�2Qae ,ai�r,t �. �13�

Equations �11� and �12�, or Eq. �13�, are much simpler to
treat than the general case �4�, but preserve all the essential
physics. For applications in which only the characteristic
time scale of the response w(u) is important, one may as-
sume ����100 s�1 and omit W .

and axonal tree to provide incoming pulses at other neurons
various distances away. The strength of interaction decreases
as the number of synapses decreases with increasing dis-
tance. If we assume a characteristic axonal propagation ve-
locity v and an isotropic distribution of axons in the con-
tinuum approximation, we can approximate the outward
propagation of pulse density as a wave �e ,i generated by the
source Qe ,i

FIG. 2. Weight function w(u) given by Eq. �6� for ��100
s�1 and ��350 s�1.
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� �2

�t2 �2�e ,i
�

�t ��e ,i
2 �v2�2��e ,i�r,t ���e ,i

2 Qe ,i�r,t �,

�14�

where �e ,i�v/re ,i and re ,i is the characteristic range of the
axons �assumed to have an approximately exponentially de-
creasing distribution at large ranges�. Appendix A discusses
the connection between Eq. �14� and the axonal range distri-
bution and explores generalizations of this equation to aniso-
tropic media and media in which there is more than one
characteristic axonal range. Typical values of the constants
in Eq. �14� are re�0.08 m and ri�10�4 m for humans.
The incoming potentials Qae and Qai at a particular loca-

tion comprise contributions from the wave potentials �e ,i
and inputs external to the cortex. These inputs are usually
split into two classes: a uniform mean excitation
Qns resulting from the sum total of inputs from noncortical
structures in the brain aside from those involved in a particu-
lar stimulus under study, and a excitation Qs due to

herent components which may or may not be spatially local-
ized �e.g., in the visual cortex in response to a visual stimu-
lus�. The resulting equations are

Qae�r,t ��MeQs�r,t ���eQns�aee�e�r,t ��aei� i�r,t �,
�15�

Qai�r,t ��MiQs�r,t ��� iQns�aie�e�r,t ��aii� i�r,t �.
�16�

The constants Me and Mi determine the strength of coupling

respectively. Likewise, �e and � i represent the densities of

aee , aei , aie , and aii are the synaptic densities associated
with excitatory and inhibitory inputs to excitatory and inhibi-

Qns to be constant in
time and space, while Qs may vary in time and space but is

their inhibition can be considered to be a local effect and
axonal delays can be neglected. In this case, every inhibitory
pulse is immediately received locally and one can replace
� i by Qi in Eqs. �15� and �16� and omit the inhibitory ver-
sion of Eq. �14�. This local inhibition approximation limits
the validity of the resulting equations to scales �ri� 0.1
mm, which is not problematical in practice because the

are arrays with separation of order 1 mm �10�, while scalp
electrodes typically have separations of 20–50 mm. Natu-
rally, if one wishes to explore possible long-range inhibitory
interactions, this approximation can be easily relaxed.
Our model is characterized by the system of seven equa-

tions �1�, �10�–�12�, and �14�–�16�. Typical values of the
constants in these equations are given in Table I for the cor-
texes of mouse, cat, and human. Also quoted are values for
the equivalent radius R0 of a spherical cortex with the same
area as the actual convoluted one, and the linear size L0 of a
square cortex with the same property. The quantities Me and
Mi have not been measured.

B. Comparison with Wright and Liley’s model

Wright and Liley �7,13–15� developed a model similar to
the present one. Its similarities and differences are discussed

�11,12�
is given in Sec. IV A.

that both use the form �1� for the relationship between Qe ,i
and Ve ,i . Equation �4� is also the same in both models, but
the present choice for w(t) enables the convenient forms
�10�–�13� to be obtained. In contrast, Wright and Liley
�7,13–15�
function to approximate the curve shown in Fig. 2, and
evaluated the convolution �4� by direct integration. Numeri-
cally, this led to large demands on processing and storage
�see Sec. VI�.
The main difference between the two models is in the

treatment of axonal propagation. Wright and Liley made the
local approximation � i�Qi �although they did not describe
it in these terms� and employed a Green-function formula-
tion in place of Eqs. �14�–�16�. Their corresponding equa-
tions for Qae and Qai in terms of Qe and Qi were in dis-
cretized form and involved additional parameters describing
the coupling of a given discrete region to itself. Discretiza-
tion is an unnecessary complication here, so we give their
equations in the following equivalent continuum form:

Qae�r,t ��MeQs�r,t ���eQns�aeiQi�r,t �

�aee� d2r�� dt� G�r,t;r�,t��Qe�r�,t��,

�17�

Qai�r,t ��MiQs�r,t ��� iQns�aiiQi�r,t �

�aie� d2r�� dt� G�r,t;r�,t��Qe�r�,t��,

�18�

G�r,t;r�,t���G� �r�r����� t�t���r�r��/v �. �19�

In these equations �e is expressed as an integral over the
retarded Green function �19�, which corresponds to signals

TABLE I. Estimated typical values for mouse, cat, and human

�15,16�.

Parameter Mouse Cat Human

aee 0.8023 0.844 0.853
aii 0.0112 0.004 0.002
aie 0.1186 0.122 0.126
aei 0.0626 0.022 0.011
�e 0.0046 0.007 0.007
� i 0.0007 0.001 0.001
re�mm� 2 2.7 84
v �m s�1) 9 9 9
R0 �mm� 3.8 5.1 157
L0 �mm� 13 18 558
g 25 37 36
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that propagate at a velocity v . This integral is slow to com-
pute numerically and involves a large amount of storage �see
Sec. VI�; to date these factors have limited simulations using
Eqs. �17� and �18� to relatively small grids, which do not
always provide adequate resolution for the desired applica-
tions. In addition, in their discrete form, they involved addi-
tional parameters associated with the scale of the discretiza-
tion. One advantage is that the form of the spatial part of the
Green function can be chosen at will, with Wright and Liley
using a Gaussian to approximate the decreasing synaptic
density at large �r�r��. Appendix A contains a discussion of
the relationship of this Green function to the one implicit in
the present work.
The notation used in the present work is somewhat differ-

ent from that used previously by Wright and Liley �7,13–
15�. Changes have been made partly because some of their
parameters are redundant in the present formulation, and
partly to conform more closely with conventional usage in
physics and mathematics. The relationships are given in
Table II.

III. STEADY STATE

Understanding of the dynamics of our model begins by
determining the uniform, steady-state behavior. Evaluating
the integral in Eq. �4� for this special case and setting all
derivatives to zero in Eqs. �14�–�16� yields

Ve ,i�gQae ,ai , �20�

�e ,i�Qe ,i , �21�

Qae��eQns�aee�e�aei� i , �22�

Qai�� iQns�aie�e�aii� i , �23�

where all quantities have spatially uniform steady-state val-
ues. Equation �21� can be used to eliminate �e ,i from Eqs.
�22� and �23�. Then Eqs. �20�, �22�, and �23� are used to
elimate Ve ,i from Eq. �1�, in favor of Qe ,i . These steps yield

exp�CV0�gC��eQns�aeeQe�aeiQi���
1
Qe

�1,

�24�

exp�CV0�gC�� iQns�aieQe�aiiQi���
1
Qi

�1. �25�

Equation �24� can be used to eliminate Qi from Eq. �25�
to give a single, rather cumbersome �but numerically
straightforward�, equation for the steady-state value of Qe ,
whence the other steady-state quantities can be determined
using Eqs. �20�–�24�. Rather than treat this equation analyti-
cally here, we approximate Eqs. �24� and �25� and compare
our results with numerical solutions of the exact equations.
Noting from Table I that physiological measurements im-

ply aei�aee , Eq. �24� implies

Qeexp�CV0�gC��eQns�aeeQe���1�Qe . �26�

The left side of Eq. �26� is non-negative, with a single maxi-
mum where gCaeeQe�1; at large Qe it decreases exponen-
tially fast. Figure 3 shows graphically that Eq. �26� can have
either one solution or three, depending mainly on the values
of V0 and Qns . One solution, always present, is located very
close to Qe�1, with

Qe�1�exp�CV0�gC��eQns�aee�aei�� , �27�

Qi�1�exp�CV0�gC�� iQns�aie�aii�� . �28�

The other two solutions, which only exist for small values of
Qns , are located at small values of Qe . If we neglect Qe on
the right of Eq. �26�, these solutions are

Qe��gCaee��1ln�B�1ln�B�1ln�••• ���, �29�

Qe��gCaee��1B exp�Bexp�B exp�••• ���, �30�

B�gCaeeexp�gC�eQns�CV0�. �31�

When, for purposes of numerical evaluation, Eqs. �29� and
�30� are recast in an iterative form, they become, respec-
tively,

xn�1�ln�xn /B �, �32�

xn�1�B exp�xn�, �33�

FIG. 3. Graphical solution of Eq. �26�. The left and right sides
of Eq. �26� are shown as the curve and straight line, respectively,
for a particular case. There are three solutions if the peak of the
curve lies above the straight line, as shown, but only one otherwise
�located very near Qe�1).

TABLE II. Relationship between symbols for quantities used
here and those used by Wright and Liley in previous work. Note the
reversal of the ordering of the mixed subscripts ei and ie in the

Symbol used here Symbol used by Wright and Liley

aee �ee��ee
aii � ii
aie �ei��ei
aei � ie
�e �ee
� i �ei
Me Mee
Mi Mei
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respectively, where in both cases Qe is related to the limit
x� by

Qe��gCaee��1x� . �34�

Equation �32� is found to converge to the larger of the two
solutions, while Eq. �33� converges to the smaller solution.
The corresponding values of Qi are given by

Qi�Qeexp��gC��e�� i�Qns�gC�aee�aie�Qe� .
�35�

Note that when B�e�1, then Qe�(gCaee)�1 according to
both Eqs. �29� and �30�. The solutions �29� and �30� are only
valid for B�e�1, which places an upper bound on Qns in the
low-Qe steady state:

Qns��CV0�1�ln�gCaee��/�gC�e�. �36�

For non-negative Qns this criterion also implies

g�
eCV0�1

Caee
, �37�

for low-Qe steady-state solutions to exist. The solutions
�27�–�35� can be substituted into Eqs. �20�–�23� to obtain
steady-state values of other quantities.
Figure 4 compares the approximate solutions �29� and

�30� with the numerical solution of Eqs. �24� and �25� for the
human parameters from Table I. Figure 5 shows similar re-

�27� and �28�. In all

cases the agreement is seen to be good. The approximation is
least satisfactory near the rightmost point of the locus of
solutions in Fig. 4. For example, Eq. �36� gives
Qns�0.9520 for the existence of low-Qe solutions, whereas
the full equations yield Qns�1.0000. The small errors
present in Eqs. �29�–�35�, and demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5,
arise from the neglect of Qe on the right side of Eq. �26�.

found that in the normal cortex typical rates of less than 20
pulses per second per neuron are observed, compared with a
maximum possible rate of 250–1000 s�1 �4,17�. The square
symbols in Figs. 4 and 5 are discussed in Sec. VI B.

�24�
and �25�. One, given by Eq. �27�, corresponds to a seizure in

rate. The next two, given by Eqs. �29� and �30�, involve low

normal state of the cortex. We discuss these steady states
further in Sec. IV B, once their stability characteristics have

IV. WAVE PROPERTIES: INFINITE MEDIUM

In this section we consider the properties of small pertur-

the dispersion relations and growth or damping rates of the
waves, and the linear stability boundary of the system. We
do not consider nonlinear wave propagation or instabilities.

FIG. 4. Steady-state values vs Qns for the human parameters
from Table I. The approximate solutions �29�, �30�, and �32� are
shown as dashed curves, while exact solutions of Eqs. �24� and �25�
are drawn solid. The square symbols show steady-state values ob-
tained in the fully nonlinear simulations discussed in Sec. VI B. �a�
Qe . �b� Qi .

FIG. 5. Steady-state values vs Qns for the human parameters
from Table I. The approximate solutions �27� and �28� are shown as
dashed curves, while exact solutions of �24� and �25� are drawn
solid. The square symbols show steady-state values of Qi obtained
in the fully nonlinear simulations described in Sec. VI B. �However,

state values for 1�Qe .) �a� 1�Qe . �b� Qi .
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A. Wave dispersion

To determine the linear wave properties of our model, we
�1�, writing

Qe ,i�Qe ,i
�0 ���e ,i�Ve ,i�Ve ,i

�0 �� , �38�

where Qe ,i
(0) and Ve ,i

(0) are the relevant steady-state values from
Sec. III and �e ,i�dQe ,i /dVe ,i at this point. Fourier trans-
forming Eqs. �38� and �10�–�16�, and deleting the compo-
nents (k,�)�(0,0) �which were treated in Sec. III� then
yields

Qe ,i��e ,iVe ,i , �39�

Ve ,i�gLQae ,ai , �40�

L�
��

���i�����i��
, �41�

De ,i�e ,i��e ,i
2 Qe ,i , �42�

De ,i���e ,i�i��2�k2v2, �43�

Qae�MeQs�aee�e�aei� i , �44�

Qai�MiQs�aie�e�aii� i , �45�

where the arguments k and � are implicit. It is worth noting
from Eqs. �40� and �41� that �L� decreases monotonically
with �
tend to remove frequencies ��min��,��.
We can write Qe ,i in terms of Qae ,ai using Eqs. �39� and

�40�. Equations �44� and �45� can then be used to write
Qe ,i in terms of �e ,i . If the results are substituted into Eq.
�43�

�De�Feaee��e�Feaei� i�FeMeQs , �46�

�Di�Fiaii�� i�Fiaie�e�FiMiQs , �47�

Fe ,i��e ,i
2 �e ,igL . �48�

A dispersion equation for �e alone results from elimina-
tion of � i from Eqs. �46� and �47�. Instead of following this
route, we make the local-inhibition approximation � i�Qi

tioned earlier, this approximation limits us to considering
waves with wavelengths longer than a few tenths of a mm.

�De�Feaee��e�Fe�MeQs�aeiQi�. �49�

Elimination of Qi in favor of �e , as before, then yields

Qi�
Fi

� i
2�Fiaii

�MiQs�aie�e�. �50�

After substitution of Eq. �50� into Eq. �49�
wave equation

�De�Feaee��e�FeMeQs , �51�

where some small terms have been neglected subject to the
assumption that Mi�Me is not

Qs is given by Eq. �51� in

small quantities in going from Eqs. �49� and �50� to Eq. �51�.
Hence it is the excitatory component that determines the
long-range behavior.
For freely propagating waves, Eq. �51� with Qs�0 gives

the dispersion equation

���i�����i��De����e
2G�0. �52�

The quantity G , given by

G��egaee , �53�

is the net gain in the loop in which a low-frequency, low-k
perturbation of magnitude � in �e gives rise to perturbations
aee� in Qae , gaee� in Ve , �egaee� in Qe , and
�egaee��G� in �e . Equivalently, G is the mean number of
pulses stimulated by each pulse emitted. Equation �52� can
be approximated as

���i��De���e
2G�0, �54�

De��e
2G�0, �55�

for ��� ,� and for � ,��� , respectively. For typical physi-
ological parameters �10,18� one has ��100 s�1 and
��350 s�1, and the approximations �54� and �55� are ap-
plicable for frequencies f��/2� given by f�55 Hz, and
f�
to study the full range of normally recognized human EEG
rhythms, although Eq. �55� may be semiquantitatively useful.
In the single-parameter case ����200 s�1, Eq. �54� does
not apply but Eq. �55� is valid provided f�30 Hz.
Equations �52� and �54� incorporate dendritic lags to gen-

eralize the corresponding linear wave equation obtained by
Nunez �11,12�, which omitted these lags and was of the form
�55�
lags are negligible. However, the discussion in the preceding
paragraph implies that this is at best semiquantitatively cor-
rect for the alpha rhythm ( f�10 Hz� and is an increasingly
poor approximation at higher frequencies. Examples of the
solutions of Eqs. �52�–�55� are given in Sec. IV C, after we
have discussed the question of stability.

B. Linear stability

Equations �52�, �54�, and �55� are polynomials in
u��i�
u are either purely real or occur in complex-conjugate pairs.
Growing solutions correspond to Im ��Re u�0. From Eq.
�55�

���i�e�i��e
2G�k2v2�1/2. �56�

This result immediately implies that an instability occurs for

G�1�k2v2/�e
2�1�k2re

2 , �57�
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with equality in Eq. �57�
The least stable perturbations are at k�0. At large k , the
waves are damped, propagating modes, with
���kv�i�e . In the case of the quartic equation �52� at
large k , De
two purely damped modes with ���i� ,�i� . If it is large,
there are two propagating modes that approach the high-k
solutions of Eq. �56�. Since there can be only four solutions
to a quartic, these four modes are the only ones. Similar
reasoning can also be applied to the cubic equation �54�,
yielding the same modes except for the one at ���i� .
The quartic and cubic equations, �52� and �54�, can be

solved analytically in the general case, but the solutions are
too unwieldy to be useful. Here we obtain the stability
boundary for these equations by considering the special case
where the root�s� with the largest Re u are marginally stable
with Re u�0. The stability boundary for the cubic equation
can be obtained from that of the quartic in the limit �→� , so
we consider only Eq. �52� here.

from which the instability boundary can be calculated: either
a real root can reach the point u�0 or a pair of complex-
conjugate roots can reach the point where they are purely
imaginary. The latter case breaks into two subcases in which
the other two roots have negative real parts and are either
purely real or are complex conjugates. In the case of a real

boundary corresponds to u�0. Equation �52� immediately
yields the criterion �57� for instability. The dendritic param-
eters � and � do not enter this criterion because the fre-
quency is zero at the point of marginal stability, whence
L�1 in Eq. �41�. In Appendix B we demonstrate that the

to become unstable have no consistent solution for G�0.
Hence Eq. �57� is the instability criterion for Eqs. �52�, �54�,
and �55� in all circumstances.
For k�0, the criterion �57� can be used to determine the

�3�
and �53�

Qe�1�Qe���gCaee��1. �58�

This criterion immediately implies that the high-Qe root �27�
is stable. By imposing the same approximation used in de-
riving �27�, �29�, and �30�, namely that Qe�1, Eq. �58� be-
comes Qe�(gCaee)�1. As noted above, this value of Qe is
the one at which the solutions �29� and �30� coincide, and is
located at the rightmost point in Fig. 4�a�. Consequently, this

lower of the two solutions, Eq. �30�,
as being stable, while Eq. �29� is unstable. Thus there are
two basins of attraction in a linear approximation, corre-
sponding to the two stable roots.

�i�
�30�
ological limits. This state corresponds to the stable one found
previously in numerical calculations �7,13–15� and to nor-
mal levels of cortical activity in nature.

�ii� A saturated high-activity state, corresponding to Eq.
�27�
proached during a seizure. This state was also seen previ-

ously in numerical work �7,14� and presumably corresponds
to a grand mal seizure in nature.
Numerical calculations show empirically that nonlinear

systems initialized with Qe below the upper of the two low-
Qe solutions tend to converge to the lower one, while sys-
tems initialized with higher Qe converge to the solution �27�.
Thus Eq. �29�
the basins of attraction even in the nonlinear case.
It has been remarked previously on many occasions that

self-organizing systems such as the brain must by their very

�19�. Otherwise, complex behavior would not be
possible because the system would either be unstable or
would settle into a relatively quiescent state �or, at least, one
of low complexity�. We can measure the nearness of the
cortex to marginal stability by taking the ratio of the damp-
ing rate at k�0 in Eq. �57� to the corresponding rate for
G�0, since it is the cortical gain parameter G that controls
stability. The resulting parameter 1�G1/2 is approximately
0.4 for the normal state of the mouse, cat, and human for the
parameters in Table I, even for Qns�0. Thus, even without
stimulation, the cortex is more than halfway to instability for
the parameter values adopted here. In the more typical case
in which Qns Qe�0.015, the stability
parameter is only 0.07, implying that the cortex is very near
to instability under typical conditions.

C. Numerical solutions of dispersion relations

The dispersion relations �52�, �54�, and �55� are straight-
forward to solve numerically. Several sample solutions are
examined in this section to illustrate the main features of
stable and unstable waves, and the similarities and differ-
ences between the waves predicted by the three equations.
Figure 6 shows the real and imaginary parts of � for the

various modes predicted by Eqs. �52�, �54�, and �55�, which
predict four, three, and two modes, respectively. For the pa-
rameters given in the caption, the system is predicted to be
stable for all k and, indeed, Im ��0 throughout. The solu-
tions labeled �1 have ���i�e�kv at high k , in accord
with the discussion in Sec. IV B. For these solutions, the
group velocity vg��Re�/�k approaches �v as k increases,

propagation of electrocortical waves in this limit. This de-
rived velocity is in accord with cortical and scalp measure-
ments �2,20,21�. The solutions labeled 0L and 0H have
���i� and ���i� , respectively, at large k , also in ac-
cord with Sec. IV B. The three least damped modes are very
similar in both the quartic and cubic cases, implying that the
cubic approximation �54� is adequate under these circum-
stances. Important differences between the quadratic case
and the other two are that the least damped mode is one of
the pair �1 in the former case, and the 0L mode in the
other, and that the quadratic case has no propagating modes
for k2v2��e

2G , in agreement with Eq. �56�. Interestingly,
the �1 and 0H solutions become less damped at high k ,
while the 0L solution becomes more heavily damped.
Figure 7 shows a case where the parameters correspond to

an unstable solution to the steady-state equations at k�0.
The mode structure is the same as in Fig. 6, except that there
are growing solutions where Eq. �57�
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boundary is the same for quadratic, cubic, and quartic equa-
tions, as the discussion in Appendix B implies. The unstable
wave is in the �1 branches in the quadratic case, and in the
0L branch in the other two cases. This anomaly in the qua-
dratic case is due to the two solutions of Eq. �55� being the
only ones available, which forces them to change their char-
acter from propagating to nonpropagating as k decreases,
whereas higher-degree dispersion relations have a different
topology.

V. WAVE PROPERTIES: FINITE MEDIUM

The previous two sections have explored the properties of

we now examine the effects of imposing boundary condi-
tions on our equations. Two cases are considered here: peri-
odic boundary conditions on a square cortex �i.e., a toroidal
topology, but not geometry�, and a spherical cortex. We do
not consider the effects of cortical convolutions or inhomo-
geneities in this paper, except to choose the size of our
square or sphere so its area equals that of the actual, convo-
luted cortex seen in nature. Both convolutions �or other re-

ductions in symmetry� and inhomogeneities will lead to
splitting of degenerate eigenfrequencies found below, a point
noted by Nunez in the context of his linearized analysis
�11,12�.

A. Cortex with periodic boundary conditions

If we impose periodic boundary conditions on a rectangu-
lar cortex with edges of length Lx and Ly �both of which we
will denote by L0 when they are equal�, the wave vector k is
restricted to values (2�nx /Lx,2�ny /Ly) where nx and ny
are integers. This corresponds to selecting out a series of
discrete eigenmodes from dispersion curves such as those in
Figs. 6 and 7 as having the only combinations of � and k

opposite values of nx and/or ny are always degenerate.
One important point to note is that, for

1�G�1�(2�re /max�Lx ,Ly�)2, only the k�0 mode is un-
stable. Since 2�re�L0 for the parameters in Table I, this
can be a substantial range of parameter space. Thus, when
considering the global linear stability of the brain, the prob-
lem can often be reduced to that of a single mode by virtue
of the discrete nature of the eigenspectrum.
Table III lists Re� and Im� for solutions of Eq. �52� with

human parameters from Table I, G�0.57, and periodic

FIG. 6. Dispersion of the modes predicted by Eqs. �52�, �54�,
and �55�. The left column shows Re� , while the right shows
Im� . The four roots predicted by Eq. �52� are shown in the top row

�54� are shown in the
middle row, and the two roots predicted by Eq. �55� are shown in
the bottom row. The parameters of the system are the human pa-
rameters from Table I with G�0.57, corresponding to the stable

Qns�0.7. Propagating modes have either positive or
negative Re� and are labeled �1 and �1. The two nonpropagating
modes are labeled OL and OH as they are distinguished only by

� and �,
may be low or high. �a� Re� , quartic dispersion relation. �b�
Im� , quartic dispersion relation. �c� Re� , cubic dispersion relation.
�d� Im� , cubic dispersion relation. �e� Re� , quadratic dispersion
relation. �f� Im� , quadratic dispersion relation.

FIG. 7. Dispersion of the modes predicted by Eqs. �52�, �54�,
and �55�. The left column shows Re� , while the right shows
Im� . The four roots predicted by Eq. �52� are shown in the top row

�54� are shown in the
middle row, and the 2 roots predicted by Eq. �55� are shown in the
bottom row. The parameters of the system are the human param-
eters from Table I with G�1.602, corresponding to the unstable

Qns�0.7. Modes are labeled as in Fig. 6. �a� Re� ,
quartic dispersion relation. �b� Im� , quartic dispersion relation. �c�
Re� , cubic dispersion relation. �d� Im� , cubic dispersion relation.
�e� Re� , quadratic dispersion relation. �f� Im� , quadratic dispersion
relation.
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boundary conditions for small nx and ny in order of increas-
ing Re� . Purely damped, nonpropagating modes are not
listed. The tabulated values all lie on the branch labeled
�1 in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�; the parameters of the branch
labeled �1 are obtained by reversing the sign of Re� . Three
important points to note are that �i� the imaginary part of �
gives the characteristic width of each mode in frequency;
since these widths are larger than the separation between
modes for the parameters of Table III, one would not expect

by white noise, for example, �ii� the prominence of the reso-
nances is reduced when, as in the present situation, the scale
length of the damping, re , is less that the circumference of
the system, and �iii� the minimum frequency of a propagat-
ing mode is �15 Hz, which lies in the typical physiological
range.

B. Spherical cortex

If we Fourier transform Eq. �52�
form

v2�2�e�r�����e�i��2�L�e
2G��e�r�, �59�

where the temporal variation �exp(�i�t) has been separated
off. If we consider the spatial component of any wave equa-
tion on a spherical cortex, the eigenfunctions satisfy

��2�e�
l� l�1 �

R0
2 �e , �60�

where l is the principal quantum number of the eigenfunction
in question, and R0 is the radius of the sphere. Solutions are
of the form �e�eim�Pl

m(cos �) where Pl
m is an associated

Legendre function �22�, m is the azimuthal quantum number,
and � and � are standard spherical coordinates. As a result of

this constraint, Eq. �59� leads to a dispersion relation very
like Eq. �52� except that the quantity k2 is replaced by
l(l�1)/R0

2. The azimuthal quantum number m does not ap-
pear in the dispersion relation, so all 2l�
l are degenerate for a precisely spherical cortex.
Table IV lists Re� and Im� for solutions of Eq. �52� with

human parameters from Table I, G�0.57, and spherical
boundary conditions. Values for small l are given in order of
increasing Re� and purely damped, nonpropagating modes
are not listed. The eigenfrequencies increase approximately
as �l(l�1) at large l and are in the range observed for
cortical frequencies. As in the periodic cortex, the mode
widths exceed their separations, so we do not expect noise to
excite clear resonances for these parameters.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to study the dynamics of our full nonlinear
model, Eqs �1�, �10�–�12�, and �14�–�16� have been imple-
mented numerically. This section outlines the methods used

tained in earlier sections.

A. Methods

Of our seven equations, implementation of Eqs. �1�, �10�,
�15�, and �16� is trivial, since they involve no derivatives.
Likewise, Eqs. �11� and �12�
they are ordinary differential equations in t .
In solving the wave equation �14�, we make the local-

inhibition approximation � i�Qi , which removes the need
to follow � i via a wave equation, but restricts us to wave-
lengths �0.1 mm as discussed in Sec. II A. Initially, we
implement Eq. �14� on a square grid with periodic boundary
conditions, corresponding to a cortex with toroidal topology.

��e��et�e , Eq. �14� is
transformed to the form of the standard wave equation:

� �2

�t2 �v2�2���r,t ���e
2e��etQe�r,t �. �61�

This enables us to use standard routines to step � forward in
time, although we actually store �e at each step to avoid

TABLE III. Lowest eigenfrequencies for periodic boundary
conditions on a square cortex for the human parameters from Table
I. In addition, ��100 s�1, ��350 s�1, Qns�0.7, and
G��egaee�0.57. The real and imaginary parts of � are given as a
function of the quantum numbers nx and ny for modes that have
positive real frequency, in order of increasing real frequency.
Purely damped, nonpropagating modes are omitted. Only cases with
ny�nx�0 are listed because the modes are degenerate under each
of the replacements nx→�nx , ny→�ny , and nx↔ny .

nx ny k (m�1) Re� Im�

0 0 0.0 93.1 �142.7
0 1 11.3 124.4 �128.7
1 1 15.9 155.6 �120.3
0 2 22.5 208.8 �113.4
1 2 25.2 231.4 �111.9
2 2 31.8 289.5 �109.8
0 3 33.8 306.6 �109.4
1 3 35.6 322.7 �109.1
2 3 40.6 367.1 �108.6
0 4 45.0 406.6 �108.3
1 4 46.4 419.0 �108.2
3 3 47.8 431.1 �108.1

TABLE IV. Lowest eigenfrequencies for periodic boundary
conditions on a spherical cortex for the human parameters from
Table I with Qns�0.7, ��100 s�1, ��350 s�1, and G�0.57. The
real and imaginary parts of � are given as a function of the quan-
tum number l for modes that have positive real frequency. Purely
damped, nonpropagating modes are omitted. The eigenfrequencies
are independent of the quantum number m .

l Re� (s�1) Im� (s�1�

0 93.1 �142.7
1 113.0 �133.2
2 153.2 �120.8
3 204.9 �113.8
4 260.1 �110.6
5 316.3 �109.2
6 373.1 �108.5
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t due to the exponential factor in Eq. �61�.
We solve Eq. �61� in coordinate space, rather than Fourier
space, so as to enable the most straightforward generalization
to more complicated geometries in future, where Fourier
methods are not applicable �e.g., on a convoluted cortex�.
Our approach will also allow inhomogeneities and anisotro-
pies to be relatively easily incorporated in future.
On an N�N grid, the runtime of our code scales as N2

per time step. This represents a major improvement on the
Green-function method used in previous nonlinear calcula-
tions �7,13–15�, where the runtime required to evaluate the
Green functions scaled as N4 per time step. Direct compari-
sons of the two methods verify a speedup of order N2, which
enables us to attain adequate whole-cortex resolution. Stor-
age is also dramatically reduced through the use of Eqs.
�10�–�12� and �14�, which are time local and require storage

time-stepping routines �storage �N2). In contrast, previous

system to treat the dendritic lags �storage �100N2) and of
order N
tion �storage �N3).

B. Steady-state solutions

In Sec. III approximate steady-state solutions were de-
rived, and in Figs. 4 and 5 a comparison was made with the
exact solutions for Qe and Qi . With the numerical imple-
mentation of the dynamical equations, as described above, it
is possible to determine the accuracy of the analytic approxi-

timates. This was done for several different values of Qns ,

points, and larger values of Qns for which there is just one

p�v�t/�x�0.1. A grid of 100�100 was employed, al-
though the results are not sensitive to grid size. There is an
important dependence on initial conditions though. The
stable states both have their own basins of attraction charac-

Qe�Qi�0 initially for one series of simulations, and
Qe�Qi�1 for another. The other variables were initialized
according to Eqs. �20�–�23�. The results are shown as square
symbols in Figs. 4 and 5 �
steady-state solutions, respectively�. As expected, the former

Qns�1.000, in which case no such

Qe and Qi initialized

From the discussion of linear stability in Sec. IV B, we
expect the upper branch of the curves in Fig. 4 to be un-
stable. This expectation was supported by a further set of
simulations in which Qns was arbitarily set to 0.6 and Qe was
initialized to values in the range 0.000–0.050 at intervals of

Qe steady-
state solutions for Qns�0.6, namely, Qe�0.009 and
Qe�0.032. For completeness, initial values
Qe�0.100–1.000 at intervals of 0.100 were also used. With
Qi initialized to zero, it was found that simulations having
Qe initialized to 0.000–0.030 converged to the lowest of the

steady-state solutions, and the remainder to the Qe�1 solu-
tion. With Qi initialized to unity, almost the same result was
obtained: simulations having Qe initialized to 0.000–0.035
converged to the lowest of the steady-state solutions, and the
remainder to the Qe�1 solution.
This series of simulations supports our theoretical linear-

stability result that the upper branch of solutions in Fig. 4 is
unstable, because convergence is only ever to the other two
solutions. Indeed, initializing all variables as nearly as pos-

stable behavior: after initial slow evolution, it eventually

In addition to the above, we can infer the approximate
form of the basin of attraction of the stable solutions. Alter-
ing the initialization of Qi from zero to unity had only a
small effect on the ultimate steady state. Whether the initial
value of Qe is larger or smaller than its value at the unstable

state of the system; the initial value of Qi can affect that
choice only when Qe
point.

Qe and Qi were of the order of 10�5 for p�v�t/�x�0.1.
The accuracy of simulations worsens for larger values of p ,
and when p�1/�2 �related to the Courant condition for the
two-dimensional explicit difference method� the numerical
solutions become unstable. Much smaller values of p lead to
cumulative rounding errors unless more sophisticated time-
stepping routines are used. The choice of p also affects the
accuracy of convergence, as do the initial values of the vari-
ables. Variation of the initial value of Qe gave rise to mar-

These differences, also of order 10�5, provide another esti-
mate of the accuracy of the calculations. Of course such
small errors are negligible in applications because cerebral
parameters are known only approximately and measurements

FIG. 8. The distribution of Qe at one time in a simulation on a
256�256 grid. The system was driven by a 500 s�1 sinusoidal
signal Qs applied to a 6�6 central area. �x��y�2.18 mm and
�t� x and y are measured in units of �x and
�y , respectively.
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C. Wave propagation

The existence of roots of the dispersion relation having
nonzero real parts means that the system supports traveling
waves. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8, in which a 256�256
grid has its central 6�6 points driven by a sinusoidal signal
with ��500 s�1. The amplitude of the driving signal was
0.01 and Qns was set to 0.7. With reference to Fig. 4�a�, this

�a� within the basin of
attraction of the nonseizure state, and �b� within physiologi-
cal limits. A concentric distribution of traveling waves is
evident, and the scale length of damping (re�83.7 mm
�40 grid units� may be appreciated. This degree of damping
does not allow accurate estimation of the wavelength, but the
expectation, from the dispersion relation �52�, of ��52 grid
units is at least approximately borne out.

D. Power spectra

As another demonstration of the dynamical properties of
the model, we consider the square cortex with periodic
boundary conditions discussed in Sec. V A, and in Table III.
Figure 9 is the result of driving this system along one column
(x�0, y�0�19�y , �y�27.9 mm� with spatially uniform
white noise, and recording the values of Qe at a site distant
from the sites of stimulation. A total of 100 periods of 2.048
s were recorded, transformed to give amplitude spectra, and

Qns was set equal to 0.7

Table III. With all other system parameters as in Table I
�human� the dashed line in Fig. 9 was obtained. This shows
no apparent resonance because for the eigenfrequencies to be
clearly visible the damping length re must be �L0. To dem-
onstrate resonance, re was set to the somewhat unrealistic

L0, and a resonance peak was then obtained
�Fig. 9, solid line�. The location of the peak is also consistent
with the dispersion relation �52�: with this revised value of
re , the nx�ny�0 mode becomes purely damped and the

nx�1,ny�0 �or
nx�0,ny�1) mode having an expected frequency of 101

s�1. �The next mode is at 143 s�1, but there is so little
signal at frequencies �120 s�1 as to be beyond the precision
of the analysis.�
A further point demonstrated by this example is the rela-

tionship between damping and the width of the resonance
peak. Increasing re had the effect of reducing �e�v/re to
10.8 s�1

width.
The main implications of this example are �i� very low

values of �e�v/re are needed to see resonances, as dis-
cussed in Sec. V A, and �ii� experimentally Im� can be es-

less �e is smaller than previously thought.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Motivated by the need for a formulation of cerebral activ-
ity that is analytically and numerically tractable, we have
formulated a set of nonlinear continuum equations that sat-

linear response �on average� of neurons to imposed poten-
tials, the presence of excitatory and inhibitory populations,
and axonal and dendritic lags, and provide the framework for
a wide variety of analytic and numerical calculations.
Analytically, we have used our model to study the steady-

state behavior of the cortex, and its stability, as well as linear
waves propagating in bounded and unbounded models of the
cortex. Numerically, the speed at which our nonlinear system
can be simulated is of the same order as that for the corre-
sponding linear one, thereby enabling adequate whole-brain
resolution to be obtained in a 2D nonlinear model. The main
results of the present study are summarized next.

�i� Dendritic lags have been treated in a way that is both
simpler and closer to physiological measurements than in
previous work. This enables analytic treatment and reduces
numerical runtime and storage requirements.

�ii� The propagation of axonal signals, including axonal
delays, has been formulated in terms of a wave equation.
This bears some similarities to previous wave equations, but
does not assume that the system as a whole is linear. Our
wave-equation formulation is analytically tractable and dra-
matically faster to treat numerically than its Green-function
predecessor. Numerical storage requirements are also far
lower.

�iii� The results emphasize the importance of both den-
dritic and axonal delays in determining the dispersion rela-
tions of cortical waves and, hence, global eigenfunctions.

�iv�

�v�

have been found, one of which is unstable. Of the other two,

is near its maximum.
�vi� Dispersion equations have been derived for small-

amplitude linear waves. These equations incorporate both
axonal propagation and dendritic lags. The limit in which
dendritic lags can be neglected is elucidated and it is shown
that an earlier equation �12� is reproduced in this limit.

FIG. 9. Spectral amplitudes for the case of periodic boundary
conditions. A grid of 20�20 points was used, with
�x��y�27.9 mm, driven by spatially coherent white noise Qs

x�0, and the resulting activity Qe
measured at a point x�10�x , y�10�y for a total of 100�2.048 s.
Spectral amplitudes are normalized to the spectrum of the input
signal. Qns�0.7, ��100 s�1, and ��350 s�1. The dashed line is
for re�0.15L0, �e�108 s�1, and the solid line is for re�1.50L0,
�e�10.8 s�1. All other parameters were as in Table III.
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�vii� A stability boundary has been described, beyond
which a seizure will set in. Under normal conditions the
cortex is not far from this boundary, consistent with the view

prospect for future work to analyze internal controls of cere-
bral dynamics, such as regulation of local and global inhibi-
tion, which may exploit this near-marginally stable behavior
to produce much richer dynamics �7�.

�viii� The effects of boundary conditions have been stud-
ied for a square cortex with periodic boundary conditions
and for a spherical cortex, yielding discrete eigenfrequencies
in the relevant physiological ranges.

�ix� Numerical solutions of our model equations have

both require Qns to be less than a limiting value given ap-
proximately by Eq. �36�. If Qns is large enough the system
will saturate. The system will also saturate if the state is
moved to some point with Qe greater than that of the un-

�x� Numerical simulations have demonstrated the exis-
tence of traveling waves.

�xi�
sults that sharp resonances are impossible unless the damp-
ing parameter �e is substantially smaller than previously
supposed. This casts some doubt on previous suggestions
that the alpha rhythm is a global resonance of the cortex. If,
however, this rhythm is a global resonance, the imaginary
part of its frequency can be estimated experimentally from
its width.
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APPENDIX A: GREEN FUNCTIONS
AND GENERALIZED WAVE EQUATIONS

This appendix discusses the connection between the wave
equation �14�, its Green function, and the corresponding ax-
onal range distribution. It then compares the Green function
with that used by Wright and Liley �13,14�, and explains
how Eq. �14� can be generalized to a broader class of media.

1. Green functions

The solution of Eq. �14� can be written in terms of a
Green function G as

��r,t ��� d2r�� dt� G�r,t;r�,t��Q�r�,t��, �A1�

where subscripts have been omitted for simplicity. In an iso-
tropic medium, G depends only on the distance R��r�r��
and the time difference ��t�t�. The Fourier transform of

the Green function can be immediately evaluated from the
Fourier transforms of Eqs. �14� and �A1�, giving

G�k,���
�2

���i��2�k2v2 . �A2�

The inverse Fourier transform of Eq. �A2� then yields

G�R ,���� d2k
�2��2

� d�

2�
eik•R�i��G�k,�� �A3�

�
�2e���

4�2v �
0

�

dk sin�kv���
0

2�

d� eikR cos� �A4�

�
�2e���

2�v �
0

�

dk sin�kv��J0�kR � �A5�

�
�2e���

2�v
1

�v2�2�R2
��v��R �, �A6�

where polar coordinates, R and � , are used to do the integral
over k, � is a unit step function, and only the retarded part
of the propagator has been retained to avoid unphysical so-
lutions that propagate backward in time. Note that

� d2R� d� G�R ,���� d2R
�2

2�v2
K0�R�/v � �A7�

�1, �A8�

where K0 �a
Macdonald function� �22�. The result �A8� is required on
physical grounds to ensure conservation of pulses. Note that
the integrand in Eq. �A7� represents the time-integrated re-
sponse at a distance R; i.e., the total number of pulses reach-
ing a unit area at that distance.
Figure 10 shows Eq. �A6� at various times. One point to

note is that G(R ,�) is not a � function at R�v� , unlike in
the better known three-dimensional case. Rather, it is a func-
tion that is concentrated close to the point R�v� , but with a
tail at smaller R . Such behavior is also seen in the standard
2D wave equation without damping terms and is character-
istic of wave propagation in a 2D geometry. Writing
G(R)��d� G(R ,�), Eq. �A6� implies G(R)�K0(R/r0)/
2�r0

2�(R/r0)�1/2exp(�R/r0) at large R , where r0�v/� , im-

FIG. 10. Green function �A6� for �e�108 s�1, re�84 mm, and
v�9 m s�1 for t�2, 4, and 6 ms, from left to right.
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plying that axons have a characteristic range r0. At small
R , G(R)��ln(R/r0
pathological. However, the total number of synapses at range
R is proportional to 2�RG(R
should be remembered that this logarithmic singularity is
present intrinsically in the standard 2D wave equation, which
does not yield singular responses to nonsingular inputs. If
desired, the singularity can be removed by replacing
K0(r/r0) by

r0
�2K0�R/r0��r1

�2K0�R/r1�, �A9�

with r1�r0. This Green function has no singularity and cor-
r0 and

r1, and � equal to their difference. In general, the second

but a local approximation may be possible since it has a short
range.
A Green function of the form �A6� is implicit in the work

of Nunez �12�, who used a wave equation of the form �14� to

�7,13,14� involves a � function, as in Eqs. �17� and �18�, so
the correspondence with the present work is not exact. Com-
parison of their distribution of axonal ranges with the present
form is achieved by integrating over time, as in Eq. �A7�.

G(R). They typically chose G(R)�exp(�R2/r0
2), where r0 is

a constant; however, the closest large-R correspondence be-
tween the two models would be obtained by substituting the
form �A7� for G(R

2. Generalized wave equations

It is straightforward to generalize the wave equation �14�
in a number of ways. Most obviously, one could replace it by
the form

� �2

�t2 �2�
�

�t ��2�v1
2�e1•��2�v2

2�e2•��2����2Q ,

�A10�

where the subscripts and arguments of � and Q have again
been omitted for simplicity. This equation represents a case
of anisotropic propagation velocity, with velocities v1 and
v2 along orthogonal principal axes e1 and e2. The effective
axonal ranges in these two directions are then v1 /� and
v2 /� .
A second way in which Eq. �14� can be generalized is to

assume that there are a number of different axonal popula-
tions j characterized by different ranges r0 j and velocities
v j . This is an extension of the procedure described in the
preceding section for removing the singularity in G(R). In
this more general case, one can write

���
j

� j , �A11�

with an equation of the form �14� or �A10� for each j . This is
also a suitable way to allow for a range of different propa-
gation velocities, also parametrized by j �12�. Furthermore, it
is straightforward to generalize Eq. �A10� by making the

APPENDIX B: INSTABILITY BOUNDARY ANALYSIS

In this appendix we outline the proof that the stability
boundary for the quartic dispersion relation �52� cannot be
set by a pair of complex-conjugate roots having Reu�0,
where u��i� . In our proof by contradiction, we assume
that there are two conjugate roots u1�iz and u2��iz at the
point of marginal stability, with z�0. We then show that this
assumption contradicts the requirement G�0, with G given
by Eq. �53�. Hence the stability boundary is set by the con-
dition u�0, which leads to Eq. �56�.
Equation �52� can be expanded to yield

0�u4�u3�����2���u2����2��������2�k2v2�

�u�2�����������2�k2v2��

�����2�1�G ��k2v2� , �B1�

where the subscript on �e has been omitted for simplicity.

1. Stable roots in a complex-conjugate pair

If we suppose that, at the point of marginal stability, there
are two stable roots given by u3��x�iy and
u4��x�iy , where x ,y�0, then

0�u4�2xu3�u2�x2�y2�z2��2xz2u�z2�x2�y2�.
�B2�

�B1� and �B2� and eliminat-
ing x and y yields

z2�
2�����������2�k2v2�

����2�
, �B3�

G�1�
k2v2

�2
�

z2

���2
����2��������2�k2v2�z2� .

�B4�

Direct expansion of the right side of Eq. �B4�, using Eq.
�B3�, shows that it is always negative for x ,y ,z�0, contra-
dicting the required sign of G .

2. Stable roots real

The only remaining case is the one in which the two
stable roots are real with values u3��x and u4��y , for
positive x and y . If we expand the resulting equation and

�B1� we again arrive at
Eqs. �B3� and �B4�. Hence this case also yields a contradic-
tion, implying that Eq. �53� is the instability criterion under
all circumstances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

binding problem

a phenomenon termed synchronous oscillation

�1�
this phenomenon.

ated �2–4�

zero-lag
� �

�
� �e.g., by

sites �6��

�7�.
The mechanism�s�

�8�

�9,10�

�11,12�

�13�
� � can shift phase into synchrony
�14�

region of the brain � �

range synchrony mediated by excitatory connections.

*
†

‡

�4� �11�
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�16�
�17�

�1,18,19�

than that of the inhibitory neurons �
meter�

�20�
�

� activity and do not depend upon synchrony of inputs,

namics �1�
�18,19�

�1�
previous ones, but incorporated the same neurophysics to a

II. THEORY

�1�

�1�
sidered.

A. Dynamical equations

�1�

Qe ,i�r,t ��
1

1�e�C[Ve ,i�r,t ��V0]
, �1�

Qe ,i(r,t) of neurons �the
pulse density �

Ve ,i(r,t e and i denote the excitatory
C and V0 are constants or

Ve ,i(r,t

mation to Ve ,i(r,t) is given by

Ve ,i�r,t ��g
��

���
�Ue ,i�r,t ��We ,i�r,t �� , �2�

dUe ,i�r,t �
dt �Qae ,ai�r,t ���Ue ,i�r,t �, �3�

dWe ,i�r,t �
dt �Qae ,ai�r,t ���We ,i�r,t �, �4�

Qae ,ai(r,t
the dendrites, g is a dendritic gain factor, and � and � are

v . Assuming

�see Ref. �1�
�

�e ,i(r,t):

� �2

�t2 �2�e ,i
�

�t ��e ,i
2 �v2�2��e ,i�r,t ���e ,i

2 Qe ,i�r,t �,

� �

�e ,i�v re ,i and re ,i are the characteristic ranges of the
axons �1�.

Qae ,ai(r,t
�e ,i and

excitation
Qns
structures in the brain and a excitation Qs(r,t

et al.
�1� Qns
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Qs(r,t

Qae�r,t ��MeQs�r,t ���eQns�aee�e�r,t ��aei� i�r,t �,
�6�

Qai�r,t ��MiQs�r,t ��� iQns�aie�e�r,t ��aii� i�r,t �.
�7�

Here the constants Me ,i
�e ,i are

�
� amn

hibitory inputs to excitatory and inhibitory neurons.

B. Wave equation

Robinson et al. �1� �1�–�7�
Qe Qns

�e

�De�k,���Fe���aee��e�k,���Fe���MeQs�k,��,
�8�

Qs(k,�), k is
�

Fe����g�e�e
2L���, �9�

L����
��

���i�����i��
, �10�

De�k,�����e�i��2�k2v2, �11�

�e�CQe
�0 ��1�Qe

�0 �� , �12�

and Qe
(0)

�8�
�1�

���i�����i��De�k,������e
2G�0 �13�

for Qs�

G�g�eaee . �14�

�13�
Qe
(0)

inson et al. �1�

for G�
Wright �20�

� �

C. Green’s function

�e(r,t) and �e(r�,t��) as a function of r, r�, and � , a

G(r ,�) to determine the effect of a point
� at a range r

tion �8� is

G�k,���
L����e

2g�e
k2v2���e�i��2�L����e

2G
. � �

G�r ,���
L����e

2G

aeev2
� d2k

�2��2
eik•r

k2�q���2
�16�

�
L����e

2G

aeev2
�
0

�dk k
2� �

0

2� d�

2�

eikr cos�

k2�q���2

�17�

�
L����e

2G

2�aeev2
�
0

�

dk
kJ0�kr �
k2�q���2

�18�

�
L����e

2G

2�aeev2
K0�q���r� �19�

q����
1
v

���e�i��2�L����e
2G� , �20�

J0 and K0
�20� must have

Req(�)� G�
r

G�0 and ��0,

G�r ,0��
�e
2G

2�aeev2
K0��er v �. �21�

Apart from the factor G aee�g�e
gain in generating Qs from Qe

�1�.

�12� as
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G�r ,t ��
�e
2G

2�aeev2
� d�

2�
e�i�tL���K0�q���r� . �22�

�22� does not appear to be

� ,��� and G� L(�)�1 and

G�r ,t ��
�e
2Ge��et

2�aeev
1

�v2t2�r2
��vt�r �, �23�

�
De(k,�)�

�22�
as I(r ,t r as a function of time for a variety of

� and � �short dendritic integration
times� G , Fig. 1�a�

propagation time r v�
�23� in the

� ,�→� G , Fig. 1�b�
function is increased in magnitude �
G(r ,t I(r ,t) is considered� and

� and � are
�c� and 1�d�

magnitude of I(r ,t �a� and 1�c�.

D. Correlation functions and spectra

�e(r ,�) at r due to a

�19� Qs(�
�em

source at Rm and �en due to a source at Rn is given by

Cmn�r,r�,���Š��em�r,t ����em�r,t ���

���en* �r�,t������en* �r�,t�����‹ �24�

�� d�

2�
e�i���em�r,���en* �r�,��, � �

�� �e
2G

2�aeev2
� 2� d�

2�
e�i���L����2

�Qsm���Qsn* ���K0�q���rm�K0*�q���rn�� ,
�26�

t �over a time

�, rm��r�Rm�,
rn���r��Rn� Me� �8�

Qsm(0)� m in accordance

�e(r,t r

�e(r,t �K0� and �L� � for
G� �26�.

� ,��� G
�26�

Imn �21�

Imn�
�v

2�rmrn�
exp���e�rm�rn�� v�� d�

2�

1

��e
2��2�

�exp��i���i��rm�rn�� v� �27�

�
v

2�rmrn�
exp���e�rm�rn�� v�

�K0��e����rn��rm� v�� . �28�

�28�

C�r,r�,����
m ,n

Cmn�r,r�,��. �29�

C̃�r,r�,���
C�r,r�,��

�C�r,r,0�C�r�,r�,0��
, �30�

r�r� and ��0. The variance of �e at r is

Š��e���e�r���2‹�var��e�r���C�r,r,0�. �31�

I(r ,t)�2�aeev2G(r ,t �e
2G

�22� vs t for r�0.1 m, v�9 m s�1, �e�108 s�1,
aee� Qe

(0)�0.0103, and C� �a� G�
����2000 s�1; �b� G� ����2000 s�1; �c� G�
����400 s�1; and �d� G� ����400 s�1.
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K0(z z �22�.

dominates at r�
�en by f n at r and

f n� at r�

C̃�r,r�,���
�� f 1� f 2�� f 1�� f 2���

��� f 1� f 2�2��� f 1�� f 2��2��
. �32�

�say 1� dominates over the other at r� and
r

�32� C̃�C̃11 �
and C̃�C̃11 �

the notation C̃11
� r�

C̃�C̃11 .
P(r,�) is the Fourier transform of

C(r,r,t):

P�r,����
m ,n

�em�r,���en* �r,��, �33�

�� �e
2G

2�aeev2
� 2�

m ,n
�L����2Qsm���Qsn* ���

�K0�q���rm�K0*�q���rn� . �34�

P�r,���A� �e
2G

2�aeev2
� 2�L���Qs���K0�q���a��2,

� �

a is the separation of the sources, A�4 if the
A�

A�

the previous expressions by z �argz���

r �22�
regime K0(z

K0�z ���
0

�

e�zcoshtdt . �36�

K0 can
be approximated as

K0�z ����

2ze
�z, �37�

z

Rez� �z�
� z �22�.

�34�, � �, and �37�

P�r,����
�� , ��� ,� ,�e

��4, �e���� ,�

��3, ����� ,�e

��2, � ,�e����

��1, � ,�����e

const, � ,� ,�e�� .

�38 �

�39 �

�40 �

�41 �

�42 �

�43 �

���

�39�–�42� � , � ,
and �e �1�.

�16�

k�0) modes are
� �1��,

�i�

ening and �ii�

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

survey is not carried out since it is not needed for our main

� and �
�1� v�9 m s�1,

�e�108 s�1, g�36, aee� Qe
(0)�0.0103, C�1.82,

G� ����400 s�1
ues of � and �

ms � ��100 s�1 and �� �1, giving
a peak �
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�37� is a good
one for most purposes.

A. Correlated sources

�104 s�1

�a� tmax of maximum positive
C̃(0,r�,t) as a function of position r�

origin at the center of the frame and the sources on the x axis
a distance 2a�

then tmax
maximum. The uncertainty in tmax

tmax

sources � tmax
�10 ms�

�the sources cannot be distinguished at
� tmax is negative because a

Cmm
by substituting r1�r2�a �26�

C�0,r�,���� �e
2G

2�aeev2
� 2� d�

2�
e�i���L����2

�K0�q���a��Qs1����Qs2����

��Qs1���K0�q���r1���Qs2���K0�q���r2���*.

�44�

form as those in C11 and C22 and that both of these terms are

�Qs1�2
� �.

Figure 2�b� C̃max
tion C̃(0,r�,t), as a function of r�. A broad maximum of

� �
� � �

�b� is the pair of features at the sources.

�32�.
Figure 2�c� C(r,r,0) as a function of

r
�as

�.

� �
�d�

�
�

�43� �38� is

� ,� , and �e
�39�–�42�

�1�–�7� carried

�1�, but omitting inhibitory effects in

x��a �
sponds to �

�Qs �6� and �7��

�a�
tmax �ms� vs position. �b�

C̃max

�c� 10C(r,r,0) vs position. �d�
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viation in the time domain of 0.010 �
�

�a�
variance �

�
�c� �b�

�

� at r�0 �d�

2�c� and 2�d�, on the one hand, and Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, on

conditions. This insensitivity to boundary conditions arises

et al. �1�

B. Single source

�at x��a)
tmax �a�

�a� being the

Cmm �29�. The

to tmax �1. This is not the same as
v

than r v � ,�→� , G→0.
�b� C̃max
�

�

�
r1�r1��a

�c�
spectrum in Fig. 4�d� is reduced by the expected factor of

�d� � � ��.

C. Uncorrelated sources

un-
correlated �

� , in addition to

before�

�1�–�7� for the same parameters as in Fig. 2,
but expressed in different arbitrary units. �a� 10C(r,r,0)
vs position. �b�

�a� Time of maximum
tmax �ms� vs position. �b� C̃max vs

position. �c� 10C(r,r,0) vs position. �d�

�a� Time of
tmax �ms� vs position. �b�

tion C̃max vs position. �c� 10C(r,r,0) vs position. �d�
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of tmax �a� �a� in this case,

C̃max �b� is very different from the
�b�

y axis at a
�b�

x
�32�. �i� y

C̃�C̃11 . �ii�

C̃�C̃11 �2� �
�iii� Far from

both sources in the x

C̃11 � �b�.
�c�

2�c�

�d�

�

� When
�

�,
�d�

A� � �.

D. Effect of cortical gain

Reduction of G
(g� tmax in Fig. 6�a� from the

corresponding one in Fig. 2�a�
�b�

�b�

G �c� and 1�d�

from v�9 m s�1 in Fig. 2�b�. Figure 6�c�
�c�

G �26�

in Fig. 6�d�

Robinson et al. �1�
G

damping at f�
G .

�a� tmax
�a� g�60 and

G�
tours of tmax

G , seen in Fig. 1�d�, Fig.
7�b�

�b�
in Fig. 7�c� �c�

G . The nearness to
f�0 � G�1 �1�� causes the

�d�

E. Variation of relative phase of correlated sources

source 2 �at x��a

G� �a� tmax �ms� vs position.
�b� C̃max vs position. �c�

10C(r,r,0) vs position. �d�

G� �a� tmax �ms� vs position.
�b� C̃max vs position. �c�

10C(r,r,0) vs position. �d�
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�at x��a
� �

As the phase difference increases, Figs. 8�a� and 9�a�
tmax

�
Figs. 8�b� and 9�b�

properties of the cortex.

F. Effect of dendritic integration

����2�103 s�1
integration time. �

�
10�a� and 10�c�

�b�
�b�

� and �
�see Fig. 1�a��

� �32��. The
�d�

�42� due to the

case.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the dynamics of a cortex driven by a

�
�

�20�

� both
�

�i�–�iii�

� �a�
tmax �ms� vs position. �b� C̃max vs position.

� �a�
tmax vs position. �b� C̃max vs position.

����2000 s�1. �a� tmax �ms� vs
position. �b� C̃max vs position. �c�

10C(r,r,0) vs position. �d�
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nous inputs �9–11,13�

emerge in the absence of any synchrony in the inputs, this is

�9,10,23�

�24�.

�e.g.,
�, and might be extended to cover

�i�

� �. The present match to

gain factors � � need to be

� �.

�6,20�.
�ii�

state � �

G�

Qe
�and hence the precise boundary conditions�

parameters considered here.
�iii�

�20�
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A continuum model of the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex is described which predicts
the occurrence of a resonance in the gamma range near 40 Hz. The emergence of this
resonance is due to two re"nements to a previous model, namely the inclusion of a modulation
of synaptic strength due to "nite reversal potentials, and use of parameters that better match
physiological measurements. Analytical expressions for the "xed points of the system and for
its linear dynamics are found in terms of average neuronal properties, and together explain the
occurrence and modulation of the gamma-like resonance. The analytical results are con"rmed
by a numerical simulation.

� 2000 Academic Press

1. Introduction

Recordings of electrical potentials on the scalp
are a common probe of brain activity, both in the
clinical and cognitive research settings. However,
interpretation of the recordings is largely empiri-
cal, and so an explicit analytical model of their
generation would be of great value. The two
major problems in modeling the large-scale activ-
ity of the brain are (i) how to deal appropriately
with the anatomical complications posed by the
multiplicity of neuronal interactions, and (ii) how
to distinguish those aspects of neurophysiology
that are signi"cant on the large scale from those
that are not. In neither case are numerical simula-
tions of realistic neurons feasible, as the number
of neurons required is too high and their func-
tional details are too intricate. Yet recordings

from the scalp (electroencephalograms or EEGs)
reveal the existence of low-frequency (1}50 Hz)
voltage perturbations that are coherent over dis-
tances similar to the scale of the brain, and this
suggests that modeling of the collective behavior
of neurons may be possible, based only on the
average properties of neurons.

Regarding the "rst of the above problems (ana-
tomical complexity), it was proposed "rst by
Wilson & Cowan (1973) that cortical EEGs could
be modeled with a two-dimensional continuum
approximation where each point has certain cru-
cial characteristics of neurons: integration of ac-
tivity from other points, and generation of activ-
ity through a nonlinear response function. The
continuum approximation also allows a simple
distribution function to be used to describe the
spatial extent of interconnections. This style of
modeling is adopted in our work. In an early
version of our model, the total input to any point
in the cortex was obtained by spatial convolution
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of activity occurring elsewhere, with a kernel that
approximated the typical spread of nerve "bers
(Wright & Liley, 1994; Wright, 1999). A later
version replaced the convolution with a wave
equation, which made the continuum approxi-
mation more tractable, both analytically and (nu-
merically Robinson et al., 1997).

The second problem stated above (that of
physiological complexity) was addressed in part
by Rennie et al. (1999), in which the consequences
of modulation of neuronal parameters on the
linear dynamics of the system were explored.
The modulations can be thought of as driven by
the principal system variables ("ring rates or
membrane potentials) which in turn a!ect the
system variables; consequently, general formula-
tions were proposed that represented each of the
possible modulations as a form of feedback.
(The feedbacks are internal to the neuron, and
are distinct from interneuron feedbacks which
are handled by other means in our model.) In
the Appendixes, the results of that study have
been used to estimate the likely e!ect of various
speci"c modulatory mechanisms, including: in
Appendix A, the in#uence of recent incoming
"ring rate on the neuronal interconnection
strength [speci"cally the phenomena of facilita-
tion and depression (Magleby, 1987)]; in Appen-
dix B, the refractoriness of neurons following
"ring (Johnston & Wu, 1995); and in Appendix C,
modulation of synaptic strength by membrane
potential due to the "nite magnitude of the rever-
sal potentials at synapses (Johnston & Wu, 1995).
It is demonstrated that only the last of these
feedbacks is su$cient to alter the global dynam-
ics of the system, so it alone is added to our
model in the body of the paper. Facilitation,
depression, and refractoriness are generally re-
garded as being the major forms of modulation,
but our analysis shows them to a!ect global dy-
namics only weakly. Their omission is of con-
siderable value to any model of large-scale EEG,
where tractability can be hard to achieve.

An application that suits this model is simula-
tion of gamma rhythm (Eckhorn et al., 1989; Gray
& Singer, 1989; Singer & Gray, 1995). Its charac-
teristically high frequency of 40}60 Hz probably
indicates that reciprocal corticothalamic path-
ways are not involved, on account of the com-
bined axonal and dendritic delays that would be

involved (Steriade et al., 1990), so a purely corti-
cal model like this one should be adequate. The
wide interest in gamma rhythm arises from the
proposal by von der Malsburg (1983) that a res-
onant oscillation occurs when some component
of an input signal is recognized, and that the
spread and coupling of multiple such oscillations
results in fusion of all perceptual components
into a whole. Synchronous gamma rhythm is
seen in strongly activated cortex and is the lead-
ing candidate for solving this so-called binding
problem (Singer & Gray, 1995). Attempts to ac-
count for gamma rhythm include that of Traub
et al. (1997) who obtained 40 Hz activity in a de-
tailed numerical model, Freeman (1992a) who
postulated that it arises from reciprocal activa-
tion between excitatory and inhibitory neuron
pools, and Tass & Haken (1996) who invoke
more abstract nonlinear principles. It has been
independently argued that there are computa-
tional bene"ts in having the system poised on the
&&edge of chaos'' (Langton, 1990), and that gamma
rhythm in the brain may be the EEG manifesta-
tion of this computational mode (Skarda & Free-
man, 1987), although the connection between
gamma and brain function remains controversial
(Lamme & Spekreijse, 1998).

Of the models just mentioned, those that are
quantitative tend to be highly detailed and nu-
merically intensive. In the present paper, the em-
phasis is on identifying the critical mechanisms
underlying EEG, and this is better done with
a more analytically tractable model. The meth-
odology adopted here is that of linear analysis,
since the spectral characteristics of early lin-
earized models (e.g. Freeman, 1972; Nunez, 1974;
van Rotterdam et al., 1982) showed promising
similarities with recorded EEGs. Alternative
modeling techniques include nonlinear analysis
(e.g. Freeman, 1992b) and numerical simulation
with physiologically detailed stochastic neural
network models (e.g. Wilson & Bower, 1992;
Lumer et al., 1997a, b). In earlier work, we have
shown that continuum models similar to the
model presented here can reproduce spectral
powers in the 0}30 Hz range (Robinson et al.,
2000; Wright, 1990), and sustain zero-lag syn-
chrony between co-active sites in the cortex
(Chapman et al., 2000; Robinson et al., 1998b).
However, a supplementary mechanism must be
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provided to account for physiological observa-
tions of oscillations in the gamma range.

The goal of the present paper is to infer more
precisely the consequences of "nite reversal po-
tentials. We also attempt to constrain the model
by using only experimentally determined para-
meters as far as possible, so that predictions of
emergent global behavior have no element of
circularity.

The relevant equations and parameter values
are derived in Section 2. In Section 3, the steady-
state and dynamic characteristics of the model
are presented, including its sensitivity to vari-
ations in parameters and the appearance of a
gamma-like resonance. The "ndings are sum-
marized in Section 4.

2. Theory

Assumptions common to all continuum mod-
els of cortex are that (a) the cortex can be con-
sidered to be two-dimensional, (b) two distinct
populations of neurons are considered, classi"ed
as excitatory or inhibitory according to their
e!ect on other neurons, (c) the excitatory and
inhibitory inputs to the input "bers (dendrites)
and to the cell body (soma) of each neuron com-
bine linearly to determine the transmembrane
potential of the neuron, (d) the membrane poten-
tial determines the "ring rate of the neuron, and
(e) the emitted impulses (action potentials) are
conducted away from the soma along a "ber
(axon) and eventually stimulate the dendrites and
somas of other neurons. Excitation received from
subcortical sources is generally taken as a free
parameter, and contributes to the system's equi-
librium level of activity.

An important addition to the present version
of the model is the inclusion of synaptic reversal
potentials. It has previously been assumed in
continuum cortical models of cortical activity
that the size of synaptic responses can be taken as
constant, but as described in Appendix C there is
a mechanism by which synaptic strengths are
modulated. Following an action potential there is
a perturbation in the transmembrane potential (a
post-synaptic potential or PSP), the integral of
which we refer to as the synaptic strength, which
is a consequence of the transmembrane current
induced at an activated synapse. This synaptic

current is the product of the instantaneous con-
ductance and the driving potential,

I"g (<!<���). (1)

The conductance g is found to be almost inde-
pendent of<, at least for the majority of synapses,
although it varies transiently following the arri-
val of an action potential. The driving potential
<!<��� is the di!erence between the transmem-
brane potential <(t) and the reversal potential
<��� ; the former is a function of time and the
latter is the potential at which no net ionic cur-
rent occurs (Johnston & Wu, 1995, p. 361). We
conventionally assume that a PSP, as measured
at the soma, is proportional to the synaptic cur-
rent I, albeit with a lag re#ecting the transmission
properties of the membrane. We refer to the PSP
integrated over its duration as the synaptic
strength and represent it by s

��
, where q"e,

i indicates the two principal classes of target
neurons (excitatory and inhibitory), and p"e, i,
s represents the three sources of activity (excita-
tory and inhibitory neurons in the cortex, and
subcortical sources). When temporal variation in
the driving potential <!<��� was neglected we
could take s

��
as uniform and constant. Now,

however, we shall assume

s
��

(r, t)"s���
�� �1!<� (r, t)!<���

�
<���
�

!< ���
�
��H (t)

,s���
��

R
��

(r, t)�H(t) , (2)

which has the necessary properties that s
��

"0
when the membrane potential is constant and
equal to the reversal potential (i.e. <

�
(r, t)"

<���
�

), and that s
��

is equal to the reference value
s���
��

when <
�
(r, t)"<���

�
. There is a convolution

(symbolized here and subsequently by �) be-
tween the modulation due to reversal potentials
R

��
(t) and the lag function H(t), which describes

the low-pass "lter characteristics of the mem-
brane. [The soma where synaptic responses are
being estimated is usually remote from the
synapse, and the dendritic tree is not isopotential.
Hence, the lagged value of the bracketed term in
eqn (2) is a better estimate of the modulation
factor.] Equation (2) allows for greater generality
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than will be required below: in practice, it is
possible to choose identical reference potentials
for both classes of neurons, so< ���

�
"< ���

�
, and to

set <���
�

"<���
�

, s ���
��

"s ���
��

and s���
��

"s���
��

by as-
suming that synapses from subcortical sources
are physiologically identical to those from excita-
tory cortical neurons.

It is now possible to substitute eqn (2) into the
basic dendritic equation

<
�
(r, t)"N

��
S
��

(t)� [s
��

(r, t)�
�
(r, t)]

#N
��
S
��
(t)� [s

��
(r, t)�

�
(r, t)]

#N
��

S
��

(t)� [s
��

(r, t)�
�
(r, t)]

#<����
�

. (3)

This represents <
�
(r, t) and <

�
(r, t), the somatic

membrane potential in excitatory and inhibitory
neurons, respectively, as the linear combination
of the potentials due to the incoming "ring
rates �

�
, where p"e, i, s. [Linear combination

of excitatory and inhibitory potentials seems
to be justi"ed even when shunting inhibition is
considered, according to Koch (1999) p. 423.]
Shunting inhibition is the multiplicative attenu-
ation of all PSPs initiated at more distant
synapses due to an active synapse shorting the
membrane at some point in the dendritic tree.)
The quantities N

��
are the number of synapses of

type p on neurons of type q. Compared with the
corresponding equations in Rennie et al. (1999)
these equations have three generalizations: that
modulations due to both <���

�
and <���

�
are in-

cluded, the rest potentials <����
���

are included ex-
plicitly, and the normalized time courses of
synaptic responses

S
��

(t)" �
��

�
��

�
��

!�
��

(exp[!�
��

t]!exp[!�
��

t]),

(4)

(with q"e, i, p"e, i, s and 0)�
��

(�
��

) can be
independent, in order to re#ect better the di!er-
ent temporal characteristics of each combination
of synapse and neuron type.

As in Rennie et al. (1999) the generation and
propagation of action potentials are described by

Q
�� �

(r, t)" Q���
���

1#exp[!C(<
���

(r, t)!�
���

)/�
���

]
,

(5)

D
���

�
���

(r, t)"Q
���

(r, t) , (6)

D
���

"�
1

��
���

��

�t�
# 2

�
���

�
�t

#1!r�
���

��� . (7)

Equation (5) is an empirical sigmoidal relationship
between mean neuronal membrane potentials and
their mean "ring rate, and is parameterized by an
o!set �

���
, a width �

���
, and the maximal "ring rate

Q���
���

. The constant C equals �/�3, so that �
���

is
the standard deviation (S.D.) of the derivative of
Q

���
, which closely resembles a normal distribu-

tion. Equation (6) describes the propagation of
activity at a "nite speed throughout a two-dimen-
sional continuum by neurons with a certain
axonal range distribution (Robinson et al., 1997).
The parameters are r

���
, the ranges of the axons of

excitatory and inhibitory neurons, �
���

"v
���

/r
���

are the corresponding damping rates, and v
���

are
axonal conduction speeds.

The set of equations (3), (5), and (6) can be
solved numerically for arbitrary geometries and
initial conditions; however, we shall be concerned
here only with the steady-state solutions and
linear dispersion relations for an in"nite medium.

2.1. STEADY-STATE EQUATIONS

The result of setting all derivatives equal to
zero in eqn (6), together with eqns (3) and (5), are
the steady-state equations

<M
�
"N

��
s���
��

RM
��

�M
�
#N

��
s ���
��

RM
��
�M

�

#N
��

s���
��

RM
��
�M

�
#<����

�
, (8)

�M
�
" Q���

�
1#exp[!C(<M

�
!�

�
)/�

�
]
. (9)

For a given value of uniform and constant sub-
cortical input �M

�
these four equations can be

solved for the uniform and constant values
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<
�
(r, t)"N

��
S
��

(t)���s�����
RM

��
! s���

��
<���
�

!<���
�

H (t)� (<
�
(r, t)!<M

�
)� (�M

�
#(�

�
(r, t)!�M

�
))�#2 (10)

+N
��

s���
��

RM
��

�M
�
! N

��
s ���
��

�M
�

<���
�

!<���
�

S
��

(t)�H(t)� (<
�
(r, t)!<M

�
)

#N
��

s ���
��

RM
��

[S
��

(t)� (�
�
(r, t)!�M

�
]#2 (11)

where we have omitted terms that are the product of two zero-mean quantities. This expression can be
simpli"ed using eqn (8) (with q"e) to give

<
�
(r, t)!<M

�
"! N

��
s ���
��

�M
�

<���
�

!<���
�

S
��

(t)� H(t)� [<
�
(r, t)!<M

�
]#N

��
s ���
��

RM
��

[S
��

(t)� (�
�
(r, t)!�M

�
)]

! N
��
s���
��

�M
�

<���
�

!<���
�

S
��
(t)�H (t)� [<

�
(r, t)!<M

�
]#N

��
s ���
��

RM
��
[S

��
(t)� (�

�
(r, t)!�M

�
)]

! N
��

s���
��

�M
�

<���
�

!<���
�

S
��

(t)�H(t)� [<
�
(r, t)!<M

�
]#N

��
s ���
��

RM
��

[S
��

(t)� (�
�
(r, t)!�M

�
)], (12)

which can then be Fourier transformed to give

<
�
(k, �)"

N
��

s ���
��

RM
��

S
��

�
�
#N

��
s���
��

RM
��
S
��
�

�
#N

��
s ���
��

RM
��

S
��
�
�

1#[(N
��

s���
��

�M
�
/(<���

�
!<���

�
))S

��
#(N

��
s ���
��

�M
�
/(<���

�
!<���

�
) )S

��
#(N

��
s ���
��

�M
�
/(<���

�
!<���

�
))S

��
] H (�)

,

(13)

and similarly the corresponding expression <
�
(k, �) is

<
�
(k, �)"

N
��
s���
��

RM
��
S
��
�
�
#N

��
s���
��

RM
��
S
��
�

�
#N

��
s ���
��

RM
��
S
��
�

�
1#[(N

��
s ���
��

�M
�
/(<���

�
!<���

�
) )S

��
#(N

��
s���
��

�M
�
/(<���

�
!<���

�
) )S

��
#(N

��
s ���
��

�M
�
/(<���

�
!<���

�
) )S

��
] H (�)

,

(14)

<M
�
, <M

�
, �M

�
, and ��

�
, which are used in the linear

stability analysis below.

2.2. DISPERSION RELATIONS

To infer the linear dispersion relation of elec-
trocortical waves we must linearize the equa-
tions. Each term in eqn (3) is of the general form
N

��
S
��

� (s
��

(r, t)�
�
(r, t)), so s

��
(r, t) must be

written as a constant plus a zero mean perturba-
tion, as must �

�
(r, t). Consequently, eqn (3) (with

q"e) becomes

where RM
��

"RM
��

(<M
�
, < ���

�
, <���

�
), S

��
"S

��
(�)

and �
�
"�

�
(k, �).

Equations (13) and (14) describe the relation-
ship between the variables �

���
and<

���
due to the

process of dendritic summation. There are two
additional independent relations between �

���
and

<
���

, which can be derived from a linearization of
the sigmoidal function (5), and from the wave
equation (6). To linearize eqn (5) we introduce the
slope of the sigmoid at the chosen steady state
�
���

,[dQ
���

/d<
���

]
��
, in which case eqns (5)

and (6) can be combined as D
���

(�
���

!�M
���

)"
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�
�
(k, �)

�
�
(k, �)

" F
�
D

�
G

��
S
��

!G
��

S
��

G
��
S
��
M

�
F
�
D

�
F
�
D

�
!F

�
D

�
G

��
S
��
!G

��
S
��

F
�
D

�
#G

��
S
��

G
��
S
��
M

�
, (25)

�
���

(<
���

!<M
���

), so that

D
���

�
���

(k, �)"�
���
<
���

(k, �) , (15)

where in the Fourier domain the wave equation
operators, eqn (7), become

D
���

(k, �)"(1!i�/�
���

)�#k�v�
���

/��
���

. (16)

We de"ne two sets of dimensionless gains,

G
��

"�
�
N
��

s���
��

RM
��

"�
�
N
��

s ���
�� �1!

<M
�
!< ���

�
<���
�

!< ���
�
�, (17)

h
��

"!N
��

s���
��

�M
�

<���
�

!< ���
�

, (18)

where q"e, i and p"e, i, s. The "rst set, G
��

, can
be considered to be the six components of feedfor-
ward gain in view of their weak dependence on
reversal potentials, while h

��
will be referred to as

the feedback gain. According to these de"nitions,
we can write the combined feedback factors ap-
pearing in eqns (13) and (14) as

F
�
(�)"1![h

��
S
��

(�)#h
��
S
��
(�)

#h
��

S
��

(�)]H (�) . (19)

The <
���

can be eliminated from eqns (13)}(15)
to give

F
�
D

�
�

�
"G

��
S
��

�
�
#G

��
S
��
�

�
#G

��
S
��
�
�
, (20)

F
�
D

�
�
�
"G

��
S
��
�
�
#G

��
S
��
�
�
#G

��
S
��
�

�
, (21)

which describe the dynamics of the system in
terms of feedback factors F

�
"F

�
(�), wave equa-

tions D
�
"D

�
(k, �), dendritic impulse responses

S
��

"S
��

(�), and feedforward gains G
��

. These
equations are similar to our past formulations

except that <���
�

was previously e!ectively in"-
nite, so that G

��
"�

�
N

��
s���
��

and F
�
(�)"1.

Equations (20) and (21) have solutions

�
�

�
(k, �)

�
�
(k, �)�"

1
Det�

F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��

G
��
S
��

G
��
S
��

F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��
�

� �
G

��
S
��

G
��
S
��
� �

�
(k, �), (22)

where Det"(F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��

) (F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��
)!

G
��
S
��
G

��
S
��
. In particular, the transfer function

(Fourier-space Green function) �
�
(k, �)/�

�
(k, �)

is given by

�
�
(k, �)

�
�
(k, �)

" (F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��
)G

��
S
��

#G
��
S
��
G

��
S
��

(F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��

) (F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��
)!G

��
S
��
G

��
S
��

,

(23)

and the dispersion relation is

(F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��

) (F
�
D

�
!G

��
S
��
)

!G
��
S
��
G

��
S
��
"0. (24)

It is frequently preferable to write the transfer
function as

M
�
"1!G

��
S
��
G

��
S
��
/G

��
S
��

G
��
S
��
,

M
�
"1!G

��
S
��
G

��
S
��
/G

��
S
��

G
��
S
��
,

since under assumptions made below (see
Table 2) G

��
G

��
/G

��
G

��
"G

��
G

��
/G

��
G

��
"1, and

so (assuming all S
��

are similar) the last terms in
the numerator and denominator of eqn (25) tend
to be negligible.
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TABLE 1
Parameter values used throughout this paper, unless otherwise noted

Parameter Value Meaning

N
��

"N
��

4120 Dendritic synapses from pyramidals
N

��
"N

��
800 Dendritic synapses from interneurons

N
��

"N
��

80 Dendritic synapses from subcortex
s���
��

"s���
��

2.4�10�� V s EPSP size due to �
�
when <

���
"< ���

���
s���
��

"s���
��

!5.9�10�� Vs IPSP size due to �
�
when <

���
"< ���

���
s���
��

"s���
��

2.4�10�� V s EPSP size due to �
�
when <

���
"< ���

���
< ���
���

!0.060 V Potential at which s���
�����

are estimated
<����
���

!0.060 V Rest potential (�
�
"�

�
"�

�
"0)

<���
�

"<���
�

0 V Reversal potential for AMPA channels
<���
�

!0.070 V Reversal potential for GABA
�

channels
�
��

"�
��

68 s�� Decay rate in pyramidals of EPSPs
�
��

47 s�� Decay rate in pyramidals of IPSPs
�
��
"�

��
176 s�� Decay rate in interneurons of EPSPs

�
��

82 s�� Decay rate in interneurons of IPSPs
�
��

"�
��
"�

��
500 s�� Rate of rise of PSPs in pyramidals

�
��
"�

��
"�

��
500 s�� Rate of rise of PSPs in interneurons

� 200 s�� Cut-o! frequency for feedback
Q���

�
100 s�� Maximal pyramidal "ring rates

Q���
�

200 s�� Maximal interneuron "ring rates
�
���

0.005 V Sigmoid width parameter
�
���

!0.052 V Firing threshold
�
�

10 s�� Firing rate of subcortical neurons
�
�

80 s�� Excitatory spatial damping rate
�
�

10� s�� Inhibitory spatial damping rate

2.3. PARAMETERS

Here we discuss each of the values chosen for
the model's parameters, in the order in which
they appear in Table 1. Here, as elsewhere, the
subscript q"e, i refers to the two classes of
neurons and the subscript p"e, i, s to the three
sources of dendritic inputs.

The connectivities N
��

are the number of
synapses of type p on neurons of type q. The
values in Table 1 are obtained by assuming that
(a) there are 5000 dendritic and somatic synapses
on both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
(Douglas & Martin, 1998, pp. 459, 471), (b) that
78% of neurons are excitatory (Douglas & Mar-
tin, 1998, p. 462), (c) that 84% of synapses are
excitatory (Douglas & Martin, 1998, p. 471), and
(d) that 2% of axons are of subcortical origin.

The synaptic strengths s���
��

are the integrated
response due to a single impulse of type p"e,
i arriving at a neuron of type q"e, i, as recorded
at the cell body and in units of V s. The values in
Table 1 are derived from Thomson et al. (1996)
and Thomson (1997) by weighted averaging the

subclasses identi"ed by them, and correcting for
di!erent resting potentials. However, these values
were biased in several ways due to experimental
conditions that are unlike those found in vivo,
principally by the general suppression of spon-
taneous neural activity, resulting in unnatural
resting conditions. In an attempt to compensate
for the biases, s ���

��
is scaled by a factor of 1.5 as it

is evident from Thomson (1997) that nearby volt-
age sensitive channels have a &&boosting'' e!ect on
EPSPs. Also s���

��
is scaled by a factor of 5 to

re#ect the degree of facilitation seen at levels of
activity typical of the cortex (Thomson, 1997). As
a result s ���

��
+s ���

��
+24�10�� Vs. No estimates

are available for s ���
��

so we assume s ���
��

+
s���
��

+!59�10�� Vs, in the absence of evidence
to the contrary. Furthermore, to obtain values
representative of single synapses in neurons in
which other synapses are active too, all values are
divided by 10 as a result of two separate e!ects: it
was demonstrated by Thomson et al. (1996) and
Thomson (1997) that their measured PSPs are
commonly the result of multiple synapses; and
Bernander (1993) (quoted in Koch, 1999, p. 416)
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has demonstrated strong attenuation of PSPs in
neurons with many active dendritic synapses, as
a result of shorting of the dendritic membrane by
background activity.

The responses due to subcortical sources
s���
��

are excitatory and mediated by the same
neurotransmitter as is released by most cortical
excitatory neurons, so we set s ���

��
"s���

��
.

The reference potentials < ���
�

are the trans-
membrane potentials corresponding to the ad-
opted synaptic strengths s���

��
. Synaptic strengths

are approximately linear functions of the trans-
membrane potential [as in eqn (2)] and those
reported in Thomson et al. (1996) and Thomson
(1997) were measured at various transmembrane
potentials. Hence, for convenience this common
reference potential is adopted, and the values
s���
��

include a linear correction so that they all
refer to this transmembrane potential.

The rest potentials <����
�

are the potentials
assumed by neurons receiving low background
"ring rates. As summarized by Koch (1999,
p. 417), experimental values have a wide range,
either for reasons intrinsic to the neurons, or on
account of di!ering concentrations of extracellu-
lar neuromodulators (transmitters with pro-
longed e!ects). We make the simplest assumption
consistent with in vivo experiments by setting
<����
�

"!60 mV.
We assume the reversal potentials for excita-

tory synapses to be <���
�

"<���
�

"0 in accord
with the predominance of AMPA receptors in the
cortex, and take <���

�
"!70 mV to be that of

GABA
�

receptors (Johnston & Wu, 1995, p. 361).
These values are also consistent with experi-
mental estimates by Thomson et al. (1996) and
Thomson (1997).

We take �
��

to be the decay rates of post-
synaptic responses of type p"e, i, s in neurons of
type q"e, i. Average values of �

��
"68 s��,

�
��
"47 s�� and �

��
"176 s�� are inferred from

Thomson et al. (1996) and Thomson (1997). In
order to obtain an estimate of �

��
it is assumed

that the more extensive dendritic geometry of
excitatory neurons gives rise to longer time con-
stants than in inhibitory neurons, and that the
di!erence in EPSP decay rates equals the di!er-
ence in IPSP decay rates: 1/�

��
!1/�

��
"1/�

��
!

1/�
��
. (This method for obtaining a value for �

��
is

arbitrary, but does not a!ect results.) Also we set

�
��

"�
��

and �
��
"�

��
because the majority of

synapses from the subcortex are thought to be
mediated by glutamate acting at AMPA recep-
tors, just like typical excitatory synapses from
cortical neurons.

The rise rates of synaptic responses are �
��

,
and the values appearing in Table 1 are inferred
from Thomson et al. (1996) and Thomson (1997).

The smoothing function H(t) is included in eqn
(2) since the summed potential<

�
cannot in#uence

synapses instantaneously. The rate constant � is
chosen to be approximately equal to the average
of the membrane rate constants �

��
and �

��
.

We choose the maximal "ring rates Q���
���

in
Table 1 to be near the upper extreme of observed
cortical "ring rates, taking into account that
adaption causes that maximal "ring rates to be
lower than that which can be achieved transient-
ly. The reason for setting Q���

�
to be twice Q���

�
is

to introduce an inequality between the "ring
rates of pyramidal neurons and interneurons, as
is suggested by experiments. There are other
equally plausible ways to achieve the same end,
but this is the most transparent.

The width parameters �
�
in eqn (5) contribute

to the slope of the sigmoid relationship between
<
�

and Q
�

and so to the gains of the system.
Unfortunately, they cannot easily be determined
experimentally, so will be treated as adjustable
parameters in the present context. They have
a powerful e!ect on the steady state and stability
of the system, so are in practice highly con-
strained by the properties of actual steady states.

The parameters �
�
are the values of<

�
at which

neurons (assumed to have a sigmoidal response)
"re at 50% of their maximal rate. However
Q���

���
are not well de"ned or measurable in vivo

when other nonlinearities and non-stationarities
are considered. Consequently, we adopt �

���
"

!52 mV, which result in appropriate "ring rates
of about 5}15 s��, for the values of Q���

���
de-

scribed above.
The "ring rate of subcortical neurons �

�
is

taken to be 10 s��. However, subcortical activity
is variable in response to events and changes of
state, so values of up to 100 s�� will also be
considered.

Characteristic damping rates for axonal
propagation are �

�
"v

�
/r

�
. The axonal conduc-

tion speeds v
�
"8 m s�� and v

�
"1 m s�� are
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��
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��
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�
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�
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�

/Q���
�
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�
!< ���

�
)
.

(26)

obtained from Nunez (1995, p. 85, 512). The char-
acteristic axonal range of excitatory neuron is
r
�
"0.1 m according to Nunez (1995, p. 508), and

the axon range of inhibitory neurons, equal to the
radius of minicolumns, is taken as r

�
"10�� m

(Nunez, 1995).
These values are all the result of physiological

measurement, combined with inference to obtain
the large-scale average values needed for the con-
tinuum model. However, many uncertainties
have been noted above, to which must be added

the transient, local parameter variations expected
in the in vivo brain. In view of this the values in
Table 1 must be considered provisional. The re-
sults of this choice of parameters are described in
the next section, as well as their sensitivity to the
assumptions made in this section.

3. Results

The steady state and dispersion relation solu-
tions are described below, including an assess-
ment of parameter sensitivities and the possibility
of simpli"cation of the model. Also there is a nu-
merical simulation described.

3.1. STEADY-STATE EQUATIONS

A feature of any model of cortical activity is the
form and level of input from subcortical struc-
tures, represented here by �

�
(r, t). It is known to

vary with attention and so, for the purpose of
exploring steady-state solutions, it will be taken
as a free variable �

�
that is locally uniform and

quasi-constant.
When the steady-state equations (8) and (9) are

solved as a function of �
�

with the parameters
listed in Table 1, we "nd that the variables
�M
���

and <M
���

have just one "xed point for most
values of �

�
(Fig. 1). In general, however, the

solutions of the steady-state equations are multi-
valued. It was shown by Robinson et al. (1998a)

that in the absence of reversal potentials
there can be 1, 3, or 5 solutions for a given �

�
,

depending on the choice of parameters. With the
addition of reversal potentials analysis becomes
harder, but one special case serves to demon-
strate that multiple "xed points are possible in
principle. For example, when the parameters
listed in Table 1 are adopted, then N

��
s���
��"N

��
s���
��

and we see from eqns (8) and (9) that
<M
�
"<M

�
and �M

�
"(Q���

�
/Q���

�
)�M

�
. Thus, eqn (8)

(with q"e) can be written as

The solutions of eqn (26), as functions of �M
�
, have

the form of a pair of hyperbolas, while the "xed
points of the system are those solutions that
simultaneously satisfy eqn (9), the independent
sigmoidal relation between <M

�
and �M

�
.

The four cases depicted in Fig. 2 arise because
eqn (26) can have either a negative of positive
slope, and the asymptotic value can be either less
than or greater than the lower asymptote of the
sigmoid. In Fig. 2(a) and (b), there are two sub-
cases, which demonstrate that the number of
solutions can be from zero to three. (Larger num-
bers of solutions may also be possible.)

Figure 2 shows the theoretical possibilities
arising from eqns (5) and (26), but when values
from Table 1 are adopted and �

�
is considered

a free variable, we "nd that only those possibili-
ties depicted in Fig. 2(a), (b) and (d) are manifest.
The transition from (a) to (b) occurs when
�
�
"!312.5 s��, and the transition from (b) to

(d) when �
�
"2.1 s��, and consequently Fig. 2(d)

is the one of principal relevance. Multiple solu-
tions only occur when �

�
(0 which is unphysical

as a "ring rate: for example, those of the type
appearing in Fig. 2(b) are found to occur when
�
�
+!50 s��, although in Fig. 1 they are scarce-

ly resolved.
Regarding the transition that occurs between

case (b1) and (d1) at �
�
"2.1 s��, it is of interest

to note that this occurs continuously, as is evi-
dent in Fig. 1. The topology of allowed
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FIG. 1. Steady state for the adopted parameters, as a function of �
�
. On the left are "ring rates of excitatory neurons (�M

�
,

solid line) and inhibitory neurons (��
�
, dashed line), and on the right are the corresponding steady-state potentials<M

���
(<M

�
"<M

�
).

FIG. 2. Schematic plot of four relevant cases that arise when "nding solutions to the simpli"ed steady-state equations (5)
and (26), showing various relations between the sigmoid curves (dashed) and hyperbolas (solid). In (a) and (b) the hyperbolas
have d�

�
/d<

�
'0 while the opposite is the case in (c) and (d). In (a) and (c) the asymptotic value of �

�
is'0 while the opposite

is the case in (b) and (d). Subcases are possible when d�
�
/d<

�
'0. All possibilities are labeled with the number of solutions, the

locations of which are indicated with arrows.

transitions was discussed in Robinson et al.
(1998a) for the more general case where <

�
O<

�
,

although without synaptic modulation. A new
feature of the present steady-state equations is
the possibility that for some choices of para-
meters there are no "nite, uniform solutions, as in
case (a0).

Once a particular steady-state solution is
chosen then the various derived parameters can
be evaluated. For reference, Table 2 lists values of
several derived parameters for two values of �

�
.

The dispersion relation is a function only of G
��

,
h
��

, and the rate constants appearing in Table 1.
While the rate constants in Table 1 and the

gains in Table 2 are the basis for all further
numerical results below, the uncertainties in the
underlying parameters should be remembered.
When each of several parameters is varied, the
steady-state values of �

�
shown in Fig. 3 are

obtained. It can be seen that those parameter
variations that promote "ring of inhibitory neur-
ons generally have the e!ect of reducing �

�
for
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TABLE 2
Derived parameters for two values of subcortical
activation. ¹he ,xed ratio of �

�
and �

�
, and of G

��
and G

��
arises from the assumed symmetry between

the two classes of neurons, and is equal to
Q���

�
/Q���

�

Parameter �
�
"10 s�� �

�
"100 s��

QM
�
"�M

�
(s��) 6.4 9.9

QM
�
"�M

�
(s��) 12.7 19.8

<M
���

(mV) 0.6 1.9
�
�
"�

�
/2 (V�� s��) 2163 3242

G
��

"G
��
/2 21.2 31.0

G
��
"G

��
/2 !10.8 !18.2

G
��

"G
��
/2 0.4 0.6

h
��

"h
��

!1.05 !1.64
h
��
"h

��
!6.01 !9.37

h
��

"h
��

!0.03 !0.32

FIG. 3. Steady-state solutions for a variety of alternative
parameter values. The solutions corresponding to the values
appearing in Table 1 is shown with a solid line. All other curves
result from the indicated increments or decrements to particu-
lar parameters while other parameters are held constant.

a given �
�
, making the relationship between �

�
and �

�
monotonic. Variations of the opposite

kind tend to increase �
�

and cause the locus of
solutions to have an s-like form, giving rise to
multiple solutions in certain ranges of �

�
in ac-

cordance with Fig. 2(b).
It is of interest to note that all parameter vari-

ations result in essentially a single family of
curves. This implies that all modulations are
equivalent within limits, although the sensitivity
to some modulations is greater than to others.
In particular, the sensitivities to �

�
and �

�
mean

that their values*although not known experi-
mentally*are strongly constrained by the re-
quirement that �M

�
is of the order 10 s�� .

3.2. DISPERSION RELATION

Figure 4 shows solutions of the dispersion rela-
tion (24) for two values of �

�
, and for a range of

wavenumbers like that observed in EEGs. The
real part of each solution represents conventional
frequency, and the imaginary part is the damping
rate such that solutions in the upper half-plane
would grow exponentially.

The most striking feature of Fig. 4 is the
pair of lightly damped solutions near �"
($250!40i) s��. It is notable that these roots,
absent in our earliest models but anticipated
in our recent general examination of local feed-
back (Rennie et al., 1999), have a frequency com-
parable to that of the gamma band (40}60 Hz) of
EEG rhythms. The other pair of lightly damped
roots is situated near the origin, so its e!ect is to
give the system a strong response near �"0. For
the parameters in Table 1, the roots occur at
�"($8!21i) s�� when k"0, which lies in the
delta range ((4 Hz) of EEG frequencies. The
frequency and damping of this pair of low-fre-
quency roots are functions of the parameters in
Table 1, and moderate variations in many of
these parameters (i.e. that are similar to their
uncertainties) can cause the roots to have larger
or smaller frequencies, or even to become purely
damped. For example, if <����

�
"< ���

�
#0.003 V

and k"0 then the roots occur at �"($11
!22i) s��, and when <����

�
"< ���

�
!0.003 V they

are at �"!16i and !26i s�� . Consequently,
there is considerable uncertainty about the char-
acter of these roots, and in the absence of stron-
ger or additional constraints it is di$cult to com-
ment on them further. The remainder of this
section will discuss the gamma-like roots.

It is of interest to note the absence of modes
with �+$kv!i�

�
, which appear in simpler

models (see e.g. Fig. B1), and which can be unam-
biguously attributed to traveling waves. There is
some re#ection of these modes in the strong
k-dependence of the lightly damped modes, but
they are no longer non-dispersive in character.

3.3. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

When looking at the sensitivity of the roots of
the dispersion relation to parameter variations
there is a natural distinction between those para-
meters that contribute to the gains G

��
and h

��
,
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FIG. 4. Solutions of eqn (24) in the complex-� plane for the parameters in Table 1. Only those solutions of experimental
relevance are shown: others lie outside the range of this "gure. A range of wavenumbers is shown, 0)kr

�
)5, and k"0 is

marked with a square. (a) Solutions for �
�
"10 s��. (b) Solutions for �

�
"100 s��.

and those that are rate constants. The gain-re-
lated parameters are those that appear explicitly
in eqns (17) and (18), and (through <M

�
and �M

�
) in

the steady-state equations (8) and (9); the rate
constants are �

��
, �

��
, �

�
, and �. We shall con-

sider the two classes of parameters in turn.
Subcortical activation �

�
is an example of

a parameter that modulates the gains, as was
demonstrated in Table 2. We "nd empirically
from the dispersion relation eqn (24) that the
damping of all roots va ries with �

�
. In particular,

the pair near the origin becomes unstable for
su$ciently small �

�
, while the pair near 40 Hz

becomes unstable for large �
�

[see Fig. 4(b), in
which the latter instability is approached].

As demonstrated in Table 3 these observations
generalize to variations in all other gain-related
parameters. In each case, the gains G

��
and

h
��

must "rst be evaluated using the steady-state
equations together with eqns (17) and (18). They
are found to vary in proportion to each other.
Then when each set of gains is substituted into
the dispersion relation the corresponding roots
collectively form a locus with increasing fre-
quency and decreasing damping as G

��
and �h

��
�

increase. This simple interdependence of all the
gains imposed by the steady-state equation is
a useful constraint when characterizing the dis-
persion relation.

Two other parameters not considered in
Table 3 are < ���

�
and <���

�
. Since their values are

well established, only their necessity to the model
will be discussed here. Their retention is sugges-
ted both by the size of h

��
, and because we know

of no other form of modulation satisfying the
criteria in Rennie et al. (1999) for a high-fre-
quency resonance. Of the two, <���

�
is of lesser

signi"cance according to Fig. 3 and comparison
of h

��
and h

��
in Table 2. Also, selectively disabl-

ing <���
�

has only a small impact: we "nd that
G

��
are increased by about 4% and h

��
"0,

scarcely a!ecting the steady-state solutions (see
Fig. 3) and leaving h

��
as the dominant feedback

gain. In contrast, disabling <���
�

increases G
��

by
about 50%, and makes h

��
&0 while doubling

h
��

. As a result of their observations, some com-
putational advantages might be achieved by
eliminating <���

�
, although there is no reason to

assume that <���
�

dominates in all situations.
We shall now consider the e!ects of the rate

constants �
��

, �
��

, �
�
, and �. By perturbing each

in turn we see in Table 4 and Fig. 5 that the root
near 40 Hz is a!ected by almost all underlying
rate constants. In each case, moderate (20%)
parameter variations generally result in displace-
ments of a similar magnitude, although the dis-
placements all occur in di!erent directions in the
complex-� plane. Given the importance of rever-
sal potentials in this model, the signi"cance of � is
not surprising. However, the signi"cant and inde-
pendent roles played by the dendritic rate con-
stants, and the axonal damping rate �

�
, suggests

that the gamma-like mode is best considered
a property of the system as a whole, rather than
a simple consequence of modulation of synaptic
strength.

Regarding rate constants, one special case is
of particular interest. When decay rates �

��
are
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TABLE 3
E+ects of parameter variations on the principal derived parameters and on the gamma-like
lightly damped roots near �"(258.6!36.8i) s�� when k"0. Each row is the result of the

indicated variations to the values listed in ¹able 1

Variation G
��

G
��

h
��

h
��

Root (s��) Displacement (s��)

<����
���

#5 mV 24.6 !26.5 !1.2 !7.1 276!29i 17.1#7.7i
�
���

#1 mV 25.4 !25.8 !1.6 !8.9 300!21i 41.0#15.4i
Q���

��� * 1.5 31.3 !31.7 !1.5 !8.9 300!18i 40.9#18.9i
s���
����� *

1.5 32.0 !32.8 !1.6 !9.1 303!16i 44.0#20.4i
<����
�

#5 mV 33.1 !33.9 !1.8 !8.8 302!13i 43.2#23.5i
�
� *

10 31.0 !36.5 !1.6 !9.4 309!14i 50.4#22.2i
�
�
#1 mV 41.1 !51.4 !2.9 !12.7 349#4i 90.4#40.9i

Q���
� * 1.5 84.0 !83.2 !5.3 !20.3 421#43i 162.3#79.8i

s���
��� *

1.5 84.5 !84.0 !5.4 !20.5 422#44i 163.8#80.5i

TABLE 4
E+ects of variations of the rate constants on the
gamma-like root at �"(258.6!36.8i) s�� when
k"0. For variations of 20% to each of the rate
constants, the parameter value, the displacement of
the root, and the magnitude of the displacement are

shown. All values are in units of s��

Parameter Value Displacement Magnitude

�
��

56.4 13.0#13.1i 18.5
�
��

211 4.6#7.9i 9.1
�
�

96.0 6.0#4.4i 7.5
�
��

600 0.2!0.7i 0.7
�
��

600 6.2!6.3i 8.8
� 240 13.7!7.3i 15.6
�
��

81.6 6.1!9.2i 11.1
�
��

98.4 0.6!10.4i 10.4

FIG. 5. Displacement of the gamma-like root at �"
(259!37i) s�� due to the 20% perturbations appearing
in Table 4.

identical, and since the rise rates �
��

are already
assumed to be identical, then S

��
(�)"S(�) and

eqn (23) simpli"es to

�
�
(�)

�
�
(�)

" D
�
G

��
S

FD
�
D

�
!D

�
G

��
S!D

�
G

��
S
, (27)

where F"1!(h
��

#h
��
#h

��
) SH. The values of

h
��

(see Table 2) are such that F+!(h
��

#
h
��
#h

��
) SH, and thus the transfer function be-

comes independent of S, �
��

and �
��

, and it is
found that the dispersion relation is without
roots at gamma-like frequencies. This particular
simpli"cation is contrary to available physiolo-

gical measurements, but its interest lies in the fact
that should such simpli"cations be made for ana-
lytical convenience, they would eliminate a phe-
nomenon of considerable applied interest.

3.4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The characteristics of the gamma-like reson-
ance can be explored further with numerical
simulations in order to make realistic compari-
sons with experiments, and to allow for in-
homogeneities in parameter values and for the
nonlinearity of eqn (5). Such investigations are
not described here. However, applying the nu-
merical methods described in Robinson et al.
(1997) to eqns (2)}(7) con"rms the existence of
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FIG. 6. Result of a numerical simulation for nearly
unstable conditions. The level of uniform activation was
�
�
"100 s�� and all other parameters were as in Table 1. An

11�11 grid representing 0.05�0.05 m was driven by white
noise (RMS amplitude 1 s��) along one edge, and the activ-
ity was recorded from the center.

a resonant mode. In the example shown in Fig. 6,
the mode near 40 Hz is brought close to instabil-
ity by setting �

�
uniformly to 100 s��, with addi-

tional white noise applied along one edge of the
grid. The system displays coherent activity with
a frequency similar to that predicted by the dis-
persion relation, and similar to that observed
experimentally. Related simulations are de-
scribed in more detail by Wright (1999).

4. Conclusion

The use of average steady-state values to char-
acterize neurons is the core simpli"cation on
which continuum EEG models are based. How-
ever, there are mechanisms operating at the neur-
onal scale that have time-scales similar to that of
EEG, and so challenge this assumption. This
paper investigates the consequences of modula-
tions in neuronal characteristics, within the
context of one model of the brain's large-scale
electrical activity. In the appendixes three com-
monly considered modulatory mechanisms are
each recast as a form of feedback and the system
dynamical characteristics inferred. Only one is
found likely to a!ect the global dynamics of the
system. This mechanism, which is studied more
thoroughly in the main body of the paper, is the
modulation of synaptic strength as a result of the
"nite synaptic reversal potentials. In contrast, the
modulation of synaptic strength by incoming "r-
ing rate (facilitation and depression) and of "ring
threshold by outgoing "ring rate (refractoriness)
are shown to be inadequate to a!ect global

dynamics signi"cantly. The appendixes also serve
to demonstrate that irrelevant complications such
as these can be straightforwardly identi"ed by
analytical means, which is particularly relevant to
achieving numerically e$cient simulations of real-
istic neural networks. As a result of adding rever-
sal potentials alone, the dispersion relation is
only slightly more complicated than before, yet
has important additional characteristics.

The derivation of each of the model's para-
meters is described in some detail in Section 2.3
because there is no su$ciently accurate consen-
sus on the correct values for the human brain.
The large number of parameters, the sensitivity of
results to some parameters, and the goal of a fully
reductionistic model, require use of the best pos-
sible values if the emergent behavior is to be
usefully compared to real EEG. Yet the di$culty
in obtaining good estimates for average human
in vivo parameters cannot be overemphasized,
and some uncertainty remains in the values of the
parameters. The average size and time course of
the dendritic PSPs is thought to be modulated by
the general level of background activity in ways
that are only beginning to be understood (Koch,
1999, p. 416). Also the parameters of the sigmoid
response function equation (5), are likely to be
functions of cell type, neuromodulators, and
average "ring rate. Nevertheless, we have used
values that are probably of the right order.

As a result of the addition of reversal potentials
and a fuller and more accurate parameterization,
this version of our model (a) has larger feedfor-
ward gains than previously assumed, (b) has ad-
ditional feedback gains, and (c) the dendritic rate
constants are no longer identical. One e!ect of
these changes is that a resonance appears near
40 Hz. This resonance is of interest as it is
broadly consistent with the characteristics of the
gamma rhythm of EEG in having a frequency in
the range 40}60 Hz. One of the characteristics of
gamma rhythm is that it appears preferentially in
highly activated cortex. In our model, increasing
of the level of uniform input to the cortex*or
appropriately manipulating any of the gain-
related parameters in Table 1*causes the 40 Hz
resonance to be enhanced, while suppressing
lower frequencies in a reciprocal manner (see Fig.
4). This makes modulated 40 Hz activity a robust
feature of this model.
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An obvious inference from the present results
is that with high levels of cortical activation, the
gamma-like resonance could become undamped.
The neuronal networks underlying the con-
tinuum description would thus exhibit spontan-
eous "ring, probably in the form of limit cycle
behavior. This accords with observations in
physiological studies of synchronous oscillation
(Eckhorn et al., 1989; Gray & Singer, 1989;
Singer & Gray, 1995). More speculatively, local
patches of cortex would also act as sources of
cortical information and exchange, in accord
with psychological models of binding and associ-
ation originated by von der Malsburg (1983),
although a far more detailed style of modeling
is needed to explore such issues of cognitive
function.

It is of particular interest to note that this
resonance cannot be properly understood in
terms of one physiological mechanism or struc-
ture. Rather, it is a property of the whole system,
since it is sensitive to all gains (see Table 3), each
of the dendritic rate constants (�

��
, �

��
, � in

Table 4), and to the axonal damping rate �
�
(see

Fig. 5). This is compatible with the conclusion of
Freeman, who "rst postulated that gamma
rhythm arises from the interaction of excitatory
and inhibitory neural populations (Freeman,
1975). Both experimentally and in models Eeck-
man & Freeman (1990) found (like us) that the
resonant frequency and damping were functions
not just of dendritic rate constants, but also of
gain, and this was considered a distinction from
alternative models postulating the coupling of
intrinsic oscillators. Gamma-like oscillations
have also been observed in spatially discretized
EEG simulations (e.g. Wilson & Bower, 1992;
Lumer et al., 1997a), although the numerically
intensive nature of such models prevents easy
characterization of parameter sensitivities.

Compared to these models, the present work
makes broadly similar assumptions about
cortical anatomy and physiology. However, its
tractible analytical form allows the structure and
sensitivities of the steady-state solutions to be
described, as can the modes of the system in the
linear limit. We also emphasize the value of linear
analysis in exploring particular modulatory pro-
cesses, especially when assessing potential elabor-
ations to the model (see appendixes).

The version of our model described here does
not predict any resonances identi"able with �.
However, we have found separately that realistic
spectral envelopes for the range 0}30 Hz can be
reproduced if lower gains are used and cor-
ticothalamic feedback is added (Unpublished
data). These two versions are otherwise identical,
and together cover the full EEG spectrum using
parameters that are obtained from physiological
measurements at the neuronal scale.

This work was supported by the Australian
Research Council, the National Health and Medical
Research Council, and the Ross Trust.
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APPENDIX A

Facilitation

Facilitation refers to an increase in the amount
of neurotransmitter released at an axon terminal
as a result of preceding action potentials, and to
the resulting enhancement in the size of the post-
synaptic potential (PSP). According to Magleby
(1987), the degree of facilitation depends bi-
exponentially on the time �t since the preceding
impulse, with

�s
�
(�t)"s���

�
(F

�
exp[!k

�
�t]

#F
�
exp [!k

�
�t]), (A.1)

where s ���
�

is the size of the PSP in the limit
as "ring rateP0, and F

�
exp[!k

�
�t] and

F
�
exp[!k

�
�t] are two components of the in-

crement in synaptic response. Values quoted by
Magleby are F

�
+F

�
+0.2, k

�
+20 s��, and

k
�
+3.3 s�� (Magleby, 1987). However, "ring

rates are typically less than 20 s�� in the cortex,
so we shall not consider the "rst, more rapidly
decaying component of facilitation, and instead
assume that at each synapse

�s
�
(�t)+s ���

�
F
�
exp[!k

�
�t]. (A.2)

Considering now an ensemble of synapses at r,
t, the average level of facilitation will depend on
the distribution of interspike intervals (ISIs). For
a Poisson process with a mean rate of �

�
(r, t), the

distribution of ISIs is

I(�)"�
�
exp[!�

�
�], (A.3)

where I(�) is de"ned only for �*0. [We also
require both that ��

�
I(�) d�"1 and ��

�
�I(�) d�"

1/�
�

so that I (�) is normalized and is consistent
with the speci"ed average "ring rate �

�
.] By

combining eqns (A.2) and (A.3) the average in-
crement to the post-synaptic response due only to
the most recent action potential is �s

�
(r, t)"
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and more generally, when all previous action
potentials are taken into account, it can be shown
that the enhancement to the synaptic strength
(compared with when �

�
"0) is
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In order to obtain an expression that is compa-
rable to those appearing in Rennie et al. (1999),
we need to restate eqn (A.8) in terms of perturba-
tions from the steady-state conditions,

s
�
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�
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and this is of the form
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(A.10)

described in Rennie et al. (1999) as Type A feed-
back, with s ���

�
"s���

�
F
�
/k

�
and H(t)"�(t).

We are now in a position to make use of the
previously derived results for feedback of Type A,
according to which the dimensionless feedback
strength is

h
�
"[s���

�
/s���

�
]����

�
"F

�
����
�

/k
�
, (A.11)

H(�)"1, and the relevant dispersion relation is
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¸)F

�
"0.

(A.12)

In eqn (A.12), D
�
and D

�
are wave equations given

by eqn (16), ¸ describes the PSPs and is given by
an equation similar to eqn (4), G

��
and G

��
are two

components of gain of the form (17), M is usually
approximately zero as explained in connection
with eqn (25), and only F

�
"1#h

�
H (�) relates

to feedback.
By substituting the values quoted above from

Magleby (1987) for slow facilitation and setting
����
�

"10 s�� we "nd that h
�
"0.12 and F

�
"

1.12, and thus facilitation in e!ect enhances the
feedforward gain G

��
by a factor F

�
. However,

F
�

is too close to unity to have much e!ect on the
roots of the dispersion relation.

A similar analysis can be carried out to investi-
gate facilitation at excitatory synapses in inhibit-
ory neurons, as well as at inhibitory synapses in
both classes of neurons. However, such analyses
are certain to predict even smaller e!ects, as in-
hibitory neurons and synapses are in the minor-
ity. In conclusion, there is little reason to believe
that facilitation provides a mechanism for reas-
onance. Furthermore, the functional description
of synaptic depression found by Magleby is
su$ciently similar for it also to be discounted as
a source of high-frequency resonance.

APPENDIX B

Relative Refractory Period

The origin of this e!ect lies in a property of
action potentials, where following the initial
rapid positive-going phase of the action potential
there is a more prolonged period of K� e%ux
which not only causes the membrane to repolar-
ize but also to overshoot and hyperpolarize. This
hyperpolarization is about 5 mV in magnitude
and decays with a rate constant of 10}50 s��.

While in reality it is the membrane potential
that becomes more negative following the action
potential, it is more convenient here to think of
the threshold � being raised for a period following
an action potential. The e!ective raising of the
"ring threshold makes the neuron relatively less
likely to "re for approximately 30 ms, and this
interval is called the relative refractory period.
(There is also a shorter period following an action
potential during which the neuron is absolutely
refractory, but that will not concern us here.)

In order to represent this e!ect in a way
compatible with our theoretical analysis, we
"rst take the e!ective threshold to vary as
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FIG. B1. Roots of the dispersion relation with the addition of a relative refractory period. In this example �"80 s��,
�"500 s��, and other parameters are as in Tables 1 and 2. (a) No feedback, h

�
"0. (b) Feedback due to the relative

refractory period, h
�
"!0.36.

�(r, t)"�
�
#(��/�)H(t) in an individual neuron

following the generation of an action potential,
and let H(t) be exponential, to match approxim-
ately the observed recovery from hyperpolar-
ization,

H (t)"�e��� , t'0, (B.1)

and H(t)"0 for t)0.
In order to establish a connection with our

previous work, the expression for �(r, t) in excita-
tory neurons needs to be recast as a perturbation
from the steady-state threshold ����

�
, which di!ers

from the resting (or Q
�
"0) threshold �

�
. We

note that the e!ective threshold for a population
of neurons under steady-state conditions (and
with �'Q

�
, as is the case here), is approximately

proportional to the average "ring rate Q���
�

, with

����
�
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�
#(��/�)Q���

�
, (B.2)

so the e!ective threshold with respect to ����
�

is
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where we have made use of �
�
,[dQ

�
/d<

���
]
��

describing the relation between perturbations in
Q

�
and <

�
at the chosen steady state.

This form of the feedback equation is directly
comparable to that of Type D feedback, in the
terminology of Rennie et al. (1999). Thus, it can
be inferred that the corresponding dispersion re-
lation is

D
�
(D

�
!G

��
¸)/F

�
!G

��
¸(D

�
!I

�
G

��
¸)"0,

(B.5)

where D
���

are given by eqn (16), ¸ is given by an
equation similar to eqn (4), G

��
and G

��
are two

components of gain and are like eqn (17), M is
usually approximately zero as explained in con-
nection with eqn (25), and only F

�
"1#h

�
H(�)

relates to feedback. The feedback gain is obtained
from a comparison of eqn (B.4) with the canoni-
cal form appearing in Rennie et al. (1999):
h
�
"!�

�
��/�+!0.36 if we use the value of �

�
from Table 2 and assume ��"5 mV and
�"30 s��. The frequency dependence of the
feedback is H (�)"(1!i�/�)��. The roots of the
dispersion relation are shown in Fig. B1. As ex-
pected from the weak feedback, inclusion of the
relative refractory period has little e!ect on the
dispersion relation, reinforcing the conclusion
in Rennie et al. (1999) that the feedback gain
h
�

needs to be �!1 for resonances to appear.

APPENDIX C

Reversal Potential E4ect in sp

In this section, we look at the in#uence of the
membrane potential on the size of the excitatory
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or inhibitory impulse response s
�

in excitatory
neurons.

Since channel conductance is largely indepen-
dent of voltage for most types of ion channels, we
shall assume here that s

�
is a linear function of

perturbations in the membrane potential. There
is a net ionic #ux within ion channels both be-
cause of the potential gradient and because of
gradients in the concentration of the various ions,
but there is always some potential (the reversal
potential <���

�
) at which the e!ects of the two

gradients balance and there is no net current. The
reversal potential is generally non-zero and speci-
"c to the type of ion channel (Johnston & Wu,
1995).

The e!ects of reversal potentials can be incorp-
orated into our model by making s

�
, the integ-

rated perturbation in the membrane potential,
a function of the membrane potential<

�
of excita-

tory neurons. The following expression for the
response size in excitatory neurons:

s
�
(r, t)"s���
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�
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�
<���
�

!< ���
�
��H(t) ,

(C.1)

has the required characteristics that s
�
"s���

�
at the

standard reference conditions (i.e. when
<
�
(r, t)&< ���

�
"!60 mV), and s

�
"0 when

<
�
(r, t)"<���

�
. The term H(t) is some lag function.

This modulation of s
�

by <
�

can be identi"ed
with Type B feedback, as was described in Rennie
et al. (1999), where it was assumed that the
modulation of synaptic strength is described by
s
�
(r, t)"s ���

�
#s ���

�
[<

�
(r, t)!< ���

�
]�H (t). Com-

parison of this canonical form of modulation
with eqn (C.1) shows that s���

�
"s���

�
/[<���

�
!

< ���
�

]. We can then conclude, with reference to
Rennie et al. (1999), that the dispersion relation is
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where F
�
(�)"1!h

�
H(�)¸(�). In the present

case, the dimensionless feedback gain is
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s ���
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s���
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With reference to Table 1, and by assuming a typ-
ical "ring rate ����

�
+10 s��, we "nd the feedback

gain has a value of h
�
"!1.6 at excitatory

synapses (p"e) and h
�
"!4.7 at inhibitory

synapses (p"i ). Both satisfy the criterion
h
�
�!1, which was proposed in Rennie et al.

(1999) for the emergence of a lightly damped
resonant mode. Consequently, this mechanism is
investigated in greater detail in the main part of
this paper.
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Prediction of electroencephalographic spectra from neurophysiology
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A recent neurophysical model of propagation of electrical waves in the cortex is extended to include a
physiologically motivated subcortical feedback loop via the thalamus. The electroencephalographic spectrum
when the system is driven by white noise is then calculated analytically in terms of physiological parameters,
including the effects of filtering of signals by the cerebrospinal fluid, skull, and scalp. The spectral power at
low frequencies is found to vary as f�1 when awake and f�3 when asleep, with a breakpoint to a steeper
power-law tail at frequencies above about 20 Hz in both cases; the f�1 range concurs with recent magnetoen-
cephalographic observations of such a regime. Parameter sensitivities are explored, enabling a model with
fewer free parameters to be proposed, and showing that spectra predicted for physiologically reasonable
parameter values strongly resemble those observed in the laboratory. Alpha and beta peaks seen near 10 Hz
and twice that frequency, respectively, in the relaxed wakeful state are generated via subcortical feedback in
this model, thereby leading to predictions of their frequencies in terms of physiological parameters, and of
correlations in their occurrence. Subcortical feedback is also predicted to be responsible for production of
anticorrelated peaks in deep sleep states that correspond to the occurrence of theta rhythm at around half the
alpha frequency and sleep spindles at 3/2 times the alpha frequency. An additional positively correlated waking
peak near three times the alpha frequency is also predicted and tentatively observed, as are two new types of
sleep spindle near 5/2 and 7/2 times the alpha frequency, and anticorrelated with alpha. These results provide
a theoretical basis for the conventional division of EEG spectra into frequency bands, but imply that the exact
bounds of these bands depend on the individual. Three types of potential instability are found: one at zero
frequency, another in the theta band at around half the alpha frequency, and a third at the alpha frequency
itself.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.63.021903 PACS number�s�: 87.10.�e, 87.19.La, 87.18.�h

I. INTRODUCTION

Electroencephalograms �EEGs� have diverse forms that
are correlated with differing pathologies and states of
arousal, as determined independently by behavioral and
clinical measures �1�, and are inferred to be closely con-
nected to brain dynamics, information processing, and cog-
nition �2,3�. These correlations are widely used diagnosti-
cally, where they have been employed to elucidate
fundamental mechanisms of overall brain function and dys-
function. Even so, they are not well understood in terms of
the underlying physiology, despite 125 years’ work �1,4,5�.
Prominent in EEGs are the alpha rhythm �narrowband at
7–11 Hz in the relaxed waking state, weakening rapidly with
increased attention, or with sleep�, and beta rhythm �broader
band at 15–25 Hz�, and sleep spindles �12–14 Hz, occurring
in deeper sleep and sometimes termed sigma activity�, as
shown in Fig. 1. The experimental setup and procedures for
acquisition of these spectra have been described in detail
elsewhere, along with the methods used to ensure that arti-
facts do not significantly contaminate the data �6�; a brief
summary is given in Appendix A. The origins of these
rhythms are also obscure and have not been quantified in
terms of physiology, although the thalamus is widely thought

to be involved in alpha, beta, and sleep spindles �7–12�,
since experiments show high coherence between EEGs in the
two structures �10,13–15�. Underlying the specific rhythms
is a smoother background EEG spectrum whose origin and
structure are even more cryptic. Recently, analogous magne-
toencephalographic �MEG� measurements revealed that the
low frequency component of this background was 1/f noise,
whose power spectrum P( f ) decreased as P( f )� f�a, with
a�1 �16�; at high frequencies the decrease was much
steeper. In deep sleep there is a strong enhancement of
the spectrum at low frequencies, in the so-called delta
( f�3.5 Hz) and theta �4 Hz � f�7.5 Hz) ranges
�1,10,17,18�.

Scientific and clinical understanding of EEGs would be
greatly facilitated by a theory, based on physiology, that
could predict features of EEG spectra such as those men-
tioned above. Consequently, many attempts to model large-
scale cortical electrical activity have been made, with vary-
ing degrees of physiological realism and incorporating
differing aspects of the cortex. One avenue has been to av-
erage over microscopic neural structure to develop con-
tinuum cortical models on scales from millimeters up to the
whole cortex �7,10,15,19–33�. Some continuum models
yield wave equations for the propagation of cortical activity
�10,21–24,27,31–33�, which are particularly convenient for
analysis and which incorporate realistic anatomical features
such as separate excitatory and inhibitory neural populations*Electronic address: robinson@physics.usyd.edu.au
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�e.g., pyramidal cells and interneurons, respectively�, nonlin-
earities, long-range excitatory connections, dendritic signal-
integration effects, axonal time delays, and intracortical feed-
back.
In this paper we study the spectral properties and param-

eter dependences of our recent physiology-based wave-
equation theory of the cortex �21–23,33�, concentrating in
particular on the consequences of adding a subcortical feed-
back loop, probably involving the thalamus, with plausible
physiological characteristics, and the filtering that occurs be-
tween cortex and scalp. Our aims are to formulate a rela-
tively simple, physiologically based model that can repro-
duce the main features of EEGs such as those in Fig. 1, and
to explore its qualitative properties and parameter sensitivi-
ties. In future work, we will test the predictions of this model
via quantitative comparisons with data. It is also anticipated
that the usefulness of our results will be further enhanced by
comparison with simultaneous measurements of brain func-
tion via positron emission tomography or functional mag-
netic resonance imaging.

In Sec. II we briefly review the model developed in our
previous work and extend it to include corticothalamic feed-

back and filtering by overlying tissues. Analytic predictions
for EEG spectra in terms of physiological parameters are
then made in Sec. III, and the structure of the underlying
spectrum is estimated. Parameter sensitivities are explored in
Sec. IV, leading to elimination of several parameters to yield
a simplified model that is well suited for comparison with
data. This simplified model is used to estimate the locations,
sizes, and possible instabilities of spectral peaks in Sec. V,
and thereby formulate constraints on the underlying feedback
physiology. These results justify the customary division of
EEG spectra into distinct bands, but highlight the signifi-
cance of individual variability in this subdivision. In the case
of spectra predicted when the cortex is near marginal stabil-
ity, a state that has been inferred from MEG observations
�16�, further simplifications can be obtained; these are dis-
cussed in Sec. VI.

II. THEORY

In this section we outline the main relevant results of our
recent wave-equation formulation of continuum cortical dy-
namics �21–23�, which incorporates the physiological effects
discussed in Sec. I. We then generalize this model in Sec.
II B to incorporate a corticothalamic feedback loop, moti-
vated by a range of physiological considerations.

A. Basic model

The mean firing rates �or pulse densities� Qa of excitatory
(a�e) and inhibitory (a�i) neurons are approximately re-
lated to the cell-body potentials Va by

Qa�r,t ��
Qa
max

1�exp����/�a�3 ��Va�r,t ���a��
, �1�

where �a is the mean firing threshold of neurons of type a,
�a is the standard deviation in this threshold in the neural
population, and Qa

max�100 s�1 is the maximum attainable
firing rate. The coordinate r refers to position on the cortex,
modeled as a two-dimensional sheet, which is justified by its
relative thinness.
The quantity Va is the potential at the cell body after

inputs have been summed and filtered through the dendrites.
A good approximation to Va is �21–23�

Va�r,t ���
��

�

L� t�t��Pa�r,t��dt�, �2�

with

L�u ��
��

���
�e��u�e��u���u �, �3�

where Pa is the mean potential generated by action potentials
arriving from other neurons at the dendrites of neurons of
type a, � is the unit step function, and � and � are dendritic
rate constants, with ��� assumed without loss of general-
ity. The Fourier transform of L(u), used below, is

L�����1�i�/���1�1�i�/���1, �4�

FIG. 1. Illustrative examples of EEG spectra from a normal
subject, with waking spectra �eyes closed, solid curves� showing
alpha and beta peaks near 9.5 Hz and 19 Hz, while sleep spectra
�sleep stage 2, dashed curves� show spindle peaks near 14 Hz. All
these spectra have been smoothed for clearer display using a 1 Hz
wide window function. �a� Cz electrode. �b� Fz electrode. �c� Pz
electrode. �d� C3 electrode. �e� C4 electrode. �f� All spectra super-
posed to show interelectrode variability.
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which implies that the dendrites act as a low-pass filter with
cutoff frequency � and a steeper fall-off for ��� .
The potential Pa at a particular location comprises contri-

butions from fields �e ,i that represent signals propagating
from other cortical neurons, and subcortical inputs �s
�21,23�:

Pa�Naese�e�Naisi� i�Nasss�s . �5�

Here, Nab is the mean number of couplings from neurons of
type b�e ,i ,s to those of type a, and sb is the size of the
response to a unit signal from neurons of type b.
Outgoing pulses from each neuron propagate along its

axon and axonal tree at a velocity v�10 m s�1. Assuming
an isotropic distribution of axons with a distribution of
ranges in accord with experiment �see Ref. �21� for the exact
distribution�, this propagation can be described by damped
wave equations for the fields �a , which represent axonal
signals:

Da�a�r,t ��Qa�r,t �, �6�

Da�
1

�a
2 � �2

�t2
�2�a

�

�t
��a

2�v2�2� , �7�

where �a�v/ra and ra is the characteristic range of axons of
type a �21�. Strictly speaking, very short-range excitatory
axons have lower v than the longer range corticocortical
ones, because they are not myelinated. This effect is omitted
here on the grounds that the difference will not have strong
effects on long-range wave propagation, but could be incor-
porated by splitting excitatory neurons into two populations
with a corresponding division of the field �e into two parts.
Equations �1�–�7� determine the steady states of cortical

activation, when the cortex is driven by a constant, spatially
uniform stimulus �s

(0) . Small perturbations relative to these
steady states obey a linear wave equation which yields the
transfer functions �23�

�e�k,��

�s�k,��
�

GesL���

De�1�GiiL�����GeeL���
, �8�

� i�k,��

�s�k,��
�
DeGis

Ges

�e�k,��

�s�k,��
, �9�

De�k,���k2re
2��1�i�/�e�

2, �10�

in Fourier space. Here, the gain parameters Gab��aNabsb
express the response strength in neurons a due to a unit sig-
nal incident from neurons of type b. The parameter �a
�dQa

(0)/dVa��Qa
(0)/�a�3 is evaluated in the steady state

where Qa
(0)�5–10 s�1�Qa

max is the steady-state firing rate.
In writing �8� and �9� we used the short range of inhibitory
axons to set Di�1, the local inhibition approximation �21�,
and assumed that the numbers of interconnections between
neural types are proportional to the number of available syn-
apses, the random connectivity approximation �21–
23,28,34�.

The parameters of the above model are physiologically
measurable, although not all have yet been measured pre-
cisely. Table I lists typical values inferred from physiology
�23,24�, plus values of several other quantities that are dis-
cussed below.

B. Subcortical feedback

Several suggestions for the production of the resonances
that correspond to observed cortical rhythms have been
made. These include the possible occurrence of standing
waves in the cortex, a potential scenario that is incorporated
in the model outlined in Sec. II A, but which does not appear
to yield sufficiently sharp resonances to account for observa-
tions �21–23� if physiologically realistic input parameters are
used in our model. A second possibility is the presence of a
thalamic ‘‘pacemaker’’ or ‘‘clock’’ �9,10�, which we do not
consider here, although it can be incorporated into our
model. Third, it has been widely noted that the thalamus also
displays alpha rhythm �and possibly beta and sleep-spindle
peaks�, with a high degree of correlation with the cortical
one �7–10,13,14,18�, which may result either from pace-
maker activity or from some form of corticothalamic feed-
back. Hence, we are particularly motivated to include corti-
cothalamic feedback in our model.
A key subcortical feedback loop that may underlie pro-

duction of the alpha rhythm involves feedback via the diffuse
thalamocortical projection system �8,9,13,14,35�. This sys-
tem projects both to other thalamic nuclei and from the thala-
mus to the whole cortex and thus has the potential to be

TABLE I. Physiological estimates of parameters of the model,
as discussed in Refs. �23� and �24�. The limits given are only ap-
proximate.

Quantity Value Unit

�e ,i 3–8 mV
�e ,i 10–25 mV
� 50–200 s�1

�/� 1–5
re 70–100 mm
ri �0.1 mm
v 7–10 m s�1

t0 25–100 ms
Nee ,Nie ,Nse 2000–6000
Nei ,Nii ,Nsi 300–1000
Nes ,Nis 30–100
se ,s 1–3 �V s
�si 5–8 �V s
�e 70–150 s�1

� i �105 s�1

Qe ,i
max 100–300 s�1

Qe ,i 5–10 s�1

�e ,i ,s 1000–6000 V�1 s�1

Gee 2–90
�Gii 1.3–60
�Ges 0.03–2
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involved in modulating large-scale EEG activity
�8,14,18,36�; it also has the correct latency of tens of ms �8�.
Other corticothalamic loops pass through the so-called spe-
cific nuclei of the thalamus �e.g., the pulvinar, lateral poste-
rior, and ventral anterior nuclei�, which themselves project
preferentially back to the same cortical areas that stimulate
them �1,36�. We stress that, although we assume corticotha-
lamic feedback in the remainder of this paper, for definite-
ness and simplicity, the results obtained are applicable to
other potential feedback loops with like characteristics. Cor-
ticothalamic feedback should be significant because the
thalamus is known to strongly affect the state of attention of
the cortex, implying the existence of influential projections
from thalamus to cortex. Strong projections in the reverse
direction also exist to complete the loop, involving an even
greater number of axons �37–39�.
Corticothalamic �CT� feedback is modeled approximately

here by assuming that �s is the sum of a non-CT part �N and
a feedback �T , which travels along excitatory neurons that
project to excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the thalamus
before returning to the cortex via other excitatory neurons.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2. The feedback signal
thus passes through n�1 additional neurons compared to
direct corticocortical connections �which involve more than
one neuron on average�. This adds a propagation time delay
t0 and n�1 extra stages of dendritic filtering with rate con-
stants �1 and �2 of the same order as � and � . We thus
approximate �T by

�T�Te����e . �11�

This incorporates feedback of both excitatory and inhibitory
input signals to excitatory neurons �thereby generating the
field �e) that project to the thalamus. After time delays and
thalamic low-pass filtering, encapsulated in the transfer func-
tion Te(�), this signal returns to the cortex via other excita-
tory neurons. We also allow for the possibility of both direct
feedback, and feedbacks that emphasize changes in cortical

signals by differentiating them in the loop. Differentiation
circuits are commonplace in the brain �e.g., for edge detec-
tion in the visual field�, so the latter type of feedback cer-
tainly cannot be ruled out, and has been discussed previously
in the context of CT feedback �8�. Limiting cases of truly
specific feedback �each point in the cortex feeds back to
itself� and totally diffuse feedback with uniform driving �ev-
ery point feeds back to the whole cortex, making every point
equivalent to every other one if the driving is at least statis-
tically uniform, thereby reducing the system to a zero-
dimensional one� are included in the form �11�, but interme-
diate types of spatial variation would require a k-dependent
transfer function and are not considered here.
The frequency-domain transfer function that corresponds

to the above physiology can be written as

Te����Gee��������/Ges , �12�

�������i�t0��, �13�

�����
ei�t0

�1�i�/�1�n�1�i�/�2�n
, �14�

where �(0)�1, and � and �� measure the strengths of direct
and differential feedbacks. The factor t0 in �13� is included
to make �� dimensionless.
The magnitudes and signs of � and �� in �13� are ex-

pected to vary with state of arousal as the relative responses
of the excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the thalamus
change. Such changes may result from the action of neu-
rotransmitters or neuromodulators that preferentially affect
one population or the other, for example. Hence, if the cou-
pling of thalamic inhibitory neurons to thalamocortical exci-
tatory fibers exceeds that of excitatory ones in some states,
the thalamus will invert incoming signals as well as filtering,
delaying, and �in part� differentiating them. In Sec. IV we
will see that, for many purposes, one may approximate �14�
by setting n�1 and �1��2�� .
Combining �8�–�14�, we find the transfer functions for

non-CT stimuli to be given by

�e�k,��

�N�k,��
�GesL����De�1�GiiL����

�Gee�1����������L�����1, �15�

and the analog of �9�.
The dispersion relation of waves in our model system is

given by setting the denominator of �15� to zero, giving

k2�q2����0, �16�

q2���re
2�� 1�

i�
�e

� 2� Gee�1����������L���

1�GiiL���
.

�17�

In �11�–�17� linearization is implicitly carried out relative to
steady states of the combined corticothalamic system, not the
cortex alone. The steady state values in Table I refer to the
combined system.

FIG. 2. Schematic block diagram of the corticothalamic feed-
back loop, showing inputs from excitatory �e� and inhibitory �i�
neurons in the cortex, transmission through both thalamic popula-
tions, and feedback to both cortical populations. The gain param-
eters Gab are defined after �10� in the text.
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III. ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC SPECTRA

In this section we derive the form of the EEG spectrum
from the transfer function �15�. We then derive analytic
forms for quantities such as the ��0 stability boundaries of
the system, the asymptotic forms of the spectrum at high and
low frequencies, and breakpoints between different ranges.
We also examine the effects on the spectrum of filtering
through the cerebrospinal fluid, skull, and scalp.

A. Filtering by overlying structures

In calculating scalp EEG spectra �rather than intracranial
ones at the cortical surface�, one must consider the possibil-
ity of filtering due to shielding that results from volume con-
duction by the cerebrospinal fluid, skull, and the scalp itself
�10,20,40�. Filtering of high spatial frequencies k can be sig-
nificant, as found by Srinivasan et al. �40�. The k dependence
of their low-to-moderate wave number results is reasonably
well fitted by a spatial filter of the form

F�k ��e�k2/k0
2
, �18�

where F(k) is the square of the ratio of scalp to cortical
voltage and k0�30 m�1. We show in Appendix B that the
precise form of this function does not significantly affect the
form of the final spectra calculated, so we use the form �18�
because it allows the spectrum to be evaluated in a conve-
nient closed form.

B. Spectra

EEGs result from fields generated as charges flow in and
out of neural membranes as neurons fire and the resulting
signals propagate. Hence, we assume that the observed sig-
nals primarily result from the firing of excitatory neurons,
since these are larger and much more numerous than inhibi-
tory ones, and have a higher degree of spatial alignment,
which implies they contribute more coherently to the total
signal �10�. Further reasons for ignoring � i are that its trans-
fer function is proportional to the one for �e at small k
�thereby giving only a multiplicative correction�, while vol-
ume conduction filters out both signals at large k �10,40�. We
see below that the bulk of the EEG power is at large scales
where both fields have the same spectral profile in any case.

Stimuli to the cortex have complicated temporal and spa-
tial dependences. We approximate these here by assuming
that their total �N consists of white noise in space and time,
which is effectively filtered via its interaction with the cortex
to yield the EEG spectrum. This picture is consistent with
recent results that indicate that at least the alpha frequency
range is consistent with linearly filtered noise in most cases
�7,41�, although in 1.25% of cases possible evidence of non-
linear behavior was found.
The resulting spectrum is

P����� ��e�k,���2F�k �d2k �19�

�
��N

2 �
re
4 � GesL���

1�GiiL���
�2� F�k �d2k

�k2�q2�2
�20�

�PN� L���

1�GiiL���
�2 1

�q2re
2�sin �

�Im�exp�q*2/k02�E1�q*2/k02�� , �21�

PN����N
2 �Ges

2 /re
2 , �22�

where � is the complex argument of q2, ��N
2 � is the white-

noise power level in Fourier space, and E1 is the exponential
integral function �42�, with

E1�z �����ln z��
j�1

�
��z � j

j j! , �23�

for �arg z��� , where ��0.5772 . . . is Euler’s constant. The
spectrum �21� has been calculated for the specific form �18�
of F(k).
The limit k0→� corresponds to the absence of volume

conduction and, in the related limit �q2�/k0
2→0, we find that

�21� simplifies to

P����PN� L���

1�GiiL���
�2 �

�q2re
2�sin �

. �24�

In the opposite limit, �q2�/k0
2�1, expansion of �21� in pow-

ers of k0
2/q2 yields

P����P����
k0
2 sin �

�q2�� , �25�

where P�(�) is the spectrum given by �24�. At large fre-
quencies, where �q2� becomes large and ����� , this implies
an asymptotic frequency filtering function

F�����F
3 /�3, �26�

with a turnover frequency of

�F��e�2k0
2re
2/��1/3. �27�

For the parameters in Table I, the turnover frequency occurs
at about 30 Hz—too high to significantly affect the main part
of the frequency spectrum. Equation �26� does not have the
form F(�)�exp(��2v2/k0

2) one might naively expect from
�18� for a dispersion relation whose real part has the
asymptotic form ��kv . This difference occurs because of
damping, which implies that � is the solution of the complex
dispersion relation �16�. Hence, the Fourier transform of
waves satisfying this relation has a Lorentzian profile in the
real part of � , giving F(�)���2; the actual ��3 depen-
dence comes about because of the detailed structure of �21�,
which causes the coefficient of the ��2 term in an expansion
in powers of ��1 to be zero.
The shape of the spectrum depends strongly on the locus

of q2 in the complex plane, with instability occurring if this
locus crosses the negative real axis, which corresponds to q
itself acquiring a negative real part, consistent with earlier
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work �21,22�. Stability at ��0 corresponds to Re�q2(0)�
�0, Im�q2(0)��0, and �(0)�0, implying that we can de-
fine a stability parameter S

S�1�
Gee�1���

1�Gii
, �28�

that must satisfy S�0 for the system to avoid instability at
��0 �this is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for
overall stability�.

C. Illustrative spectrum

Figure 3�a� shows an illustrative spectrum obtained from
�21� for parameters typical of those in Table I. Alpha and
beta peaks �plus weak, higher-frequency ones�, are seen near
8 Hz and 22 Hz, respectively, superposed on a smooth un-
derlying spectrum which has approximately f�5 behavior at
large f, f�1 behavior for 0.4 Hz � f�3 Hz, and levels off as
f→0. Figure 3�b� shows the corresponding locus of q2(�)
for ��0. After starting near the origin at f�0, q2 increases
in modulus, with q2(�)�� , where P( f )� f�1. Feedback
then causes the curve to loop back toward the origin several
times, producing correlated alpha, beta, and higher frequency
enhancements. Finally, the locus recedes along an asymptoti-
cally parabolic path in the regime with P( f )� f�5 until fil-
tering via volume conduction cuts in, and P( f )� f�8 there-
after, although the latter regime is not fully attained even at
100 Hz. The onset of dendritic filtering produces the notice-
able knee in the spectrum at ��� , thereby restricting the
potential range of the f�1 spectrum to ��� .
Momentarily ignoring F(k), the integrand in �20� peaks

where k2�max�0,�Re q2�, and has a characteristic width of
�Im q2�. Hence, in a cortex of characteristic linear size l, the
mode number M at which the integrand peaks is

M�
l

2�re
�max�0,�Re�q2re

2���1/2, �29�

and the characteristic width of the integrand in M is of order
(l/2�re)�Im(q2re

2)�1/2. Figure 3�b� thus shows that M is
small up to at least the beta frequency. This implies that
EEGs in this regime are spatially large scale, thereby reduc-

ing spectral distortions that would otherwise occur due to the
effects of volume conduction �10,40�. This point is explored
further in Sec. IV.

D. Features of the underlying spectrum

In this section we temporarily ignore the spectral peaks
�which are discussed in Sec. V� and examine the properties
of the smooth, underlying spectrum. At very low frequencies
�21� implies P(�)�P(0), with �(�)�0 and, hence,

P�0 ��
PN

G0
2S
, �30�

G0�1�Gii , �31�

provided the system is stable (S�0) and �q2��k0
2. This pre-

diction is in accord with the physical expectation that a small
stability parameter will be associated with high EEG power.
In this regime, only S and G0 affect the power for constant
PN ; none of the feedback parameters affect the power level.
If S is small, q2(0)�0 and the behavior of P(�) at small

� depends on the leading terms in the expansion of q2(�) in
powers of � . If we write

q2���re
2��

j�0

�

A j��i�� j, �32�

the structure of �17� implies that all the A j are real. Explicit
expressions for A0 and A1 are found in Appendix C.
The case A0�0 corresponds to S�0 �see Appendix C�

and, hence, to marginal stability, a condition that favors
complex dynamics, such as actually seen in EEG recordings
�41�. If A0 is small and A1�0, there is a small-� regime in
which q2(�)��i�A1. In this case, one finds ����/2 for
��0 and

P����
PN

G0
2

�

2��A1�
. �33�

Such a regime with P(�)���1 was recently observed in
magnetoencephalographic observations �16�. Significantly,
all the model parameters other than k0 affect the behavior in
this regime, via A1.
If A0 and A1 are both very small, the j�2 term in �32�

will dominate in magnitude over the j�3 term at small �
unless A2�0, while the j�3 term dominates the imaginary
part of q2. Assuming that A2 is not too close to zero, two
cases exist: if A2�0, ���� and

P����
PN

G0
2

�

�A3��3 . �34�

If A2�0, ���A3 /A2, and

P����
PN

G0
2

1
�A2��2 . �35�

FIG. 3. Theoretical EEG power spectrum P( f )/PN and q2re
2 .

Parameters are �e�110 s�1, ��70 s�1, /��4, t0�0.07 s,
Gii��1, Gee�1, �1��2�150 s�1, n�1, ��1, ���0, and k0
�30 m�1, implying S�0. �a� Spectrum P( f )/PN . �b� Locus of
q2re

2 for ��0.
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Regimes exist with these behaviors provided A0�0 �which
implies S�0), and A1�0. Higher order cancellations of the
first few terms in �32� may occur, but such occurrences rep-
resent increasingly smaller zones of parameter space, so we
do not consider them in this paper. If A2�0 the condition
A1�0 defines a stability boundary of the system, since q2
crosses the negative imaginary axis infinitesimally close to
the origin at ��0 in this case.
In applying �34� and �35�, the condition S�0 implies an

interrelationship between Gee , Gii , and � , via �28�. Like-
wise, the condition A1�0 at S�0 requires

�� 2�e
�

2
�G0

�t0�
n
�1

�
n
�2

����t0��� 2�e
�

2
�G0

� ,
�36�

where Eq. �C2� of Appendix C has been used.
At high frequencies with ��� the term (1�i�/�e)2 on

the right-hand side of �17� dominates, ���� for ��0,
�q2re

2�sin ���2�e /�, and �L(�)�2��2�2/�4. If volume
conduction is not important, these scalings give

P����
PN��2�2�e

2�5 , �37�

in this range, provided �GiiL(�)��1 �22�. In this regime, the
power level is most sensitive to � and � , with a weaker
dependence on �e , while the feedback parameters have no
effect. If volume conduction is strong (���F), the filtering
factor in �25� must be included, steepening the spectrum to
an ��8 dependence. In addition, the existence of an ��1

regime requires �GiiL(�)��1. Hence,

1��max
2 /�2��Gii��1��min

2 /�2, �38�

where �min is the minimum frequency of any observed ��5

regime and �max is the maximum frequency of any observed
��1 regime.

IV. PARAMETER SENSITIVITIES AND SIMPLIFIED
MODEL

In this section we examine how the spectrum �21� varies
with each of the model parameters �e , � , � , Gii , Gee , � ,
��, t0 , n, �m �with �1��2 assumed for convenience�, and
k0. Except for the parameter being varied at any given time,
the parameters are identical to those of Fig. 3 throughout this
section and PN is fixed. We term the values in Fig. 3 ‘‘nomi-
nal’’ for convenience. Possible correlations between changes
in parameters due to their common dependence on steady
state firing rates, for example, are not included here; only
one parameter at a time is varied.
Toward the end of this section, we argue that several of

the model’s parameters can be absorbed into one another for
most purposes, leaving a simplified model with fewer param-
eters for fitting to the shapes of experimental spectra. We
also clarify the a priori physiological constraints on these
parameters. Further simplifications are made in Sec. VI,
where the number of parameters is further reduced by one in
the case of marginally stable spectra.

Figure 4�a� shows the effect of varying �e from 70 to 150
s�1 �nominal value: 110 s�1). At high f, P��e is satisfied in
accord with �37�, whereas there is little effect at low f, as
expected from �30�.
Figure 4�b� shows the effect of varying � from 40 to 100

s�1 �nominal value: 70 s�1), with �/��4 fixed. For f
�� , P��4, in accord with the effects of dendritic filtering
incorporated in �37�. However, dependence on � �via A1) is
weak in the f�1 regime, in agreement with �33�. The corre-
sponding loci of q2re

2 have loops that expand and approach
the origin as � increases, producing the enhanced peaks
seen—for a strong alpha peak to be seen at a frequency �� ,
one must have ���� . The effects of increasing the ratio
�/� from 1 to 7 �nominal value: 4�, seen in Fig. 4�c�, are
quite similar to those of increasing � itself, in the frequency
ratio of interest—higher �/� corresponds to less dendritic
filtering, more clearly visible spectral peaks, and a shallower
�as ��3 rather than ��5) fall-off at frequencies ����� ,
before the onset of an ��5 tail for ��� .
Figure 4�d� shows the effect of varying Gii from �0.5 to

�1.5 �nominal value: �1). For Gii��0.5,�1, S�0 is sat-
isfied, leading to a 1/f spectrum, with instability at f�0 in
the first case (q2 intersects the negative real axis at ��0),
and marginal stability in the second. For Gii��1.5, S�0
holds, and a plateau occurs at low f, as in �30�. Below a few
Hz, P decreases as G0 increases in all cases, in accord with
�30� and �33�. The main effect at higher frequencies is that
the alpha and beta resonances weaken with increasing G0, a
reflection of contracted loops of q2 in the complex plane.
Similar effects are seen in Fig. 4�e�, in which Gee is varied
from 0.5 to 1.5 �nominal value: 1�. This leads primarily to a
steepening of the spectrum at low f due to the onset of insta-
bility at f�0 for Gee�1, plus some sharpening of the spec-
tral peaks owing to expansion of the q2 loops.
Figure 4�f� shows the effect of varying the direct cortico-

thalamic feedback parameter � from �0.5 to 2.5 �nominal
value: 1�. Larger ��� increases the magnitudes of the spectral
peaks, and the low-f component of the spectrum as f�0
instability is approached, while negative � results in an in-
version of the peaks and troughs, with new peaks appearing
midway between the original ones, which are replaced by
troughs; the new peaks are still weak for ���0.5. Note that
there is a 1/f low-frequency component for ��0,2.5,
whereas there is a plateau for �0.5 because S�0 in this
case. Variation of the final gain-related parameter �� from
�0.6 to 0.6 �nominal value: 0� is explored in Fig. 4�g�. As
���� increases the peaks sharpen and become more pro-
nounced. As �� increases there is an increase in the frequen-
cies of the alpha and beta peaks, with a corresponding reduc-
tion in their frequency ratio from just below 3 at large
negative �� to just above 2 at large positive ��, a phenom-
enon that will be further examined in Sec. V. Note that the
second q2 loop is larger than the first in this case, because
the magnitude of the differential feedback term peaks for
nonzero � . Finally, variations in �� produce shifts in the
normalization of the f�1 range, as expected from �33�. Al-
though �34� and �36� imply that an f�3 regime should be
attainable for suitable ��, an instability at nonzero f inter-
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FIG. 4. Dependence of spectra P( f )/PN and q2re
2 on individual parameters, with other parameters fixed at the values used

in Fig. 3. Solid, dotted, and dashed curves are used in order of increasing magnitude of the parameter being varied. In each of the rows
�a�–�k� the left frame shows P( f )/PN and the right shows q2re

2 for f�0. In each case one of the curves is the same as that in the
corresponding frame of Fig. 3. �a� �e�70,110,150 s�1, �b� ��40,70,110 s�1, �c� �/��1,4,7, �d� Gii��0.5,�1.0,�1.5, �e� Gee
�0.5,1.0,1.5, �f� ���0.5,1,2.5, �g� ����0.6,0,0.6, �h� t0�0.03,0.07,0.11 s, �i� n�0,1,2, �j� �1 ,�2�50,150,250 s�1, �k� k0
�20,30,40 m�1.
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venes first for the parameters considered when ���� is further
increased. We consider this point further in Sec. VI.

The main effects of increasing the time delay t0 in the
corticothalamic loop are to reduce the alpha and beta fre-
quencies, and sharpen the peaks, as shown in Fig. 4�h�, the
latter effect due to there being less thalamic filtering at low
frequencies. Similar effects are seen with changes in n, �1,
and �2, as seen in Figs 4�i� and 4�j�. There are also weak
effects on the normalization of the f�1 regime, as expected
from �33�. These four parameters leave the high-f part of the
spectrum essentially unchanged.

Figure 4�k� shows the effect of varying the characteristic
wave number k0 above which volume conduction filters out
cortical signals. There is little effect on the shape of the
spectrum below about 25 Hz, but a substantial steepening
above this point for small k0, in agreement with the semi-
quantitative estimate �26�.

In summary, Fig. 4 shows that for fixed PN only � , � ,
�e , and k0 significantly affect the high frequency spectrum,
in accord with �26� and �37�. The lowest frequencies are only
affected by Gii , Gee , and � , via their effects on S, which
occurs in �30�. The f�1 spectrum is affected moderately by
all parameters, with its existence depending most strongly on
the value of S, which replaces it with a low-f plateau if it is
significantly greater than zero. Large values of � , � , Gii ,
���, ����, �1, and �2 tend to sharpen the peaks, while t0 , � ,
n, � , and �� are the chief determinants of the peak frequen-
cies.

Having examined the variation of the predicted spectrum
with each of our model’s parameters. We note that when
fitting experimental data, a model with fewer parameters
would tend to give fits that were simpler to interpret and of
higher statistical significance. Published EEG data usually
span only the range 1–40 Hz or thereabout, sometimes as
great a range as 0.1–100 Hz, or as little as 2–30 Hz. Figure
4 shows that these ranges are unlikely to be sufficient to
distinguish all the model parameters unambiguously, particu-
larly once the effects of noise are included. Hence, there is
little point in distinguishing all these parameters theoreti-
cally. Following this argument, we note that increases in �
have effects similar to increasing � in the frequency range of
interest, so these two parameters can be replaced by a com-
mon effective value of � for most purposes, giving L(�)
�(1�i�/�)�2 in �4�. Similarly, the effects of n, �1, and �2
are quite similar to those of t0 provided n is nonzero �other-
wise the differential feedback becomes unphysically large in
magnitude at high frequencies�. Hence, we can approximate
these parameters by setting n�1 and �1��2�� , which im-
plies �(�)�ei�t0L(�) in �14�. The remaining model has
only seven parameters �rather than 11�, aside from the over-
all normalization of the spectrum. In Sec. VI, the likely re-
striction to S�0 reduces this to only six parameters aside
from normalization. At the cortical surface, k0 is also irrel-
evant, leaving one fewer parameter still. There is also the
possibility that the dependence of scalp spectra on k0 will not
be experimentally distinguishable from the effects due to �e
and � .

When fitting to experimental data, we emphasize that the

normalization is set by the observed root-mean-square �rms�
signal, while the other parameters are not completely free,
since physiology constrains them, in some cases quite
strongly �see Table I�. For example, the characteristic range
re of excitatory axons has been measured, as have axonal
signal velocities v . These measurements constrain �e to
within roughly �40% of its best estimate of 110 s�1. Like-
wise, the dendritic rate constant � is known to be within
roughly a factor of two of 100 s�1, with a major uncertainty
arising from the difficulty of assigning a single rate to de-
scribe all the different neural and synaptic types. Similarly,
500 s�1�� is probably satisfied, and ��� can be assumed
without loss of generality �in the simplified version of our
model we set ��� and the resulting effective value of �
then lies somewhere between 50 and 500 s�1).

Although their signs are strictly known, the values of Gee
and Gii are less well constrained by physiology, with typical
magnitudes estimated to lie between roughly 1 and 100,
based on the values in Table I. The ratio �Gee /Gii� is some-
what better constrained, with a value of 1–5 times the ratio
Qe
(0)/Qi

(0)�1 of the steady-state firing rates in the two neural
populations �see �1��. Since normal EEG and magnetoen-
cephalographic �16� spectra peak strongly at low frequencies,
S must be small and non-negative to ensure a significant f�1,
f�2, or f�3 spectral range while avoiding instability. Like-
wise, if S�0, A1�0 is required whenever A2�0 to avoid a
low-f instability—a condition that restricts combinations of
parameters via �36� and via an analogous expression for the
locus on which A2�0.

The magnitude of � must be of order unity to be consis-
tent with physiological knowledge that the thalamus has
strong, but not overwhelming, effects on the cortex and its
state of attention, and that the cortex likewise projects
strongly to the thalamus �37–39�. Thus, although corticotha-
lamic connections �in both directions� are much less numer-
ous than corticocortical ones, these connections must be
more effective in stimulating the cortex than their numbers
imply—e.g., as a result of larger sb values than for other
fibers, or because they have more axonal synapses than av-
erage. Hence, ��� and/or ����t0� are probably of order unity
in some states, the latter being the maximal magnitude of the
differential feedback term �t0���(�) if ��� ,�1 ,�2.

The value of the delay t0 �including corticothalamic den-
dritic delays� must be of order 25–100 ms, since the latency
for signals to reach the cortex from the thalamus is �25 ms
�8� and there is presumably a similar delay in the reverse
direction, plus some shorter intrathalamic delays. Although
the factors Ges

2 and ��N
2 � in the normalization �22� are not

separately observable, they do not constitute free parameters
of the spectral shape, and variations of the magnitude of the
normalization Ges

2 ��N
2 � can be determined experimentally.

Finally, the volume conduction turnover wave number k0
can be estimated from the electrical conductivities and thick-
nesses of the various tissues overlying the cortex �40�, giving
k0�30 m�1.

V. SPECTRAL PEAKS

In this section we turn our attention to the EEG spectral
peaks, which are of central importance to practical electro-
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encephalography, where they are often termed rhythms. We
use the simplified model introduced in the preceding section
to avoid an unnecessarily complicated discussion. The ef-
fects of spatial filtering are also ignored, since the preceding
section implies that these are only significant for frequencies
above those of the major rhythms. We estimate the locations
of the peaks and the resulting frequency ratios, the sharpness
of the peaks, and the conditions for onset of instabilities. In
doing this, we unify all the peaks observed into a single
theoretical framework in which each peak is distinguished by
a unique number and a theoretical basis is obtained for the
customary subdivision of the spectrum into bands.

A. Frequencies and occurrence of spectral peaks

Some numerical experimentation shows that the factor in
�24� that dominates in determining the frequencies of spec-
tral peaks is the variation of Im q2re

2��q2re
2�sin �. We find

that the dominant behavior can be approximated in the limits
�2��2 and �2��2 by

Im q2re
2��

2x
�et0

�B���Gee�� sin x�x��cos x� , �39�

B����1/G0 , �2��2 �40�

��4/�4, �2��2, �41�

x��t0 . �42�

Since the first term on the right-hand side of �39� is negative
�for positive x, which is assumed henceforth�, peaks of P(�)
occur approximately where the term in square brackets has
its maximum negative value of ����. The factor B(�) in
�39� and the factor � in the numerator in �24� act to down-
shift the frequencies from those we will shortly predict using
the above argument, with this shift increasing for ���
where the fractional rate of change of B(�) becomes large.
However, the present approach is adequate to predict the
main trends semiquantitatively, while numerical results eas-
ily yield more accurate peak frequencies when required.

We find that the maximum negative values of the term in
square brackets in �39� are attained for

sin x���/���, �43�

cos x���x/���. �44�

For ���0, these equations yield peaks at

xm��m� 1
2 �� , �45�

with peak index m�2,4, . . . for ��0 and m�1,3,5, . . . for
��0. For ���xm /���1 we find xm is given by �45� with the
addition of a term sign(�)�/2. An approximate result, valid
for all ��, is

�mt0�xm�sin�1���xm /��m��sign���, �46�

��m����2���2xm
2 �1/2, �47�

with sign(u)�0 for u�0 here and xm given by �45�. The
approximate frequency given by �46� increases monotoni-
cally from (m�1)� to m� as �� increases from �� to � ,
as was illustrated in Fig. 4�g�. Note that there is a disconti-
nuity in �m as a function of �� at ���0 in the case ��0.
Figure 5 shows the dependence of �m on ��/� for vari-

ous m, as obtained from �46�. The solid and dashed lines
correspond to peaks and troughs in the spectrum for ��0,
and the reverse for ��0. On each curve �mt0 passes
through a range of � as �� increases, with most of the
change concentrated in the range �����1/(�mt0). The fre-
quency ratio between successive peaks decreases as �� in-
creases, which may enable the ratio ��/� to be determined
experimentally. Typical ratios f � / f � of the beta to alpha
frequencies are very close to 2 �see Fig. 1, for example�. This
is consistent with the association m�2 for alpha and m�4
for beta, if 2���/��1 and ��0 in the waking state, giving
a frequency ratio just over 2. It is also consistent with m
�3 for alpha and m�5 for beta, if 2���/���1 and �
�0, which leads to a frequency ratio just less than 2. �Physi-
ologically, positive feedback with ��0 is expected in the
waking state, also favoring the first scenario �12�.� The sleep
spindle peak appears roughly midway between the alpha and
beta peaks, as illustrated in Fig. 1, qualitatively consistent
with the two scenarios just mentioned, for m�3 and m�4,
respectively. The largest qualitative difference between the
two scenarios is that there is another nonzero-f waking peak
below the alpha peak in the case ��0; however, in practice,
this may not be distinguishable from the 1/f peak �present in
both waking and sleeping states at marginal stability, and to
which we assign the value m�0 for completeness�. It seems
that the most promising method of distinguishing the two
possibilities is detailed comparison of the ratio f � / f � , as
determined from the full spectral formula �22�, with
experiment—if this ratio definitely exceeds 2, one has the
simplest possible correspondence between the peak index of
observed and predicted peaks, as listed in Table II. In deter-
mining this ratio, one must be careful to correct for down-
shifts due to the decrease of the smooth underlying spectrum,
an effect that becomes stronger at high frequencies.

FIG. 5. Peak frequencies predicted from �46� as functions of
��/� . Solid lines represent peaks that occur for ��0 �troughs
for ��0) while dashed lines represent peaks for ��0 �troughs for
��0).
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In either scenario for the ratio ��/� discussed in the pre-
vious paragraphs, the ratio ��/� has the same sign in both
sleeping and waking states, even when � changes sign �i.e.,
� and �� appear to change sign at roughly the same point�.
The simplest feedback architecture consistent with this is one
in which any thalamic signal inversion occurs at a common
structure through which both the direct and differential feed-
back signals pass. A very likely candidate for such a struc-
ture is the thalamic reticular nucleus because there is wide
agreement that, in sleep, connections from this nucleus
strongly inhibit other thalamic nuclei �12,14,43�. The en-
hanced inhibitory influence of the thalamic reticular nucleus
combined with the existence of an otherwise excitatory feed-
back loop from the cortex through the thalamic reticular
nucleus to other thalamic nuclei and thence back to the cor-
tex, is the reason that both � and �� might change sign in
sleep relative to waking states. A third possible scenario is
one in which the even-m resonances alone determine the
spectral peaks, with a shift in ��/� from large positive val-
ues in waking to large negative ones in sleep, with the con-
sequent frequency downshift allowing each resonance to ac-
count for one waking peak and a sleep peak roughly 5 Hz
below it. However, this possibility requires an additional ar-
gument as to why the odd-m peaks never seem to contribute.
A fourth and final possibility, that suffers from the same
problems as the third, is that the opposite trend in ��/� may
occur, allowing each even-m resonance to account for a wak-
ing peak and a sleep peak roughly 5 Hz higher in frequency.
We discuss the distinction between these scenarios further at
the end of Sec. VI.
If we assume the association between m and spectral

rhythm given in Table II, we find that the alpha (m�2) and

beta (m�4) peaks should be positively correlated with each
other, and with a new m�6 peak at roughly three times the
alpha frequency. We term this the beta-2 peak, a nomencla-
ture that we will justify in the next paragraph. This peak is
seen at roughly three times the alpha frequency in Fig. 1,
located on the wing of the beta peak, from which it is not
well resolved in this example �see the discussion of Fig. 6
below for further analysis�. The predicted alpha–beta corre-
lation has been observed in recent work �44�. Similarly, we
expect that peaks at m�1 �theta or delta rhythm, whose peak
may blend smoothly into the 1/f peak in many practical situ-
ations�, m�3 �sleep spindles; which we denote by the sym-
bol ��1 since they occur in the lower part of what is com-
monly termed the beta band�, and m�5 will be positively
correlated with each other, and negatively correlated with the
alpha, beta, and gamma peaks. Since the latter peaks occur in
the waking state, they are obviously anticorrelated with sleep
spindles, which are only seen during sleep. Evidence for an
anticorrelation between theta and alpha power in the waking
state has also been presented recently �45�, while theta and
delta are well known to be most prominent in deep sleep,
especially sleep stage 2 �17,18�. We term the m�5 rhythm,
which has not previously been discussed, beta-2 sleep
spindles �symbol ��2, since they occupy the upper part of
the conventional beta band� in analogy with normal sleep
spindles. An enhancement corresponding to this rhythm is
seen around 21 Hz in Fig. 1.
The above arguments unify all the rhythms discussed into

a single family, with two subfamilies corresponding to wak-
ing and sleeping states. This provides a theoretical justifica-
tion for dividing EEG spectra into bands, but implies that the
frequency boundaries of these bands will vary somewhat
from individual to individual, with an inverse dependence on
t0, weaker dependence on ��/� , and still weaker variation
with the other model parameters. Such variations between
individuals have been recognized in the literature �18�.
The third column of Table II illustrates nominal assign-

ments of frequency band designations based on an alpha fre-
quency of 10 Hz. These correspond quite well with the con-
ventional assignments of the delta, theta, and alpha bands.

TABLE II. Association between rhythms at f�40 Hz and the
resonances discussed in Sec. V. The first column gives the peak
index m, the second its designation on the assumption ��/��1/� ,
the third its nominal frequency in Hz based on an alpha frequency
of 10 Hz, the fourth the corresponding nominal frequency range in
Hz of the associated sub-band, and the fifth whether it has a peak in
sleeping or waking states. The sixth column gives the peak frequen-
cies in Hz inferred from the data displayed in Figs. 1 and 6 �the
nominal ones should be multiplied by 0.95, the ratio of the actual to
nominal alpha frequencies, for comparison with these data�. The
frequency of the delta peak was obtained from Fig. 1. Dashes indi-
cate where no peak was observed in this instance. The conventional
bands are delta�0–3.5 Hz, theta�4–7.5 Hz, alpha�8–13 Hz, beta
�14–30 Hz, and gamma�above 30 Hz.

m Rhythm f Band State Data

0 delta 0 0–2.5 both �0.2
1 theta 5 2.5–7.5 sleep 4.6�0.5
2 alpha 10 7.5–12.5 wake 9.5�0.5
3 spindle �sp.� 15 12.5–17.5 sleep 14�0.5
4 beta 20 17.5–22.5 wake 19�1
5 beta-2 sp. 25 22.5–27.5 sleep 23�1
6 beta-2 30 27.5–32.5 wake 26�2
7 gamma-1 sp. 35 32.5–37.5 sleep 33�2
8 gamma-1 40 37.5–42.5 wake

FIG. 6. Ratios of sleep spectra in Fig. 1 to the corresponding
waking spectra. The regions at 49–50 Hz should be ignored, as they
have been contaminated by the 50 Hz mains frequency. �a� Ratios
obtained at Cz �solid curve�, Fz �dashed�, Pz �dotted�, C3 �dashed–
dotted pattern�, and C4 �dashed–triple-dotted pattern� electrodes.
�b� Mean ratio �solid curve� bracketed by the interelectrode stan-
dard deviations �dashed curves�. Vertical lines are at the first to
seventh multiples of 4.75 Hz, the locations of peaks and troughs
predicted on the basis of an alpha frequency of 9.5 Hz.
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The traditional beta band incorporates the spindle, beta,
beta-2 spindle, and beta-2 bands of our classification scheme.
As conventionally defined, the gamma band extends undif-
ferentiated upward from 30 Hz. In principle, our analysis
implies that it can be subdivided into sub-bands of order 5
Hz in width, which we label gamma-1, gamma-1 spindle
(��1), gamma-2, gamma-2 spindle (��2), etc. However, in
practice, the relevant peaks are unlikely to be distinguishable
from experimental noise in this range �see the next subsec-
tion for details�, so it is not unreasonable to label the entire
range the gamma band, as is conventional. In the above ter-
minology, the theta rhythm could be labeled the alpha
spindle and denoted �� , but the old nomenclature is too well
established to be likely to make this renaming acceptable.

Figure 6�a� shows the ratios of the pairs of spectra in Figs.
1�a�–1�e�. These ratios are remarkably similar at different
electrodes, despite the relatively large differences between
the actual spectra. In Fig. 6�b� the mean of the five ratios is
plotted, bracketed by the interelectrode standard deviation.
This ratio oscillates strongly, with an amplitude that de-
creases rapidly with f. It has peaks at f�5, 14, 23, and 33
Hz, as listed in Table II, the last of these being relatively
indistinct. Troughs are also seen near 9.5, 19, and 26 Hz. We
argue that these peaks and troughs correspond to the theta,
spindle, beta-2 spindle, gamma-1 spindle, alpha, beta, and
beta-2 rhythms, respectively. The peak at �0.2 Hz, seen in
Fig. 1 corresponds to delta rhythm. At high frequencies, the
ratios seen in Fig. 6 approach a nearly constant plateau, as
expected from �37�.

Use of ratios between waking and sleeping spectra re-
moves skull-thickness differences between electrodes, as
well as the systematic frequency shifts associated with the
shape of the underlying smooth spectrum, and also highlights
the differences between the waking and sleeping spectra. The
ratios of the frequencies obtained from Figs. 1 and 6 to the
alpha frequency are close to integers and half-integers, as
predicted from our theory. Figure 6 thus provides evidence
of the detection of the m�5 �beta-2 spindle� rhythm, with
weaker evidence for the m�6 �beta-2�, and m�7 �gamma-1
spindle� rhythms. In future work, these tentative detections
will be further tested using EEGs from multiple subjects with
longer acquisition times.

B. Sharpness of spectral peaks

The prominence of spectral peaks can be quantified in
terms of their Q values �which should not be confused with
the firing rates Qe and Qi in Sec. II�, which are large for
strong peaks. We define an effective Qm to be the ratio of the
height of the mth peak to the trough immediately above it in
frequency. This gives

Qm�
�Im qm�1

2 re
2�

�Im qm
2 re

2�
�48�

�
Im�2xm�1�GeeB��m�1��et0�m�1ei�m�1t0�

Im�2xm�GeeB��m��et0�mei�mt0�
. �49�

Since �m and �m�1 correspond to a peak and its neighboring
trough, the imaginary parts of �m exp(i�mt0) and
�m�1 exp(i�m�1t0) are approximately equal and opposite,
with the denominator in �49� being small for a strong peak.
Hence, if we approximate xm�1 by xm in the first term in the
numerator, and B(�m�1) by B(�m), we find

Qm�
4�m

GeeB��m��e�Im���m��res�ei�mt0��
, �50�

where the exactly resonant value � res is complex and satis-
fies

Im�� resei�mt��2�m /�eGeeB��m�. �51�

At large and small � �with some deviations in between�,
Eq. �50� implies that the mth resonance sharpens as �
→�m and that ��� must certainly exceed the modulus of the
right-hand side of �51� before resonance can occur. The be-
havior of B(�) given by �40� and �41� implies that high-Q
resonances are only possible for �m�� and, hence, for low
m. The rapid fall-off in Q for high m is seen in the theoretical
spectra in Figs. 3 and 4 and in the experimental ones in Figs.
1 and 6. Experimentally, it seems that only the m�1�4
resonances can have large Q, consistent with Fig. 6. The
rapid decrease of Qm with m underpins our comments in the
preceding section that only the peaks with small m are likely
to be discernible in experimental data. It is worth noting that,
as was seen in Fig. 6, the m�1 solution does not always
produce a strong discrete peak; in some cases it blends with
the 1/f spectrum with no intervening minimum. This behav-
ior is consistent with the preceding discussion, because the
latter explicitly ignored the factor � in the numerator in �24�,
which cancels the sin � term in the denominator at small � .
This behavior can weaken the theta peak relative to what was
implied above.

C. Instabilities

The condition S�0 is necessary, but not sufficient, for
cortical stability, since it guarantees the absence of instability
only at f�0, and then only so long as A1 does not change
sign. One possibility for instability at S�0 occurs if A1
changes sign, in which case the spectrum passes through a
1/f 3 regime, given by �34�, followed by an instability that
first sets in at f�0 then extends to include higher frequen-
cies. Alternatively, it is possible for instability to set in at
nonzero frequency if a q2 loop cuts the negative real axis.
Instability at �m then sets in approximately when ���
���m�, where the spectrum can first develop a singularity.
Since ��m� increases monotonically with m, the first such
instability usually sets a stability boundary for the cortical
dynamics as a whole. Assuming the simpler association be-
tween m and peaks, this boundary is thus set by the m�2
�alpha� resonance in the waking state, and the m�1 �theta�
resonance in sleep �or the m�3 resonance if the theta reso-
nance is weakened, as was discussed above�.

If an instability sets in, the system will rapidly move to a
nonlinear regime in which the linear analysis is invalid.
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Hence, in the presence of instabilities, spectra computed
from equations in the preceding sections will not be correct.
If the ratio ��/� is specified, as will be the case in Sec.

VI, we can estimate the stability boundaries implied by the
above discussion. When A1�0, �36� implies that one must
have

�� 2�e
�

2
�G0

�
2
�

�t����� 2�e
�

2
�G0

� , �52�

t��t0�1���/��, �53�

which implies ���1 unless ��/��1�2/�t0. The relation-
ship S�0 then implies a boundary in the Gee�Gii plane,
with the physically allowable region satisfying

Gii�

2
�e

�
4
�

�t��Gee� 2� �t��
2
�e

�
2
�

�t�
. �54�

This condition is a straight line with slope above �1 unless
the denominator in �54� is negative, which occurs for

��

�
�1�

2
t0

� 1�e
�
1
� � . �55�

In the latter case, the condition

Gii�

2
�e

�
4
�

�t��Gee� 2� �t��
2
�e

�
2
�

�t�
, �56�

applies and the slope of the boundary line is more negative
than �1. At large ��/� , the slope of the boundary is ��1
�2/(�et0��/�)� .
If ���/�� is large, one has �������t0� and � is forced to

be small once �t0 exceeds unity, which is the case at all
spectral peaks with m�1, except at m�1 if one also has
��/���1. The approximate condition for the absence of
nonzero-f instabilities of the m�1 and 2 rhythms �theta and
alpha�, ������m� then yields

1�Gee�1�
2

�et0���/��
��Gii�1�Gee�1�

2
�et0���/��

� .
�57�

Equation �57� defines lines with negative slopes either side
of unity in magnitude. Closer analysis of the instability con-
dition q2�0 implies that the left inequality is imposed by the
m�1 �theta� instability �or m�3 if theta is weakened, a
proviso that will be assumed implicitly henceforth�, and the
right by the m�2 �alpha� instability.
If ���/�� is sufficiently small, none of the resonances can

become unstable. This can be seen by noting that, for ��
�0, Eq. �17� implies that the locus of q2 is composed of a
secular part and an oscillatory part that results from CT feed-

back and gives rise to loops superposed on the secular trend.
These loops decrease in radius as �(�) in �12� decreases in
magnitude with frequency, while at zero frequency and mar-
ginal stability the radius of the loop is just sufficient for the
locus to start at the origin. The only way an instability can
occur is for a subsequent loop to reach the origin or the
negative real axis, a possibility that is most favored if ��(�)�
stays as large as possible—i.e., for � , � , �1, and �2 as large
as possible. If we make these parameters infinite �the optimal
case�, we find that the locus qc

2 of the loop centers satisfies

�qc
2re
2�2�

�2

�1���2
�
2�2

�e
2 �

�4

�e
4 , �58�

which is monotonic increasing with � unless �2����1,
a range that is forbidden by �54�, which requires ���1 for
��/� small. Hence, since the loop center moves monotoni-
cally away from the origin, and the loop radius is nonincreas-
ing, q2�0 cannot be attained and no instability starting at
the origin is possible in this case. Once qc

2 moves into the left
half of the complex plane, the origin is no longer the closest
point on the nonpositive real axis and the possibility of an
instability arising due to intersection of q2 with some other
point on this axis arises. However, the imaginary part of qc

2

increases monotonically in magnitude in this regime from a
value which is already too large for q2�0 �and, hence,
Im q2�0) to be attained at the point where qc

2 first crosses
into the left half plane. Hence, combining these arguments,
no instability is possible for ���0.
From the above arguments, we conclude that the physi-

cally allowable region of parameter space is bounded below
by the higher of the m�2 boundary obtained from �57� and
the A1�0 boundary �56�, if the latter applies in place of
�54�. It is bounded above by the lower of the m�1 boundary
from �57� and the A1�0 boundary �54�, unless �56� applies
as a lower bound and �54� is irrelevant. For small positive
��/� the A1�0 condition sets the upper bound, but this is
supplanted by the m�1 boundary at larger values, particu-
larly once �56� applies and the A1�0 boundary becomes a
lower bound. There is no lower boundary for very small
��/� because the A1�0 boundary is an upper bound and no
resonances can become unstable. At larger ��/� the m�2
lower boundary cuts in, followed by competition between
A1�0 and m�2 lower bounds, which both have the same
slope at large ��/� . At small negative ��/� the A1�0 upper
bound is again the only relevant one, with the m�2 lower
bound appearing at larger negative values. At large negative
��/� the m�1 and A1�0 boundaries compete closely to set
the upper bound, since they have the same slopes as ��/�
→� .

We thus find that there are three possible routes to insta-
bility from the marginally stable state, apart from S becom-
ing negative: �a� instability starting at f�0 due to A1 chang-
ing sign, �b� m�1 theta instability at f�1/2t0�5 Hz when
� is negative and ��/� is positive, or lower frequencies if
��/� is negative, and �c� m�2 alpha instability at f�1/t0
�10 Hz when � and ��/� are positive �or at around 5 Hz if
� is positive and ��/� is negative�. Frequencies in the alpha
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range are seen in photic epilepsy and some stages of grand
mal seizures, initial frequencies are around 4 Hz in petit mal
seizures, and very low frequencies predominate in some
stages of grand mal �18�. Hence, we speculate that some of
these seizures may represent the nonlinear stages of the in-
stabilities considered here. However, to verify or reject this
speculation will require nonlinear simulations of our model,
which are beyond the scope of the present paper.

VI. MARGINALLY STABLE EEG SPECTRA

In this section we explore the dependence of spectral
structure and instabilities on the gain parameters of our
model and impose some restrictions on the possible locus of
an arousal sequence that carries the cortex through all the
states of arousal from sleep stage 4 to high-vigilance waking
states �e.g., while doing complex mental arithmetic under
time pressure�.
Observed normal EEG and MEG spectra do not appear to

exhibit any low-f plateau, except perhaps below about 0.3
Hz �see Fig. 1 and �16��. Equations �30� and �33�, and the
requirement to avoid f�0 instability, then restrict S to very
small, non-negative values. Hence, in this section we assume
S�0 in addition to the other simplifying assumptions made
in Secs. IV and V (�����1��2 and n�1). If we further
fix the values of ��70 s�1, �e�110 s�1, and t0�0.07 s,
we are left with only k0 and the gain parameters Gii , Gee ,
� , and ��. The characteristic wave number k0 can be ig-
nored here since it does not affect the stability of the cortex.
Of the remaining four parameters, � can be eliminated via
�28� for S�0. Physiologically, one requires Gee�0 and
Gii�0, which restricts attention to a quarter of the Gee–Gii
plane for fixed ��/� . We choose the latter ratio as the third
free parameter, rather than �� itself, since it measures the
relative strengths of direct and differential feedbacks.
Figure 7 shows the regions in the Gee–Gii plane in which

the model spectrum �21� is marginally stable �white zones�
or unstable at some frequencies �gray zones� for ��/��0,
�1,�5; only the white regions represent physically allow-
able steady states. The locus of ��0 is shown dotted in each
frame and solid contours of the lowest unstable frequency
are overplotted in the gray zones.
In Fig. 7�a�, ��/��0 and we see that there is a single

zone of instability at upper right, bounded by the A1�0
locus �54�. As expected, the instability onset frequency near
this boundary is zero. The physically allowable region has no
lower bound, consistent with the arguments in Sec. V that no
resonant instabilities are possible in this case. Figure 8 dis-
plays a sequence of spectra and q2 loci as the upper instabil-
ity boundary is crossed, showing the development of a wid-
ening f�3 regime below about 5 Hz, followed by onset of
instability at f�0 initially, then moving to higher f, with f
�0.8 Hz in column �c�. In the unstable regime the corre-
sponding q2 locus loops first up from the origin, then down
across the negative real axis very close to the origin. At the
boundary, this crossing occurs at the origin.
In Fig. 7�b�, ��/��1 and the stable zone is now bounded

above and below by the m�1 and m�2 instability bound-
aries, respectively, from �57�. The crossover between the

A1�0 and m�1 conditions determining the upper bound
occurs around ��/��0.6 for the parameters considered here.
The estimate �57� is only approximately correct here because
��/� is relatively small. Figure 9 displays a sequence of
spectra and q2 loci as the upper instability boundary is
crossed, showing that there is no f�3 regime in this case;
rather the theta peak at around 3.5 Hz sharpens until theta
instability sets in. This is reflected in the q2 locus crossing,
then recrossing, the negative real axis in the unstable regime.
In this case, the first crossing is near, but not at, the origin,
even at the instability boundary. Figure 10 displays spectra
and q2 loci as the lower instability boundary is crossed,

FIG. 7. Zones of instability �gray� in the Gee–Gii plane for S
�0, �e�110 s�1, �����1��2�70 s�1, n�1, and t0
�0.07 s. The dotted line marks ��0, while the contours within
the gray areas show the minimum unstable frequency in Hz. The
irregular appearance of the zone boundaries is due to the finite
resolution of the array used in plotting. �a� ��/��0, �b� ��/��1,
�c� ��/��5, �d� ��/���1, �e� ��/���5.
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showing that the alpha peak becomes unstable in this case
once the q2 locus loops right around the origin, crossing the
negative real axis in the process. At the instability boundary
the first crossing of the negative axis occurs at the origin.
In Fig. 7�c�, ��/��5. Here the stable zone is bounded

above by the m�1 instability boundary, which is reasonably
well estimated by �57�. The lower bound is set by the A1
�0 instability, although the m�2 instability sets in at al-
most the same point.
Figure 7�d� shows the case ��/���1, in which the

stable zone is bounded above by the A1�0 curve, and below
by the m�2 instability. This situation persists in Fig. 7�e�, in
which ��/���5.
Taking Fig. 7 as a whole �and also the results presented in

Fig. 4�, we note that it seems to be very difficult to achieve
the conditions required for an ��2 spectrum, given by �35�,
to manifest itself. This appears to be because A2 changes
sign close to the locus of ��0 for physiologically realistic
parameters, leaving it with the wrong sign for �35� to apply
on the locus where A1�0.
Figure 7 allows us to make some comments regarding

likely arousal sequences. Specifically, the appearance of a
low-frequency f�3 spectrum near the A1�0 boundary al-
lows us to associate proximity to this boundary with sleep.
Hence, unless ��/� is large and positive, sleep corresponds
to negative � , and wakefulness to positive � , with the re-
verse association for large positive ��/� . Since Gee and Gii
are both proportional to the mean firing rates of neurons �see
the discussion following �10��, one would expect an arousal

sequence that approximately followed a line passing through
the origin in the Gee–Gii plane. The association with ��0
in the waking state provides a more natural fit with this ex-
pectation, and also accords with the physiological expecta-
tion of positive feedback in the waking state. The results
presented in Fig. 7 thus support the correspondence between
m values and spectral peaks made in Sec. VA.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this work we have investigated the spectral properties
of a generalized version of our recent model of cortical elec-
trical activity, including a physiologically plausible cortico-
thalamic loop with both direct and differential feedbacks,
and exploring the effects of volume conduction in tissues
overlying the cortex. Differential feedback is included to al-
low for the possibility that temporal variations are
emphasized—likely, since almost all sensory inputs to the
cortex first pass through the thalamus, which plays a key role
in determining the attentional state of the brain. Unlike many
previous models, our model does not presuppose the exis-
tence of thalamic pacemakers or ‘‘clocks’’ to regulate the
periods of the alpha and beta rhythms. Instead, these emerge
directly from the delays in the feedback loop.

One of the main results of this work is the formula �21�
for the EEG spectrum that arises from white-noise subcorti-
cal inputs, in accord with previous work �7,41�, allowing for
volume conduction effects. Volume conduction is found to
affect the spectrum significantly only above about 25 Hz,

FIG. 8. Loci of q2re
2 �upper frames� and spectra �lower frames�

spanning the instability boundary in Fig. 7�a� at Gii��2 and Gee
�3.7,3.8,3.9 in columns �a�–�c�, respectively. In the case of the
instability in �c� linear theory breaks down and the shape of the
spectrum is no longer reliable.

FIG. 9. Loci of q2re
2 �upper frames� and spectra �lower frames�

spanning the upper instability boundary in Fig. 7�b� at Gii��2 and
Gee�4.1,4.2,4.3 in columns �a�–�c�, respectively. In the case of the
instability in �c� linear theory breaks down and the shape of the
spectrum is no longer reliable.
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and contributes at most an extra factor of f�3 relative to the
unfiltered spectrum.

EEG spectra are comprised of a series of peaks super-
posed on smooth underlying continuum. Equation �21� ac-
counts for the major features of the underlying continuum
observed in EEG and MEG experiments, with a low-f 1/f or
f�3 component occurring near marginal stability, and a
steepening of the spectrum to f�5 ( f�8 with filtering via
volume conduction above about 25 Hz� at frequencies above
� , the characteristic dendritic rate constant, where dendritic
filtering becomes strong. The observed knee in the spectrum
occurs at around 20 Hz, consistent with ��120 s�1, which
is in turn consistent with independent physiological estimates
listed in Table I.

Exploration of the parameter sensitivities of the model
was carried out in Sec. IV, resulting in the development of a
simplified model with fewer parameters than the initial one.
This simplified version was used to analyze the frequencies,
sharpness, stability, and mutual correlations of spectral peaks
predicted by the model. The main results were that each peak
can be denoted by a unique ‘‘harmonic’’ number m, with the
zeroth peak corresponding to the 1/f or 1/f 3 spectrum, m
�1 to theta, m�2 to alpha, m�3 to sleep spindles, and m
�4 to beta. The m�2,4, . . . peaks are predicted to be posi-
tively correlated with one another and prominent in waking.
Likewise, the m�1,3,5, . . . peaks should be positively cor-
related and prominent in sleep, whereas these two sets are
anticorrelated overall and the m�0 peak is always present,
but stronger in sleep. Comparison with published observa-

tions confirms the predicted correlations, anticorrelations,
and states in which certain peaks are expected to be most
prominent. The theory is also consistent with the data shown
in Figs. 1 and 6, whence we tentatively identify new peaks
corresponding to m�5 �beta-2 spindle�, m�6 �beta-2�, and
m�7 �gamma-1 spindle� rhythms. The inferred corticotha-
lamic feedback delay t0�1/f ��100 ms is also consistent
with physiological constraints on this quantity. We conclude
that the simplest association between state of arousal and our
parameters is for � and �� to be positive in waking and
negative in sleep, although we cannot yet categorically rule
out certain alternatives discussed in Secs. V A and VI.

Our analysis of the spectral peaks leads to the unification
of all the major large-scale brain rhythms, and the prediction
and tentative confirmation of two new ones. It also provides
a theoretical basis for the customary subdivision of the spec-
trum into bands, but implies that the frequencies of these
bands are not universal, but are tied to the alpha frequency of
the individual subject, contrary to some conventions, but
consistent with the recognition of such variations in the lit-
erature �18�.

Analysis of the sharpness and stability of the spectral
peaks showed that only the first few can have high Q, and
that stability of the m�1 �or m�3) and m�2 rhythms can
impose bounds on the physically allowable states of the cor-
tex, corresponding to instabilities near 5 Hz �or 15 Hz� and
10 Hz, respectively. Together with the A1�0 condition re-
quired to avoid instability at f�0, these conditions restrict
the range of physically allowable states in parameter space.
We speculate that these instabilities may be associated with
the linear stages of certain generalized seizures, possibly in-
cluding grand mal, petit mal, and photic epilepsies. Signifi-
cantly, an f�3 regime is predicted at low f close to the A1
�0 boundary in sleep. This is consistent with the observed
steepening and enhancement of the low-f spectrum in sleep.

The above results indicate that our model provides a
promising semiquantitative theoretical explanation for EEG
spectra. Most significantly, we explain the entire spectrum in
a unified way, a major advance on previous analyses, which
have generally concentrated on a single frequency band at a
time. In a forthcoming paper we will compare it in detail
with observations of multiple subjects in various states of
arousal to determine whether it is quantitatively consistent
and, in particular, whether the parameters inferred are con-
sistent with those inferred from independent physiological
measurements. We hope that these physiological links will
prompt experimental physiologists to determine tighter con-
straints on some of the less well known parameter values.

Our model differs from some in the literature in that,
rather than adding numerous parameters to describe ever
finer details, it restricts attention to a set of physiologically
realistic mechanisms that appear to be sufficient to capture
the overall behavior of the EEG, and parametrizes these as
simply as possible. This keeps the number of parameters low
and their physical significance clear.

One limitation of the present work is that it does not at-
tempt to describe spatial variations of the spectrum, although
these are significant in practice �albeit less so when spectral
ratios, such as those in Fig. 6 are considered�. This is not a

FIG. 10. Loci of q2re
2 �upper frames� and spectra �lower frames�

spanning the lower instability boundary in Fig. 7�b� at Gii��2 and
Gee�1.3,1.4,1.5 in columns �a�–�c�, respectively. In the case of the
instability in �a� linear theory breaks down and the shape of the
spectrum is no longer reliable.
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fundamental limitation, as the model can be easily general-
ized to include such variations if next-order accuracy is re-
quired, but at the price of introducing additional parameters.
A second limitation is that, although the cortex appears to
operate near marginal stability, we have not as yet identified
a mechanism to keep it at this point. This does not affect the
present discussion, but is an important point of principle.
Third, although we argue that corticothalamic feedback is the
most important one in determining the observed spectral
rhythms, we do not exclude the possibility that other feed-
back loops with similar time delays may also contribute.
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APPENDIX A: BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE
EXPERIMENT USED TO OBTAIN FIG. 1

In this appendix we briefly outline the experiment used to
obtain the data used in Fig. 1, justifying the accuracy of the
overall form of the spectrum and the reality of the spectral
peaks seen. A fuller description is found in Ref. �6� and more
details will be published in a forthcoming work in which a
large set of EEG spectra from multiple subjects will be ana-
lyzed in detail.
The data in Fig. 1 were obtained from the Cz, Pz, Fz, C3,

and C4 electrodes in the International 10–20 system, with
linked ears providing the reference potential. The Cz elec-
trode is located at the crown �or vertex� of the head, furthest
from the reference electrodes and from muscle groups that
could generate electrical interference. The Fz and Pz elec-
trodes are located roughly 6 cm in front of and behind this
electrode, respectively, while the C3 and C4 electrodes are
situated symmetrically �6 cm either side of it. The data
were low-pass filtered to remove frequencies above 50 Hz
and sampled at 250 Hz for periods of 2 minutes in waking
and 13 minutes in sleep. The spectra were then calculated by
Fourier transforming 8 second segments of these data and
averaging these transforms.

Narrow band artifacts at the mains frequency of 50 Hz
and its subharmonic of 25 Hz were identified due to their
presence even in the absence of a subject. As each affected
only a single spectral channel, they were simply removed by
deleting these channels before plotting the spectra. Ocular
artifacts due to eye blinks and pendular eye movements were
removed by standard algorithms �46�. When present, muscu-
lar artifacts due to jaw, neck, and other movements, were
found to contaminate the high-frequency spectrum with
noise having an approximately 1/f spectrum which is easily
identified. Trials with a subset of subjects showed that, with
appropriate instructions to minimize movement and relax

jaw muscles, this class of artifact could be suppressed to the
point that the high-frequency spectrum was not significantly
affected. Cardiac interference at low frequencies was also
found to be minimal, with no spectral peak detected at the
heartbeat frequency of around 1 Hz, or its harmonics.
The waking spectra in Fig. 1 were for a normal female

subject, aged 30, in a relaxed, eyes-closed state, while the
sleep spectrum was for the same subject in sleep stage 2.

APPENDIX B: GENERAL EFFECTS OF FILTERING
BY OVERLYING STRUCTURES

In this appendix we show that the high frequency effects
of filtering are nearly the same for any physically reasonable
filter function.
If we assume that F(k) only depends on the magnitude of

the wave vector, and falls off rapidly for k�k0, the integral
in �20� can be written in the form

I���
0

�

dk2
F�k2/k0

2�

�k2�q2�2 . �B1�

Upon changing variables to u�k2/k0
2, we find

I�
�

2i Im q2
�
0

�

du F�u �� 1
u�q2/k0

2 �
1

u�q*2/k02
�

�B2�

�
�

Im q2
k0
2 Im q2

�q4�
, �B3�

where �B2� has been expanded in powers of k0
2/q2u and we

have used the fact that F falls off rapidly for k�k0. This
result is of the same form as the more specialized one, Eq.
�26�, and shows that the asymptotic ��3 filtering does not
depend strongly on the structure of the filter function.

APPENDIX C: EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR A0 AND A1

In this appendix we give explicit expressions for the co-
efficients A0 and A1 in the expansion �32� for ��� . Expres-
sions for higher A j are complicated and their exact analytic
form is likely to be more strongly model dependent, so we
do not reproduce them here.
Direct expansion of �17� yields

A0�S , �C1�

A1�
2
�e

�
Gee

G0
�2�1���

�G0
�� t0� n

�1
�

n
�2

���t0��� ,
�C2�

with S given by �28� and G0 given by �31�.
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Abstract. Zero-lag synchronisation arises between points on the cerebral cortex receiving
concurrent independent inputs; an observation generally ascribed to nonlinear mechanisms.
Using simulations of cerebral cortex and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) we show
patterns of zero-lag synchronisation (associated with empirically realistic spectral content)
can arise from both linear and nonlinear mechanisms.

For low levels of activation, we show the synchronous field is described by the eigen-
modes of the resultant damped wave activity. The first and second spatial eigenmodes (which
capture most of the signal variance) arise from the even and odd components of the inde-
pendent input signals. The pattern of zero-lag synchronisation can be accounted for by the
relative dominance of the first mode over the second, in the near-field of the inputs. The
simulated cortical surface can act as a few millisecond response coincidence detector for
concurrent, but uncorrelated, inputs.

As cortical activation levels are increased, local damped oscillations in the gamma
band undergo a transition to highly nonlinear undamped activity with 40 Hz dominant fre-
quency. This is associated with “locking” between active sites and spatially segregated phase
patterns.

The damped wave synchronisation and the locked nonlinear oscillations may com-
bine to permit fast representation of multiple patterns of activity within the same field of
neurons.

1. Introduction and background

Synchronisation has been suggested as a solution to the binding and segregation
problems of psychology [4,5,13–15,23–25,29,31,40,62]. Object features might
be bound by synchronous neuronal firing and coded for by spatially separated cells
or cell assemblies in the cortex [59]. The phase differences between sets of these
distributed synchronous firing cells might code multiple objects in the system [61].
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Empirical verification of gamma band stimulus–induced synchronisation in the
brain has been found in single unit and multiunit local field potential (LFP) and
electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings [4,13,15,23–25].

There is no universally accepted mechanism to account for all the experimen-
tal evidence for synchronous activity in the brain. Doubts have also been raised
as to whether such synchronisation is relevant to binding or segregation [43].
Such doubts include uncertainties about the time–window for synchronisation, the
degree to which synchronisation can shift time differences between neural events
and, particularly, the time it takes to establish synchronisation in ongoing activity
[8]. This paper attempts to account for synchronous behaviour in simple physical
terms.

Distinction is made between zero–lag synchrony and synchronous oscillation.
Zero–lag synchrony (synchrony for short) is defined as high positive linear
cross–correlation/covariance at zero phase–lag between separate sites in cortex.
Synchrony is generally associated with damped sinusoidal or nonsinusoidal cross–
correlation and auto–correlation functions [13,15,16,23] but constant and slight or
even negative damping profiles have been found [16,34].

Synchronous oscillation, on the other hand, is synchronisation associated with
gamma band EEG oscillations and found predominantly at 40 Hz. It has often been
assumed that all synchronisation in the brain is a highly nonlinear phenomenon
[1] since neuron firing is nonlinear at crucial stages of signal transmission [27].
Hence, large arrays of nonlinear neuron–like oscillators have been used to model
cortical tissue and the observed nonlinear phase–locking in such models has been
seen as the inevitable mechanism for global synchronisation in the cortex [6,7,10–
12,14,18,32,35,36,52,56–58] There is, however, conflicting evidence [61] such
as observations of broad band synchronisation [4] and synchronous activity seen in
continuum models of electrocortical behaviour which do not depend on essential
nonlinearity [48,67,68].

The models of electrocortical activity used in this paper subsume individual
properties into a collective mass action. This continuum framework produces waves
almost akin to linear superposition waves which are associated with synchrony [48,
67] as well as synchronous oscillation. A full discussion of these models and ex-
perimental findings can be found in a recent review [66]. The term continuum as it
is used here specifically refers to the act of lumping together the activity of a group
of neurons and treating them as an entity rather than referring to mathematical
continuity. The numerical model utilised here is discrete rather than continuous.
Properties and formulation of a partial differential version of the present discrete,
and integral, model have been explored elsewhere [46,48].

In this paper we use cross–correlation methods to demonstrate synchrony in
a simplified averaging model and cross–correlation and PCA methods to show
synchrony, synchronous oscillation and nonlinear phase–locking within a real-
istic physiological model. We show the synchrony mechanism is a form of
coincidence detection, or selective filtering of input signals, with very rapid
onset and this essentially linear mechanism gives way to non–linear phase–locked
synchronous oscillation, within the 40 Hz band in the realistic physiological
model.
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2. Analysis tools

The cross–correlation coefficient ρ between two LFP time series, is:

ρ(i, j) = c(i, j)√
c(i, i)c(j, j)

(1)

where c(i, j) is the covariance between the ith and j th time series. If, as here, all
elements are measured in the same units then covariance alone can be used in the
PCA. The method involves calculation of the eigenvectors ei and eigenvalues λi of
the covariance C matrix of the m state–variable system. The system matrix, Z for
n time steps is:

Z =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

z(1, 1) z(1, 2) . . . z(1, m)

z(2, 1) z(2, 2) . . . z(2, m)
...

...

z(n, 1) z(n, 2) . . . z(n, m)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(2)

where z(i, j) is the system value with temporal mean removed at spatial position
j at time i. The covariance:

C = 1

(n − 1)
ZT Z (3)

satisfies the eigenvalue equation:

Cei = λiei (4)

with the temporal principal component vector for each eigenvector given by:

aj = Zej (5)

3. Models

Two simulation models are used; a simplified dendritic averaging model and a
physiological model [65]. We begin with the simple model.

3.1. Simplified averaging model

The averaging model consists of positive–feedback linked linear elements and was
used to specify minimum requirements for synchronisation. Connectivity strength
between elements was weighted by a Gaussian function of distance. For a distance
rpq between elements p and q the weighting was:

ωpq ∝ e− 1
2 (

rpq
σ

)2
(6)

A given element’s input was composed of the Vout of other elements weighted
by this connection strength, with σ the standard deviation. The time δtpq it took
voltage signals Vout (t) to travel this distance was dependent on rpq and axonal
transmission speed ν so:

δtpq =
rpq

ν
(7)
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The voltage at the pth element at time t0 was then:

V
(p)
in (t0) =

m
∑

q=1

ωpqV
(q)
out (t0 − δtpq) (8)

A particular lumped element’s voltage can be modelled as a summation of ear-
lier voltage values due to the delays and fall-off characteristics associated with
dendritic potentials. For N time steps (with length of time step △t) this dendritic
potential summation is:

V
(p)
out (t0) =

∑N
i=1 V

(p)
in (t0 − i△t)

2N
(9)

3.2. Physiological model

The model used here (reported in detail elsewhere [68]) is an intermediate stage in
a family of models [44–48,66,67] which progress from the simplest possible de-
scriptions of the cortex as a delay network. By introducing more complex aspects
of cerebral dynamics and independently specified parameter values in a step-wise
fashion we aim for an increasingly accurate account of cerebral dynamics [66]. The
level of development used here is sufficient to reproduce the essential features of
synchronous oscillation [65]. The spectral properties observed (notably the capac-
ity for oscillation in the gamma and 40 Hz range) are dependent on rapid feedback
processes operating at synaptic level. Justifications for the use of normalised units,
and for the particular parameter values here applied, are given in the earlier papers
[30,33,42,51,53,68]. These values, and the match to experimental data have been
improved in subsequent stages of development of the family of models, but no
essential change in the class of dynamics here described is brought about by the
later modifications.

3.3. State-equations

This model represents the continuum of cortical tissue as discrete cortical zones in
the spirit of Wilson and Cowan [63,64]. Transfer of afferent synaptic impulses to
efferent pulses via dendritic processes is modelled by a biexponential lag function
matched to physiological measurements [45,53,54].

The N cells in unit volume each have a probability of emission of an action
potential qi as a function of their membrane potentials. The sum of population
membrane potentials is directly proportional to the LFP, V (t) at time t . Then in a
mean-field approximation the pulse-probability density Q(t) is given by:

Q = 1

N

N
∑

i=1

qi(V ) (10)

By the central limit theorem, for large N , Q will have a Gaussian distribution
with respect to V , independent of individual distributions of qi , so V and Q are
approximately related by:

Q = (1 + ea(V −3))−1 (11)
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Where a = −π/
√

3, LFP voltage units (vu) are approximate to standard deviations
of the distribution of cell pulse probability over the complete range of LFP, with
a 50% mean probability of pulse emission 3 standard deviations from complete
polarisation of the neural population.

The time response of mean membrane potential (and by implication LFP and
soma potential) is given by

V (t) = g

n
∑

j=1

wjQa(t − j�t) j = 1, 2, 3...n (12)

where g is synaptic gain, Qa is afferent pulse action density, �t is the discrete time-
step, and n�t is large compared to the peak time response of membrane potential.
In accord with [46]

wj = b2j�te−bj�t (13)

models the rise and fall of membrane potential in response to input at t = 0; incor-
porating lags due to both synaptic conduction and average dendritic cable delay in a
single function. Parameter b regulates both the peak time and mean delay associated
with this lag. Time step �t was set at 0.1 ms, after trials showed progressive de-
crements of time-step to 0.01 ms produced only small, asymptotically diminishing
effects on spectral content of the results.

Within unit volumes both excitatory and inhibitory cell groups are distinguished,
each reciprocally and self-coupled, and each coupled at longer range to other unit
volumes by cortico-cortical fibres. Delays due to axonal conduction between unit
volumes are given by �τ = rpq/ν, where �τ is axonal conduction lag over the
distance rpq between the pth unit volume and the qth unit volume and axonal
conduction velocity is ν.

Coupling strengths are proportional to:

– The fractional density of synaptic couplings afferent to dendrites of excitatory
and inhibitory cells respectively (αee, βei , µei, Mee etc., as listed in Table 2).

– The synaptic gains of excitatory and inhibitory synapses, ge and gi

– Changes in synaptic efficacy, E
/
, representing feedback effects including those

of reversal potentials [30]. These feedback relations are modelled as linear re-
gressions of efficacy with membrane potential

E
/

ee(t) = (1 − Ve(p)(t − �t)/VeR)

E
/
ei(t) = (1 − Vi(p)(t − �t)/VeR)

E
/
ie(t) = (1 − Ve(p)(t − �t)/ViR)

E′
ii (t) = (1 − Vi(p)(t − �t)/ViR)

(14)

Subscripts e and i indicate excitatory and inhibitory potentials; subscript R a
constant-valued reversal potential. Smoothed efficacies {E/} were applied so
E(t) =

∑n
j=1 ujE

/(t − j�t) where uj = ce−cj�t . For large c, decay is rapid;
analogous to reversal potentials alone.
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State equations for the pth unit volume of the cortical system are then:

Qe(p) = (1 + ea(Ve(p)−3))−1

Qi(p) = (1 + ea(Vi(p)−3))−1

Ve(p) =
∑n

j=1 wjQae(p)(t − j�t)

Vi(p) =
∑n

j=1 wjQai(p)(t − j�t)

(15)

Qae(p), Qai(p) are pth unit volume afferent synaptic action densities for excitatory
and inhibitory cells which receive local synaptic input (at negligible axonal delay)
and delayed cortico-cortical inputs from qth unit volumes at range rpq , q = 1...u.

in accord with:

Qae(p) = geβeeEee(p)Qe(p) − giβieEie(p)Qi(p)

+ geMeeEee(p)Qs(p) + geµeeEee(p)Qns(p)

+ge

u
∑

1
αee(rpq)Eee(p)Qe(q)(t − rpq/ν)

Qai(p) = geβeiEei(p)Qe(p) − giβiiEii(p)Qi(p)

+ geMeiEei(p)Qs(p) + geµeiEei(p)Qns(p)

+ge

∑u
1 αei(rpq)Eei(p)Qe(q)(t − rpq/ν)

(16)

αee(rpq) and αei(rpq) are partial input synaptic densities.
∑u

1 αee(rpq) = αee and
∑u

1 αei(rpq) = αei . Qs and Qns are system inputs; Qs represents all time-varying
components in specific cortical afferents and Qns , acting as a control parameter, is
a uniform DC input modelling nonspecific cortical activation. See [44] for analysis
on the physics of this class of models.

3.4. Configuration of simulation

In both the simplified averaging and physiological models studied here an extended
area of cortex was simulated by unit volumes in a 20 x 20 or 20 x 40 matrix, each
volume connected with its neighbors so the coupling strengths, αee(x, y) declined
with rpq as a Gaussian function with standard deviation of 4 distance units. A
distance unit was the side of one cell of the given matrix and m = 400 or 800
in equation (2). This approximates the distribution of cortico-cortical fibres in cat
brain if the distance unit is taken as about 0.9 mm. Boundary conditions were to-
roidal in all simulations. Absorbing boundary conditions and matrix size changes
did not qualitatively affect the reported results.

3.5. Parameter values

Model parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2.

4. Methods and results

Methods and results are presented together, since the latter methods are contingent
on the earlier results.

A time step of △t = 0.1 milliseconds allowed a 10000 Hz maximum sampling
frequency; far more than needed to capture model frequencies – mainly below 100
Hz. Non-decimated data was retained for analysis to facilitate study of temporal
precision in the full model.
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Table 1. State-variables and standard parameters other than synaptic densities. LFP = local
field potential, PPD = pulse probability density.

Ve Excitatory LFP vu
Vi Inhibitory LFP vu
Qe Excitatory PPD Dimensionless
Qi Inhibitory PPD Dimensionless
a Slope parameter −π/

√
3 (vu−1)

b Dendritic time-constant 50 s−1

ge Excitatory gain 65 vu
gi Inhibitory gain 260 vu
c Decay time-constant. 1000 s−1

ν Axonal velocity 9 m s−1
√

−
r

2

pq SD of axonal range 4 mm

VeR EPSP reversal 12 vu
ViR IPSP reversal −0.02 vu
Qns Nonspecific input Dimensionless
Qs Specific input Dimensionless

4.1. Simplified averaging model

Each lattice element started with a pulse density of zero. Two linearly uncorrelated
driving noise inputs with 0.0 mean [37,41] and standard deviation 10.0 were given
to the lattice at row 11 in columns 8 and 14. The two noise signals are referred to
as an asynchronous noise source.

The system was allowed to attain stationary temporal evolution about a steady
state mean. Then multichannel data sets of length 20000 were generated for a range
of summations in equation (9). Using a reference channel located at column 11 on

Table 2. Synaptic couplings subscripts ee, ei, etc., indicate synapses between cell types,
excitatory to excitatory, excitatory to inhibitory, etc. Types of coupling are: α (cortico-cor-
tical connections), β (intracortical connections), µ (nonspecific cortical afferents) and M
(specific afferents). Synaptic density fraction is the proportion of synapses of each type in
unit cortical volume. (The exact values used in the simulations are given for completeness
although the precision given is greater than is justified from the anatomical data.) Afferent
fraction is the proportion of synapses on the excitatory or inhibitory cell dendrites respec-
tively.

Synaptic Synaptic Afferent
coupling density fraction fraction

αee 0.765 0.8693
βee 0.0845 0.0960
βei 0.0149 0.1242
αei 0.100 0.8333
βie 0.0228 0.0259
βii 0.004 0.0333
µee 0.0077 0.0088
µei 0.0011 0.0092
Mee,i Not given
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the 13th row of the lattice, calculations of maximum cross–correlation for 100
timesteps into the future and past were made for each channel in the lattice. The
delay at which the maximums occurred was also noted. The process was repeated
for a selection of noise seeds and a typical case is plotted in Figure 1.

As summation length increased a pattern of maximum cross–correlation in ele-
ments around the driving sites developed. Results are calculated from the analogue
of LFP but, equivalently, could be obtained using pulse–density as the observed
state variable. A comparison of all cases showed the synchronous field was most
highly developed for N = 100, where a maximum correlation close to 1.0 was

Fig. 1. Cross–correlation results for 20 x 20 version of Simplified Averaging model with
two driving sites (see text) input asynchronous Gaussian noise. (a) Grey scale spatial plots
of maximum cross–correlation, of the site marked ‘x’, with every other site for lags of
±100 timesteps, (b) Delay associated with the cross–correlation maximum at each site bar
indicating ±2 milliseconds.
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seen for time delays less than 5 timesteps or 0.5 milliseconds. For a 2000 Hz or
less sampling system this would appear as zero–lag cross–correlation in agreement
with Eckhorn and others [13].

The findings of zero–lag synchrony in the simplified averaging model, show
nonlinear phase–locked oscillations are not needed for production of positive cross–
correlations; only a system of coupled linear elements with delay summation on
previous state values and connectivity with delay according to distance is necessary.
In opposition to the conjectures of some authors [17,18,58] inhibitory elements are
not required.

4.2. The physiological model

An examination of the physiological model was carried out to study the impact
of local feedback dynamics upon synchronisation. In all cases correlations were
obtained from LFP, and pulse–density results are equivalent.

In the standard two–input case of the complete model, nonspecific input Qns

DC of 20.0 was input to all elements of the lattice while the driving sites on row
eleven of the lattice in columns 8 and 14 each received Qs Gaussian white noise
signals of zero mean and standard deviation 0.005 to excitatory and inhibitory cell
dendritic junctions. Multichannel time series of length 20000 points were acquired
after an initialisation, and cross–correlation analysis carried out as before.

As for the Simplifed Averaging case a pattern of maximum cross–correlation
(in the range 0.7–1.0) for delays of less than 5 timesteps (0.5 milliseconds) exists
as a field surrounding the driving sites. See Figure 2.

4.2.1. Spatial dependencies of eigenvectors
PCA was employed to study global cooperative modes in both SimplifiedAveraging
and Physiological models with the results in the synchrony ranges being illustrative
of the same phenomena. Therefore only the physiological model PCA is presented
here.

Driving sites were removed prior to analysis to facilitate viewing of the spatial
field patterns. A 20000 length PCA was chosen from a study of the asymptotic
properties of the eigenvalues and is discussed elsewhere [8]. Ensemble averages
were taken to obtain standard errors on the variance associated with each mode.
For a selection of noise seeds, the ensemble average of results over 25 runs are in
Figure 3.

Two dominant modes, containing over 99% of the variance of the original mul-
tichannel signal, were found. The first mode was similar to the pattern of zero–lag
cross–correlation in Figure 1; the second mode consisted of two lobes with opposite
sign loadings. The first eigenvector had associated variance about four times the
second’s. Third and higher modes had significantly smaller eigenvalues and will
not be examined.

4.2.2. Odd and even components of input signal
To discover what caused the dominant modes, two input paradigms were investi-
gated. Firstly, two identical noise signals were fed to the driving sites – the
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Fig. 2. Cross–correlation results.Physiological model 20 x 20 lattice with toroidal bound-
ary conditions. Two specifically driven input sites (see text) received Gaussian mean zero
white noise. Non–specific cortical activation (Qns) set at 20.0.(a) Grey scale spatial plots
of maximum cross–correlation, of the site marked ‘x’, with every other site for lags of
±100 timesteps, (b) Delay associated with the cross–correlation maximum at each site bar
indicating ±2 milliseconds.

synchronous noise case. Secondly, the same noise signals were input to both sites
with the input to one channel multiplied by minus one – the anti–synchronous noise
case. This amounted to inputting the even components of the two–dimensional noise
signal for the former and the odd components of the same signal for the latter.

With purely synchronous or antisynchronous inputs, the ensemble eigenvectors
(eigenmodes) are explained by odd and even components in the twin driving inputs.
See Figure 3. In the synchronous noise case the first eigenmode occupies 99% of
the variance and has the spatial form of the first mode in the asynchronous case. In
the antisynchronous case the first eigenmode occupies 99% of the variance and has
the spatial form of the second mode in the asynchronous case. The asynchronous
case can then be explained by dominance of a synchronous eigenmode over an
antisynchronous so the system acts as a coincidence detector; enhancing the tran-
siently correlated inputs in the two noise signals, while reducing the effect of the
negatively correlated ones. This process is made possible by dendritic summation
in the elements.

The temporal characteristics of the synchronous field were examined using the
the principal mode time evolutions. Ensemble averaged spectra of these evolutions
in Figure 4, indicate movement to the right through the different designated EEG
frequency bands as cortical activation (Qns) was increased. A similar shift in power
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Fig. 3. First two ensemble averaged eigenvectors for 25 different noise seeds for PCA done
over an interval of 20000 timesteps (2 seconds) on the 20 x 20 lattice simulation of Physio-
logical model. Input and other conditions as for Figure 2. The numbers beneath the images
indicate the percentage of variance associated with each eigenvector and the standard error
on the basis of 25 runs.

spectra towards the gamma band has been found in animal experiments on the effect
of increased reticular activation upon synchronous oscillations [39].

4.2.3. Effect of separation of sites on synchrony
Since coupling connectivity was a function of distance the effect of different sepa-
ration of driving sites on synchrony was examined.

The physiological model was simulated on a 20 x 40 lattice to allow separa-
tion to an order of 19 intervening sites. Two sites situated symmetrically about the
midline, and separated by 3 cells in row 11 of the lattice, were submitted to asyn-
chronous Gaussian mean zero standard deviation 0.005 noise. The driven sites were
then progressively moved apart and the multichannel output analysed with PCA.

Spatial eigenmodes for different driving site separations are in Figure 5. As sep-
aration increased the synchronous field broke down as first and second eigenmodes
became two separate synchronous fields, one around each of the driving sites.

Additional coupling was employed to see if the fall–off of synchrony with dis-
tance was due to decreasing connection strength or the size of axonal time delays.
The additional couplings were imposed between elements which were equal hor-
izontal distances from the midline, and also declined in coupling strength with
Gaussian distance. Standard axonal time delays were retained.

The dominant synchronous mode in this case retained the same concurrent fields
of synchrony around both driving sites, and the first and second eigenmodes still
partitioned responses to even and odd parts of the input signals. The first mode occu-
pied a greater percentage of the variance than in the system with standard Gaussian
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Fig. 4. Power spectra of first two temporal principal component vectors associated with the
eigenmodes in Figure 3. Ordered from top to bottom, Qns = 0, Qns = 20, Qns = 40 and
Qns = 50. Ensemble avergages over 10 runs. Simulation timestep is 0.1 ms.

coupling; evidence for the role of relative connection strength in synchrony. See
Figure 6.

4.2.4. Time of onset of synchrony in physiological model

If synchrony is in fact an important mediator of perceptual binding, then physiolog-
ically and in any plausible candidate model, the field of synchrony must be capable
of flexible adaptation on a time–scale of milliseconds. Since perceptual coding is on
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Fig. 5. First two eigenvectors and associated variances for PCA done over a 10000 timestep
(1 second) interval of a 20 x 40 lattice simulation of the Physiological model. Two specifi-
cally driven input sites were located at separations of 5,11 and 19 intervening elements with
Qns = 20.0 and Qs = 0.005 standard deviation Gaussian mean zero white noise. Standard
Gaussian coupling between sites was employed.

the order of a few milliseconds [2,26,29,31,38,49,55,61] the temporal evolution
of the system eigenmodes was studied.

A two–dimensional asynchronous noise signal was input as before, with Qns ,
of 20.0 to all elements. A repetition of the simulation was carried out for a matching
signal, except for an aberrant 100 step (10 millisecond) noise signal at 15000 steps
(1.5 seconds). The aberrant period had the same first order properties of mean and
autocorrelation but was phase–randomised using the method of surrogate data [50].

After removal of a 5000 timestep initialisation, PCA was applied over 20000
timesteps and the principal component temporal vectors calculated for both ‘normal’
and ‘aberrant’ input cases using equation (5). The temporal evolution
associated with the first eigenvector was studied since it contained the dominant
spatial synchronous effect (similar results were found for higher order modes). The
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Fig. 6. First and second eigenmodes and associated variances for PCA done over a 10000
timestep (1 second) interval of a 20 x 40 lattice simulation of the Physiological model. Two
specifically driven input sites were located at separations of 5 and 19 intervening elements
with Qns = 20.0 and Qs = 0.005 standard deviation Gaussian mean zero white noise as in
Figure 5. Here both Standard Gaussian coupling and extra Long–range Gaussian coupling
between sites was employed.

magnitude of the difference between the normal and aberrant times series was cal-
culated. This procedure was repeated twenty–five times for a selection of pairs of
noise signals. An ensemble average of the magnitude of the difference between the
two series was then found. See Figure 7.

The aberrant noise input was taken to have been registered by the spatial field of
the lattice when the magnitude of the difference between the two time series became
large. Large, in this context, meant the change in magnitude of the difference at a
given time point was larger than the maximum deviation from the mean observed
at any time point in the 10000 magnitude of the difference time series before the
aberrant noise onset.

A separation in the two temporal evolutions occurred at about 25–30 timesteps.
See Figure 7. The synchronous field of the entire system will therefore respond
to a different stimulus within a few milliseconds. Much smaller sections of the
lattice respond even faster because of their closer connection proximity to the
source.
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Fig. 7. Time taken to separate the two principal component temporal trajectories calculated
for the system under two noise cases described in the text. Plot of magnitude of difference
of two standardised series as a function of time ‘- -’. Vertical axes is in standardised units.
The point at which the noise input to the two lattices became different is indicated in the
diagram as a solid vertical line. The dotted ‘.’ vertical line indicates 40 timesteps after the
change in noise input. Where the dashed ‘- -’ curve crosses the solid horizontal line indicates
when the deviation became “large” as defined in text.

4.2.5. Nonlinear phase-locking results

If the level of non–specific input (Qns) was increased sufficiently to the two driving
sites then each element in the system attained limit cycle oscillations. In particular,
a state was obtained in which the elements of the lattice started to oscillate at a
frequency close to 40 Hz.

As a first step, the phase relationships between the individual oscillating ele-
ments in the lattice were examined. The driving sites were completely phase–locked
and locking was also found between other elements at a lag to the driving sites. A
graph of the phase difference between the left–most driving site and every other
element in the lattice is in Figure 8. Segments of the lattice were found to be phase–
locked as expected for a time-delay nonlinear oscillator network. The operation
of the wave mechanism described earlier allows phase–locking of outer array ele-
ments at a large phase lag to the driving sites. A similar phenomena of segregated
phases has been found in a global system of nonlinear oscillators [60].

These oscillations were linked in zero–lag phase with other elements to form
clusters of zero–lag phase and required local inhibition for their occurrence – in
agreement with abstract nonlinear models of synchronous oscillation proposed by
others [17,18,58].
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milliseconds milliseconds
2.9 0

Fig. 8. Phase relationships between the left hand driving site and every other element of the
lattice at a stage in which limit cycle oscillations are present. Qns = 50.

As Qns was increased the temporal evolution of individual lattice elements
underwent transitions from damped or stable focus states through limit cycles to
unstable foci. See Figure 9 for a selection of such transitions for one of the elements.

Complex periodic behaviour associated with a synchronous spatial field, sim-
ilar to in the simple periodic case, was observed for lower level input driving and
high values of Qns .

A qualitative check was made on how sensitive the limit cycle synchronous
modes were to the input of noise. It was found the system remained stable even for
relatively large noise inputs (standard deviation of 0.1) when Qns was 40 and Qs

was 0.6. The noise perturbed the system in and out of exact phase–locking but did
not lead to completely uncontrolled excitation. The time course of two elements is
in Figure 10.

The results are reminiscent of stable limit cycles with stochastic or nonlinear
bursting seen in some physiological conditions [19,20] and thought to be associated
with specific perceptual events. The very limited use of complex neurotransmitter
regulation in the present model precludes close comparison.
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Fig. 9. Typical element temporal delay plots for voltage output x(i) vs lagged voltage output
x(i+lag) from driving site 208 for various Qns values. Driving sites 208 and 214 received
Qs = 0.8. The top row shows stable focus behaviour and the bottom row a periodic orbit.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The results obtained in these simulations indicate synchronisation, between sepa-
rated sites in the brain, may arise via fairly distinct mechanisms dependent on the
level of cortical activation.

Firstly, synchrony is an inevitable property of delay elements similar to den-
drites joined by long–range couplings with relatively rapid transmission and can
be explained by simple linear models operating on uncorrelated inputs such as the
Simplified Averaging model employed here. There is no need to assume special
co–incidence detection properties of dendritic membranes or complicated local dy-
namics to explain the way synchrony can lead to the elimination of asynchronous
components in the activity of two concurrently firing sites in cortex. Instead, this
property emerges directly from an eigenfunction decomposition of the travelling
waves which radiate from the active sites. As a corollary, because of the almost lin-
ear superposition properties of travelling waves in this media, the basic principles
of decomposition of eigenmodes illustrated above still hold for experiments with
multiple uncorrelated inputs as reported in a following paper [9]. Synchrony can
be associated with rhythmic broad–band electrocortical activity, including that in
the gamma band. It is also seen as damped autocorrelation and cross–correlation
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Fig. 10. Transitions from limit cycle to stochastic bursting with input of noise. Qns input of
40 and a Qs DC of 0.6 with zero mean standard deviation 0.1 Gaussian white noise sent to
driving sites 208 and 214 in a 20 x 20 lattice. Plots on the left–hand side are with respect
to driving site 208 over different length time scales. Plots on the right–hand side are with
respect to site 10 on the first row of the lattice, over different length time scales.

functions. The onset of synchrony via this mechanism can co–ordinate events in
an extended neuronal field very rapidly, and is therefore well suited to the role
of mediation of binding in cognitive and perceptual processes. This synchrony is
quite distinct from oscillation – the oscillation arising locally and requiring local
excitatory/inhibitory interactions – while synchrony requires only excitatory pro-
cesses. Synchrony can arise over both long and short ranges, but the form of the
synchronous field is sensitive to the specific coupling within the field. Specific cor-
ticocortical connections might provide a histological counterpart to the additional
long–range connections employed in these situations [3,21,22]. Such connections
have been associated in the visual cortex with similar receptive fields and orienta-
tion preference properties in spatially separated sites [28] that give rise to synchrony
at distances up to 7 mm [23].

Secondly, at sufficiently high levels of activation of the physiological model, a
nonlinear mechanism with phase–locking emerges. This mechanism is potentially
capable of mediating much more complicated dynamic interactions between cor-
tical sites. Oscillation and both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission are
essential to the mediation of this type of synchronisation. This may be equated
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with the role in image segmentation ascribed to synchronous mechanisms in some
models [10]. Notably, this synchronous mechanism could be partially distinguished
from the former type by the cross–correlation and autocorrelation functions which
it gives rise to. These functions would be virtually undamped for at least a tran-
sient period, and bandwidth limited (the 40 Hz band in this model), rather than
broad–band.

Of the two mechanisms, the former linear synchrony would be much more
readily observable physiologically, wherever large fields of cells interact regard-
less of scale. This may explain why broad–band synchrony is observed widely over
many cortical areas [4]. The nonlinear mechanism would be seen only episodically
and strictly locally, and may arise only in circumstances in which new informa-
tion is emerging from autonomous local activity in the brain, rather than with the
binding of simple sensory and perceptual information. These distinctions, although
plain enough in simulation, are unlikely to be readily apparent physiologically.
For instance, small changes in model parameters (which quantify more complex
processes likely to be slowly time–varying in physiological reality) might shift
the frequency of the nonlinear oscillation somewhat. Also, a distinction between
noise–perturbed limit cycles and lightly damped linear oscillations in the gamma
range cannot readily be made either on auto/cross–correlation profiles or with any
other time series method – particularly since these separate dynamic processes may
both occur transiently in the same recordings. First steps toward empirically dis-
tinguishing the two types of synchronisation using rotated PCA are reported in a
following paper [9].
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Abstract. Evoked potentials – the brain’s transient
electrical responses to discrete stimuli – are modeled as
impulse responses using a continuum model of brain
electrical activity. Previous models of ongoing brain
activity are refined by adding an improved model of
thalamic connectivity and modulation, and by allowing
for two populations of excitatory cortical neurons
distinguished by their axonal ranges. Evoked potentials
are shown to be modelable as an impulse response that is
a sum of component responses. The component occur-
ring about 100 ms poststimulus is attributed to sensory
activation, and this, together with positive and negative
feedback pathways between the cortex and thalamus,
results in subsequent peaks and troughs that semiquan-
titatively reproduce those of observed evoked potentials.
Modulation of the strengths of positive and negative
feedback, in ways consistent with psychological theories
of attentional focus, results in distinct responses resem-
bling those seen in experiments involving attentional
changes. The modeled impulse responses reproduce key
features of typical experimental evoked response poten-
tials: timing, relative amplitude, and number of peaks.
The same model, with further modulation of feedback,
also reproduces experimental spectra. Together, these
results mean that a broad range of ongoing and transient
electrocortical activity can be understood within a
common framework, which is parameterized by values
that are directly related to physiological and anatomical
quantities.

1 Introduction

Evoked response potentials are transient electrical
responses to sensory stimuli that can be recorded from
the scalp or from within the brain itself. The biophysical
mechanism for their generation is thought to be the same

as that of the ongoing electroencephalogram (EEG),
that is, caused by the extracellular currents induced by
neuronal activity. Evoked potentials consist of ‘early’
components (20–60 ms after the stimulus) that can be
ascribed to initial processing of the stimulus, but their
most prominent components are the so-called late
evoked response potentials (ERPs), which begin about
100 ms after the onset of any stimulus, have the
appearance of a damped oscillatory waveform lasting
�200 ms, and resemble EEGs in amplitude (�10 lV)
and frequency content (�1–20Hz). Moreover, ERPs are
systematically modulated by the tonic level of attention,
arousal, cognitive strategy, and by certain mental
disorders, and so are a useful objective tool in psychol-
ogy and psychiatry (Regan 1989).

Figure 1a is the spectrum of an ongoing EEG, and
shows a prominent alpha (�10Hz) peak, typical of
nonfocal cortical activation, such as when the subject is
relaxed and not attending to external stimuli. Figure 1b
illustrates typical ERPs and the extent of their modu-
lation when experimental conditions are manipulated. In
this case a pseudorandom sequence of frequent low
tones and infrequent high tones are presented, and
the average ERPs corresponding to each are seen
to be strong functions of pitch probability. This differ-
entiation requires attention being paid to the pitch
differences, and identification of the infrequent and
task-relevant tones. Experimental details of the data in
Fig. 1 are described elsewhere (Bahramali et al. 1999).

Correlations like this between ERPs and behavioral
measures of brain function are easily demonstrated and
robust, but tend to lack sensitivity and specificity so that
diagnosis and appropriate treatment of patients cannot
be inferred from ERPs alone. Yet if their physiological
origin were better understood, inverse modeling could
be used to infer values for physiological parameters, and
thereby enhance the diagnostic value of EEGs and
ERPs. Recently we have used this approach to help
understand ongoing EEG activity (Rennie et al. 1999;
Robinson et al. 1997, 1998; Wright 1999; Wright and
Liley 1994), using a continuum approximation of the
cortex that included both excitatory and inhibitory
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neural populations, range-dependent connectivities,
dendritic delays, and a nonlinear response function.
Subsequently this was generalized by the addition of
feedback between cortex and thalamus (Robinson et al.
2001b), and was able to relate typical neuronal param-
eters to overall spectral shape (distinct power-law de-
pendences in different frequency ranges) and to peaks in
EEG spectra (forming an approximately harmonic se-
ries). The match between the model and observations
was demonstrated both for states dominated by alpha
rhythm (�8–12 Hz) and for sleep spectra characterized
by delta and theta rhythms (1–8 Hz) and by sleep spindles
(�14 Hz) (Robinson et al. 2001b). We use this model as
the starting point for the present model for ERPs.

Of other models of large-scale collective neuronal
behavior, one of the earliest that mentions ERPs was by
Wilson and Cowan (1973), who first introduced the two-
dimensional (2-D) continuum approximation for the
cortex, reasoning that at scales greater than a few mil-
limeters it should be possible to base a model exclusively
on average neuronal properties. At the same time Lopes
da Silva et al. (1974) proposed a lumped-parameter
thalamocortical model for alpha rhythm. A 2-D con-
tinuum model by Nunez (1974, 1995) emphasized the
role of long-range excitatory corticocortical connections
in large-scale EEG phenomena, perhaps leading to
standing waves at the alpha frequency. Elements of these
models were combined by Jansen and coworkers in or-
der to model the alpha component of EEGs and visual
ERPs (Jansen and Rit 1995; Jansen et al. 1993). There is
broad compatibility between all these models regarding
the general manner in which to represent neural masses:
the differences lie in the chosen anatomical simplifica-
tions and the specific phenomena being modeled.

However, a model that addresses the broad range of
EEG and ERP phenomena would be of value. As a step
towards that end, the current paper describes the
extension of our EEG spectral model to the simulation
of ERPs. The modifications include more faithful

representation of the thalamus and cortex, and the in-
troduction of impulse-like events as precursors of ERPs,
as suggested by Wright et al. (1990) based on inverse
filtering of experimental data.

Our physiologically based approach contrasts – par-
ticularly regarding the choice of parameters – with phe-
nomenological models that are often used for quantifying
ERPs; e.g., using band-pass filtering (Robinson 1999),
factor decomposition (Makeig et al. 1999), superposi-
tions of damped sine waves (Shibasaki et al. 1987), and
wavelets (Samar et al. 1995).

The main characteristics of ERPs that we address are
the relative timing and amplitudes of several peaks in
ERPs, particularly those evoked in response to trains of
discrete stimuli (of any sensory modality) where there
are two randomly interspersed variations of the stimulus
– the so-called oddball paradigm – as shown in Fig. 1b.
The characteristics that we aim to reproduce are (i) re-
sponse onsets that are appropriately delayed with re-
spect to the stimuli, (ii) a damped oscillatory response,
(iii) an approximately 4-Hz dominant frequency, and
(iv) the occurrence (typically observed following simple
stimuli) of negative and positive extrema of similar
magnitude, that are not followed by additional extrema.
Moreover this should be done in a way that retains the
ability to reproduce the ongoing EEG spectrum without
any alteration to the model – apart from the form of the
driving signal, and parameter modulations that are
physiologically plausible.

Section 2 describes the extended model, including
expressions for the frequency- and time-domain char-
acteristics of the system. The general characteristics of
the modeled spectra and evoked potentials are demon-
strated in Sect. 3. The spectral equations, which are
generalized in several ways from our previous work, are
shown to remain compatible with observations. Various
predictions of the ERP equations are then explored,
using parameters that are consistent with the EEG
spectra. The results are discussed in Sect. 4.

2 Model

This section summarizes the basic model for collective
neuronal dynamics developed in our previous work, and
extends it to represent the cortex and thalamus in more
detail. The intention is to derive a model of the large-
scale dynamics of the EEG; and so we employ simpli-
fications that are extreme when compared with some
other models, but are expected to be valid in the linear
limit and for a large-enough ensemble of neurons.

In the linear limit and for randomly interconnected
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, a model for an un-
bounded homogeneous cortex can be derived with the
transfer function (Robinson et al. 2001b)

/eðk;xÞ
/sðk;xÞ

¼ GesLðxÞ
Deðk;xÞ½1� GiiLðxÞ� � GeeLðxÞ

: ð1Þ

The function /eðr; tÞ is the rate of action potentials
arriving at a point r from excitatory neurons elsewhere

Fig. 1a,b. Typical example of EEG spectrum and evoked response
potentials (ERPs) obtained from a group of 40 subjects. a EEG
spectral power density for subjects who were relaxed with eyes closed:
experimental spectrum shown as solid lines, fitted spectrum (described
below) shown as dotted lines. b Auditory ERPs in response to
frequent, irrelevant (‘background ’) tones, and to rare, higher-pitched
(‘target’) tones, which are interspersed among the frequent tones.
Times are with respect to the stimulus onset, and the peaks are labeled
according to the convention for auditory ERPs. Typically ‘N1’, ‘P2’,
‘N2’, and ‘P3’ extrema occur respectively at 100 ms, 160 ms, 210 ms,
and 320 ms after the stimulus
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in the cortex, and /sðr; tÞ is the activity from subcortical
neurons.

The remaining functions appearing in (1) are

LðxÞ ¼ ð1� ix=aÞ�1ð1� ix=bÞ�1 ; ð2Þ

which approximates the low-pass response of the
dendritic portion of each neuron [in the time domain
the impulse response is abðe�as � e�bsÞ=ðb� aÞ for
s � 0], and

Deðk;xÞ ¼ k2r2e þ ð1� ix=ceÞ
2 ; ð3Þ

which is obtained from the 2-D damped wave equation
that we use to approximate the spread of activity
through the cortex (re is the characteristic length for
excitatory axons and ce ¼ v=re is the characteristic
damping rate assuming a uniform speed v of action
potentials along axons). In deriving (1) it was assumed
that inhibitory axon lengths were short compared with
the scale of EEGs, with the result that the inhibitory
analog of (3) is Diðk;xÞ ¼ 1. The transfer function
describing the firing rate at inhibitory synapses is closely
related to (1):

/iðk;xÞ
/sðk;xÞ

¼ GisDe

Ges

/e

/s

: ð4Þ

Equations (1) and (4) can be written in terms of more
fundamental neuronal parameters, including the average
number Nab of synapses from neurons of type b ¼ e,i,s
on neurons of type a ¼ e,i; the sizes sb of postsynaptic
potentials; and the shape of the sigmoidal relationship
between membrane depolarization Va and firing rate Qa.
[The subscripts refer to excitatory (e), inhibitory (i), and
subcortical (s) neural populations.] However, these
quantities are more conveniently combined into the di-
mensionless gains Gab ¼ qaNabsb, where qa ¼ dQa=dVa is
the derivative of the assumed sigmoidal response func-
tion,

Qa ¼
Qmax

a

1þ exp½�ðp=
ffiffiffi

3
p

ÞðVa � haÞ=ra�
; ð5Þ

evaluated at the steady state of the system (Robinson
et al. 1997). Note that the common factors in the
expressions for the six gains Gab mean that they are not
independent. Moreover, we assume that the number of
interconnections between neuronal types is proportional
to the number of available synapses, so the six values Nab
are interdependent. The existence of these implicit
interrelations among the gains are the reason that only
three appear explicitly in (1).

To make use of (1), some form must be given to the
quantity /sðk;xÞ. The signal reaching the cortex from
subcortical gray matter is known to be a mixture of
sensory signals and feedback activity. The latter involves
pathways from the cortex, via the basal ganglia, thala-
mus, or hippocampal formation, and back to the cortex.
Rather than attempt to represent the considerable
complexity of these pathways in a functional form, we
shall adopt a simple form for /s, consisting of a single
sensory source and one feedback loop between thalamus

and cortex, and generalize to multiple loops later, if
necessary. The details of this simplification follow.

2.1 Thalamic model

The thalamus consists of roughly 15 relay nuclei, within
which are excitatory neurons that either relay sensory
signals to specific areas of the cortex (primary relay
circuits) or feed cortical activity back to the cortex
(secondary relay circuits). The latter project with various
specificity to the cortex, and can be loosely divided into
‘specific’ and ‘nonspecific’ nuclei. In addition there is the
reticular nucleus of the thalamus and the perigeniculate
nucleus, which envelop and project inhibitory connec-
tions to the relay nuclei, as well as receiving excitatory
collaterals from the interconnections between relay
nuclei and the cortex. [For brevity in what follows we
shall refer only to the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN)
and to thalamic relay nuclei collectively.] Considerable
interest surrounds the TRN, as its structure and
connections gives it the potential to influence activity
throughout the thalamus, and so is believed to have an
important role in the gating of cortical inputs during
sleep and arousal, and in effecting focal attention. The
former relies on general inhibition of the relay nuclei to
gate sensory activity reaching the cortex (Yingling and
Skinner 1977), while the latter proposal – known as the
‘searchlight hypothesis’ – presumes there to be some
mechanism mediated by the TRN by which one portion
of the thalamocortical connections is selected, while the
remaining parts are inhibited (Crick 1984). Subsequent
investigations have identified possible physiological
mechanisms postulated by the searchlight hypothesis,
but difficulties in interpreting the evidence have prevent-
ed identification of which, if any, result in attentional
focus. Others have emphasized the role of the feedback
loop between cortex and thalamus, where ‘. . .the cortical
influence can either promote or antagonize the relay of
information, depending on the state of the dendrites of
the reticular neurons’ (Destexhe 2000).

This paper will adopt the general idea that informa-
tion processing is facilitated by transient modulations in
the operating characteristics of the thalamus, which can
be represented by varying thalamic gains. We shall
consider later the origin of the presumed gain modula-
tions, although we note now the existence of modulatory
inputs to the thalamus mediated by acetylcholine and
biogenic amines, and that there is evidence that the re-
ticular nucleus is modulated in this way during the
generation of ERPs (Steriade et al. 1990; Swick et al.
1994).

Figure 2 depicts the relationship between cortex, re-
ticular nucleus, and a typical specific or secondary relay
nucleus. Also shown are the transmission delays inher-
ent in corticothalamic fibers and various gains Gab de-
fined similarly to cortical gains as the ratio of firing rate
changes in target and source neural populations, where
the changes are with respect to the steady state values.
The reticular nucleus is unlike all other thalamic nuclei
in that (i) it receives input from all relay nuclei (different
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relay nuclei are not directly interconnected), and (ii) its
neurons are inhibitory in function (whereas the majority
of relay neurons are excitatory). Note that on the basis
of known physiology all gains shown are expected to be
positive except for Gsr, which is negative due to the in-
hibition of specific and secondary relay nuclei by the
reticular nucleus.

We assume here that feedback between cortex and
thalamus approximately preserves spatial relationships.
This is indeed the case for specific relay nuclei (e.g., those
reciprocally connected with primary sensory cortex), but
less true for secondary relay nuclei (e.g., those connected
with association cortex), which can receive convergent
activity from the cortex and project divergently to the
cortex, thereby filtering out larger wave numbers. In
order to model this blurring in the thalamocortical
pathways conveniently, we shall permit the driving signal
/n to be spatially nonwhite, although we shall assume it
to be temporally white, in common with previous work.
Accordingly we find that /sðk;xÞ is given by

/s ¼ P/n þS/e ; ð6Þ

where P is the thalamocortical transfer function and S
is the corticothalamocortical transfer function, and

PðxÞ ¼ LsGsn

1� LsGsrLrGrs
eixt0=2 ; ð7Þ

SðxÞ ¼ LsGse þ LsGsrLrGre

1� LsGsrLrGrs
eixt0 : ð8Þ

Equation (6) assumes the noise to arise at or below the
level of the thalamus. However, alternative sources
might be postulated for the driving signal /n; e.g., the
noise might be intrinsic to the cortex, or else it might
arise in some cortical region and reach other cortical
regions via the thalamus. These options can be accom-
modated in (6) by replacing the thalamocortical transfer
function P by 1 or by S, respectively.

2.2 Cortical model

The linear damped wave equation used by us to
represent the spread of activity through the cortex
corresponds to a distribution of axon ranges propor-
tional to the modified Bessel function of the second
kind, K0ðjrj=reÞ (Robinson et al. 1997). This function is
monotonic decreasing with an integrable singularity at
the origin, and has been used to approximate the
axonal range distribution of excitatory neurons. How-
ever, given that the majority of excitatory neurons are
thought to have connections limited to the minicolumn
in which they reside, it can be argued that the
proportion of short-range connections may be even
greater than implied by the Bessel function distribution.
To accommodate this we should include a second
excitatory population to our model, which can be
described in the same way as the first, but with axonal
ranges �0:1 mm; i.e., much less than both re and the
typical spacing of electrodes. This generalization is
important when later modeling ERPs, and we discuss
the likely relative contributions of the two populations
in Sect. 3.

If we indicate the additional population with the
subscript l, then the field equations are

De/e ¼ LeGee/e þ LeGel/l þ LeGei/i þ LeGes/s ; ð9Þ

Dl/l ¼ LlGle/e þ LlGll/l þ LlGli/i þ LlGls/s ; ð10Þ

Di/i ¼ LiGie/e þ LiGil/l þ LiGii/i þ LiGis/s ; ð11Þ

which describe the dendritic summation and the cortical
propagation of the resultant activity for each of the three
classes of neurons.

With the help of (6), (9)–(11) can be written as

De � LeGee � LeGesS �LeGel �LeGei

�LlGle � LlGlsS Dl � LlGll �LlGli

�LiGie � LiGisS �LiGil Di � LiGii

2

6

4

3

7

5

/e

/l

/i

2

6

4

3

7

5

¼
LeGes

LlGls

LiGis

2

6

4

3

7

5
P/n : ð12Þ

After solving for /e, /l, and /i we then find

/e

/l

/i

2

6

4

3

7

5
¼ 1

det

DlDi DiLeGel DlLeGei

DiðLlGle þ LlGlsSÞ DiDe DeLlGli

DlðLiGie þ LiGisSÞ DeLiGil DeDl

2

6

4

3

7

5

0

B

@

� diag

DlLiGii þ DiLlGll

DiLeðGee þ GesSÞ þ DeLiGii

DeLlGll þ DlLeðGee þ GesSÞ

2

6

4

3

7

5

1

C

A

�
LeGes

LlGls

LiGis

2

6

4

3

7

5
P/n ; ð13Þ

Fig. 2. Connections within the thalamus, and between the thalamus
and cortex: anatomical (left) and schematic (right). In the schematic
diagram, filled arrows represent excitatory connections and open
arrows represent inhibitory connections. The Gab are gains operating
on firing rates /e, /n, and /r. The transfer functions of the reticular
nucleus and the specific or secondary relay nuclei are LrðxÞ, and
LsðxÞ, respectively
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where

det ¼ DeDlDi � ðLeGee þ LeGesSÞDlDi

� DeLlGllDi � DeDlLiGii ; ð14Þ

and diag denotes a diagonal matrix with the elements
shown. Hence,

/e

/n

¼ DlDiLeGesP=det ; ð15Þ

/l

/n

¼ DeDiLlGlsP=det ; ð16Þ

/i

/n

¼ DeDlLiGisP=det : ð17Þ

These results use simplifications that follow from
the random connectivity assumption for cortical neu-
rons: specifically the symmetries GabGcd ¼ GadGcb,
where a; c ¼ e,l,i and b; d ¼ e,l,i,s (Robinson et al.
1997).

From the above equations it can be shown that

/e

/n

¼ kLeGesP

k2r2e þ q2r2e
M ; ð18Þ

where

k ¼ 1

1� LlGll � LiGii
; ð19Þ

q2r2e ¼ 1� ix=ceð Þ2�kLeGee � kLeGesS ; ð20Þ

M ¼ 1þ DeLlGllDið1� DlÞ þ DeDlLiGiið1� DiÞ
det

: ð21Þ

We note also that the axon lengths rl and ri are
sufficiently small that Da ¼ k2r2a þ ð1� ix=caÞ

2 � 1 for
a ¼ l,i. The reason is that wavenumbers are limited to
kmax K 2p=re by the wide reach of population e axons,
and frequencies are limited to xmax � a by dendritic
filtering, so that kmaxra � 2pra=re � 1, and similarly
xmax=ca � 2para=v � 1. As a result of Dl � Di � 1,
M � 1 and (18) becomes identical to the corresponding
expression used in earlier work, other than replacement
throughout of LiGii by LlGll þ LiGii. The newly intro-
duced excitatory population (with subscript l) affects
/e=/n only insofar as predictions now depend on this
lumped measure of the two short-axon populations. If
the dendritic time constants of the two populations are
similar, so that Ll � Li, then inverse modeling from
real data will not be able to estimate Gll and Gii

separately.
The form of the response in short-axon excitatory

neurons /lðk;xÞ is best viewed in relation to /eðk;xÞ. If
we take (15) and (16), we find

/l

/n

¼ DeLlGls

DlLeGes

/e

/n

: ð22Þ

Then

/l

/n

¼ kLlGlsP
M
Dl

k2r2e þ ð1� ix=ceÞ
2

k2r2e þ q2r2e
; ð23Þ

¼ kLlGlsP
M
Dl

1þ kLeGee þ kLeGesS

k2r2e þ q2r2e

� �

; ð24Þ

so,

/l ¼ kLlGlsP
M
Dl

/n þ
kLlGls

LeGesDl
ðLeGee þ LeGesSÞ/e ; ð25Þ

¼ kLlGlsP
M
Dl

/n þ
kLlGle

Dl
/e þ

kLlGlsS

Dl
/e : ð26Þ

Equation (26) is obtained from the preceding equation
by relations implied by the random connectivity as-
sumption (Robinson et al. 1997). The corresponding
result for /iðk;xÞ can simply be obtained by exchanging
the subscripts l and i. As a result, the remainder of this
section will deal only with the e and l populations, and
the latter can be thought of as referring either to local
excitatory or local inhibitory neurons.

2.3 Spectra

In deriving the expected form of EEG spectra we assume
that the scalp potential is proportional to some linear
combination of the synaptic firing rates, as discussed
below in Sect. 3.1. Hence jV ðxÞj2 ¼ jwe/e þ wl/lþ
wi/ij

2, where the weights wa depend on many (constant)
neuronal and volume conduction factors. Here we shall
consider just the two functions, j/ej

2 and j/lj
2, since j/ij

2

can be obtained trivially from j/lj
2, the various cross

terms are intermediate in character between the two
principal cases, and absolute estimates are not needed in
the present context.

From (18) and (22),

j/eðk;xÞj
2 ¼ kLeGesP

k2r2e þ q2r2e

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

Mj j2j/nj
2 ; ð27Þ

j/lðk;xÞj
2 ¼ DeLlGls

DlLeGes

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

j/ej
2 : ð28Þ

To obtain expressions for the conventional spectral
measures j/eðxÞj

2 and j/lðxÞj
2 we commonly assume

that /n is spatially white. However, thalamocortical
axons individually and collectively have nonzero spread
within the cortex, and so it is more realistic to assume a
limit on the range of wavenumbers reaching the cortex.
We shall assume

j/nðk;xÞj
2 ¼ ðr2s =2pÞ expð�k2r2s =2Þj/nðxÞj

2 ; ð29Þ

which limits wavenumbers to kK 2p=rs. The spatial
component of j/nðk;xÞj is the Fourier transform of a 2-
D Gaussian distribution with standard deviation rs, and
j/nðk;xÞj

2 satisfies the condition
R

j/nðk;xÞj
2d2k ¼

j/nðxÞj
2. Then
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j/eðxÞj
2¼ kLeGesPj j2

Z jM j2j/nðk;xÞj
2

jk2r2e þq2r2e j
2
d2k ; ð30Þ

¼ j/nðxÞj
2 kLeGesPj j2

r2s
2p

Z jM j2e�k2r2s =2

jk2r2e þq2r2e j
2
d2k ;

¼ j/nðxÞj
2 kLeGesPj j2 �j

Imq2r2e
ð31Þ

�Im eq
2r2ejE1ðq2r2ejÞ

� �

; ð32Þ

where we have introduced j ¼ r2s =2r
2
e as the measure

of the wavenumber content of the driving signal,
and E1 is an exponential integral (Abramowitz and
Stegun 1965). Equation (32) follows from the inte-
grand’s effective wave number cutoff �2p=re and
frequency cutoff �a, for which jM j2 � 1. If rs � re
(the driving signal is spatially nearly white) then (32)
simplifies to

j/eðxÞj
2 ¼ j/nðxÞj

2 kLeGesPj j2j
arg q2r2e
Im q2r2e

: ð33Þ

The equivalent expression for /l is

j/lðxÞj
2 ¼ LlGls

LeGes

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

kLeGesPj j2

�
Z jDej2

jDlj2
jM j2j/nðk;xÞj

2

jk2r2e þ q2r2e j
2
d2k : ð34Þ

In this case the presence of De ¼ k2r2e þ ð1� ix=ceÞ
2 in

the numerator means that the integrand is not low-pass
limited to kK 2p=re as in (32). Instead the integrand has
an effective high-frequency cutoff in wave number due to
the Gaussian envelope of the noise function, and in
frequency due to the dendritic filter functions La.
Provided the spatial and temporal frequencies are
limited to �2p=rl;i and �v=rl;i, respectively, then both
jDlj2 and jM j2 � 1, and thus

j/lðxÞj
2 ¼ j/nðxÞj

2 kLlGlsPj j2
r2s
2p

�
Z jk2r2e þ ð1� ix=ceÞ

2j2

jk2r2e þ q2r2e j
2

e�k2r2s =2d2k ;

¼ j/nðxÞj
2 kLlGlsPj j2

�
"

1� j
Im q2r2e

Im q4r4ee
q2r2ejE1ðq2r2ejÞ

� �

þ 2ð1� x2=c2eÞj
Im q2r2e

Im q2r2ee
q2r2ejE1ðq2r2ejÞ

� �

� ð1þ x2=c2eÞ
2j

Im q2r2e
Im eq

2r2ejE1ðq2r2ejÞ
� �

#

: ð35Þ

The corresponding expression for j/iðxÞj
2 can be

obtained by exchanging the subscripts l and i.

2.4 Evoked response potentials

For the purposes of modeling ERPs we shall take the
same model as was discussed in the context of spectra,
and replace incoming white noise with an impulsive
stimulus. The driving signal will be taken as a pulse of
limited spatiotemporal extent,

/nðk;xÞ ¼ e�k2r2s =4e�x2t2s =2 ; ð36Þ

which is normalized in coordinate space to have unit
integral and standard deviations of rs spatially and ts
temporally. This expression has the advantage of being
more general and realistic than d-function alternatives.
The spatial component of /n means that the impulse
produces a cortical activation that has the form of a 2-D
Gaussian, the extent of which (rs) is really a property of
the divergent sensory thalamocortical pathways, but it is
convenient to lump it with the temporal distribution of
the driving signal. In the derivations that follow, ts will
be assumed to be �10 ms and of the same order as 1=a,
1=b, and 1=ce, but much greater than 1=cl or 1=ci. The
appropriate spatial extent rs of the stimulus is less
definite, but is plausibly >10 mm (observed to be the
smallest extent of cortex that can be activated by a
stimulus) and certainly <500 mm (the circumference of
the brain). These bounds on allowed wavenumbers and
frequencies permit the approximations M � Dl � 1 to be
made below.

With the above assumptions, the response /eðR; tÞ at
some distance R from the center of the impulse is

/eðR; tÞ ¼
Z

1

0

dk
k
2p

J0ðkRÞ

�F�1 /e

/n

e�k2r2s =4e�x2t2s =2
� �

; ð37Þ

�
Z

1

0

dk
k
2p

J0ðkRÞ

�F�1 kLeGesP
e�k2r2s =4e�x2t2s =2

k2r2e þ q2r2e

( )

; ð38Þ

where F�1 represents the inverse temporal Fourier
transform, and M � Dl � 1 is assumed.

For the same stimulus, /lðk;xÞ is

/lðk;xÞ ¼
DeLlGls

DlLeGes

/e

/n

e�k2r2s =4e�x2t2s =2 ; ð39Þ

and like (26) this can be written as the sum of three
terms, the latter two of which are closely related to /e:

/lðk;xÞ ¼ kLlGlsP
M
Dl

e�
k2r2s
4 e�

x2 t2s
2

þ kLlGle

Dl
/e þ

kLlGlsS

Dl
/e : ð40Þ

The three terms in (40) have different spatial and
temporal characteristics, which we shall consider in
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turn. Assuming, for reasons given above, that
M ¼ Dl ¼ 1, the first term can be spatially inverse
transformed giving

1

pr2s
e�R2=r2sF�1 kLlGlsPe�x2t2s =2

n o

: ð41Þ

This term is limited spatially to RK rs, and has no terms
relating to long-axon neurons. Physically, it is the initial
response of short-axon neurons to subcortical activation.

The second term in (40) is the component of /l that is
due to direct driving by /e. The factor LlGle describes the
filtering and gain experienced by a signal passing
through a local neuron; the factor k ¼ 1=ð1� LlGll

�LiGiiÞ describes the modulation of /e by the short-
range neural populations, and is of a form that is com-
monly encountered in systems where there is additive
filtered feedback. Only corticocortical connections are
involved in this term. The presence of the term Ll means
that a delay of order 1=aþ 1=b with respect to /e can be
expected.

The last term in (40) can also be considered to be due
to /e, but in this case includes S, equal to the cortico-
thalamic transfer function /s=/e. Consequently this
term describes feedback of /e from the cortex, through
the corticothalamic loop, to short-axon neurons in the
cortex. There is a delay of order 1=aþ 1=b, as with the
preceding term, but there is an additional delay t0 due to
the finite conduction speed in the corticothalamic loop
(see Eq. 8), as well as the delay within the thalamus.

3 Characteristics of the model

This section compares the theory of Sect. 2 with
experimental data. In order to obtain representative
parameter values for numerical examples in this section,
(33) was first fitted to the experimental spectrum shown
in Fig. 1a, which yielded the values listed in Table 1.
Note that in general the equations allow only certain
compound gains to be inferred: GesGse is the net gain of
the direct corticothalamic feedback; GesGsrGre is the net
corticothalamic feedback via the TRN; and GsrGrs is the
net gain between the relay nuclei and TRN.

3.1 Spectra

We have discussed fitting of an earlier version of the
model to experimental spectra elsewhere (Robinson
et al. 2001b), so here we shall cover only the variations
due to the additional features of the current version of
the model. They include (i) the site of the noise
generator, (ii) the effect of spatial filtering of subcortical
feedback, (iii) resonances internal to the thalamus, and
(iv) the relative contributions of /e, /l, and /i to spectra
recorded from the scalp.

It was noted in connection with (6) that the generator
of noise might be hypothesized to lie in various parts
of the brain, and that the principal alternatives to
the version in Fig. 2 could both be accommodated by

suitable redefinition of P. Anatomically the choice is
unclear, since the reticular activating system provides a
continuous driving signal to both the thalamus and
cortex; but at the same time there is spontaneous firing
within the cortex which could also be seen as a driving
signal. Mathematically, the consequences of these al-
ternatives are simply understood since the spectral ex-
pressions (32) and (35) are proportional to jPðxÞj2.
When P is defined by (7), corresponding to noise en-
tering at the thalamus, its magnitude is asymptotically
proportional to x�2, as is the case when P ! S (white
noise arriving at the cortex via the corticothalamic
pathway from elsewhere in the cortex), and in contrast
to the case when P ! 1 (noise arriving unfiltered at the
cortex). Given sufficiently noise-free data it should be
possible to identify which of the three possibilities best
resembles experimental data through their different
cutoff characteristics and asymptotic behavior. Howev-
er, the parameters a, b, ce, g1, and g2 all also influence
the spectral shape, and we find in practice that the noisy
experimental spectrum in Fig. 1a can be equally well
fitted with all three source alternatives, when suitable
adjustments are made to the rate constants. Further-
more, independent estimates of the five rate constants
have uncertainty factors of �2; and the critical high-
frequency asymptote is obscured by biological and in-
strumental noise, and so none of the three alternatives
can be confidently eliminated at present. Table 1 was
derived by assuming P to be given by (7), corresponding
to a noise source projecting to the thalamus.

The second of the issues listed above – the effect of
spatial filtering – arose in Sect. 2.3 from the desire to
employ a thalamocortical signal with a realistic spatial
spectrum. Limiting of the spatial frequency content of
this signal could be intrinsic to the noise source or be
imposed by convergence and divergence within the
corticothalamic feedback loops discussed in Sect. 2.1.
The contribution of the different wave numbers has been

Table 1. Parameters values obtained by fitting (33) to an EEG
spectrum obtained from averaging the spectra from 40 normal
subjects (total of 40� 2 minutes recorded from vertex of the head).
The method for fitting is described elsewhere (Robinson et al.
2001b). During the fitting procedure, the value of v was fixed and
equal to the value from Nunez (1995) (which, together with ce,
implies re ¼ 0:08 m), while others were constrained (Le ¼ Ll ¼ Li,
b=a ¼ g2=g1) as the theoretical spectrum is relatively insensitive to
these parameters

Parameter Value Units

ce 142 s�1

a 36 s�1

b 730 s�1

g1 51 s�1

g2 1000 s�1

Gll þ Gii �5:9
Gee 1:3
GesGse 6:9
GesGsrGre �0:98
GsrGrs �0:14
t0 0:08 s
v 10 m s�1
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examined elsewhere in the context of modal analysis,
where it was found that boundary effects are negligible
except when strong resonances occur and the waves are
very weakly damped (Robinson et al. 2001a). Here we
shall look instead at varying the wave number cutoff
parameter, rs. We take the circumference of the brain as
an upper limit to the range of wavelengths to consider.
As a lower limit, we again use �10 mm, the smallest
cortical extent that can be activated by a stimulus.
Taking these values, those in Table 1, and (32) and (35),
we can calculate numerical estimates of the expected
spectra, as seen in Fig. 3.

The asymptotic behavior and characteristics of the
spectral peaks of j/ej

2 were discussed by Robinson et al.
(2001b) for the spatially white noise case, rs ! 0. In the
same limit the constant term in (35) tends to dominate,
resulting in a featureless spectrum for j/ej

2 described
mainly by the term in front of the integral. In the other
limit rs ! 1, corresponding to spatially uniform noise,

j/ej
2 and j/lj

2 differ only by a factor j1� ix=cej
2, so are

similar at frequencies < ce � 20 Hz. Other than near

peaks, both j/ej
2 and j/lj

2 are steeper when rs is large
than when rs ! 0. In practice we find that experimental
spectra generally resemble j/ej

2 for rs � 0, but the same
spectra might also be due to j/lj

2 with an intermediate
value of rs. As such it is difficult to infer the value of rs
from spectral fits alone.

Concerning the third of the issues listed above, it is
of interest to note that the thalamocortical transfer
function P, which appears in both (32) and (35), has
a dispersion relation 1� LsGsrLrGrs ¼ 0. This yields a
fourth-order polynomial that can be solved for x in
terms of the thalamic rate constants and gains Gsr

(a negative quantity) and Grs. We find

x¼�i
g1þg2

2

� �

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g1�g2
2

� �2

� ig1g2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

jGsrjGrs

p

r

; ð42Þ

and the two roots that are least damped become linearly
unstable at a frequency

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g1g2
p

when jGsrjGrs ¼
ðg1 þ g2Þ

2=ðg1g2Þ � 10. The instability is due to un-
damped feedback between the two elements of the
thalamus, and so is unrelated to the corticothalamic
resonance responsible for the peaks in Fig. 3. The
resonant frequency

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g1g2
p � 135 s�1 � 20 Hz is in

the range of practical interest, so is potentially relevant
if the intrathalamic gains are sufficiently strong.

A final issue is how the modeled variables /e, /l, and
/i relate to the potentials measured on the scalp. Each
impulse arriving at a synapse triggers a depolarization or
hyperpolarization of the dendritic membrane, which
largely attenuates with a time constant �2 ms (Koch
1999, p. 75). The variables /e, /l, and /i are therefore
good proxies for the extracellular currents induced by
synaptic action. Also, we take these signals to be ap-
proximately proportional to their corresponding scalp
potentials, under the assumption that many of compli-
cations diminish on large, slow scales typical of EEGs.
However, this simplification is contingent upon further
investigations in the area of anatomy and modeling of
extracellular potentials.

This problem of how to express the EEG potential
explicitly in terms of the synaptic firing rates arises (i)
from the difficulty of accurately representing the volume
conduction of extracellular currents, and (ii) from the
fact that the contribution of each / needs to be weighted
by a morphological factor, which depends on the num-
ber and geometric distribution of synapses of each type
on the many different morphological categories of neu-
rons. Cell morphology matters, since spherically sym-
metric activation of a neuron will produce less current at
distant (e.g., scalp) sites than asymmetric activations.
Pyramidal neurons are elongated, aligned, and numer-
ous, and so their activation by /e, /l, and /i is likely to
be the main contribution to EEGs. Ideally we would like
to calculate the power spectrum for some linear combi-
nation of these signals, and fit that to experimental data.
Unfortunately current physiological knowledge of neu-
ronal interconnections does not allow estimation of the
relative contributions of /e and /l [/i is likely to be less
important since the proportion of inhibitory connections
is known to be small (Liley and Wright 1994)]. In the
absence of firm evidence to the contrary, we shall ten-
tatively adopt the values in Table 1, obtained by fitting
(33) to the spectrum in Fig. 1a. In particular, they will be
used in the following discussion of ERPs.

3.2 Evoked response potentials

The basic equations describing impulse responses of the
system depicted in Fig. 2 are (38) and (40). Introducing
an impulse into the system, assuming parameters from
Table 1, results in the responses in Fig. 4, which are
unlike observed ERPs: both /eðR; tÞ and /lðR; tÞ show
evidence of a damped resonance at the alpha frequency
that is superimposed on an upward baseline shift: cf.
Fig. 1b.

However, as mentioned in Sect. 2.1 and as described
by other authors (Destexhe 2000; Steriade et al. 1990;
Swick et al. 1994), there are physiological reasons
for expecting thalamic gain modulations after stimuli.

Fig. 3a,b. Modeled spectral power density functions (arbitrary units).
Spatial and temporal white noise is assumed, except that the spatial
wave numbers of the noise are limited by a Gaussian function
ðr2s =2pÞ expð�k2r2s =2Þ. Spectra are shown for three values of rs, and
other parameters are from Table 1. a j/eðxÞj

2 given by (32);
b j/lðxÞj

2 given by (35)
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Following the implications of the searchlight hypothesis
(Crick 1984), where focal enhancement and general in-
hibition of cortex is postulated to underlie attention, we
shall hypothesize that after a stimulus, relay gains are
altered to induce a positive corticothalamic feedback
loop of a more focal kind. (The pathways and physio-
logical mechanisms supporting this hypothesis are dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.) Specifically, if the positive feedback is
so focal that throughout most of the cortex direct cor-
ticothalamic (i.e., positive) feedback is suppressed
(GesGse ! 0), then we find that the impulse responses are
as shown in Fig. 5a and b. (It is also assumed that the
thalamic modulations take effect at any time prior to
the arrival at the thalamus of the impulse response from
the cortex; i.e., K100 ms poststimulus.) By comparing
Fig. 5a and b with Fig. 4a and b it is apparent that both
/eðR; tÞ and /lðR; tÞ are affected by these modulations of
thalamic gain. Most notable are the elimination of the
�100 ms periodicity and the prolonged upward offset.

The appearance in Fig. 5b of a minimum at �0:2 s is
of particular relevance to ERP modeling. It can be un-
derstood by considering the three components of /lðR; tÞ
plotted in Fig. 5c–e, and corresponding to the three
terms in (40). Component 1 of /lðR; tÞ contributes little
to the total because it is limited in extent to the stimu-
lated area; component 2 is more widespread and is de-
layed by cortical propagation; and component 3 is like
component 2 except that it is further delayed by the
corticothalamic feedback delay and inverted by the
negative feedback character of the corticothalamic loop
(GesGsrGre ¼ �0:98). The contribution of component 1
is further limited by the fact that thalamocortical con-
nections are largely to spiny stellate neurons in the sen-
sory cortex, which are not expected to give rise to scalp
potentials due to their isotropic dendritic structure. As a
result of initial propagating excitation and the delayed
negative feedback, /lðR; tÞ [and to a much lesser extent
/eðR; tÞ] have a biphasic appearance like that of a basic

ERP, such as in Fig. 1b. Another similarity between the
modeled response in Fig. 1b and experimental ERPs is
that both typically consist of extrema of similar size and
opposite sign. This is not the case for the resonant sys-
tem implied by Table 1 and demonstrated in Fig. 4, but
occurs robustly in this model once thalamic modulation
is introduced, as above.

Figure 5 demonstrates the basic character of impulse
responses expected from our model. However there are
several additional details that will now be considered: (i)
the location of the impulse source, (ii) the extent of the
area stimulated by the driving signal, and (iii) size of the
relative contributions to the observed response from
each of the three neuronal populations.

We note that sensory stimuli affect the thalamus
broadly: by direct input, via collaterals, and via the
brainstem reticular system. Also the N1 ERP compo-
nent is generated almost simultaneously in the central
and secondary auditory cortexes (Näätänen and Picton
1987), suggesting a subcortical source triggered at about
the time the sensory stimulus reaches the thalamus.
Accordingly, in Fig. 5 and in all subsequent figures, we
assume an impulse to be produced within the thalamic

Fig. 4a,b. Firing rates – a /eðR; tÞ, and b /lðR; tÞ – for parameters
from Table 1, expressed as deviations from the steady state values.
The stimulus occurs at tonset ¼ 0:03 s and is Gaussian in form, with a
temporal standard deviation of 0:02 s and a spatial standard deviation
of rs ¼ 0:12re ¼ 0:01 m at the cortex. Responses are plotted for four
distances from the focus of the stimulus: R ¼ 0:5re (thick line), re,
1:5re, and 2re. Vertical units are arbitrary. Increases in / are shown as
negative values, in accordance with the expected changes in scalp
potential when /e;l acts on the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells, or
when /i acts on the basal dendrites or the cell body

Fig. 5a–e. Responses /eðR; tÞ a and /lðR; tÞ b. The three components
of /lðR; tÞ in (40) are plotted separately as c–e. Vertical units are
arbitrary, and each figure shows responses at four distances from the
focus of the stimulus: R ¼ 0:5re (thick line), re, 1:5re, and 2re, as in
Fig. 4. Parameters are as in Table 1 and Fig. 4. Note the diminishing
size and increasing delay of the peaks as the distance R from the
stimulus increases, as expected from the finite axonal conduction
speed, v � 10 m s�1. In c all responses are essentially flat except for
the case R ¼ 0:5re
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relay nuclei at �30 ms poststimulus. Regarding the size
of the cortical area stimulated by the driving signal,
more anatomically detailed modeling of the pathways
may help to resolve this uncertainty, but is arguably
small due to the fine functional structure of the primary
sensory cortex (specifically, rs ¼ 10 mm is assumed). The
third matter mentioned above relates to microscopic
anatomy, as /e, /l, and /i all contribute to the scalp
potential, but with unknown proportions that depend
on the number, morphology, and connectivity of the
various classes of neurons. Dominance of /l or /i is
favored by the present evidence since /eðR; tÞ does not
have the required biphasic character of real ERPs. Re-
garding the relative significance of /l and /i, we note
that if inhibitory synapses are concentrated near the
base of pyramidal cells then they are not as effective at
generating current dipoles. Accordingly, in the following
figures only /lðtÞ will be shown.

Although Fig. 5b is a fair approximation to the
background ERP shown in Fig. 1b, the N2 and P3 ex-
trem a observed in target ERPs call for additional hy-
potheses. In generating Fig. 5 we simply assumed that
the majority of the cortex is purely under the influence of
negative corticothalamic feedback. In the case of target
stimuli, however, we propose that the area of cortex
subject to thalamic inhibition will not be so extensive
since the stimulus is more significant. Such stimuli will
require more perceptual and memory resources com-
pared with background stimuli, and so the cortical area
needing to be activated (the breadth of the spotlight) will
be correspondingly larger. Activation of a greater area
of cortex could be achieved by partitioning the cortex
and thalamus into two parts: one for which the corti-
cothalamic loop gain is positive (activated), and the re-
mainder for which the loop gain is negative. This is
facilitated by the compartmentalization of the thalamus
and corticothalamic pathways (Alexander et al. 1990).

In our model, we can approximate background and
target responses by supposing that GesGse ! 0 following
a background stimulus (i.e., little positive feedback), but
that this parameter increases according to stimulus sig-
nificance. Figure 6 shows the result of fits to experi-
mental data when most parameters are held constant,
and Table 2 lists the values of the remaining parameters.
The inferred values of GesGse support these principles
just described. It is notable that the remaining model
parameters are largely identical to those obtained sepa-
rately from a fit of our model to the subjects’ average
EEG spectra. Modulation of GesGsrGre is also expected,
since the extent and degree of inhibition is also likely to
be a function of stimulus significance. The difference in
the value of t0 is not implied by the above proposals, but
nor is it surprising given that several corticothalamic
loops have been distinguished on anatomical and func-
tional grounds (Alexander et al. 1990), and that slower
loops might be activated in the case of significant stim-
uli. Note that overall normalization is arbitrary since we
have no way of knowing the relationship between firing
rates and scalp potential, however it was constrained to
be the same for both the ERP fits since we expect the
relationship to be constant.

The additional upward-going component of the tar-
get response, Fig. 6b, which would be labeled ‘N2’ in
ERP literature, can be attributed to the initial cortical
signal passing through the positive feedback loop from
cortex to secondary relay nuclei and back to cortex, with
a gain parameterized by GesGse. The time difference be-
tween the N1 and N2 peaks is closely related to the delay
in the corticothalamic loop, t0. As a result, background
ERP is reproduced simply through thalamic gain mod-
ulations, and the N1–P2–N2 sequence of peaks in the
target ERP is similarly reproduced by our model, al-
though the final P3 peak is distorted. The characteristics
of the model will be discussed further in Sect. 4, as will
possible reasons for the remaining discrepancies in
Fig. 6a and b between the model and experimental
ERPs.

4 Discussion

In this paper we have introduced two new structural
elements to our previous model – a more realistic
representation of the thalamus and an additional
population of cortical neurons – and raised the question
of the location of the driving signal. Each of these
elaborations contributes to the results in Sect. 3.

Looking first at spectral estimates of EEG, many of
the consequences of delayed corticothalmic feedback
have been explored in a simpler thalamic model by
Robinson et al. (2001b). The more detailed effects of the
present thalamic representation, as well as questions of
the location of the noise source and the relative contri-

Fig. 6a,b. Fits of /lðre=2; tÞ, to the experimental ERPs shown in
Fig. 1b: a background ERP, b target ERP. Experimental ERPs are
shown as solid lines, fitted ERPs as dotted lines. The parameters are as
in Table 1, other than GesGse, GesGsrGre, and t0. The stimulus was
assumed to have the form of a normal distribution with mean of
0.03 s and SD of 0.02 s

Table 2. Thalamic parameters corresponding to the spectral fit in
Fig. 1a and ERP fits in Fig. 6. The three fits are distinguished only
by the parameters listed here: the remainder are as in Table 1

Parameter EEG Background ERP Target ERP

GesGse 6:9 0:0 2:9
GesGsrGre �1:0 �1:0 �3:7
t0 (s) 0:08 0:08 0:10
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butions of the different cortical populations, are found
to have relatively minor consequences. These refine-
ments are the subject of current investigation and are
not critical to the present ERP results, so they will not be
discussed further here.

The effects of neural population (i.e., axon range) and
various thalamic gains manifest clearly in impulse re-
sponses, which we identify here with ERPs. We see from
Fig. 5 that /eðR; tÞ has a rapidly damped response that is
little affected by the corticothalamic feedback. The
characteristic time constant re=v for cortical propagation
is small (�10 ms), so the response is heavily damped,
although this also depends on the gain of the feedback
loop. This is in contrast to the case of /lðR; tÞ, for which
analytical expressions are naturally represented as mul-
tiple components. Thus the first two components of
/lðR; tÞ in (40) are closely related to the initial impulse
reaching the cortex, and are nearly coincident. The third
component includes the factor S which is the cortico-
thalamocortical transfer function defined by (8), and
allows both for positive and negative corticothalamic
feedback with the parameters GesGse and GesGsrGre, re-
spectively. These parameters are critical to reproducing
ERPs.

Figure 7 demonstrates many of the possible responses
of the system in terms of GesGse and GesGsrGre. We see
that the main effect of GesGse, the strength of the positive
corticothalamic feedback via secondary thalamic relay
nuclei, is to modulate the amplitude of the peak at
�0:2 s. Since the neurons in this path are excitatory, the
�0:2-s peak has the same sign as the �0:1-s peak, and
the separation of these two peaks is approximately t0
plus the delay 1=g1 þ 1=g2 occurring in the thalamus. The
value GesGsrGre quantifies the strength of the alternative
corticothalamic pathway. This pathway involves an ad-
ditional nucleus (the reticular nucleus) consisting of in-
hibitory neurons, and so results in a trough at a time
that is slightly delayed with respect to the �0:2-s peak.

On the basis of the pattern of results in Fig. 7 we
expect the values GesGse ¼ 6:9 and GesGsrGre ¼ �1:0
from Table 1 to result in multiple periodic maximums in
/l, which is indeed similar to the waveforms in Fig. 4.
Based on the seachlight hypothesis, it is proposed that
both GesGse and GesGsrGre may be modulated following
a stimulus. We find that responses resembling back-
grounds occur near the left of Fig. 7 and have P2-like
components that can largely be attributed to the nega-
tive feedback loop through the reticular nucleus, as
shown explicitly in Fig. 5e. In target-like responses –
roughly the middle of Fig. 7 – the same minimum is
present, but the increased positive feedback causes an
N2-like component at about 0.2 s and the emergence of
two separate minimums, which are suggestive of the P2
and P3 components of target responses. The responses
at the bottom left of Fig. 7 hint at the emergence of a
theta-like rhythm for sufficiently strong negative feed-
back, while a combination of a baseline shift and alpha
rhythm occurs for strong positive feedback (upper
right). Robinson et al. (2001b) showed, in a delayed
corticothalamic feedback model resembling the present
one, that spectra are dominated by �5 Hz when feed-

back is strongly negative, and by frequencies near zero
and �10 Hz when feedback is strongly positive, in
agreement with limiting cases of the present model. They
also considered the linear stability of such systems.

In summary, according to this model all ERP com-
ponents are the result of a single impulse occurring in a
system whose spectral characteristics can also be mat-
ched with an identical model and largely identical pa-
rameters. The main types of response (alpha and theta
rhythms, and background and target ERPs) are seen as
resulting from modulations of the gains of the relay and
reticular nuclei of the thalamus.

Figure 8 shows the effects of variations to individual
parameters other than GesGse and GesGsrGre. The rate
constants ce, a, b, g1, and g2 generally have little effect
on the impulse responses. The cortical gains Gll þ Gii

and Gee simply scale the response magnitude, and vari-
ations in the corticothalamic loop delay t0 affect the
separation of the components. Variations in the stimulus
parameters tonset, ts, and rs offset the response or alter the
shape of the response in ways that do not affect its
overall character.

As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, GsrGrs becomes relevant
when GsrGrs approaches a critical value. Near this limit
(dashed line in Fig. 8l) an unstable resonance occurs
between the secondary relay and reticular nuclei, whose
properties have been examined in detail by Lopes da
Silva and coworkers (e.g., Lopes da Silva 1991). The
resonance has a characteristic frequency close to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g1g2
p � 130 s�1 � 20 Hz, which is distinct in mecha-
nism and frequency from the alpha and theta rhythms in
Fig. 7. The gain GsrGrs is constrained by physiology to

Fig. 7. Responses /lðtÞ for various values of positive feedback,
GesGse ¼ 0; 3; 6, and negative feedback, GesGsrGre ¼ 0;�3;�6. At
the top left is the zero feedback case, where only the initial cortical
response occurs. Parameters are as in Table 1 and Fig. 4 with
R ¼ 0:5re
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be negative, so the other limit is a value of zero. At this
extreme (dotted line in Fig. 8l) the response has a
deepened and prolonged trough, which may used to
account for the discrepancy observed in Fig. 6b.

Another possibility for improving the quality of the
fits in Fig. 6a and b is suggested by Fig. 9. The param-
eters of the partially successful fit in Fig. 6b fail to re-
produce the depth of the P3 trough, however if the
thalamic gains are increased by about 40%, then this
failure can be overcome, leaving only the latency dif-
ference to overcome. (A model in which target stimuli
activate longer and slower corticothalamic feedback
loops would have the required effect.) The same
strengthening of thalamic gains also results in low am-
plitude �10 Hz oscillations near 0.4 s, which may help in
fitting the later part of the background response, where a
similar oscillation is observed. However these refine-
ments are hard to investigate with our present analytical
methods, and call for a numerical approach.

The model deals only with one effective cortico–
thalamo–cortical pathway, and identifies separately
modulated positive and negative feedback loops as

critical to ERP generation. However it is of interest to
note the similar proposal by Houk (1995) of a positive
feedback loop linking the cortex, basal ganglia, and
thalamus, but which assumes a negative feedback char-
acter in response to novel situations (cf. our ‘target’
stimuli). Likewise Kropotov and Etlinger (1999) have
independently proposed a similar circuit based on ex-
tensive intracerebral recordings. Moreover, the existence
of multiple corticosubcortical loops has been pointed
out by Alexander et al. (1990). Consequently we see the
present results as having relevance beyond the particular
case shown in Fig. 2, since they are easily generalized to
include loops of these alternative types.

It is difficult to provide a definitive argument for a
single specific physiological mechanism for thalamic
gain modulation, since there are several modulatory
influences acting on the thalamus and cortex. One can-
didate is noradrenaline from the locus ceruleus, which
has long been known to be associated with tonic arousal
(Moruzzi and Magoun 1949) and with transient atten-
tional shifts (Pineda et al. 1987). Another is acetylcho-
line, which is released from the parabrachial region of
the brainstem, and constitutes the principal input to the
thalamus from the brainstem (Sherman and Koch 1998).
Acetylcholine has been shown experimentally and com-
putationally to be the likely cause of the radical changes
in the character of the thalamus, where there is modu-
lation of the efficacy of the TRN leading to switching
between slow wave and spindle sleep states (Destexhe
2000). The effect of both these metabotropic modulators
is to alter the effective gains connecting the thalamic
elements, and consequently alter the resonant properties
of the system. The phenomenon of alpha blocking
might be reflecting these shifts in system parameters.
Additional factors contributing to the effective gain

Fig. 8a–l. Effects on /lðtÞ of variations to parameter values. Each
plot is labeled with the parameter being varied. The solid line shows
/lðtÞ for the parameters from Table 1 (except GesGse ¼ 0, as in
Fig. 6), and for the stimulus parameters used in other figures.
Variations by a factor of 0.5 are shown as dotted lines, while dashed
lines are for variations by a factor of 2. Panel l is an exception: the
response for GsrGrs ¼ �0:14 is shown as a solid line, while the dotted
line is for a value of 0 and the dashed line is for a value of )10

Fig. 9. Experimental background and target ERPs (solid lines) and a
theoretical ERP with the same parameter values as in Fig. 6b except
GesGse ¼ 4:0, GesGsrGre ¼ �5:0, and t0 ¼ 0:09 s
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values are the spatial coherence (Destexhe 2000) and
temporal synchrony (Sillito et al. 1994) of action po-
tentials.

It is interesting to note that gain modulation has long
been invoked in the neuropsychological literature. The
searchlight hypothesis is one example; another is the
proposal by Pribram and McGuinness (1975) for corti-
cothalamic loops to mediate arousal and activation.

Modulation of gain could also occur as the result of
the intensity of firing rate arriving at thalamic nuclei.
The present results were obtained by linearizing the
neuronal response function (5) so that Gab are all con-
stant over time, but for sufficiently large impulses the
static nonlinearity of this function will cause each Gab to
become (to a first-order approximation) proportional to
the instantaneous average depolarization within the
nucleus. These temporal gain modulations are in addi-
tion to those due to neuromodulators. It is of interest to
note that Jansen and coworkers used this static sigmoi-
dal nonlinearity to model a relationship between pres-
timulus alpha phase and ERP amplitude (Jansen and Rit
1995; Jansen et al. 1993), and so this mechanism may be
an alternative explanation for event-related gain modu-
lations.

5 Conclusion

We have described a new version of our continuum
model of the EEG that has a more realistic representa-
tion of thalamic anatomy, and reflects the broad classes
of cortical neurons more accurately. The continuum
approximation permits large-scale dynamics to be
modeled, and complements the network style of mod-
eling. As with previous versions of this model, analytical
expressions for the expected EEG spectrum could be
obtained, which are suitable for parameter estimation
through inverse modeling. The spectrum of the long-
range excitatory activation field /e is identical to that
from our earlier model, while that of the newly
introduced short-range activation field /l is qualitatively
similar, although it is a weaker function of frequency.
When model parameters were obtained from experi-
mental spectral data, and combined with thalamic gain
modulations consistent with psychological theories re-
lating to the orienting response, the model was shown to
result in impulse responses /lðtÞ that resemble ERPs.
The critical parameters that differed from those obtained
from the same subjects’ EEGs were gains within the
TRN and the thalamic relay nuclei. ERPs resembling
typical ‘background’ responses were obtained whenever
corticothalamic feedback became predominantly nega-
tive, while ‘target’ tones could be modeled by retaining
some degree of positive feedback. These were argued to
be the same changes as those expected from the
principles contained in the ‘searchlight hypothesis’
(Crick 1984). The modeled ERPs satisfy the criteria
that the response onsets are correct, the responses are
transient rather than being sinusoidal, they have the
appropriate sequence of positive- and negative-going
sequence of extrema, and the majority of parameters are

identical to those obtained from fitting the correspond-
ing model of EEG spectra to experimental data.

The proposed sequence of events following a stimulus
is as follows (see Fig. 10):

1. An impulse, consisting of the sensory signal and
associated activity due to collaterals, arrives at the
thalamus 20–30 ms after a stimulus.

2. The thalamic response is relayed to the appropriate
part of the cortex, resulting in the first negative (N1)
peak. Activation of pyramidal neurons with long
axons is propagated through the cortex; activation
of locally connected pyramidal neurons is not
propagated beyond the area of the initial cortical
activation. The latter population reinforces the ini-
tial cortical excitation, helping to create a synchro-
nized cortical activation, which is in part directed at
the thalamus. This second volley to the thalamus
reaches it �100 ms after the first.

3a. By a mechanism probably involving neuromodula-
tors or thalamocortical collaterals, the initial volley to
the thalamus also widely suppresses the normal
feedback route between the cortex and the thalamic
relay nuclei. This alters the transfer characteristics of
the thalamus such that the positive feedback is largely
removed, while the negative feedback route (via the
TRN) remains. The second cortical volley is thus in-
verted with respect to the N1 component, resulting in
the P2 ERP component, and is delayed by �100 ms.

Fig. 10a–d. Evoked potentials (arbitrary units) corresponding to four
combinations of positive (GesGse) and negative (GesGsrGre) cortico-
thalamic feedback strengths, illustrating the four distinct states
described in the text: a GesGse ! 0, and GesGsrGre unchanged from
resting value; b GesGse � jGesGsrGrej; c GesGse � jGesGsrGrej;
d GesGse � jGesGsrGrej > resting value. In each case the initial
thalamic and cortical responses (solid lines) are plotted separately
from the responses resulting from corticothalamic feedback (dotted
lines), and are labeled as in the text. The thalamic responses are
plotted below the cortical responses, and so precede the latter by an
amount approximately equal to the thalamocortical conduction delay
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3b. If the significance of the stimulus requires a greater
portion of the relay nuclei to be disinhibited, then
the second volley will be a mixture of a positive and
negative feedback. The negative feedback compo-
nent is delayed and broader due to having passed
through the TRN, and so the mixed response is
asymmetric, resulting in the N2 and P3 ERP com-
ponents.

3c. States of nonfocal attention have positive feedback
characteristics (GesGse � jGesGsrGrej), which are as-
sociated with an alpha-like resonance.

3d. States of focal attention may have isolated areas
with positive corticothalamic feedback, but gener-
ally the system will have negative feedback charac-
teristics (GesGse � jGesGsrGrej), which are associated
with a theta-like resonance.

This scheme accounts for ERPs in terms of thalamic
gain changes having durations at least as long as that of
ERPs, and shows that these gain changes result in im-
pulse responses similar to those observed. It also is
compatible with general EEG distinctions between alpha
and theta states. Nevertheless, there is a large body of
work on the phenomenology of ERPs which has scarcely
been addressed in the present work: there are distinc-
tions that can be drawn between different kinds of P3,
prolonged negativities, ERPs obtained during sleep,
ERP topography, and responses to missing (but ex-
pected) stimuli (Näätänen and Picton 1987). To improve
the general applicability of this model we need to make
explicit how the limbic and neuromodulator systems
influence the critical thalamocortical gains identified
above. It would also be desirable to incorporate more
information about cell morphology and connectivity in
order to clarify the extent to which /e, /l, and /i con-
tribute to scalp potentials.

Further refinements to the model will improve the
quantitative predictions of both EEG spectra and ERP
waveforms, and will be reinforced by performing fits to a
range of normal, clinical, and experimental data. But
even with the current version we have demonstrated
qualitative matches for both EEGs and ERPs using an
identical underlying model, and parameters that are
physiologically plausible. This encourages us to believe
that much of the phenomenology of ERPs might be
explained by a simple linear model of wave propagation
through the cortex and subcortical structures.
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Abstract

Continuum models of cerebral cortex with parameters derived from physiological data, provide explanations of the
cerebral rhythms, synchronous oscillation, and autonomous cortical activity in the gamma frequency range, and
suggest possible mechanisms for dynamic self-organization in the brain. Dispersion relations and derivations of power
spectral response for the models, show that a low frequency resonant mode and associated travelling wave solutions
of the models’ equations of state can account for the predominant 1/f spectral content of the electroencephalogram
(EEG). Large scale activity in the alpha, beta, and gamma bands, is accounted for by thalamocortical interaction,
under regulation by diffuse cortical excitation. System impulse responses can be used to model Event-Related
Potentials. Further classes of local resonance may be generated by rapid negative feedbacks at active synapses.
Activity in the gamma band around 40 Hz, associated with large amplitude oscillations of pulse density, appears at
higher levels of cortical activation, and is unstable unless compensated by synaptic feedbacks. Control of cortical
stability by synaptic feedbacks offers a partial account of the regulation of autonomous activity within the cortex.
Synchronous oscillation occurs between concurrently excited cortical sites, and can be explained by analysis of wave
motion radiating from each of the co-active sites. These models are suitable for the introduction of learning
rules—most notably the coherent infomax rule. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Brain dynamics; Cortical continuum models; Spectral content of electroencephalogram; Synchronous oscillation;
Coherent infomax; Cortical information processing
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1. Introduction

The operation of the brain requires the coordi-
nated interplay of billions of neurones via their
synapto-dendritic couplings. The development of
a concise mathematical description of this inter-
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play is a major goal of neuroscience, but attempts
to attain this goal encounter problems of a funda-
mental nature.

What are the essential cellular properties
needed to account for the local cell pulse charac-
teristics, and the macroscopic fields (notably the
electroencephalogram, EEG) emitted by the
working brain? How are the observable pulses
and fields related to information processing in the
brain? Which are the essential features of the
brain’s gross anatomy which need to be taken
into consideration? How do the dynamics of neu-
rones interact with growth and other plastic mod-
ifications, to enable adaptative learning?

Accounts of interactions within populations of
neurones have generally utilized neural network
methods, in which the elementary units consid-
ered are the neurones (e.g. Amit et al., 1990;
Arbib et al., 1998; Traub et al., 1996; Whittington
et al., 1995; Lumer et al., 1997a,b; Wilson and
Bower, 1991). Despite their many virtues, such
models are limited by the rapid increase in their
numerical complexity as the scale and detail of
simulation is increased. This complexity also gen-
erally makes them unsuited to mathematical
analysis.

This paper describes the current attempts being
made by our group to account for the dynamics
of the brain in as simple a way as possible. We
utilize continuum modelling methods pioneered in
the works of Freeman (1975), Wilson and Cowan
(1973), Nunez (1981, 1995), van Rotterdam et al.,
1982 and subsequent), Haken (e.g. Jirsa and
Haken, 1996), Zhadin (1994) and others. Our
work has been guided also by the following
principles:

� We have attempted to fit all simulations and
analyses within a simplified conception of the
brain’s overall organization, with a view to
achieving logically compatible models of brain
dynamics at all spatial scales.

� We assume that at microscopic scale neuronal
interactions are highly nonlinear and discrete,
yet at macroscopic scale observable fields such
as the EEG emanate from a stochastic and
essentially linear continuum. (Wright, 1990;
Wright and Liley, 1996). This means that well
established linear methods can be used to aid
analysis of properties often initially demon-
strated by numerical simulations.

� Parameters (dendritic time constants, synaptic
densities, etc.) compatible with independent
physiological estimates (e.g. Braitenberg and
Schuz, 1991; Thomson et al., 1996; Thomson,
1997; Liley and Wright, 1994; Rennie et al.,
1999b) are used to constrain model fitting to
experimental data.

2. A simplified concept of brain organization

Fig. 1 shows the basic aspects of the brain’s
operation we seek to analyze.

Three principal scales of organization need to
be considered.

Firstly, at the microscopic scale in any locale of
cortex, local interactions between a mixed popula-
tion of excitatory and inhibitory cells take place.
Interactions are largely mediated by fast neuro-
transmitters. The existence of synaptic and den-
dritic delays, and synapto-dendritic feedbacks,
means that local oscillations of mean dendritic
potential and pulse density are likely in response

Fig. 1. The top left panel of Fig. 1 shows two representative cells within the cerebral cortex—an excitatory and an inhibitory cell.
Populations of these cells are linked together densely in the cerebral cortex. Top right panel shows the gamma band local oscillation
which emerges when the locale of cells becomes sufficiently excited. The middle panels of Fig. 1 show how at a larger scale, these
foci of excited cortex generate waves of cortical electrical activity spreading into the less excited surrounding cortical tissue (middle
left panel). The resulting wave activity can be analyzed by cross-correlation, as shown in the middle right panel. Here the lag time
for maximally correlated activity (with reference to the recording site shown in the left middle panel) is displayed for the extended
field. It is seen that the foci of activity have entered ‘synchronous oscillation’. The lower panels in Fig. 1 show the overall brain,
and EEG activity as generated in simulations—from low frequency ‘theta’ activity, through the alpha, beta and gamma ranges, to
40 Hz. These progressive changes in frequency content reflect the overall level of cortical excitation. At the highest levels of
excitation, the self-excited cortical state described in the top panels has been reached.
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to any perturbation. The properties of such local
oscillation determine the signal transfer character-
istics and attractor dynamics exhibited by local
neural networks.

Secondly, at a scale from fractions of a millime-
ter to many centimeters of cortex, patches of
active cells have been experimentally observed to
enter into synchronous oscillation. That is, cross-
correlations of pulse density, or of mean local
field potential at the separated locii are maximal
at zero lag. This phenomena has been widely,
although controversially, considered to act as a
substrate for association processes in the cortex.
(e.g. Eckhorn et al., 1988; Singer, 1994; Singer
and Gray, 1995; Stryker, 1989; Bressler et al.,
1993; Livingstone, 1996; Miltner et al., 1999; Neu-
enschwander and Singer, 1996; Palm and Wen-
nekers, 1997; Steriade et al., 1996; Gray and
Singer, 1989; Gray et al., 1989). Such interactions
depend particularly upon excitatory cortico-corti-
cal fibres of medium to large scale.

Thirdly, at the scale of the whole brain, the
total cortical system interacts with the subcortical
systems. These interactions include reciprocal in-
teractions of thalamus and cortex, and limbic and
cortical projections to the basal ganglia and else-
where. These descending pathways ultimately ex-
ert return controls via the reticular arousal system
and related fibres, back upon the cortex (e.g.
Steriade et al., 1990; Alexander et al., 1990; Pos-
ner and Petersen, 1990). By these means the cor-
tex is capable of self-control of both its mean level
of activity (cortical arousal) and spatial pattern of
activity (an aspect of attention), as indirectly ob-
served experimentally (e.g. Gevins et al., 1983;
Munk et al., 1996; John et al., 1969; Walter et al.,
1967; Xu et al., 1997).

3. State equations

Fig. 2 summarizes the elementary physiological
properties considered basic in our recent models,
and their mathematical expression (Robinson et
al., 1997, 1998a,b; Rennie et al., 1999a,b; Wright,
1999; Wright et al., 2000). A field of mixed excita-
tory and inhibitory neurones are considered as a
continuum approximating the cortex in two di-

Fig. 2. Basic physiological and mathematical considerations,
and descriptions of symbols. The subscripts p and q are used
to indicate interactions, and may be specified as occuring
between excitatory (e) or inhibitory (i) cells by substitution for
q,p. The superscript (o) indicates a parameter value is deter-
mined at the reference potential. The vector r indicates cortical
position, and t is time.

mensions. The control parameter for cortical ac-
tivity is the diffuse excitation delivered by the
reticular formation of the brain stem.

The response of dendritic membranes to synap-
tic inputs is nonlinear, because of the influences of
reversal potentials, Rqp. Thus the gross post-
synaptic potential (PSP size) is a function of
afferent synaptic inputs, modified by reversal po-
tentials and further synaptic feedback processes,
which may be included in the term H(t). The
time-course of average dendritic potentials (the
PSP shape, as measured at the neuronal soma) is
modelled by a biexponential function with fixed
time constants, alpha and beta. Mean soma po-
tential, V, (considered linearly proportional to the
population local field potential) is related to mean
efferent pulse rate, Q, by a sigmoidal function
which takes its form from the distribution of cell
action potential thresholds. The propagation of
action potentials in the continuum of surrounding
neurones is expressed as a linear wave equation,
which relates afferent and efferent pulses in time
and space, and a spatial damping term, gamma.
Gamma is determined by the velocity of axonal
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conduction and the geometry of axonal
projections.

Inhibitory cells we have for the most part con-
sidered as wholly local in their action, with long
range cortical interactions occurring by excitatory
connections.

To these basic state equations we have subse-
quently added consideration of co-resonance of
cortex with the thalamic system (Robinson et al.,
2000), and more complex feedback processes op-
erating at synaptic level, as will be discussed in
later sections.

The basic state equations enable direct calcula-
tion of steady state fixed points for the system,
dispersion relations for the medium, and the
power spectrum of local field potential (EEG) in
response to white noise inputs. They also permit
simulation of an extended field of cortex, enabling
inspection of time series and spatial properties of
activity in the medium.

4. Parameters

Table 1 lists the basic parameters of the state
equations, with current values applied in our
work. Values for these parameters have been ob-
tained largely from the work of Braitenberg and
Schuz, Thomson et al., Liley and Wright, and
Rennie et al., cited in Section 1.

There is some sensitivity of emergent system
properties, even with parameter variation within
the approximate physiological range. To aid in
melding cellular physiological parameters with ex-
perimental observations on EEG, we have partly
relied upon initial numerical simulations with a
non-dimensional model (e.g. Wright, 1999) and
partly upon analytical explorations of the basic
state equations (Robinson et al., 1998a,b; Rennie
et al., 1999a). Parameters have been subsequently
set with some ‘tuning’ within the physiological

Table 1
Anatomical and physiological parameter values

Parameter Description Value

4120Nee=Nie Dendritic synapses from pyramidals
Dendritic synapses from interneuronsNei=Nii 800

Nes=Nis Dendritic synapses from subcortex 80
See

(0)=Sie
(0) EPSP size due to �e when Ve,i=Ve,i

(0) 2.4×10−6 V s
IPSP size due to �i when Ve,i=Ve,i

(0)Sei
(0)=Sii

(0) −5.9×10−6 V s
EPSP size due to �s when Ve,i=Ve,i

(0) 2.4×10−6 V sSes
(0)=Sis

(0)

Potential at which Sep,ip
(0) are estimatedVe,i

(0) −0.060 V
Rest potential (�e=�e=�s=0) −0.060 VVe,i

rest

Ve
rev=Vs

rev 0 VReversal pot. for AMPA channels
Reversal pot. for GABAA channels −0.070 VVi

rev

EPSP decay rate in pyramidals 68 s−1�ee=�es

IPSP decay rate in pyramidals�ei 47 s−1

�ie=�is EPSP decay rate in interneurons 176 s−1

82 s−1IPSP decay rate in interneurons�ii

Rate of rise of PSPs in pyramidals�eq 500 s−1

�iq Rate of rise of PSPs in interneurons 500 s−1

� Cut-off frequency for feedback 200 s−1

Maximal pyramidal firing ratesQe
max 100 s−1

Maximal interneuron firing ratesQi
max 200 s−1

Sigmoid width parameter�e,i 0.005 V
�e,i Firing threshold −0.052 V

10 s−1Firing rate of subcortical neurons�s

Excitatory spatial damping rate�e 80 s−1

In hibitory spatial damping rate 105 s−1�i
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Fig. 3. Roots of dispersion relations for the cortical model
with parameters in Table 1. See text for further description.
Left hand graph—roots with relatively low cortical activation.
Right hand graph—system roots with high cortical activation.

These two roots give rise to spectral content of
1/f character, and activity associated with a sharp
spectral peak in the gamma range (around 40
Hz+ ), respectively.

The occurrence of a potentially unstable root in
the gamma range immediately suggests a basis for
autonomous cortical activity at this frequency
range. This is in keeping with the many experi-
ments on synchronous oscillation cited in Section
2, which reveal powerful local pulse and local field
potential oscillations around this frequency, dur-
ing processing of inputs.

Obviously, sustained unstable activity as illus-
trated in Fig. 3, is unphysiological. For this rea-
son we are presently modifying the basic state
equations to include negative feedbacks at synap-
tic junctions. Table 2 lists some of the more
prominent of the factors known to modify synap-
tic neurotransmission. Of particular importance in
this context are the fast feedbacks, operating in
the 1–5 ms time range. These complement the fast
negative feedback actions induced by membrane
reversal potentials. Probably the dominant fast
effect of this type arises from the post-synaptic
activation and deactivation of glutamate receptors
(e.g. Tones and Westbrook, 1996).

When fast negative feedbacks are introduced to
the basic state equations, two major influences on
system dynamics are apparent.

Firstly, synaptic feedbacks can introduce local
resonances. Fig. 4 shows time series and power
spectra associated with increasing cortical activa-
tion in the presence of one kind of fast inhibitory
feedback. Similar patterns of resonance also arise
when strong negative feedback is present at exci-
tatory synapses. It can be seen that as cortical
activation increases (down Fig. 4) EEG-like activ-
ity appears which exhibits multiple peaks in the
power spectrum, progressively moving to higher
frequencies, approximately imitating activity in
the theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands. At
sufficiently high cortical activation runaway un-
stable activity, in the 40 Hz range, appears. These
results were obtained from our non-dimensional
model (Wright, 1999). The values of the parame-
ters in this version have been tuned to optimize
the resemblance to EEG. Although preliminary,
these results serve to show that rapid synaptic

range, so as to better fit observed EEG frequen-
cies, etc (Rennie et al., 1999b).

5. Microscopic dynamics

Fig. 3 shows the roots of dispersion relations
calculated from our basic state equations, with the
parameter values listed in Table 1 (Rennie et al.,
1999b). Dispersion relations encapsulate the sys-
tem’s favoured modes of resonance when driven
by white noise inputs, and thus act as an analytic
adjunct to numerical simulations. Resonance oc-
curs at specific combinations of frequency and
wavenumber. Frequency of resonance (omega) is
measured by the horizontal distance of a root
from the origin. Temporal damping is estimated
by the value on the imaginary axis. Shown here
are only those roots which are relatively lightly
damped. For each root the squares show the
resonance associated with a wavenumber (k) of
zero, and the tails indicate the root values as
wavenumber increases. The two cases shown are
those obtained for relatively low (10/s) and rela-
tively high (350/s) input pulse rates of cortical
activation delivered by the non-specific reticular
activation system.

Two relatively lightly damped roots are appar-
ent — a low frequency resonance at k=0, which
is also associated with a travelling wave system,
and a high frequency resonance which becomes
less damped as cortical activation is increased,
until it becomes unstable, as indicated by the
root’s placement above the horizontal (real) axis.
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Fig. 4. Time series and power spectra of a simulation with parameters approximating (but not identical to) those represented in Fig.
3, and with the addition of strong synaptic feedbacks. Cortical activation (associated with the control parameter Qns) increases as
the page is descended.
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feedbacks enhance local resonances not apparent as
lightly damped roots in the basic state equations.
Thus resonances in the EEG range, including
resonances near the frequencies of the great cere-
bral rhythms, may arise locally within the cortex,
as a consequence of synaptic feedbacks. As will be
discussed in Section 7 the major cerebral rhythms
can be quantitatively well accounted for at macro-
scopic scale, by cortico-thalamic mechanisms.
There is thus no need to appeal to local cortical
low-frequency resonances, to account for macro-
scopic EEG in the sub-gamma range. But co-reso-

nance of microscopic and macroscopic neuronal
fields is an implied mechanism for interaction
between scales, in our models.

Secondly, sufficiently strong negative feedback
operating at excitatory synapses, or positive feed-
back at inhibitory synapses, or various combina-
tions, can act as a time-varying control upon
otherwise unstable resonance in the gamma range.
With appropriate choice of the time constants of
these feedbacks, autonomous generation of activity
develops, yet remains locally controlled at pulse
rates within the physiological range.

Table 2
An incomplete list of synaptic feedback mechanisms

Medium effects (10–100 ms) Slow effects (300+ms)Fast effects (1–5 ms)

· Activation of AMPA receptors · Recovery of AMPA receptors · Desensitization of NMDAExcitatory
receptorsNeurotransmission from desensitization

· Removal of glutamate from · Allosteric modulation of AMPA · Recovery of kainate and
synapse ·NMDA receptors fromreceptors by intracellular

polamines densenitization
· Activation of NMDA receptors· Dissociation of glutamate from · Activation of pre- and post-

synaptic metabotropicAMPA receptors and closure of (requiring co-activation by glycine
and removal of magnesium, from glutamate receptorsion channels (deactivation)
ion channel)

· Deactivation of NMDA receptors · Activation of most monamine· Desensitization of AMPA
receptors receptors

· Activation, deactivation and · Enzymic modification of· Allsteric modulation of NMDA
desensitization of kainate receptors (e.g.receptors by polyamine, zinc, nitric
receptors phosphorylation)oxide, pH, redox state,

neurosteroids, and possible
endogenous ligand acting at the
PCP binding site

· Allosteric modulation of · Dissociation of GABA from · Declustering of receptors at
receptor and deactivation synapsesAMPA receptors by

endogenous ligands (not yet
identified) acting on ampakine,
benzothiadiazine and
2,3-benzodiazepine binding sites

· Activation of pre- and post-· Allosteric modulation of · Desensitization of GABAA

GABAA receptors by receptors synaptic metabotropic GABAB

receptorsendogenous inverse agonists
(noy yet identified)

Inhibitory · Recovery of GABAA receptors· Activation of GABAA receptors · Activation of most monamine
Neurotransmission receptorsfrom desensitization

· Removal of GABA from
synapse

· Allosteric modulation of
GABAA receptors by
endogenous ligands (not yet
identified) acting on
neurosteroid, 1,4-benzodiazepine
and barbituate binding sites
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Fig. 5. Freeze-frame snapshots of surface electrocortical potential from a simulation operating at high cortical activation, under the
constraint of powerful, fast, synaptic feedbacks. Frames are separated by approximately 10 ms, and scales are normalized units. The
upper, folded, surfaces show the spatial conformation of local field potentials, with increasing membrane depolarization associated
with the upward direction. The shading on this surface is present merely to enhance the visual form of the contour. The underlying
flat surfaces show concurrent pulse density, and here the darker shading indicates higher pulse density, associated with greater mean
membrane depolarization. Other than an initiating impulse of spatio-temporal white noise, there is no random driving. The activity
is self-sustaining.

To illustrate the impact of this feedback con-
trol, Fig. 5 shows snapshots from a small scale
cortical simulation which includes first approxi-

mations to these strong synaptic feedbacks. The
continuous emergent activity invites comparison
to the dynamics within the gamma range of spon-
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taneously firing pools of neurones, in which burst-
ing patterns of action potentials are observed.
Chaotic and limit cycle types of activity may be
present within various basins of attraction, but as
of yet little work on their classification has been
undertaken. In contrast, at lower levels of cortical
activation, only point attractors are present.

6. Synchronous oscillation — mesoscopic interac-
tions at longer range

During the development of these simulations it
became apparent that synchronous oscillation,
with close analogy to that observed physiologi-
cally appeared as a property of the simulations
without any additional assumptions (Wright,
1997a). We have since developed analytical and
numerical treatments of zero-lag cross correlation
(Robinson et al., 1998a; Chapman et al., 2001),
and matched the phenomenon we observe to some
physiological results (Wright et al., 2000). The
following account of synchronous oscillation ap-
plies to all frequencies, but, as is the case in
physiological experiments, large oscillations in the
gamma band, at about 40 Hz, are associated with
the largest amplitudes, and occur when the cortex
is excited by higher levels of input.

If two points on the simulated cortical surface
are driven by separate, completely uncorrelated,
inputs (or if uncorrelated autonomous local
cortical activity emerges at two separated points)
then, within a few milliseconds cross-correlated
activity, maximal at zero lag, appears in the
neighbourhood of both active sites. For this effect
to occur, the two points must be relatively
strongly coupled, and axonal delay must be small
compared to the rise and fall time of the den-
dritic response. The speed of onset depends
mainly on the axonal delay. This effect does not
depend upon system non-linearity, as is frequently
assumed by those familiar with stochastic reso-
nance in other situations. It is instead associated
with linear wave transmission in the simulated
cortex.

Fig. 6 sums up our current understanding of
the mechanism of synchronous oscillation. In the
top frames of Fig. 6 it can be seen how a large

field of zero-lag synchrony surrounds both
sites of uncorrelated input. In the middle frames
eigenmode decomposition shows that the
first eigenmode of the wave activity radiating
from both driven sites is predominant, and this
eigenmode defines the field of synchrony. The
bottom frames attempt to convey the essence of
the physical process, and can be explained as
follows:

The uncorrelated inputs can be decomposed
into their even and odd components — roughly,
the parts of each driving signal which are in phase
with the other, and those parts of reversed phase.
Wave activity radiates from both sites as out-
wardly propagating, dissipative, linear waves, cre-
ating a small local field of ‘self-synchrony’ about
each site, by the summation of signals transmitted
by pathways of similar lag. The travelling waves
obey simple superposition rules subject to dissipa-
tion — but interactions of afferent signals at
summing junctions (dendrites) in the surrounding
field dissipate even and odd components in their
inputs selectively. Even components reinforce one
another, while odd components tend to cancel
about the signal mean. Thus, in the field of both
driven sites, the activity induced by the even
components in the driving signals dominates, and
a field of zero-lag correlated activity emerges as
the first eigenmode of the wave activity. It can be
shown that the magnitude of this zero-lag corre-
lated field is sensitive to dendritic delay time,
axonal conduction lag between sites, and the rela-
tive strengths of couplings in the field.

Fig. 7 gives an example of how the results
produced in simulation can be made to qualita-
tively reproduce those seen in physiological exper-
iments on synchronous oscillation (Wright et al.,
2000). Cross-correlation of pulses from a pair of
recording sites is greatest when the stimulus is a
single large bar, next for two smaller bars moving
in the same direction, and least for smaller bars
moving in opposite directions. We believe the
match to experimental data might be rendered
quantitatively precise if relative coupling
strengths, coherence within signals in the input
pathways, and strengths of overlying noise, were
more closely matched between simulation and
experiment.
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Fig. 6. A simulated cortical field driven by uncorrelated white noise inputs at two sites on the cortical surface. Top: Sites of input
shown by white squares. Cross-correlations and delays, with respect to the reference site at the black square. Middle: first and second
eigenmodes of the travelling waves radiating out from the sites of input. Bottom: A schematic representation of the way in which
the first and second eigenmodes arise from addition of even components, and cancellation of odd components, in the extended
cortical field.
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7. The macroscopic EEG field. A thalamo-cortical
resonance model

When spectral responses of the simulations ap-
plied in Figs. 4 and 5 are compared to the

spectral content of the macroscopic EEG, the
simulations prove to be inadequate with regard to
both relative amplitude and width of spectral
peaks. A purely cortical account ignores
the role long ascribed to thalamic sources in gen-

Fig. 7. Simulation of local field potential time series, power spectral content, and cross-correlations of two sites in the cortical
receptive field, stimulated by combinations of moving bars in the visual field. Input signals within a bar are spatially coherent, while
the signals input to separate bars are uncorrelated. Signal/noise ratio (point amplitude of bar driving signals /point amplitude of
incoherent background noise)=300.
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Fig. 8. Left hand figure: EEG power spectral average for 50 subjects. Upper set of dotted curves for eyes closed, lower set for eyes
open (scaled for clarity). Fits to model shown as solid lines. Parameter values shown on graph: t0 is the conduction delay in the
thalamocortical loop; n is the number of neurons in this loop (here set to zero to lump corticothalamic delays into the single
parameter t0). Gamma and alpha are delay parameters related to the equivalent terms in Table 1. Fits were achieved by varying only
the fraction of thalamocortical feedback and the general level of cortical gain, including cortical activation. Right-hand figure:
Complex loci of the wavenumber-independent part of the spectral content attributable to the thalamo-cortical resonance alone. Solid
line eyes closed—dashed, eyes open.

eration of the EEG — to which other models of
the alpha rhythm have been directed — notably
that of van Rotterdam et al. (1982). On the
other hand no models attempting to account for
the origin of the cerebral rhythms have been
able at the same time to account for the
predominant background 1/f spectral content of
EEG and magnetoencephalogram (Novikov et al.,
1997).

It turns out that the addition of a simple feed-
back loop to the basic state equations, while
retaining parameters close to those listed in Table
1, gives a good account of the entire macroscopic
EEG spectrum over low to high levels of cortical
activation (Robinson et al., 2000). The loop time
required is consistent with an interaction between
cortex and a subcortical system (assumed to be
the thalamus) with a synapto-dendritic delay ap-
propriate for 1–2 synapses. The background 1/f 1

spectral content of EEG at low frequencies, with a
‘knee’ around 15 Hz above which power decays as

1/f 5, is well accounted for by the low frequency
root system, similar to that seen in Fig. 3. The
thalamocortical resonance then accounts for the
occurrence of spectral peaks at the alpha, beta,
and gamma ranges, as shown in Fig. 8. These
resonances are associated with low wavenumbers
and can be thought of as global resonances, as
opposed to the local resonances associated with
fast synaptic feedback described in Section 5.

We have found that the spectral progression
with increasing cortical activation is well fitted by
this model, for all experimental data obtained
over a wide variety of states of cortical activation,
from sleep to high alerting.

Finally it can be observed that the thalamocor-
tical spectral model also permits the simulation of
the cortical event related potential (ERP), by
treating the ERP as the cortical impulse response
to brief sensory stimuli, with subsequent modula-
tions imposed by the cortex upon the cortico-tha-
lamic resonance (Rennie et al., 2001). Examples
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are shown in Fig. 9. These serve to emphasize that
a fuller account of cortical dynamics must take
into account interactions of cortex with subcorti-
cal systems, over a multitude of pathways.

8. Some wider implications

The classes of dynamics seen in our models
suggest the prospect of a future unification of

Fig. 9. Simulation of the ERP based upon impulse response of the thalamocortical resonance model. Upper figures: (a) Comparison
of (a) modelled ERPs with (b) experimental ERPs obtained from normal subjects in response to frequent (background) auditory
tones. The modelled waveforms assumed parameter values all similar or identical to values used to model the ongoing EEG power
spectrum (Fig. 8). In addition, it was assumed that a pulse reached (or was generated within) the cortex at t=0.10 s, and that there
was a similar pulse subcortically at about the same time. The net effect of these two sources is to reproduce the characteristic
biphasic waveform of auditory background ERPs. Lower figures: (b) Comparison of (a) modelled ERPs with (b) experimental ERPs
obtained from normal subjects in response to infrequent (target) auditory tones. The model parameters were identical to those used
in the (a). The difference is that the modelled ERP is the sum of two background ERPs, shifted by 0.10 s relative to each other.
The second impulse required to generate the second of these ERPs we assume to arise from descending signals from cortex to input
pathways, as the target tone is responded to.
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brain dynamic models with some aspects of com-
putational and information-theoretic approaches
to understanding brain function.

8.1. ‘Edge of chaos’ and uni�ersal computation,
�ersus locally autonomous firing and synchronous
oscillations in the gamma range

In several controversial papers Langton (1986,
1990) has drawn upon the work of Wolfram
(1984) and von Neumann (1949) to propose that
physical systems undergoing local second-order
phase transitions may include universal computa-
tion as a potential property. Such systems exhibit
prolonged transitional states, and have been
termed ‘edge of chaos’. Langton has suggested the
brain may exploit the ‘edge of chaos’ to achieve
cognition, in ways he has not stated in physiolog-
ical terms. In conformity with this suggestion,
local phase transitions in the gamma band are
implied by our findings. With these local transi-
tions stabilized in the large by rapid synaptic
feedbacks and/or adiabatic actions of slower neu-
rotransmitters and polysynaptic cortical–subcor-
tical interactions, the regulation of cerebral phase
transitions on all spatio-temporal scales is
implicit.

8.2. Cortical dynamics, coherent infomax and
storage of information in cortical networks

Kay and Phillips (1997) and Phillips and Singer
(1997) have described a learning rule related to
the Hebb principle, which they believe is physio-
logically realistic and which exploits the occur-
rence in the brain of synchronous oscillation.
Synchrony between separate sites of input in an
abstract passive-filter neural network is imposed
by assuming the existence of hypothetical ‘Con-
textual Field’ (CF) fibres. The learning rule oper-
ates to maximize the storage in synaptic
connections, of relations among the information
streams introduced at separate ‘Receptor Field’
(RF) sites of input. This information storage prin-
ciple they term ‘coherent infomax’. The physio-
logical validity of the learning rule seems further
confirmed by its application to learning of con-
nectivity in models of cortical anatomy (Alexan-

der et al., 2000) where we have found this rule
more efficient than the simpler Hebb formulations
in generating realistic visual cortex connectivities.
In these simulations of cortical connectivity we
have shown that the learning rule results in a
mapping of the visual field onto cortex such that
the visual field becomes tiled with small homo-
typic maps of the visual field — each tile about
the size of a macrocolumn. This property may
explain the way that contextual information is
introduced into local cortical information process-
ing (Phillips and Singer, 1997; Phillips and
Pflieger, 2000).

Our account of the mechanism of synchronous
oscillation appears to obviate the need for the
special assumption of CF connections giving rise
to synchrony. It can be shown that our model of
synchrony can account for the transfer of infor-
mation about stimulus properties to synapses dis-
tributed widely in the cortical field (Wright et al.,
2000). Further, as indicated in another paper in
the Agora Symposium, the 1/f background activ-
ity of the less excited cortex may enable optimum
information transfer among the active cortical
sites, in accord with the coherent infomax require-
ment that passive-filter information transfer take
place between active RF sites.

There appears to be no reason why the coher-
ent infomax principle might not include the ex-
traction of informational relations among activity
patterns in autonomously active patches of cortex,
as well as among discrete external sources of
input. (Wright, 1997b).

That is, locally autonomous, ‘edge of chaos’,
attractor dynamics would give rise to an internal
type of RF input. These internal RF inputs, and
RF inputs from sensory pathways, linked into
fields of coherent oscillation by the cortical wave
medium would act to store informational rela-
tions between RFs of both internal and external
origins. Applying these considerations to an imag-
inary organism interacting with an environment,
the coherent infomax rule would thus allow asso-
ciation of environmental stimuli with the organ-
ism’s internally generated cognitive and motor
activity. As the organism’s motor activity, sensory
and cognitive activity would all bring about re-
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warding and punishing reinforcement influences
mediated by hard-wired, survival selected, subcor-
tical systems (e.g. Olds and Milner, 1954), we may
conjecture that adaptive learning could result.
This conjecture depends upon the further assump-
tion that the reward and punishment systems act
to preferentially select the synaptic storage of
information over appropriate time scales.

9. Conclusion

It appears that a relatively simple set of state
equations with parameter values close to those
determined by independent physiological mea-
surements, accounts for observed dynamics of
cortical neurones at microscopic, mesoscopic and
macroscopic scales. At microscopic level, fast
synaptic feedbacks appear to be crucial to the
stability of the excited cortex. At mesoscopic scale
interactions via dissipative wave transmission be-
tween excited cortical areas create fields of syn-
chrony, and at macroscopic scale low-frequency
resonances and travelling waves generate the 1/f
background spectrum of the cortex. When this
intracortical dynamic is supplemented by reso-
nance between cortex and thalamus, much of the
spectral content of the EEG is accounted for.

The emerging picture of cerebral dynamic orga-
nization is different to that envisaged in alternate
models — notably those of Nunez (1981) — and
much may be gained by future experimental com-
parison of competing formulations. Our models
are testable in a number of ways — for example,
we predict dependence upon brain size, axonal
conduction velocity and dendritic delays, of the
‘knee’ frequency between 1/f and 1/f 5 limbs of the
background spectrum.

The present work offers the prospect that dy-
namical brain events taking place across a wide
range of scales might be unified within a single
account. It also offers the more remote prospect
of unification of dynamics with specific learning
rules. Whether such a unified account is truly
possible should be revealed as progressively
greater anatomical and physiological detail, and
more exact specifications of parameters are in-
cluded. As indicated in the text, at the time of

writing we are attempting several lines of develop-
ment of this kind. These include simulations with
more realistic anisotropic cortical connectivity at
macroscopic and microscopic scales, the simula-
tion of cortical evoked potentials and the im-
proved specification of synaptic feedback
mechanisms.
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Simulated Electrocortical Activity at Microscopic, Mesoscopic,
and Global Scales
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Simulation of electrocortical activity requires (a) determination of the most crucial features to be modelled, (b) specification of state

equations with parameters that can be determined against independent measurements, and (c) explanation of electrical events in the

brain at several scales. We report our attempts to address these problems, and show that mutually consistent explanations, and

simulation of experimental data can be achieved for cortical gamma activity, synchronous oscillation, and the main features of the EEG

power spectrum including the cerebral rhythms and evoked potentials. These simulations include consideration of dendritic and synaptic

dynamics, AMPA, NMDA, and GABA receptors, and intracortical and cortical/subcortical interactions. We speculate on the way in which

Hebbian learning and intrinsic reinforcement processes might complement the brain dynamics thus explained, to produce elementary

cognitive operations.

Neuropsychopharmacology (2003) 28, S80–S93. doi:10.1038/sj.npp.1300138

Keywords: gamma rhythm; cortical synchrony; evoked potentials; NMDA; AMPA; GABA
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INTRODUCTION

Neuropsychopharmacology is a discipline attempting the
unification of events at different scales in the brain. This is
part of the larger task of relating brain events to conscious
experience and learning processes of normal people and
people suffering from mental disorders. The problems
involved in this unification are legion, as is well known to
readers of this journal. It is commonly found that different
types of events in the brain are difficult to relate to each
other, except as purely empirical findings. For example, it is
seldom clear how findings made by PET and fMRI scanning
are functionally related to most EEG measures. Nor how
EEG measures might reflect specific changes in synaptic
physiology. Nor how neurochemical effects can be func-
tionally related to psychological events. These are all
difficult questions, despite the huge growth in detailed
knowledge about specific processes and components
in the brain. No simple one-to-one ways exist, to relate
these very complex phenomena, one to the others. Yet
unifying principles must be sought, if the discipline is to

advance in a coherent fashion. One way of moving towards
this unification is through the discipline of Brain Dynamics.
The aim of the subject of Brain Dynamics is to give a

simplified, but sufficient, mathematical description of the
operation of the brain, in terms of the brain’s observable
electrical activity (Freeman, 1975; Basar, 1976; Nunez, 1981,
1995).
Obtaining a ‘simplified, but sufficient, mathematical

description’ can be broken down into a number of subtasks.
These are:

(a) Abstraction from physiological data of the most
important properties of the neurones of the brain, to
be used in the mathematical model.

(b) Determination of the form of the state equations, and
the values of parameters.

(c) Comparison of the equations’ properties to observable
aspects of brain function, at as many temporal and
spatial scales as possible.

The observable aspects of brain function to be accounted
for include the global EEG, the electrocorticogram and local
field potentials, and the statistics of action potentials. If a
wide match to experimental data can be achieved, then the
model that has emerged should exhibit dynamic properties
akin to a real brain, and it might then be asked what
consequences these dynamic properties have for adaptive
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learning. Does the introduction of plausible learning rules
then lead to an explanation of adaptive behavior?
Attempts to approach a theory of the brain along these

lines stem from the work of McCulloch and Pitts (1943), and
have led to extensive work on the properties of artificial
neural networks (eg Amit, 1989). Lines of theoretical
development more explicitly concerned with physiological
dynamics, and especially the dynamics underlying EEG,
flow from Wilson and Cowan (1973), Freeman (1975),
Nunez (1981), Lopes da Silva (van Rotterdam et al, 1982),
Haken (Haken et al, 1985), and others (eg Arbib et al, 1998).
Work by Freeman (1975 and subsequently), and of Singer
and Gray and others (eg Gray and Singer, 1989; Gray et al,
1989; Eckhorn et al, 1988) has been of particular importance
in revealing the dynamics of the brain from an experimental
perspective.
The work to be described from our own group has

evolved from early attempts to define circumstances in
which linear methods of analysis could be applied (Wright,
1990). Simple numerical simulations followed (Wright and
Liley, 1996; Wright, 1997, 1999), leading to more advanced
methods, including the development of wave equations
(Robinson et al, 1997, 1998a, b, 2001). We have progres-
sively introduced more refined physiological parameters,
and descriptions of anatomical organization (Liley and
Wright, 1994; Rennie et al, 1999, 2000, 2002), with the object
of developing a single model to account for events in the
brain at a number of different scales.

OVERALL BRAIN ORGANIZATION

Figure 1 highlights elementary features of gross brain
organization. The cortical mantle is the terminating area for
major sensory pathways, and the source of much of the
signals organizing motor activity. The cortex never acts
alone, but via continuous interaction with subcortical
systems, notably the thalamus, the limbic system including
hippocampus, the basal ganglia, etc (Alexander et al, 1990;
Posner and Petersen, 1990). Any model complete to first
approximation must consider interactions within the
cortex, and also between cortex and subcortical structures,
including events at microscopic, mesoscopic, and macro-
scopic (global or whole-brain) scales.

CORTICAL DYNAMICS AT MICROSCOPIC SCALE

Figure 2 shows the two elementary components of the
cortexFexcitatory (pyramidal) cells which make up about
90% of cortical cells, and which send axons to remote
cortical locations, as well as interacting with near neighbors
via intracortical axonsFand inhibitory cells, which give
only local intracortical axons. The excitatory cells utilize
glutamate as a neurotransmitter, and act principally on fast-
acting AMPA receptors, and slower-acting NMDA recep-
tors. The NMDA receptors are voltage dependentFthat is,
they influence the postsynaptic dendrites when the receiv-
ing cell is depolarized, and thereby emitting action
potentials. The inhibitory cells use GABA as their neuro-
transmitter. These are the most important fast forms of
neuronal interaction.

A mathematical account of interactions in the cortex of
these restricted types is given in the appendix, and the
values we have obtained for all the parameters required in
this mathematical model are given in Table 1. The values of
the parameters are taken largely from the findings of
Braitenberg and Schuz (1991), Thomson et al (1996), and
Thomson (1997), either directly, or from further
calculations based on these (Liley and Wright, 1994; Rennie
et al, 2000). Recent additions regarding synaptic physiology

Figure 1 Overall brain organization and the EEG. The electroencepha-
logram arises from the cortical mantle. Cortical neurone cells interact locally
with each other, and with many subcortical systems, each with complex
delays and spatial dispersions.

Figure 2 Neurones involved in intracortical interactions. Excitatory
glutaminergic neurones (grey) interact locally with inhibitory gabaminergic
neurones (black). Corticocortical connections arise from the excitatory
cells and couple cortical locales together over long range.
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are derived from the findings of Tones and Westbrook
(1996), Lester and Jahr (1992), Dominguez-Perrot et al
(1996), Hausser and Roth (1997), and Partin et al (1996).
Our account treats the cortex as a continuum, rather than

as a set of separate cells, although the properties of the

continuum are closely related to the physiology of
individual neurones. It is thus an account of population
dynamics, rather than of cell-by-cell interactions, and is
suitable for numerical solution of the events over a large
extent of the cortical surface, as well as in small domains of

Table 1 State Variables and Parameters

State
variable

Description Range (units)

Ve Local space-average dendritic potential, excitatory neurones 0�V i
rev (V)

Vi Local space-average dendritic potential, inhibitory neurones 0�V i
rev (V)

je Afferent excitatory pulse density 0�Qe
max (s�1)

ji Afferent inhibitory pulse density 0�Q i
max (s�1)

Qe Efferent excitatory pulse density 0�Q e
max (s�1)

Qi Efferent inhibitory pulse density 0�Q i
max (s�1)

Parameter Description Value (units)
Nee,cc Excitatory to excitatory corticocortical synapses/cell 3710 (dimensionless)
Nie,cc Excitatory to inhibitory corticocortical synapses/cell 3710 (dimensionless)
Nee,ic Excitatory to excitatory intracortical synapses/cell 410 (dimensionless)
Nei,ic Inhibitory to excitatory intracortical synapses/cell 800 (dimensionless)
Nie,ic Excitatory to inhibitory intracortical synapses/cell 410 (dimensionless)
Nii,ic Inhibitory to inhibitory intracortical synapses/cell 800 (dimensionless)
ge
[0] Excitatory gain per synapse at rest potential 2.4� 10�6 (V s)
gi
[0] Inhibitory gain per synapse at rest potential �5.9� 10�6 (V s)
Qe
max Maximum firing rate of excitatory cells 100 (s�1)

Qi
max Maximum firing rate of inhibitory cells 200 (s�1)

yq Mean dendritic potential when 50% of neurones firing �0.045 (V)
sq Standard deviation of neurone firing probability, versus mean

dendritic potential
0.005 (V)

Ve
rev Excitatory reversal potential 0 (V)
Vi
rev Inhibitory reversal potential �0.070 (V)
Vq,p
[0] Resting membrane potential �0.064 (V)
aee EPSP decay time constant in excitatory cells 68 (s�1)
bqp EPSP and IPSP rise time constants 500 (s�1)
aei IPSP decay time constant in excitatory cells 47 (s�1)
aie EPSP decay time constant in inhibitory cells 176 (s�1)
aii IPSP decay time constant in inhibitory cells 82 (s�1)
n Axonal conduction velocity Maximum 9m s�1 (for largest scale simulations)
a Dendritic history regression slope coefficient �86 364 (V�1 s�1)
b Maximum dendritic history time constant 1000 (s�1)
k[Rc, RV] Fraction of excitatory or inhibitory receptors nonvoltage-,

and voltage-dependent
k[AMPA]¼ 0.5

k[NMDA]¼ 0.5
k[GABAa]¼ 1.0 (dimensionless)

l[Rc, RV] Receptor adaptation pulse-efficacy decay constants [AMPA]¼ 0.012
[NMDA]¼ 0.037
[GABAa] 0.005 (s)

Bn
[R] Receptor onset coefficients [AMPA]1¼ 1.0

[NMDA]1¼ 1.0
[GABAa]1¼ 1.0 (dimensionless)

An
[R] Receptor offset coefficients [AMPA]1¼ 0.0004

[AMPA]2¼ 0.6339
[AMPA]3¼ 0.3657
[NMDA]1¼ 0.298
[NMDA]2¼ 0.702
[GABA]1¼ 0.0060
[GABA]2¼ 0.9936 (dimensionless)

bn
[R] Receptor onset time constants [AMPA]1¼ 760.0

[NMDA]1¼ 50.5
[GABA]1¼ 178.0 (s�1)

an
[R] Receptor offset time constants [AMPA]1¼ 21.8

[AMPA]2¼ 60.3
[AMPA]#¼ 684.0
[NMDA]1¼ 0.608
[NMDA]2¼ 3.3
[GABA]1¼ 11.2
[GABA]2¼ 127 (s�1)
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macrocolumnar, or lesser, dimension. In addition to
numerical solutions, the equations can be solved for some
purposes in linear approximation, to yield wave equations
and dispersion relations, etc (Robinson et al, 1997, 1998a, b;
Rennie et al, 2000). Comparable treatments have been given
in Jirsa and Haken (1996), Liley et al (1999, 2002), and Jirsa
et al (2001).
The way the mathematics are related to the cortical

anatomy and physiology is contained in three main
equations, next described, with explanation of the minor
terms and parameters left to the appendix and Table 1.
In the following formulae, subscript p represents associa-

tion with a presynaptic neurone, and subscript q association
with a postsynaptic neurone. Thus, p or q may each be
replaced by either e (excitatory) or i (inhibitory), and
subscript qp indicates a property arising from the action of
p upon q.
The principal observable property, to which the EEG can

be directly related, is the average dendritic membrane
potential, or local field potential, arising from the pyramidal
cells of the cerebral cortex. This is designated Ve, in accord
with the above convention, when q¼ e.
The first equation describes the conversion of average

dendritic membrane potentials within a small locale at a
position r, into the density of action potentials within the
locale, as a sigmoidal function. Thus, Vq(r, t), the average
membrane potential of excitatory or inhibitory cells
becomes converted into Qq(r, t), the instantaneous average
firing rate of cells of type q, within the locale

Qq ¼ Qmax
q =1þ e�pðVq�yqÞ=

ffiffi

3
p

sq :

With the introduction of p and
ffiffiffi

3
p

, the parameters y and
s correspond, respectively, to the average membrane
potential at which pulse density reaches 50% of maximum,
and the standard deviation of pulse density as a function of
average membrane potential. The probability that a
randomly chosen cell within the continuum is emitting an
action potential at a randomly chosen time, t, is given by
Qq=Q

max
q .

Within the continuum formulation, Qq(r, t) can be further
treated as stochastic variables, by assuming that the
Poisson distribution of action potentials emitted from
individual neurones reflects random processes superim-
posed on the mass-action influences within the continuum.
This random perturbation of instantaneous pulse density
thus contributes one type of driving to the net cortical
activity.
The second equation describes the way that action

potentials reach the synapses at r from all the neurones
elsewhere in the cortex. This synaptic flux, jp, arises from
pulses, Qp which arose at many positions, r0, and were
conveyed at the velocity of axonal conduction, np, to arrive
later at r:

jp ¼
Z

f ðjr� r0j; rpÞQpðr0; t � jr� r0j=npÞ d3r0:

The final equation is more complicated, and describes the
dynamics of the synapses, and the dendritic membranes, in
converting the synaptic flux into the average dendritic

potential, which then gives rise to further action potentials.
This is

Vq ¼ V ½0�
q þ

X

p

NqpH
½D�
qp � ðsqpGpjpÞ

including the densities of synapses of different types (Nqp),
the time characteristics of EPSP and IPSP, (Hqp

[D]), the
effects of reversal potentials and backpropagation of action
potentials into the dendritic tree (sqp), and the modulation
of AMPA, GABA, and NMDA receptor actions (Gp). The last
term, Gp, has parameters derived from recent models of the
kinetics of channel opening and closing in receptors,
consequent to varying equilibria among various tertiary
molecular configurations of the receptor-channel complex
(Lester and Jahr, 1992; Dominguez-Perrot et al, 1996;
Hausser and Roth, 1997; Partin et al, 1996). The derivation
of these receptor parameters will be reported elsewhere.
When compared to related and ancestral continuum

models, the novel features of the present treatment are
contained in the terms Gp and sqp.
The features describing the adaptations of AMPA, NMDA,

and GABA receptors confer two properties. Firstly, because
of the relatively rapid decrease in efficacy of the excitatory
receptors compared to that of the inhibitory receptors as
both types of synaptic flux increase, there is a tendency to
stabilize locally the rate of generation of action potentials.
Secondly, the voltage-dependent operation of NMDA
receptors confers a capacity for the transient amplification
of fields of synchronous oscillation, as will be shown below.
The features encapsulated in sqp have consequences for

the frequency spectrum of local cortical activity. They
confer a switch-like property, such that for relatively low
pulse densities the 1/f background spectrum typical of EEG
is the predominant feature. At a critical point as firing rate
increases, a switch to oscillation in the gamma band occurs,
of greater local amplitude than the 1/f background. This
switch depends crucially on a convolution, H

½M�
q � Vq,

contained in sqp (see appendix). Physically, Hq
[M] acts as a

sharply adjusted filtering process conferring the switching
effect, which is attributed to the impact of backpropagation
of action potentials into the proximal dendritic tree (Stuart
and Sakmann, 1994).
The combination of these properties enables simulation

of a two-dimensional wave medium, which can be
compared to experimental data, as is shown in Figures 3
and 4.
(a) At low levels of nonspecific cortical activation, when

stimulated by weak afferent volleys (approximated as a
white noise) to any part of the cortical surface, or in
response to the intrinsic perturbations of Qq(r, t) alone,
wave motion propagates outward from the site of stimula-
tion. The wave motion propagates at realistic speed for
electrocortical activity and has a ‘1/f ’ frequency content,
identical to that seen in background EEG activity. At very
low levels of cortical activation, a small peak of activity is
also seen in the theta range, but this cannot account fully for
the power seen in the theta band in matched experimental
data (Figure 3). The failure to account fully for the theta
activity is one example of why the cortical simulation needs
to be supplemented with consideration of cortical/subcor-
tical interactionsFsee further below.
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(b) At slightly higher levels of nonspecific cortical
activation, broadband activity in the gamma range appears
against the 1/f background, and can be matched to
experiments (Figure 3).

(c) At still higher levels of nonspecific cortical activation,
with or without introduction of specific sensory input,
oscillation appears in the simulated cortical field, and this
has close similarity to high levels of gamma or ‘40Hz’
observed in many cortical experiments. Distant from the
site of this autonomous oscillation, it is found that
the gamma activity has acted as a driving source for the
background 1/f activity, by contributing a further increase
in the amplitude of random fluctuations of pulse density.
(Figure 4). At the site of the autonomous gamma oscillation,
the signal amplitude is very high compared to the
background 1/f activity at remote sites, and is closely
correlated with local pulse activity. Pulse densities are
comparable to those observed physiologically (Steriade et
al, 2001). At shorter distances of transmission, or with high
coupling strength between locales, the direct transmission
of activity in the gamma band is apparent.
Thus, depending upon local input conditions, transitions

can take place between a condition of autonomous
oscillation in the gamma band, and a dissipative, point-
attractor condition, in which the cortex is a passive medium
of wave transmission. Transition between these states
occurs sharply, depending on a very small change in local
cell firing rate, and near this transition, both the 1/f
background activity and the gamma activity have a stability
factor close to zero. This capacity for sharp transition of
state, analogous to a thermodynamic change of phase, bears
comparison to the ‘edge of chaos’ type of dynamics
described by Langton (1986, 1990), without necessarily
implying that the cellular dynamics are chaotic in either
state. The occurrence of fluctuating changes of state at a
critical level of activation accords with physiological
observations (Freeman and Rogers, 2002; Phillips and
Pflieger, 1999). There are, in turn, possible implications
for information processing, storage and recall from memory
(Kay and Phillips, 1997; Phillips and Singer, 1997; Wright,
1997b; Arhem and Liljenstrom, 2001; Liljenstrom, 2002).
Also, patches of active cortex can enter into synchronous
oscillation, as is next described.

CORTICAL INTERACTIONS AT MESOSCOPIC SCALE

At a scale from fractions of a millimeter to many
centimeters of cortex, patches of active cells have been
experimentally observed to enter into synchronous oscilla-
tionFthat is, cross-correlations of pulse density, or of
mean local field potential at the separated loci are maximal
at zero lag. Synchronous oscillation has been widely,
although controversially, considered to act as a substrate
for association processes in the cortex. (eg Eckhorn et al,
1988; Singer, 1994; Singer and Gray, 1995; Stryker, 1989;
Bressler et al, 1993; Livingstone, 1996; Miltner et al, 1999;
Neuenschwander and Singer, 1996; Palm and Wennekers,
1997; Steriade et al, 1996; Gray and Singer, 1989; Gray et al,
1989).
Results very similar to classic findings of synchronous

oscillation readily appear when suitable stimuli are
introduced into the simulated cortex, as is shown in Figure
5. This property was first observed in numerical simulations
(Traub et al, 1996; Wright, 1997a; Wright et al, 2000), and
then explained analytically (Robinson et al, 1998a; Chap-
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man et al, 2002). Cross-correlation at zero lag can be shown
to occur at all frequencies, but, as is the case in
physiological experiments, large oscillations in the gamma
band, at about 40Hz, are associated with the largest
amplitudes.
If two points on the simulated cortical surface are driven

by separate, uncorrelated, inputs (or in response to
uncorrelated autonomous local cortical activity at two
separated points) then, within a few milliseconds cross-
correlated activity, maximal at zero lag, appears in the
neighborhood of both active sites. For this effect to occur
axonal delay must be small compared to the rise and fall
time of the dendritic response, and the speed of onset of
synchrony depends mainly on the axonal delay.
Figure 6 sums up the mechanism. The results shown in

the top two rows of the figure are derived from a simulated
field of electrocortical activity, which is not shown
explicitly. The relevant state-variable in the simulated field
was Ve(r, t), the mean dendritic potential of excitatory cells,

and the field activity was generated by delivering two
independent and uncorrelated time series of white noise to
two points on the simulated cortical field. Wave activity
radiated outward from both sites of input. The relevance for
the generation of synchronous oscillation in the brain lies in
the way these two independent fields of travelling waves can
be shown to interact.
The top frames of Figure 6 show how a large field of zero-

lag synchrony surrounds both sites of uncorrelated input.
The middle frames show eigenmode decomposition of the
same field of wave activity, which breaks the field of activity
into components of spatial activity, each independent of the
others. The first (dominant) eigenmode defines the field of
synchrony. The bottom frames convey the essence of the
physical process, which can be explained as follows. The
uncorrelated inputs can be decomposed into their even and
odd componentsFroughly, the parts of each driving signal
which are coincidentally in phase with the other, and those
parts of coincidentally reversed phaseFthe coincidences
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occurring randomly over time. Wave activity radiates from
both sites as travelling waves, but since dendrites act as
summing junctions, they dissipate even and odd compo-
nents in their inputs selectively. Even components arriving
at each junction reinforce one another, while odd compo-
nents tend to cancel about the signal mean. Dendrites also
perform a running time average of coinciding signals, over a
period longer than the axonal conduction lags. Thus, the
activity induced by the even components in the driving
signals at the two sites dominates throughout the field, and
emerges as the first eigenmode of the wave activity.
It may be noted in passing that in this simulation the

cortical field remained below transition into the active
gamma range, and the boundary conditions of the cortical
field were toroidal. Since spatial damping is high, the

boundary conditions are not important. The impact upon
synchrony of concurrent transition into autonomous
gamma activity at separate cortical locations is currently
under investigation.
It can be shown that the magnitude of the zero-lag

correlated field is sensitive to dendritic delay time, axonal
conduction lag between sites, and the relative strengths of
couplings in the field. Figure 7 shows the importance of the
strength of coupling between the two active sites. Notably,
when two sites on the cortex are concurrently active, the
strength of synchronous oscillation between the sites will be
a function of both their pre-existing degree of anatomical
connectivity, and of the activation of voltage-dependent
excitatory receptors. Thus, in these simulations, NMDA acts
as a dynamic coupling, enhancing synchrony, and can
contribute to the generation of fluctuating fields of
synchrony, in appropriate conditions of cortical activation.

INTERACTIONS WITH SUBCORTICAL SYSTEMS

Figure 8 expands the notions of cortical and subcortical
interaction sketched in Figure 1, with emphasis now on the
first-order loops of interaction of cortical and thalamic
structures. This architecture has been introduced (Robinson
et al, 2001) to a mathematical description of the cortex
similar to that described above, but omitting the properties
encapsulated in Gp and sqp, which confer the capacity for
autonomous gamma-band oscillation. Since corticothalamic
interactions take place at large scale, between generally
quiescent masses of neurones, it has been considered
sufficient at present to treat the cortex at large scale as if
driven by spatio-temporal white noise, of extrinsic or
intrinsic origin. In future, the detailed interaction with
locally active cortex must be considered. With that proviso,
introduction of coresonance with the thalamus can account
for all the additional frequency bands of activity regularly
seen in the EEG, in sleep and waking (Walter et al, 1967;
Steriade et al, 1990).
Emphasis has been placed on the contribution made to

global resonance by the shortest paths of interaction of
cortex and subcortexFthat is, in loops which are a few
neurones long, modulated by interactions between the
cortex and the excitatory and inhibitory components within
the thalamus, or related systems. Obviously, longer path-
ways of interaction are of great functional importance, but
within the parameters applied in our models, longer
pathways cannot generate such relatively ‘sharp’ reso-
nances, as dendritic processes act as a low-pass filter,
progressively blurring the response in loops of many
neurones. Multineurone loops appear functionally suited
to adiabatic regulation of cortical tone, and thus may be
reflected in slow cortical potentials, rather than the major
EEG rhythms. Again, this adiabatic regulation is a feature
yet to be introduced into any of our models.
Figure 9 shows examples of the way the corticothalamic

model can be fitted to EEG power spectra over a wide range
of states of cortical activation, from sleep to waking. Here,
the process of curve fitting is the inverse of the way that the
simulation is used to generate simulated EEG data. In each
case, a theoretical curve has been fitted to the experimental
data by adjusting a number of free parameters, which are

Figure 6 Mechanism of synchrony within the simulated cortex. These
figures are derived from a simulated cortical field driven by two
uncorrelated white noise inputs, each delivered to one of two sites on
the cortical surface. Top: Sites of input shown by white squares. Cross-
correlations and delays, with respect to the reference site at the black
square. Middle: first and second eigenmodes of the travelling waves
radiating out from the sites of input. Bottom: A schematic representation of
the way in which the first and second eigenmodes arise from addition of
even components, and cancellation of odd components, in the extended
cortical field.
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mathematically related to groups of parameters used in the
cortical model. As noted above, it is assumed that the
system is driven by diffuse white noise, which may be
equated with specific and nonspecific inputs to cortex, or
with the effect of random perturbations of pulse density
partly associated with small patches of autonomous gamma
activity, or both. At optimal fit, the free parameters
obtained have values in the range expected from the
independently estimated parameters used in the cortical
model.
A further point of interest is that this account of the

origin of the gross EEG spectrum and the major cerebral
rhythms does not depend on specific details of the cerebral
boundary conditions, as has been proposed by Nunez
(1981). In our work it can be readily shown that the spatial
damping is very high, and thus global resonant modes play
no significant part in the generation of wave activity
(Wright, 2000; Robinson et al, 2001). Nunez’s (1995) more

recent work deals with the interaction of local and global
scales of cortical activity, and our present work is in closer
harmony with this modification to his earlier work.
Figure 10 extends the explanatory power of the model to

include auditory-evoked potentials (ERP). This figure shows
real auditory-evoked potentials, obtained by averaging over
time-locked epochs of EEG, obtained as the individual was
responding to ‘target’ tones, and ignoring ‘nontarget’ tones,
in a conventional ‘oddball’ experimental paradigm. Also
shown are simulated ERP produced in accord with methods
described in Rennie et al (2002). The prestimulus ‘resting’
EEG of the subject recorded in epochs just before the
delivery of each stimulus was characterized by fitting the
corticothalamic model in the same way as in Figure 9, to
obtain a set of descriptive parameters. These parameters
define the transfer function of the corticothalamic system,
assuming that the sources driving cortical activity over the
prestimulus periods are equivalent to white noise. The
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Figure 7 Effects of enhanced coupling on synchronous oscillation (compare to middle graphs in Figure 6). First and second eigenmodes of activity for two
sites driven by uncorrelated white noise inputs, separated by either 5 or 19mm. The upper figures show relative proportions of synchronous and
antisynchronous (or even and odd) activity when the sites are coupled together only by excitatory surrounds, which decline in strength as a Gaussian
function of distance. The lower figures show the impact of enhanced direct coupling between the driven sites, such as would be produced by structured
anatomical connections, or by voltage-dependent receptor activation. Top bar shows relative amounts of covariance as shades of gray.
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transfer function thus obtained can then be used to predict
the average time-locked response, or impulse response, of
the cortex, to any additional, but time-locked, input. As
shown, this enables the ERP to be accounted for as time-
locked responses to short bursts of activity generated by

sensory input, and from within the brain. Unfortunately,
there is no means currently available to us to generate the
second input from within the simulation, as this must
depend upon a specific cognitive eventFthe subjects’
decision that the particular tone heard could be (correctly)
identified as a target, requiring a response. In principle at
least, we expect that this cognitive process might be reduced
to associative processes mediated by mechanisms as
described in the earlier sections on cortical gamma activity
and synchronous oscillation. This step toward closing the
paths of causality within brain modelling, is, of course, a
daunting taskFand one that might best be initially
addressed in approximately steady-state conditions, in
accord with the methods described by Jirsa et al (2001).
The corticothalamic model so far developed has some

interesting implications, which may influence future
modelling. Firstly, the role of the lower-frequency cerebral
rhythms on biasing transitions of state in the cortex is
largely unexplored. Secondly, the occurrence of long-range
inhibitory interactions in the thalamus, mediated by the
reticular nucleus, contrasts with the predominance of
excitation at long range in the cortex. This implies a
reversal of phase relations generated by synchronous
oscillations in thalamus, to those in cortex. Since thalamic
association nuclei and cortex interact with a high degree of
one-to-one mapping, the interactions in the entire system
might further modulate the onset and offset of fields of
synchrony in a dynamic way. Effects on alpha phase
suggestive of the operation of such a mechanism have been
observed, both experimentally, and in a related type of
thalamo-cortical simulation (Suffczynski et al, 2001).
Thirdly, the interactions of cortex and thalamus with other
subcortical systems over longer pathways may act to
modulate the fields of cortical activation, creating analogues

Figure 8 Schematic of interactions between the thalamus and the
cortex. The cerebral cortex gives and receives excitatory (red) connections
to and from the specific and secondary relay nuclei of the thalamus, and
gives connections also to the reticular nucleus of the thalamus. The reticular
nucleus gives inhibitory connections to the other thalamic nuclei, and
receives inputs from the specific and secondary nuclei. All components are
activated by the reticular activating system. Symbols fee, fes, etc, represent
pulse fluxes, and Grs, Gsr, etc, synaptic gains, in accord with a related
convention to that used in the purely cortical model.

Figure 9 The global EEG and states of cortical activation. Optimum fits of the thalamocortical model to log/log EEG power spectra from the same
individual, in alert and drowsy waking states, and the first two stages of sleep.
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of attention and selective arousal. Such modulations would
be relatively slow compared to the cerebral rhythms, as
interactions between cortex and thalamus of order greater
than two neurones are generally smoothed by dendritic
filtering. Subcortical pathways might thus regulate ‘adia-
batic’ shifts in cortical activation, akin to the slow potentials
of the cerebral cortex. Fourthly, there is some evidence that
some theta activity might be related to pulsed interactions
between the cortex and the thalamus (Rennie et al, 2002).
Increased understanding of this, and of other sources for
theta rhythm may lead to explanation of the failure of our
cortical model to account for the theta content observed in
experiments, as noted in relation to Figure 3.
Finally, it may be noted that by negative feedback

mechanisms, corticothalamic and other cortical/subcortical
interactions may contribute to maintaining cortical activa-
tion near the level of transition between gamma and 1/f
conditions.

DISCUSSION

The results described above indicate that representation of
brain activity in mathematical terms is practicable, albeit in
a preliminary manner. Further work is needed to overcome
the numerous points upon which our treatment encounters

limitations, as pointed out in the preceding text. As such
problems are addressed, further physiological and anato-
mical detail might thus be introduced into an organized
framework, always subject to tests against experimentally
observed properties of the brain’s global properties.
The properties observed in our simulations suggest

approximation toward an account of the unified operation
of the brain may be possible. Within the simulations there
occur properties considered, in related contexts, to confer
universal computation, information storage, association
and recall, and self-organization (Freeman and Rogers,
2002; Arhem and Liljenstrom, 2001; Liljenstrom, 2002;
Langton, 1986, 1990; Singer, 1994; von Neumann, 1949;
Wolfram, 1984; Phillips and Singer, 1997; Kording and
Konig, 2000). Work showing that realistic anatomical
connectivity can appear on the basis of Hebbian learning,
in certain simplified neural networks (von der Marlsburg,
1973; Swindale, 1996; Alexander et al, 2000) is also of
interest, as this property appears likely to be transferable to
the more dynamically realistic continuum models described
here.
A further step would see, as well as the introduction of

Hebbian learning, the incorporation of innate positive and
negative reinforcement systems analogous to those known
to exist in the brain (Olds and Milner, 1954). It may be
presumed that such reinforcement systems act, via neuro-

Figure 10 Simulation of the ERP based upon impulse response of the thalamocortical model. Comparison of (a) modelled ERPs with (b) experimental
ERPs, in response to target and nontarget tones. To enable modelling of the experimental data, parameter values were obtained by fitting the
thalamocortical theoretical model (as in Figure 9) to the EEG power spectrum in the experimental prestimulus epochs. The modelled ERPs were then
generated as outputs utilizing the transfer function associated with the prestimulus state, while assuming an input sensory pulse of brief duration reached the
subcortex, and hence cortex at t¼ 0.10 s from the time of stimulus delivery, for both target and nontarget tones. In the case of target tones, a second
impulse was assumed to be generated from autonomous activity within the cortex, a further 0.10 s later. Thus, the target response is the result of
superposition of two impulse responses, generated 0.1 s apart.
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modulation, to regulate synaptic consolidation. Some
survival behaviors related to activity in the reinforcement
pathways appear to be hard-wired, thanks to species
evolution. Such a priori reinforcement systems might also
act to supervise adaptive learning, if the reinforcement
system was initially activated by only a small subset of the
total environmental stimuli, but could, by associative
learning, come to be activated by more complex inputs,
and by internally generated brain states. Internally gener-
ated states that did not acquire association with basic
survival behaviors and the operation of the reinforcement
mechanisms would be extinguished if they did not activate
the survival behaviors and the synaptic consolidation
mechanisms over some critical time period. Thus, survi-
val-consistent behaviors would remain, and develop in
complexity.
Another goal is the fitting of models of this type to a

much larger range of data, particularly the large normative
and standardized data set under construction by Gordon
(2000, 2002), which includes EEG and fMRI data from both
normal people and people with a variety of psychopathol-
ogies. It is our hope that this will help us to contribute to the
unification of findings in neuropsychopharmacology, as
discussed at the beginning of this paper.
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APPENDIX: A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF
THE MATHEMATICS OF A CORTICAL MODEL AND
OF METHODS OF SIMULATION

In the following formulae, subscript p represents associa-
tion with a presynaptic neurone, and subscript q association
with a postsynaptic neurone. Thus p or q may each be
replaced by either e (excitatory) or i (inhibitory), and
subscript qp indicates a shared property. The extended
subscripts ic and cc indicate that either intracortical or
corticocortical synapses are specifically referred to.
The principal state variables are:

Qq(r, t), the point pulse densities of neurones of type q,
where t is the time, and r is the position on the cortical
surface (s�1).
Vq(r, t), the corresponding point local field potentials
(V).
jp(r, t), the synaptic flux densities (s�1).

The rate at which pulses are generated is given by

Qq ¼ Qmax
q =1þ e�pðVq�yqÞ=

ffiffi

3
p

sq ;

where Qq
max is the maximum pulse rate sustainable by

neurones of type q, and yq and sq are parameters defining
pulse density distribution as a function of Vq. Perturbation
of the value of Qq(r, t) by random local factors in individual
neurones provides an internal source of white noise driving
to the system.
The synaptic flux densities are given by equations of the

form

jp ¼
Z

f ðjr� r0j; rpÞQpðr0; t � jr� r0j=npÞ d3r0;

where rp is the axonal range and np is the average velocity of
axonal conduction. The axonal distribution functions
f(|r�r0|, rp) may have any form, but are usually treated as
two-dimensional Gaussian distributions. Intracortical con-
nections are also usually approximated as having no
significant extension in space, unlike the corticocortical
connections, and thus

je ¼ je; ic þ je; cc;

je; ic � Qe;

ji; ic � Qi;

js and jns are specific and nonspecific inputs to the cortex
from all sources, and are not explicitly described here, but
act as an external source of driving inputs to the cortical
system.
Local field potential is considered directly proportional to

the pyramidal cell point membrane potential, which is given
by

Vq ¼ V ½0�
q þ

X

p

NqpH
½D�
qp � ðsqpGpjpÞ;

where Vq
[0] is the resting membrane potential, Nqp is the

number of synapses of type p per dendritic tree, and #
indicates convolution over time.

Normalized average EPSP/IPSP at the soma are given by

H
½D�
qp ðtÞ ¼

aqpbqp
bqp � aqp

ðe�aqpt � e�bqptÞ; tX0;

where 1/bqp, 1/aqp are the rise and fall time constants.
The standardized synaptic strength is represented by gp

[0].
It is the integral over time of the PSP, as recorded at the
soma, when the neurone is at its resting membrane
potential Vq

[0]. The actual synaptic strength sqp is related
to this, through the ion channel reversal potentials, Vq,p

rev,
and a measure of the membrane potential, thus:

sqp ¼ g
½0�
p

Vrev
p � H

½M�
q � Vq

Vrev
p � V

½0�
q

:

The convolution by Hq
[M] is introduced to account for an

effect of retrograde propagation of action potentials into
the dendritic tree. We assume that at low synaptic flux
and firing rates, cells are principally sensitive to synapses
proximate to the soma. During active firing, the site of
synaptic summation and further action potential generation
is shifted more distally, into the dendritic tree, and
now more remote synapses contribute greater weight to
determination of whether or not firing continues.
The contribution of remote synapses depends upon the
arrival of EPSP, IPSP generated at delay times in the distal
dendrites, and at earlier values of the membrane potential.
For the population of cells, the delay because of this effect
increases as average membrane potential decreases, so to
first approximation,

H½M�
q ¼ cq e

�cqt; tX0;

where cq is determined by a linear regression,

cq ¼ aðVq � V ½0�
q Þ þ b:

(The linear regression can be replaced by a more
physiologically realistic nonlinear function, which will be
reported in detail elsewhere.)
The impact of this membrane-voltage-dependent switch-

ing of a mean delay process in the dendrites is to regulate
partially the transition of local electrocortical activity into,
and out of, an active state in which gamma activity appears,
and generates strong fluctuations in the local pulse-density
and local field potential. This contributes a third type of
driving to wave propagation in the system, in addition to
that provided from external sources and stochastic pertur-
bations of pulse density.
Neurotransmitter receptor adaptation to continuing in-

put is included in Gp, for which parameters
k½R�p ; l½R�; An; an; Bn; bn have been obtained from model-
ling the behavior of receptors, from physiological measure-
ments of transformations among receptor tertiary
molecular configurations (references are given in main
text).

Gp ¼ H
½Rc�
p � G½Rc�

p þ H
½RV �
p � G½RV �

p :

The superscript ½R� ¼ ½Rc�; ½RV � indicates whether or not
the receptor is voltage dependent. Thus if p¼ e, Rc indicates
characteristics of an AMPA receptor, and RV an NMDA
receptor, while if p¼ i, then Rc indicates a GABAa receptor,
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and no voltage-dependent channels are considered.

G½Rc�
p ¼ k½Rc�

p e�l½Rc�fp ;

G½Rv�
p ¼ k½RV �

p e�l½RV �fp�Qq=Q
max
q :

The coefficients k½R�p describe the relative amplitude of the
two components of Gp, and the multiplication by Qq/Qq

max

is introduced in the second of the above equations because
voltage-dependent receptors are active only in that fraction
of neurones, which are currently firing.
The onset and offset of this modulation of synaptic gain

are described by normalized time functions, analogous to
H

½D�
qp :

H
½R�
p ðtÞ ¼½B½R�

1 =b½R�1 þ B
½R�
2 =b½R�2 þ � � � � A

½R�
1 =a½R�1

� A
½R�
2 =a½R�2 � � � ���1�½B½R�

1 e�b
½R�t
1

þ B
½R�
2 e�b

½R�t
2 � � � � A

½R�
1 e�a

½R�t
1 � A

½R�
2 e�a

½R�t
2 � � � ��:

These modulations of synaptic gain help to maintain
cortical stability close to the boundary between 1/f activity,

and active gamma, since AMPA activity is more strongly
downregulated with decreasing membrane voltage than is
GABA activity. The voltage dependence of NMDA activity
contributes a type of dynamic gain, enhancing synchronous
oscillation.
The simulation results shown in Figures 3 and 4 applied

random perturbations of the pulse densities Qq(r, t) in
accord with the assumed stochastic nature of individual
neurone firing. In Figures 5, 6, and 7, this perturbation was
not applied, although the moving bars or static inputs were
treated as zero-mean signals of white-noise type. The
theoretical functions applied to derive the results in Figures
9 and 10 assumed driving of the model system by diffuse
white noise. These differences represent, in part, stages in
the evolution of the family of models rather than differences
of principle. All relevant properties are retained in
simulations that include the more complex treatments of
the sources of driving.
The cortical simulations were applied with the cortical

surface ‘lumped’ into a 20� 20 matrix of elements, with
toroidal boundary conditions. Variation of boundary
conditions is without significant effect.
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Neurophysical Modeling of Brain Dynamics

PA Robinson*,1,2, CJ Rennie1,2,3, DL Rowe1,2, SC O’Connor1,2, JJ Wright2,4, E Gordon2,5 and RW
Whitehouse1,2
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A recent neurophysical model of brain electrical activity is outlined and applied to EEG phenomena. It incorporates single-neuron

physiology and the large-scale anatomy of corticocortical and corticothalamic pathways, including synaptic strengths, dendritic

propagation, nonlinear firing responses, and axonal conduction. Small perturbations from steady states account for observed EEGs as

functions of arousal. Evoked response potentials (ERPs), correlation, and coherence functions are also reproduced. Feedback via thalamic

nuclei is critical in determining the forms of these quantities, the transition between sleep and waking, and stability against seizures. Many

disorders correspond to significant changes in EEGs, which can potentially be quantified in terms of the underlying physiology using this

theory. In the nonlinear regime, limit cycles are often seen, including a regime in which they have the characteristic petit mal 3Hz spike-

and-wave form.

Neuropsychopharmacology (2003) 28, S74–S79. doi:10.1038/sj.npp.1300143

Keywords: brain dynamics; EEG; biophysics; modeling
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INTRODUCTION

Correlations of EEGs with brain function are widely used
diagnostically, and close connections to dynamics, cogni-
tion, and mental disorders are inferred (Niedermeyer and
Lopes da Silva, 1999). Yet the detailed link between EEGs
and the underlying physiology is not well understood,
despite over 125 years’ work (Niedermeyer and Lopes da
Silva, 1999). Similar remarks apply to evoked response
potentials (ERPs). Still more cryptic are EEGs seen in
disorders, including epilepsy, whose relation to normal
EEGs is not understood. As a result EEG studies are not
integrated within any overall framework, nor with other
branches of neuroscience.
EEGs result from cortical electrical activity aggregated

over scales much larger than individual neurons or that can
be modeled using neural networks. Hence, in one class of
models averages are taken over microscopic neural
structure to obtain continuum descriptions on scales of
millimeters to the whole brain, incorporating realistic
anatomy of separate excitatory and inhibitory neural
populations (pyramidal cells and interneurons), nonlinear
neural responses, multiscale interconnections, dendritic,
cell-body and axonal dynamics, and corticothalamic feed-
back (Wilson and Cowan, 1973; Lopes da Silva et al, 1974;
Nunez, 1974, 1995; Freeman, 1975; Steriade et al, 1990;

Wright and Liley, 1996; Jirsa and Haken, 1996; Robinson et
al, 1997, 2001, 2002; Rennie et al, 2002).
We have developed a physiologically based continuum

model of corticothalamic dynamics that reproduces and
unifies many features of EEGs, including the discrete
spectral peaks in the slow wave, ‘delta’, ‘theta’, ‘alpha’,
and ‘beta’ bands, seen in waking and sleeping states
(Robinson et al, 2001, 2002), ERPs (Rennie et al, 2002),
measures of coherence (Robinson, 2003), generalized
epilepsies, EEG entrainment and seizure activation by
stimuli (Robinson et al, 2002), and low-dimensional seizure
dynamics (Robinson et al, 2002). Many behaviors were
derived from moderate parameter changes of a few
mechanisms in a single model, thereby enabling classifica-
tion of different states using these parameters. Our
approach averages over microstructure to yield mean-field
equations in a way that complements cellular-level and
neural-network analyses: these other approaches can be
employed to elucidate the connections between micro-
structure and mean-field quantities, while the large-scale
fields provide the background against which microscopic
neural activity takes place. In the following sections we
outline our model and its main results to date.

METHOD

Corticothalamic Model

The details of the model have been published elsewhere
(Robinson et al, 2002); owing to space limitations, we
restrict ourselves here to a brief outline.
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The first feature incorporated is the neural response to
the cell-body potential. Mean firing rates Qa of excitatory
(a¼ e) and inhibitory (a¼ i) neurons are nonlinearly
related to mean potentials Va by Qa(r, t)¼S[Va(r, t)], where
S is a sigmoidal function that increases from 0 to Q as Va

increases from �N to +N. We use

S ½Vaðr; tÞ� ¼ Q½1þ expf�½Vaðr; tÞ � y�=s0g��1; ð1Þ
where y is the mean neural firing threshold and s0p=

ffiffiffi

3
p

is
its standard deviation.
The potential Va results after dendritic inputs have been

filtered and smeared out in time while passing through the
dendritic tree, then summed. It obeys a differential equation
(Robinson et al, 1997, 2001)

DaVaðr; tÞ ¼naefeðr; tÞ þ naifiðr; tÞ
þ nasfsðr; t � t0=2Þ;

ð2Þ

Da ¼
1

ab
d2

dt2
þ 1

a
þ 1

b

� �

d

dt
þ 1; ð3Þ

where b and a are the inverse rise and decay times of the
cell-body potential produced by an impulse at a dendritic
synapse and bE4a. The right-hand side of (2) involves
contributions from fei, from other cortical neurons, and
inputs fs from thalamic relay nuclei, delayed by a time t0/2
required for signals to propagate from thalamus to cortex.
In (2) nab¼Nabsb, where Nab is the mean number of
synapses from neurons of type b¼ e, i, s to type a¼ e, i and
sb is the strength of the response to a unit signal from
neurons of type b.
Each part of the corticothalamic system produces a field

fa of pulses that travels at n¼ 10m s�1 and obeys a damped
wave equation (Robinson et al, 1997, 2001):

1

g2a

d2

dt2
þ 2

ga

d

dt
þ 1� r2ar

2

� �

faðr; tÞ ¼ S ½Vaðr; tÞ�; ð4Þ

where ga¼ n/ra and ra is the mean range of axons a. If
intracortical connectivities are proportional to the numbers
of synapses involved, Vi¼Ve and Qi¼Qe (Wright and Liley,
1996; Robinson et al, 2001), which let us concentrate on
excitatory quantities. The smallness of ri also lets us set
giEN (Robinson et al, 1997).
The model incorporates corticothalamic connectivities

and thalamic nonlinearities. Figure 1 shows the connectiv-
ities considered, including the thalamic reticular nucleus
that inhibits relay nuclei. The latter relay external stimuli fn

to the cortex as well as corticothalamic feedback. The cell-
body potentials then satisfy

DaVcðr; tÞ ¼ncefeðr; t � t0=2Þ þ ncsfsðr; tÞ
þ ncrfrðr; tÞ þ ncnfnðr; tÞ;

ð5Þ

where there is a delay t0/2 for signals to travel from cortex to
thalamus, c¼ r, s, ncc¼nrn¼ 0, and fc(r, t)¼S[Vc(r, t)]
(Robinson et al, 2001) applies because the small size of the
thalamic nuclei enables us to assume gcEN and rcE0 in (4).
Our model has 15 parameters: Q, y, s0 a, b, ge, t0, nee, nei,

nes, nse, nsr, nsnfn, nre, and nrs, enough to allow realistic
representation of the anatomy and physiology, but few
enough to yield useful interpretations. The parameters are
approximately known from the experiment (Robinson et al,
2001, 2002), leading to the nominal values in Table 1, which

are indicative onlyFsome vary severalfold between in-
dividuals, arousal states, and disorders. We use only values
compatible with physiology.

RESULTS

Steady States, Linear Waves, and Stability

Setting all derivatives to zero in (3) and (4) yields steady
states when the system is driven by a constant, uniform
mean stimulus level fn. The equations are easily solved
numerically, yielding a single low-fe solution, which
corresponds to a normal state.
Small perturbations of steady states allow use of linear

analysis. A stimulus fn(k,o) of angular frequency o and
wave vector k has the transfer function to fe(k,o):

feðk;oÞ
fn k;oð Þ

¼ GesL

1� GeiL

GsnLe
iot0=2

1� SrL2
1

q2r2e þ k2r2e
; ð6Þ

q2r2e ¼ð1� io=geÞ
2

� L

1� GeiL
Gee þ

ðSd þ SiLÞL
1� SrL2

eiot0
� �

;
ð7Þ

Gab ¼ ð �ffa=s
0Þð1� �ffa=QÞnab; ð8Þ

Figure 1 Schematic of corticothalamic interactions, showing the
locations ab at which nab and Gab act.

Table 1 Nominal Parameters from Robinson et al (2002)

Quantity Nominal Unit

Q 250 s�1

y 15 mV
s0 3.3 mV
ge 100 s�1

a¼ b/4 50 s�1

t0 80 ms
nee, nes, nse 1.2 mV s
�nei 1.8 mV s
�nsr 0.8 mV s
nsnfn 1.0 mV s
nre 0.4 mV s
nrs 0.2 mV s
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where L ¼ ð1� io=aÞ�1ð1� io=bÞ�1 and �ffa is the steady-
state value of fa. This function is the cortical excitatory
response per unit external stimulus, and encapsulates the
relative phase via its complex value (Robinson et al, 2001;
Rennie et al, 2002); it is the key to linear properties of the
system. The gain Gab is the differential output produced by
neurons a per unit input from neurons b, and the static
gains for loops in Figure 1 are Sd¼GesGse for feedback via
relay nuclei only, Si¼GesGsrGre for the loop through
reticular and relay nuclei, and Sr¼GsrGrs for the intratha-
lamic loop.
Waves obey the dispersion relation q2(o)+k2¼ 0, with

instability boundaries where this equation is satisfied for
real o (Robinson et al, 1997, 2001). In most circumstances,
waves with k¼ 0 (ie spatially uniform) are the most unstable
(Robinson et al, 1997), and it is found that only the first few
(ie lowest frequency) spectral resonances can become
unstable. Analysis for realistic parameter ranges finds just
four k¼ 0 instabilities, leading to global nonlinear dynamics
(Robinson et al, 2002): (a) Slow-wave instability (fE0) that
leads to a low frequency spike-wave limit cycle. (b) Theta
instability, which saturates in a nonlinear limit cycle near
3Hz (see Figure 2(a), where t0¼ 0.2 s for clarity, giving a
frequency nearer 2Hz (see below)), with a spike-wave form
unless its parameters are close to the instability boundary.
(c) Spindle instability at oE(ab)1/2 (see Figure 2, in the
alpha band for physiological a and b, leading to a limit cycle
near 10Hz. (d) Alpha instability giving a limit cycle near
10Hz, with a waveform like in Figure 2(b).
The occurrence of only a few instabilities, at low

frequencies, enables the state and physical stability of the
brain to be parameterized in a 3D space with axes

x ¼ Gee=ð1� GeiÞ; ð9Þ

y ¼ ðSd þ SiÞ=½ð1� SrÞð1� GeiÞ�; ð10Þ

z ¼ �Srab=ðaþ bÞ2; ð11Þ

which parameterize cortical, corticothalamic, and thalamic
stability, respectively (Robinson et al, 2002). In terms of
these quantities, the brain occupies a stability zone
illustrated in Figure 3. The back is at x¼ 0 and the base
at z¼ 0. A pure spindle instability occurs at z¼ 1, which
couples to the alpha instability on the upper boundaries,
with spindle dominating at top and left, and alpha at right.
At small z the left surface is defined by a theta instability.
The front right surface corresponds to slow-wave instability
and follows the plane x+y¼ 1 to y¼ ycE�0.2. The
boundaries correspond to onsets of generalized seizures
(Robinson et al, 2002).

Spectra, Evoked Potentials, and Coherence

The EEG frequency spectrum is obtained by squaring the
modulus of fe and integrating over

PðoÞ ¼
Z

jfeðk; oÞj
2d2k: ð12Þ

Figure 4 shows excellent agreement with observed spectra
if is white noise in space and time, including occurence of
alpha and beta rhythms at frequencies fE1/t0, 2/t0, and the
asymptotic low- and high-frequency behaviors; key differ-
ences between waking and sleep spectra can also be
reproduced (see below and Robinson et al, 2001). The
low-frequency 1/f behavior is a signature of edge-of-stability
dynamics, which allow complex behavior (Robinson et al,
1997, 2001). To test our model and estimate some of its
parameters, we fitted its linear spectrum to 103 normal
adults’ eyes-closed (EC) and eyes-open (EO) spectra
(Robinson et al, 2002). This yielded mean parameters near
those in Table 1.
A 1D wave-number spectrum results if one integrates

|fe(k, o)|
2 over one component of k:

Pðkx;oÞ ¼ jfeðkx; ky;oÞj
2dky: ð13Þ

Figure 2 Sample time series from the model in regimes corresponding
to (a) theta instability and (b) spindle instability.

Figure 3 Stability zone for nominal parameters in Table 1, except
a¼ 60 s�1. The surface is shaded according to instability, as labeled (dark
gray¼ spindle, light gray at right¼ alpha, light gray at left¼ theta), with the
front right face left transparent as it corresponds to a slow-wave instability.
Approximate locations are shown of EO, EC, S1, S2, S4, REM (R),
anesthesia (A), and alpha coma (C) states, petit mal onset (P), and the
parameters in Table 1 (T), with each state located at the top of its bar,
whose x�y coordinates can be read from the grid.
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We find that this spectrum is flat at small kx, then
approximates a power law, with P(kx,o)Bkx

�g(o).
Figure 5 compares the exponent with EC data from Shaw
(1991), showing excellent agreement for physiologically
realistic parameters, except at fB5Hz, where the data are
affected by phase distortions (Shaw 1991). In particular,
spectral steepenings at resonances are reproduced.
The inverse Fourier transform of (6) gives the ERP that

results from an impulse stimulus. Initial work shows that
the result agrees well with the experiment (Rennie et al,
2002), as illustrated by the example of a background (as
opposed to target, in an oddball paradigm) ERP in Figure 6.
Significantly, the model parameters used are essentially the

same as those that reproduce the same subject’s prestimulus
EEG spectrum.
The cross spectrum P(r, r0, o) is the phase average of fe

(r, o)fe(r
0, o). The coherence function is then

g2ðr; r0;oÞ ¼ ½Pðr; r0;oÞ�2

Pðr; r;oÞPðr0; r0;oÞ
: ð14Þ

Figure 7 shows that this gives good agreement with
observations for model parameters close to those used in
obtaining the other plots in this work (Robinson, 2002). A
rise seen in g2 at large R¼ |r�r0| (Nunez et al, 1999) is also
reproduced (Robinson, 2002).

States of Arousal

Nonseizure states lie within the stability zone in Figure 3.
Detailed arguments regarding the arousal sequence, from
alert to deep sleep, and including REM sleep and sleep
stages 1–4 (S1–S4), constrain the relevant regions of
parameter space and place this sequence as shown in

Figure 4 Example spectra (solid) and fits (dashed) from a typical subject
in EO and EC states.

Figure 5 Wave number spectral index g vs frequency. Model results are
shown solid and data are dashed.

Figure 6 Experimental (solid) and model (dashed) ERPs in response to a
stimulus.
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Figure 3 (Robinson et al, 2002). States such as anesthesia
can also be represented.
Figure 8 shows model time series for parameters

illustrating EO, EC, S2, and S4 states, holding Q, ge, t0, b/

a, nei, and nsn at their nominal values, and varying a and the
other nab only moderately. The features seen strongly
resemble those of corresponding experimental data (Nie-
dermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 1999). Known differences
between EEG spectra for subjects with differing disorders
enable classification of these conditions into different parts
of the stability zone, while seizures correspond to depar-
tures from this zone, as discussed next.

Petit Mal Seizures

Petit mal is a common generalized epilepsy. Seizures are
mostly seen at ages 4�20, last 5�20 s, cause loss of
consciousness, and show a spike-wave cycle which starts
and stops abruptly across the whole scalp (Niedermeyer and
Lopes da Silva, 1999). The frequency falls from around 4Hz
to under 3Hz in most cases, and non-REM sleep is a
powerful seizure activator. Experiments show that the loops
in Figure 1 are essential for petit mal, with the cortex
synchronizing thalamic activity (Niedermeyer and Lopes da
Silva, 1999; Steriade et al, 1990). GABA antagonists such as
penicillin can start spike-wave oscillations, in some cases
converting spindles to spike-wave complexes, similar to
those also seen in some partial seizures (Niedermeyer and
Lopes da Silva, 1999).
Our model gives an E3Hz spike-wave cycle as the

nonlinear stage of theta instability (Figure 2) and we
conclude that this corresponds to petit mal (Robinson et al,
2002). Analysis shows that this cycle consists of a flip-flop
(it alternates between two states) in the limit ge, a-N, a
residue of which is seen in Figure 2(a). The high-fe part
corresponds to large fs incident on the cortex as a result of
low fr a time t0/2 earlier and low fe a time t0 earlier; the
low-fe part corresponds to the converse, with near silence
in relay nuclei, as seen experimentally. Signals make two
circuits of the system before it returns to its original state,
giving a period 2t0. At finite a, signals traveling via
the reticular nucleus are delayed by E1/a more than
those that only pass through relay nuclei. Hence, when
fe flips to its upper state, there is a short period t0/2
later when Sd4|Si|, resulting another t0/2 later in a spike
of duration Ea�1. Finite a and ge also round off the other
side of each square wave and finite a leads to damped
spindle oscillations at o¼ (ab)1/2. These mechanisms
accord with the experimental inferences above, and
observed EEGs often show a residual flip-flop plateau in
each cycle (Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 1999;
Robinson et al, 2002).
Estimation of the petit mal period gives TE2t0+6/a+

6/b+4/ge (Robinson et al, 2002), consistent with observa-
tions and the insensitivity of T to most parameters. The
main features of the waveform, apart from spindles, are
found in cases with b, ge¼N but finite a, which implies
that the 3D system resulting in that limit contains the
essential dynamics. This accords with findings that dimen-
sions of time series of petit mal and related seizures are low
(Babloyantz and Destexhe, 1986).
A typical onset point for a petit mal seizure is shown in

Figure 3. Transformation of spindles into petit mal is
inferred to occur by moving from the vicinity of S2 to the
theta instability zone, with a rapid switch of activity from
roughly 10Hz to 3Hz. Large values of ge favor instability,

Figure 7 Model alpha-band coherence vs distance (solid) for EC
conditions, compared with experimental curves.

Figure 8 Model time series at labeled points in Figure 3: (a) EO, (b) EC,
(c) S2, and (d) S4.
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which may explain the onset of petit mal at around age 4,
since ge rises in children because of myelination.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a model that incorporates the main
features of corticothalamic physiology and anatomy using
only 15 parameters. Its predictions provide a unified
description of a wide range of phenomena, with six
parameters fixed across all states, and the others only
varying moderately. Of key importance is the xyz parameter
space in which the stability zone of the brain is easily
visualized, and in which disorders, states of arousal, etc, can
be classified. Within this zone, linear analysis gives good
approximations to EEG spectra, ERPs, coherence and
correlation functions, and related measures. Zone bound-
aries are identified with onsets of generalized seizures,
consistent with known features of their time series and
patterns of occurrence. The model also explains low-
dimensional dynamics in petit mal seizures and other
nonlinear behaviors such as alpha entrainment and seizure
activation are also reproduced (Robinson et al, 2002). A key
feature of our approach is that we extract a broad range of
behavior from modest changes in the parameters of a single
model, without postulating extra mechanisms.
Fitting the model’s predictions to data provides a

noninvasive probe of large-scale physiology that yields
parameter values consistent with independent measures.
This enables states of arousal, seizure onsets, and pathol-
ogies to be assigned to distinct regions of parameter space.
We have found that the normal arousal sequence has a
simple form in the xyz space, that clinically observed
waking states lie at inferred locations, and that seizure
onsets lie close to the most commonly seen precursor states
(see also Robinson et al, 2002). This space thus provides a
physiologically based organizing framework for a wide
variety of phenomena. Its topography may indicate new
connections among phenomena in neighboring regions, and
enable the significance of the parameters that distinguish
the various cases, and cause transitions between them, to be
studied systematically.
The approach discussed here provides a powerful frame-

work for further studies: It remains to investigate what
factors control progression along inferred arousal se-
quences, or onset of seizures, for example. This will require
inclusion of neuromodulator dynamics and brainstem
reticular activation, possibly using additional feedback
loops. Spatial variations are also under investigation, with
successful initial application to understanding split alpha
peaks seen in a few percent of the population (Robinson
et al, 2003).
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a b s t r a c t

A continuum model of electrocortical activity was applied separately at centimetric and macrocolumnar
scales, permitting analysis of interaction between scales. State equations included effects of retrograde
action potential propagation in dendritic trees, and kinetics of AMPA, GABA and NMDA receptors.
Parameter valueswere provided from independent physiological and anatomical estimates. Realistic field
potentials and pulse rates were obtained, including resonances in the alpha/theta and gamma ranges,
1/f 2 background activity, and autonomous gamma activity. Zero-lag synchrony and travelling waves
occurred as complementary aspects of cortical transmission, and lead/lag relations between excitatory
and inhibitory cell populations varied systematically around transition to autonomous gamma oscillation.

Properties of the simulations can account for generation and control of gamma activity. All factors
acting on excitatory/inhibitory balance controlled the onset and offset of gamma oscillation. Autonomous
gamma was initiated by focal excitation of excitatory cells, and suppressed by laterally spreading trans-
cortical excitation,which acted on both excitatory and inhibitory cell populations. Consequently, although
spatially extensive non-specific reticular activation tended to suppress autonomous gamma, spatial
variation of reticular activation could preferentially select fields of synchrony.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper specifies continuum state equations for simulation
of local field potentials and population pulse rates in the cerebral
cortex. The model thus obtained is used to help explain the
origin and control of gamma synchrony in relation to global
electrocortical activity.

In the attempt to capture essential aspects of cortical dynamics,
models of neuronal interactions range from very detailed simula-
tions of individual neurons then studied in interacting networks
(e.g. Bower and Beeman (1998) and Traub, Whittington, Stanford,
and Jeffereys (1996), to classical approaches utilizing highly sim-
plified neurons (e.g. Amit (1989), Arbib (1995) and Buzsaki and
Draguhn (2004)). Problems of numerical complexity and loss of
analytical advantage, versus loss of physiological realism, arise at
either end of this spectrum. A further, and complementary, ap-
proach has been motivated by studies of electroencephalogram
(EEG) and local field potentials, and is variously described asmean-
field, continuum, or population approximation (Freeman, 1975;
Haken, 1996; Nunez, 1981, 1995; Rotterdam, Lopes da Silva, van
den Ende, Viergever, & Hermans, 1982; Wilson & Cowan, 1973).

∗ Corresponding address: Liggins Institute, and Department of Psychological
Medicine, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand. Tel.: +64 9 4835 024;
fax: +64 9 4820 927.

E-mail address: jj.w@xtra.co.nz.

Continuummodels treat the cortical medium as a continuous field,
and offer the possibility that the field equations might be applied
at different spatial scale and resolution, by appropriate adjustment
of parameters and connections. In the present work, for the first
time, a single parameter set obtained a priori is applied to contin-
uum simulations to test whether the results exhibit appropriate
scale-dependent effects. Also for the first time, action potential ret-
rograde propagation into the dendritic tree is includedwithin con-
tinuumstate equations – an inclusionmotivated by the importance
of retrograde propagation for the ascription of synaptic weight in
computational models, in addition to the dynamic implications –
and effects of receptor dynamics of three major neurotransmitter
types are included. Parameter values and methods of application
are drawn from various sources (Braitenberg & Schuz, 1991; Jirsa
& Haken, 1996; Liley & Wright, 1994; Mountcastle, 1979; Rennie,
Robinson, &Wright, 1999; Rennie, Wright, & Robinson, 2000; Ren-
nie, Robinson, & Wright, 2002; Robinson, Rennie, & Wright, 1997;
Robinson et al., 2001, 2003; Robinson, Rennie, Rowe, & O’Connor,
2004; Scholl, 1956; Steyn-Ross et al., 2005; Suffczynski, Kalitzin,
Pfurtscheller, & Lopes da Silva, 2001; Szentagothai, 1979; Wright,
1990;Wright & Liley, 1996;Wright, 1997, 1999;Wright, Bourke, &
Chapman, 2000; Wright et al., 2003).

In a continuum description, stable, non-fluctuating states are
equivalent to random fluctuations in individual cell-firing rates
in a network description. Conversely, spontaneous oscillating
states in a continuum indicate ordered firing in an equivalent
neural population. Therefore, transitions between stable and

0893-6080/$ – see front matter© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.neunet.2008.11.001
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spontaneously oscillating states were studied in simulation,
and manipulation of parameters was used to obtain insights
into mechanism. Analogs of gamma oscillation and synchronous
oscillation (Bressler, Coppola, & Nakamura, 1993; Eckhorn et al.,
1988; Gray & Singer, 1989; Gray, Konig, Engel, & Singer, 1989;
Gray, Engel, Konig, & Singer, 1992; Miltner, Braun, Arnold, Witte,
& Taube, 1999; Neuenschwander & Singer, 1996; Singer, 1994;
Singer & Gray, 1995) were targets of central importance, because
field potentials and pulse activity are strongly correlated in the
gamma frequency band (Stryker, 1989). There are theoretically
important relations of synchrony to information storage and
retrieval (Kay & Phillips, 1997; Malsburg, 1983; Phillips & Singer,
1997) including recent considerations of synaptic self-organization
(Wright, Alexander, & Bourke, 2006; Wright & Bourke, 2008), as
well as wave aspects of cortical signal transmission (Chapman,
Bourke, &Wright, 2002; Freeman&Barrie, 2000; Freeman,Holmes,
West, & Vanhatalo, 2006; O’Connor & Robinson, 2003; Robinson,
Wright, & Rennie, 1998).

Freeman and co-workers have long considered gamma activity
to involve transitions comparable to a thermodynamic phase
transition, and emphasise the propagation of the phase transition
from site to site in the cortex. Yet the mechanisms of origin and
the control of gamma oscillation are yet to be clarified. During
gamma oscillation an average phasic relation exists between local
excitatory and inhibitory cells (Freeman, 1991; Hasenstaub et al.,
2005) and this relationship may reflect a crucial aspect of the
mechanism. Recent analyses of the cellular dynamics (Morita,
Kalra, Aihara, & Robinson, 2008; Robinson, 2007) conclude that
recurrent inhibition from fast spiking inhibitory cells is largely
responsible for maintaining the rhythmic drive, although the
role played by excitatory processes in modulating or driving the
oscillations remains uncertain. Without determination of these
mechanisms it remains difficult to comprehensively define the
link of gamma activity to information storage, retrieval and
transmission.

Since cortical networks form a dilute and massively intercon-
nected network, a satisfactory explanation for gamma activity and
synchrony should not only consider local dynamics, but also ex-
plain the onset and offset of gamma activity in relation to events
at more distant sites and at larger scale in the brain, including
cortical regulation mediated via subcortical mechanisms. Many
studies have indicated EEG correlations with cognition, and corti-
cal/subcortical interactions are regarded as critical for the regula-
tion of arousal and attention [e.g. Alexander, Crutcher, and DeLong
(1990) and Scheibel and Scheibel (1970)] but the mechanisms re-
main elusive. The need to consider these relationships was high-
lighted by Stryker (1989), when, in contrast to gamma, he drew
attention to the relatively weak relationship of other, non-gamma,
EEG rhythms to variation of cortical pulse rates. It still remains un-
clear inwhatway large-scale EEGpotentials are involved in cortical
information processing, if at all.

The properties of the simulations reported here suggest
resolutions of some of these problems.

2. Methods

Fig. 1 shows the qualitative physiological and anatomical
features included in the simulations.

2.1. Conventions

State variables are average membrane potentials, Vp,q(r, t),
pulse densities, Qp,q(r, t), and afferent synaptic flux ϕp,q(r, t). To
enable a compact representation, the subscripts p, q = e, i in-
dicate either excitatory (e) or inhibitory (i) neuron populations,
while qp indicates synaptic connections from p to q. Superscripts

Fig. 1. State equations for the simulations attempt to capture the features indicated
in descending rows of the figure: • Mass–action interaction of neurotransmitters
and receptors, thus regulating the opening/closing of ion channels. • Consequent
ionic flux in post-synaptic dendritic membrane. • Dynamic variation in synaptic
weights, consequent to changes in relative and absolute depolarisation of synapses
in the proximal and distal dendritic trees, induced by back-propagation of action
potentials. • Cortical architecture, shown as one row of a square array, as blocks of
excitatory (e) and inhibitory (i) cell groups and axo-synaptic linkages. Site of action
of the reticular activating system, on e components only, is indicated as NSF (non-
specific flux) and the lateral spread of excitatory signals to both e and i components,
is indicated as TCF (transcortical flux).

[R] = [NMDA], [AMPA], [GABAa] indicate neurotransmitter recep-
tor types.

State equations are steady state functions of state variables, and
lag response functions in τ = nδt , where δt is the time-step,
and n = 1, 2, . . .. Lag response functions are normalised so that� ∞
0 f (τ ) · dτ = 1. This format reflects the way that the parameter

set was derived from experimental data, as is recognisable in Fig. 2.
Parameter values and notes on derivations are given in the

Appendix, except for axonal ranges and conduction velocities,
which are discussed in Section 2.9.

2.2. Afferent synaptic flux

The distribution of the neuron cell bodies giving rise to afferents
at a cortical point, r, is f (r, r�), where {r�} are all other points in the
field. Connection densities are reciprocal for all {r, r�}.

The afferent flux density, ϕp(r, t), the population average input
pulse rate per synapse is given by

ϕp(r, t) =
�

f (r, r�)Qp(r�, t −
��r − r�

�� /νp)d2r� (1)

Qp(r�, t) aremeanpulse rates of neurons at r�, at t , also termed pulse
density. νp is the velocity of axonal conduction.

f (r, r�)is approximated as Gaussian (e.g. Braitenberg and Schuz
(1991)

f (r, r�) = 1
2πγ 2

exp

�
−

��r − r�
��2

2γ 2

�

(2)

γ is the standard deviation of axonal range.
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Fig. 2. (1a) Normalised receptor time responses. (1b) Receptor steady states. (2a) Normalised post-synapticmembrane time responses. (2b) Post-synapticmembrane steady
states @ ϕp = 20 s−1. (3a) Normalised dendritic tree delays. (3b) Action potential generation.

2.3. Synaptic receptor dynamics

The postsynaptic impact of ϕp(r, t) is modified by changes in
the conformation of ion channels. The open channel steady state is

J [R](ϕp) = exp[−λ[R]ϕp]ϕp (3)

(see Fig. 2(1b)) and Φ[R](τ ) (Fig. 2(1a)) describes rise and fall of
receptor adaptation to a brief afferent stimulus

Φ[R](τ ) =
�
�

n

B[R]
n /β [R]

n −
�

m

A[R]
m /α[R]

m

�−1
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×
�
�

n

B[R]
n exp[−β [R]

n τ ] −
�

m

A[R]
m exp[−α[R]

m τ ]
�

(4)

{λ[R], B[R]
n , A[R]

m , β[R]
n , α[R]

m },m, n = 1, 2, 3 . . . are derived from
transmitter/receptor models (see Appendix Table 4).

2.4. Postsynaptic membrane gain

Afferent synaptic flux, modified by synaptic adaptation, gener-
ates a change in averagemembrane potential, Vq, with steady state
solution as shown in Fig. 2(2b).

M [R](Vq, ϕp) = g [R]
p

�
V rev
p − Vq

V rev
p − V [0]

q

�

J [R] (5)

g [R]
p is the synaptic gain at resting membrane potential.

V rev
p is the excitatory or inhibitory reversal potential.

V [0]
q is the resting membrane potential.
Since Vq and ϕp are serially dependent state variables, Vq(t)

must be substituted by Vq(t − δt) in computation.

2.5. Dendritic time and space response

The rise and fall of postsynapticmembrane potential at the sites
of synaptic input (Fig. 2(2a)) is given by

Ψ [R](τ ) = aqpbqp
bqp − aqp

(exp(−aqpτ ) − exp(−bqpτ )) (6)

{aqp, bqp} are constants.
Postsynaptic depolarisation, transferredby cable effects, reaches

the action potential trigger points after delays which are greater
from synapses in the distal dendritic trees than from the proximal
dendritic trees. The relative magnitudes of depolarisation reach-
ing the trigger points over a spread of arrival times (Fig. 2(3a)) is
given by

Lj(τ ) = aj exp[−ajτ ] (7)

aj are constants and j = n, f indicates relationship to the near or
far dendritic trees, respectively.

2.6. Effects of action potential back-propagation

At the release of an action potential a retrograde propagation
takes place, depolarizing the dendritic membrane throughout the
proximal dendritic tree (Stuart & Sakmann, 1994). It is assumed
that when the neuron is fully re-polarized, the greatest weight in
the generation of a subsequent action potential can be ascribed
to activity at the near synapses, because of their weighting by
proximity to the axon hillock. On the release of an action potential
the near synapses become reduced in efficacy to zero during the
absolute refractory period, and the distal synaptic trees become
partially depolarized, so that determination of whether or not a
subsequent action potential is generated at the conclusion of the
relative refractory period is weighted toward activity at the far
synapses.

The fractions of neurons,An, Af , having respective biases toward
activation from the near or far dendritic trees, are

Af (t) = Qq/Qmax
q (8)

An(t) = 1 − (Qq/Qmax
q ) (9)

Qmax
q is the maximum firing rate of neurons and reflects the

refractory period.

Fractional distributions, rn[R] + rf [R] = 1, of postsynaptic
receptors of each type differ in near and far trees, so back-
propagation also influences the efficacy of receptor types, and
the voltage dependence on NMDA receptors requires that they
be considered as essentially components of the distal tree, with
rf [NMDA] = 1.

2.7. Aggregate depolarisation

The voltage at the trigger points for action potential generation,
ψq, is obtained by convolution and summation over the receptor
types, excitatory/inhibitory cell combinations, and fractions of
quiescent and recently active cells, weighted by the average
number of synaptic connections between cell types, Nqp. Where ∗
indicates convolution in time

ψq(t) =
�

p

�

j

�

[R]
NqpAjr j[R](((M [R] ∗ Φ[R]) ∗ Ψ [R]) ∗ Lj). (10)

In the population average,

Vq(t) ≈ V [0]
q + ψq (11)

and Eq. (11) establishes Vq(t − δt) for the next time-step in Eq. (5).

2.8. Action potential generation

From Eq. (11) the mean firing rate is calculated from

Qq(t) = Qmax
q /(1 + exp[−π(Vq − θq)/

√
3σq]) (12)

(Fig. 2(3b)), yielding the pulse densities of neurons required in
Eq. (1).

θq is the mean value of Vq at which 50% of neurons are above
threshold for the emission of action potentials.

σq approximates one standard deviation of probability of
emission of an action potential in a single cell, as a function of Vq.

For comparisonwith standard EEGand local field potential (LFP)
data, we also assume LFP ≡ Ve(t).

2.9. Application at different spatial scales

The above equations were applied numerically in spatially
discrete form, in a 20 × 20 grid of ‘‘elements’’, with periodic
boundary conditions. Each element of the grid is situated at a
position r, surrounded by other elements at positions {r�} and
coupled as in Eq. (1) with delays, δp = |r−r�|

νp
. The grid can be used

to represent the cortex at any chosen spatial scale, by choosing
lengths for

��r − r�
��, applying a physiologically appropriate value

for υp, and setting excitatory/inhibitory axonal connection ranges
appropriate to scale.

2.9.1. Centimetric scale
Because of the relatively short range of inhibitory axons, at large

scales a coarse-grained approximation can be applied; γe >> γi,
so for p = e

ϕe(r, t) =
�

1
2πγ 2

e
exp

�
−

��r − r�
��2

2γ 2
e

�

Qe(t − δe)d2r� (13)

and for p = i

ϕi(r, t) = Qi(r, t). (14)

An axonal conduction velocity was selected by considering
the 20 × 20 grid approximate in total size to the human
cortex. Assuming a cortical diameter of approximately 15 cm, and
allowing a three-fold cortical folding factor, each grid element
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represents a square area of cortex 0.7 cm on the side. A 1.7 ms
delay per element then implies an axonal conduction velocity of
approximately 4 m/s. Nunez (1995) gives a conduction velocity
of 6–9 m/s for myelinated cortico–cortical fibres, noting that
a substantial proportion of unmyelinated fibres are present,
implying a lower average conduction velocity.

The range parameter γe was set at 4 elements, in rough
approximation of cortico–cortical connection range, and γi to zero.

2.9.2. Macrocolumnar scale
At the scale of a cortical macro-column (approximately 300 µ

diameter) (Braitenberg& Schuz, 1991) intra-cortical excitatory and
inhibitory connections have roughly equivalent ranges, forming
a ‘‘Mexican Hat’’ field (Kang, Shelley, & Sompolinsky, 2003).
The action of long-range excitatory (cortico–cortical) connections
provides an external source of afferent flux, here called the trans-
cortical flux (TCF, see Fig. 1). With the additional subscripts ic
or cc to indicate an intra-cortical or a cortico–cortical subclass,
respectively, synaptic fluxes generated within the macro-column
are

ϕe,ic(r, t) =
�

1
2πγ 2

e,ic
exp

�
−

��r − r�
��2

2γ 2
e,ic

�

Qe,ic(t − δe)d2r� (15)

ϕi,ic(r, t) =
�

1
2πγ 2

i,ic
exp

�
−

��r − r�
��2

2γ 2
i,ic

�

Qi,ic(t − δi)d2r�. (16)

Axonal conduction velocity in this case was chosen using 0.3 ms
delay per element, which corresponds to a conduction velocity of
0.05 m/s, consistent with slow unmyelinated intracortical fibres.
Range parameter γe,ic was 4.9, and γi,ic was 4.5 elements, so that
both types of connection spanned the macrocolumn.

The trans-cortical flux, ϕqe,cc(r, t) generated outside themacro-
column, and delivered to both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
via terminal arborisation is roughly spatially uniform at themacro-
column’s scale and equivalent to the spatial-average excitatory
pulse density at centimetric scale. That is;

ϕqe,cc(r, t) = Q̄e(r�, t). (17)

To first approximation, the trans-cortical flux can be added
to the intracortical fluxes, to emulate the effect of the macro-
column’s embedding within the extended cortex. Set at a constant
value trans-cortical flux can then be used as a control parameter.

2.10. Non-specific cortical activation

A second control parameter, ϕee,ns (less formally, ϕns), the non-
specific afferent flux (non-specific activation — NSF, see Fig. 1) from
the reticular formation, is applicable at both scales. The net effect
of non-specific activation is considered purely excitatory, and
terminating on excitatory cortical neurons selectively, consistent
with its predominant non-specific input to the upper layers of
the cortex where the pyramidal cell dendritic trees predominate
(Braitenberg & Schuz, 1991; Nunez, 1995; Scheibel & Scheibel,
1970). Values of ϕns are arbitrary positive numbers since synaptic
efficacies or transmitter classes are not specified here, for non-
specific cortical afferents.

2.11. Numerical considerations

State equations were solved using integro-differential form.
Programs were written in C+, and executed on an IBMmainframe
computer. Simulation time-stepwas 0.1ms, and it was shown that
small variations of time-step were without significant effects on
the results reported. Run times approximated real time. Individual

simulation runs were considered to have reached a statistically
stationary state at t = 200 s. Initialization was with state variables
set to zero, and the final 0.8192 s of each simulation run was used
to determine whether the final state was steady state (negligible
power other than at DC) or one of oscillation. Single runswere used
for all estimates in which external noise was not applied. With the
application of noise-like driving signals, ensembles of 100 or more
independently obtained 0.8192s final epochs were analysed for all
spectral and correlation analyses. Noise inputswere applied as zero
mean signals added to the applied constant values of non-specific
flux, and unless otherwise stated, were applied to row zero of the
simulation while excitatory cell potentials were recorded from the
element at row 10, column 10.

3. Results

3.1. Oscillation characteristics and comparison with gamma activity

An initial search was made to determine whether oscillation
similar to gamma activity occurred at parameter values within, or
close to, the standard parameter values.

Simulated gamma oscillation was defined as oscillation with a
peak frequency in the 30–60 Hz band, associatedwith transition to
autonomous oscillation occurring below a mean excitatory firing
rate of 20 s−1, and not associated with excursions of membrane
potential encountering reversal-potential bounds. Oscillations
outside these limits were considered unlikely to have normal
physiological analogues. Other normal firing patterns of cortical
neurones (Steriade, Timofeev, & Grenier, 2001) were equated with
stochastic background and identified with the simulation’s non-
oscillating states.

Progressive increments of non-specific afferent flux were
applied in different runs, using values from zero to 1000 s−1,
without other driving signals. In the case of the macrocolumnar
scale simulations, trans-cortical synaptic flux was applied at levels
from 0 to 20 s−1 in sets of individual runs. Runs were varied
by application of a multiplication factor (×g [R]

i ) applied to the
standard value of inhibitory gain, and by variation of axonal delay.
These two parameters were selected for initial variation because
they directly affected all aspects of excitatory/inhibitory balance
and system time delays. Variation along those two dimensionswas
then used as a basis for variation of further parameters. (See Fig. 3
and Section 3.2.)

Increase of non-specific afferent flux always produced increas-
ing cell firing rates. Either oscillation supervened at some critical
level, or the system reached a state of high-firing-rate stability, in
which oscillation did not occur. It was found that at both scales,
and at all levels of trans-cortical synaptic flux, the threshold of os-
cillation increased systematically with axonal delay and decreased
withmultiplication of inhibition. Increase of the trans-cortical flux
in the macrocolumnar scale simulation increased the threshold of
oscillation, as is described in further results.

3.2. Parameter sensitivities

Figs. 3a and 3b apply a classification to the classes of
oscillation and high-firing-rate stability, observed with variation
of parameters. The central graph of each figure is the plot for
otherwise standard parameters, with variation of (×g [R]

i ) and
axonal conduction velocity only. Surrounding this standard case,
the superadded effects of variation of other parameters — those
exerting effects on the distribution of receptors in the dendritic
tree (rf [AMPA], rf [GABA]), the impact of retrograde propagation
(an, af ), and the contribution of NMDA and AMPA receptors, are
shown. Less extreme variations of these parameters produced
smoothly graded deviations from the central graph. In a few
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Fig. 3a. Centimetric scale. Key to Figs. 3a and 3b: Black: Gamma oscillation. Dark grey: Non-gamma oscillation, occurring below excitatory firing rate
equal or greater than 20 s−1. Light grey: Oscillation threshold beyond excitatory firing rate equal or greater than 20 s−1. White: High-firing-rate stability.
I rf [AMPA] = 1 II an = af = 200 s−1 III rf [AMPA] = 0
IV NMDA gain = 0 V Standard parameters VI AMPA gain = 0
VII rf [GABA] = 1 VIII an = af = 1000 s−1 IX rf [GABA] = 0.

Fig. 3b. Macrocolumnar scale. Imposed trans-cortical flux ϕqe,cc = 10 s−1.

instances, all involving drastic perturbation of parameters, small
domains of high-firing-rate stability appear as speckling of the
panels, against more consistent background trends. These speckles

suggest that multiple regimes of oscillation may exist at these
parameter ranges, as has been shown in systems similar to the
present equations (Robinson, Rennie, Wright, & Bourke, 1998).
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Fig. 4. Onset of gamma oscillation as a function of trans-cortical and non-specific afferent excitatory flux at macrocolumnar scale (no external noise inputs). Left: Mean
value of pulse rate in excitatory cells. Right: Variance of pulse rate in excitatory cells.

Fig. 5. Log power spectra at macroscopic scale. Upper groups of lines indicate spectrum associated with occurrence of spontaneous oscillation and lower groups of lines
indicate spectrum arising from damped resonance. Left: Non-specific afferent flux, ϕns = 141 s−1. Trans-cortical flux, ϕqe,cc , set to 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 s−1, respectively,
for spectra in order of decrementing power at lowest frequencies. Right: Trans-cortical flux ϕqe,cc = 15 s−1. Non-specific afferent flux ϕns , set to 0, 28.2, 56.5, 85, 113, 141,
169, respectively, for spectra in order of incrementing power at lowest frequencies.

Variations of simulation grid size, numerical precision and time-
step were also explored, and as expected, were found to produce
small systematic variations from the central graph.

At centimetric scale large domains of gamma oscillation, non-
gamma oscillations, and high-firing-rate stability are present. At
macrocolumnar scale the same general form of the figures is
present although the domain of gamma oscillation is reduced.
At macrocolumnar scale little difference from the centimetric
case was apparent when no trans-cortical flux was imposed.
Suppression of the gammadomainwasprogressive, as seen in plots
similar to Fig. 3b, as increasing levels of trans-cortical flux were
applied.

3.3. Control of gamma activity

For standard parameter values, with ×g [R]
i = 1 and axonal

delays also set as described in Section 2.9 — at centimetric scale
the cortex is stable to high levels of non-specific activation while
at macrocolumnar scale gamma oscillation occurs at a threshold
subject to both non-specific flux and trans-cortical flux. These
values were used to generate all the subsequent results.

Fig. 4 shows average pulse density and variance of pulse density
(variance greater than zero indicating occurrence of oscillation),
at a representative macrocolumnar scale element. Increase of
pulse density occurs with increasing non-specific flux without any
significant impact of trans-cortical flux. In contrast, over a limited
operating range of non-specific flux, trans-cortical flux determines
the threshold of gamma oscillation, so that at high levels of
trans-cortical flux, gamma oscillation amplitude is attenuated
or suppressed. As was shown in Fig. 3a, at centimetric scale,
physiological conduction delays are associated with persistence
of stability to high levels of non-specific flux. Therefore, the two
scales of simulation yield a consistent result — increasing levels
of uniform non-specific activation over wide extents of cortex
suppress the onset of gamma activity, in contrast to the effect of
focal non-specific activation, which triggers gamma activity.

3.4. Power spectra

Figs. 5 and6 showexamples of characteristic power spectra. The
time-series fromwhich the spectra were derived were checked for
the presence of spontaneous oscillation by repeating runswith and
without the application of driving white noise.
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3.4.1. Macrocolumnar scale
Fig. 5 left shows the impact of variation of trans-cortical flux

while non-specific flux is constant, and Fig. 5 right shows the
reverse situation. As can be seen, both trans-cortical flux and
non-specific flux can regulate transition from a damped gamma
resonance, to spontaneous oscillation in the gamma range. In all
conditions the spectrum is strongly peaked near the gamma range,
although variation from the high beta range to the high gamma
occurs.

3.4.2. Centimetric scale
At centimetric scale non-specific inputs to cortex cannot

be considered purely as white noise, since allowance must be
made for non-stationary excursions associated with changing
attention and alertness. The white noise input case is shown
in Fig. 6, left, where spectral peaks in the alpha and gamma
ranges are present, set against an approximately 1/f 2 background
activity. At low levels of non-specific flux the low frequency
peak predominates. (With variation on the value of axonal delay
upwards to 20 ms/element, the peak of the low frequency peak
varies from the alpha range, as shown, to the theta range,
suggesting that the value of the peak seen may depend on
the dominant wavenumber sustained on the simulated cortical
surface). With increasing non-specific flux (i.e., cortical activation)
a progressive ‘‘shift to the right’’ occurs. As non-specific flux is
increased to higher levels than shown in the figure, gammapeaking
becomes predominant, but remains a damped resonance.

In Fig. 6, right, the input signals were band limited to very low
frequency, imitating the changes in cortical tone induced during
shifting focal attention. The spectrum is then dominated strongly
by 1/f 2 activity.

3.5. Lag correlations and synchronous oscillation

3.5.1. Excitatory–excitatory timing relations
Comparison with physiological findings wasmadewith respect

to fields of synchrony and travelling waves. Two points on a
simulated macrocolumn were driven with independent white
noise inputs. Fig. 7 shows lag covariance between excitatory
compartments in two reference elements, adjacent to each of
the two driven elements. Amplitudes of the pair of inputs were
adjusted in different runs so that the effect of reversing the ratio
of the input amplitudes could be determined.

Below threshold of oscillation variation of the input amplitudes
results in lead and lag between the reference elements, consistent
with the passage of travelling waves outwards from the sites
of input, while zero-lag synchrony is generated when the input
magnitudes are at parity. In the presence of strong oscillation
synchrony is widespread and there is no detectable occurrence of
travelling waves despite disparity of input magnitudes.

Similar effects to those in the macrocolumn in the damped
condition appear at centimetric scale except that the lag times
of maximum covariance are correspondingly greater, due to the
greater axonal conduction lags at the larger scale.

3.5.2. Excitatory–inhibitory timing relations
On average, phasic relations appear between excitatory and

inhibitory cells (Hasenstaub et al., 2005) and a related comparison
was made from the simulation.

Using time-series data generated in the construction of Fig. 4,
lag correlations were calculated between the pulse densities of the
excitatory and inhibitory compartments of a single element. As
the threshold of gamma oscillation was approached and exceeded,
lag correlations with a period between peaks corresponding to the
gamma frequency were obtained. From the relative lead and lag

of these peaks, the value Θ was calculated. This measure, rather
than frequency-specific phase angle, was used since it is robust to
changes in the peak frequency of oscillation occurring above and
below transition to oscillation.

Θ = 2π
|l+|

|l+| + |l−| (18)

where |l+| and |l−|were the respective lags fromzero in the leading
and lagging direction, to the first peaks in the lag correlation
function.

Fig. 8 shows howΘ changes around the threshold of oscillation.
The excitatory and inhibitory compartments have a zero-lag
correlation close to 1 above threshold, and also well below
threshold. As transition to spontaneous oscillation is approached,
the excitatory and inhibitory components progressively reverse
their lead/lag relationship, so that near threshold, excitatory and
inhibitory cells are out of phase.

4. Conclusions

4.1. Comparability to experimental data

Simulation results show a good match to electro-cortical
phenomena, despite uncertainty in the values ofmany parameters,
and the use of simplified cortical architectures.

At centimetric scale the 1/f 2 background spectrum and the
resonance peaks are in accord with EEG in a number of species
(e.g. Buzsaki and Draguhn (2004) and Freeman et al. (2006)).
The predominance of 1/f 2 background when very low frequency
inputs are introduced mimics the slow fluctuations in cortical
activation associated with variation of the field of attention.
There are limitations in other respects. The spectrum lacks
adequate definition of spectral peaks. Thalamo-cortical models
(Rennie et al., 2002; Robinson et al., 2001, 2003; Rotterdam
et al., 1982; Suffczynski et al., 2001) are able to generate better
matches to observed spectra in this regard, consistent with the
incompleteness of the present model which describes cortex
in isolation. The occurrence of low-frequency activity conforms
to experimentally observed wavenumber/frequency relations
(O’Connor & Robinson, 2003) but the gamma resonance, observed
at the larger scale, is greater than can be observed experimentally.
This may be explained by volume-conduction filtering of real EEG,
aswell as by the fact that real cortex is seldom if ever held in a state
of uniform and unvarying non-specific cortical activation.

At macrocolumnar scale there is good correspondence with
gamma activity as widely observed experimentally (Eckhorn et al.,
1988; Gray & Singer, 1989) including the strong covariance of
pulses and waves (Stryker, 1989) as autonomous oscillation is
approached, while mean cell firing rates are in accord with those
found in awake cortex (Steriade et al., 2001).

The present results highlight the relationship between travel-
ling waves and synchronous fields (Bressler et al., 1993; Eckhorn
et al., 1988; Gray & Singer, 1989; O’Connor & Robinson, 2003) by
showing that the apparent direction of travel of thewaves depends
on both the relative magnitude of signal inputs at any two corti-
cal sites andwhether or not autonomous, co-operative, oscillations
have developed. Directed waves predominate at low levels of cor-
tical excitation, but are no longer observable when swamped by a
large zero-lag field, when autonomous oscillation supervenes.

The change in direction of the dominant travelling wave with
changing input magnitudes may account for recently reported
relations between travelling waves and bursts of gamma activity.
In association with transition back and forth between cortical
quiescence and bursts of gamma activity, foci of wave generation
in the cortex occurring in roughly equal numbers of inwardly
directed, and outwardly directed waves are observed, termed
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Fig. 6. Log power spectra at centimetric scale. In order of decrementing power at lower frequencies, non-specific afferent flux, ϕns , was set to 0, 8, 16 s−1, respectively. Left:
Synchronous white noise input to all elements in the driven row. Right: Synchronous noise band limited from 0.002 to 0.954 Hz input to all of the driven row of elements.
The dashed line accompanying the ϕns = 0 s−1 spectrum is the least-squares linear best-fit, of slope −2.07 logpower/logHz.

Fig. 7. Pulse density covariance (s−2) versus conduction delay (ms) in themacrocolumnar simulation. Asynchronouswhite noise inputs are delivered to each of two elements,
situated at row 10, column 16, and row 10, column 10, Lag covariances are between elements adjacent to the sites of input. RMS amplitudes of the input signals were in the
ratios 1/4; 1/1; 4/1. Top row: Travelling waves apparent below threshold of oscillation. Trans-cortical flux ϕqe,cc = 0 s−1. Non-specific afferent flux, ϕns = 61 s−1. Bottom
row: Synchronous fields apparent above threshold of oscillation. Trans-cortical flux, ϕqe,cc = 0 s−1. Non-specific afferent flux, ϕns = 124 s−1.

‘‘phase cones’’ by Freeman and Barrie (2000) and Freeman et al.
(2006). Inwardly or outwardly directed waves, corresponding,
respectively, to minima and maxima of input amplitudes, can be
considered the two-dimensional equivalents of the unidirectional
travelling waves shown in Fig. 7.

Excitatory/inhibitory timing relations at the intermediate range
of cortical excitation shown in Fig. 8 are consistent with lag
relations in average firing between excitatory and inhibitory cells
in gamma oscillation (Hasenstaub et al., 2005; Morita et al., 2008).

4.2. Mechanisms of gamma synchrony and relations to large scale EEG

It appears that both local and global factors contribute
to the control of gamma activity. Locally, all influences on
excitatory/inhibitory balance, including back-propagation and

receptor distributions in the near and far dendritic trees, voltage
dependence of NMDA synapses and the average level of activity
in the surrounding cortex, determine specific patterns of firing,
while globally, the balance of excitatory tone to the excitatory
and inhibitory components appears crucial to triggering, and
suppressing gamma activity. A principle aspect of global control
is apparent when it is recalled that non-specific excitatory flux
was delivered to excitatory cells only, while trans-cortical flux is
delivered to both excitatory and inhibitory components.

A general account of gamma activity and information transfer
in the cortex can be advanced. Patches of autonomous gamma
activity inject information into the wider cortical field, thus
generating traveling waves. Linkages between excitatory cells –
including voltage-dependent transmitters – link together patches
of gamma activity in synchronous fields, whereas long-range
afferents to both excitatory and inhibitory cells (mediating the
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Fig. 8. Relative lead and lag, Θ , of the excitatory and inhibitory compartments in
transition from damped resonance to autonomous gamma activity.

average trans-cortical flux) act to suppress gamma oscillation,
allowing the cortex to self-regulate the onset and offset of
gamma activity in complex patterns. The spatial patterning of
cortical activation, itself largely controlled by frontal and limbic
connections (Alexander et al., 1990) can act to select particular
synchronous fields, thus permitting a large set of possible states of
attention. This fits Freeman’s concepts of gamma activity as akin to
thermodynamic phase transitions and helps to explain some of the
uncertainties in interpretation of experimental data (Hasenstaub
et al., 2005; Morita et al., 2008; Robinson, 2007). Results in Fig. 8
suggest that gamma oscillation is not merely a simple pendulum-
like to-and-fro exchange of excitatory and inhibitory pulses. While
phase lagged activity occurs at intermediate states of excitatory
tone, both at low levels of excitation and in states of autonomous
oscillation, the excitatory and inhibitory components move into
synchrony with each other. This suggests that normally cortex is
poised near transition to oscillation.

As mentioned in Section 1, although the close relation of EEG
to cognitive events has been widely accepted, the relationship is
problematic, since signals of low frequency and long wavelength
only have low informational content. This conundrum may be
resolved by considering large-scale, but locally small, trends in
neural activity – observable as EEG – as an adiabatic control of
local cortical activity. If large-scale waves mediate the control of
transition, rather than transfer substantial information, then it is
the spatial patterning of thalamo-cortical inputs which permits a
high channel capacity for the mediation of attention, and the low
correlation of low frequency EEG with cell firing (Stryker, 1989)
is to be expected. It has recently been reported that bursts of
gamma occur at intervals concurrent with alpha or theta activity
(Freeman & Barrie, 2000; Freeman et al., 2006), supporting this
interpretation.

It may be asked which features of the state equations
and specific parameter values are essential to the properties
described. Within a wide envelope of factors affecting the
excitatory/inhibitory balance, there is no precise dependence
on any exact individual parameter. Nor is the occurrence of
synchronous fields or travelling waves dependent on specific
parameter values, since earlier papers (Chapman et al., 2002;
Robinson and Wright et al., 1998; Wright, 1997) show cortical
synchrony may be explained an example of a general property of
wave transmission in summing junctions linked with conduction
delays. Similarly, the stabilising effect of extended cortical
activation depends on the longer conduction delays over long
distances, rather than absolute values of conduction velocity. The
sensitivity studies reported in Fig. 3 show that the introduction of
channel kinetics for NMDA, AMPA and GABA, and the allowance
made for back-propagation in the dendritic tree, are inessential
for simulation of most EEG features so long as compensating

changes are made in other parameter values. That is to say, if
modelling of EEG fields only is required, then the state equations
include redundancies. However, these added features are essential
for more detailed considerations of dynamic linkage, and may
be crucial if the model is to later include modifiable synapses
and learning. Related considerations apply to the use of Gaussian
homogeneous connection fields in the present results. It is
expected that in simulations of this general class inhomogeneity
of connections can be introduced, if aggregate gain is locally
normalized (Wright, 1997, 1999).

The present treatment has been limited to low resolution of
cortical events and separation of simulations according to scale.
There appears no impediment to combiningmultiple scales within
a single simulation, or of resolving events to a scale comparable
to cellular models. This would enable the dynamics of gamma
oscillation in complex connectivity to be related to synaptic
modification (Kay & Phillips, 1997; Phillips & Singer, 1997; Tsuda &
Kuroda, 2004; Tsukada, Aihara, & Saito, 1996; Tsukada, Yamazaki,
& Kojima, 2007; Wright et al., 2006; Wright & Bourke, 2008).
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Appendix

A.1. Synaptic numbers and gain factors

Synaptic number densities, Nqp, given in Table 1, are from
secondary work (Liley & Wright, 1994; Rennie et al., 2000) based
on primary data from Scholl (1956), Braitenberg and Schuz (1991)
and Nunez (1995). The ‘‘ground state’’ estimates of synaptic gain,
g [R]
p , are derived from Thomson (1997) and Thomson, West, Hahn,

and Deuchars (1996).

A.2. Threshold values

Maximum firing rates, and membrane reversal potentials
shown in Table 2 are those given in Rennie et al. (2000) from
primary sources. The estimate of θq is from Kandel, Schwartz,
and Jessell (1991), and the value of σq is secondarily inferred, on
the assumption that neurone firing probability has near Gaussian
distribution on the range 0 − V [0]

q,p .

A.3. Membrane temporal smoothing

Reciprocal average dendritic rise and fall constants in Table 3,
are again from Rennie et al. (2000) and Thomson (1997), Thomson
et al. (1996), while the parameters aj are roughly in accordwith the
findings of Stuart and Sakmann (1994).

A.4. Receptor adaptation gains and time constants

Parameters in Table 4 were obtained by deriving steady-
state and impulse response functions from three mass–action
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Table 1
Synaptic numbers and gains.

Nee,cc Excitatory to excitatory corticocortical synapses/cell 3710 dimensionless
Nie,cc Excitatory to inhibitory corticocortical synapses/cell 3710 dimensionless
Nee,ic Excitatory to excitatory intracortical synapses/cell 410 dimensionless
Nei,ic Inhibitory to excitatory intracortical synapses/cell 800 dimensionless
Nie,ic Excitatory to inhibitory intracortical synapses/cell 410 dimensionless
Nii,ic Inhibitory to inhibitory intracortical synapses/cell 800 dimensionless
Nee,ns Synapses per excitatory cell from subcortical sources. 100 dimensionless
Nie,ns Synapses per inhibitory cell from subcortical sources. 0 dimensionless
g [R]
e Receptor specific excitatory gain per synapse at rest potential. [AMPA] = 1.2 × 10−6 V s [NMDA] = 1.2 × 10−6 V s

g [R]
i Receptor specific inhibitory gain per synapse at rest potential. [GABAa] = −5.9 × 10−6 V s

Table 2
Threshold values.

Qmax
e Maximum firing rate of excitatory cells 100 s−1

Qmax
i Maximum firing rate of inhibitory cells 200 s−1

V rev
e Excitatory reversal potential 0 V

V rev
i Inhibitory reversal potential −0.070 V

V [0]
q,p Resting membrane potential −0.064 V

θq Mean dendritic potential when 50% of neurones firing. −0.035 V
σq Standard deviation of neurone firing probability,

versus mean dendritic potential.
0.0145 V

Table 3
Membrane temporal smoothing.

aee EPSP decay in excitatory cells 68 s−1

bqp EPSP and IPSP rise 500 s−1

aei IPSP decay in excitatory cells 47 s−1

aie EPSP decay in inhibitory cells 176 s−1

aii IPSP decay in inhibitory cells 82 s−1

aj Time-smoothing attributable to position
of near and far synapses on dendritic tree.

an = 1000 s−1af = 200 s−1

Table 4
Receptor adaptation.

λ[R] Receptor adaptation
pulse-efficacy decay constants

[AMPA] = 0.012 [NMDA] = 0.037
[GABAa] 0.005 s

B[R]
n Receptor onset coefficients [AMPA]1 = 1.0

[NMDA]1 = 1.0
[GABAa]1 = 1.0
dimensionless

A[R]
n Receptor offset coefficients [AMPA]1 = 0.0004

[AMPA]2 = 0.6339
[AMPA]3 = 0.3657
[NMDA]1 = 0.298
[NMDA]2 = 0.702
[GABA]1 = 0.0060
[GABA]2 = 0.9936
dimensionless

β [R]
n Receptor onset reciprocal

time-constants
[AMPA]1 = 760.0

[NMDA]1 = 50.5
[GABA]1 = 178.0 s−1

α[R]
n Receptor offset reciprocal

time-constants
[AMPA]1 = 21.8

[AMPA]2 = 60.3
[AMPA]3 = 684.0
[NMDA]1 = 0.608
[NMDA]2 = 3.3
[GABA]1 = 11.2
[GABA]2 = 127 s−1

models of receptor/transmitter interactions (Dominguez-Perrot,
Feltz, & Poulter, 1996; Hausser & Roth, 1997; Lester & Jahr, 1992).
Models provided by these authors were applied in simulations,
assuming a background firing rate of 10 spikes s−1, and steady-
state gain factors and normalised impulse functions were obtained
by curve-fitting to time-responses of the models. Model fitting
to the parameter order given is inessential, but is included for
completeness.

Table 5
Receptor distribution.

rn[R] Relative weighting of receptors
on near dendritic field

[AMPA] = 1 − rf [R] [NMDA] =
1 − rf [R] [GABA] = 1 − rf [R]

rf [R] Relative weighting of receptors
on far dendritic field

[AMPA] = 0.50 [NMDA] = 1.0
[GABA] = 0.375

A.5. Receptor distribution

Distribution of three receptor types were considered repre-
sentative of a wider group of receptors. These were the princi-
pal fast excitatory glutamate receptor (AMPA), the principal fast
inhibitory GABA receptor (GABAa) and the principal slow and
voltage-dependent glutamate receptor (NMDA). Total excitatory
synaptic gainwas divided equally betweenNMDA andAMPA (Ren-
nie et al., 2000; Thomson, 1997; Thomson et al., 1996). NMDA is
distributed predominantly in the distal dendritic tree (Phillips &
Singer, 1997). To allow for NMDA’s voltage-dependent role, NMDA
was ascribed entirely to the distal dendritic tree, in the present
model. The other receptors may bemore uniformly distributed, al-
though most workers emphasise some bias toward inhibitory in-
puts to the proximal dendritic trees (Bower & Beeman, 1998), so
this bias was introduced in the standard parameters (Table 5).
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Abstract Ongoing changes in attention and cognition depend upon cortical/subcorti-
cal interactions, which select sequences of different spatial patterns of activation in
the cortex.

It is proposed that each pattern of cortical activation permits evolution of electro-
cortical wave activity toward statistically stationary states, analogous to thermody-
namic equilibrium. In each steady-state, neurons fire with an intrinsic Poisson spike
probability and also with a bursting pattern related to network oscillations. Excitatory
cell dendrites act as a regenerative reservoir in which pulse generation is balanced
against dissipations.

Equilibria exhibit contrasting limits. One limit, at high cortical activation, gener-
ates widespread zero-lag synchrony among excitatory cells, with partial suppression
of noise. Excitatory and inhibitory cells approach zero-lag local correlation, with 1/4
cycle lag-correlation at greater distances of separation. The high-activation limit de-
fines a correlated system of attractor basins, capable of co-ordinating synaptic mod-
ifications and intracortical signal generation. Suppression of noise would enhance
convergence about attractor basins in the manner of simulated annealing, while, con-
versely, the persistence of some noise prevents network paralysis by phase locking.
At the opposite limit—that of low activation—spikes and waves have low cross- and
auto-correlation, but have wide-spectrum sensitivity to inputs. It is hypothesised that
cortical regions, transiently at equilibrium near these extremes, engage in interac-
tion with each other and with subcortical systems, to generate ongoing sequences of
attention and cognition.

This account is compatible with classical and recently observed experimental phe-
nomena. The principle features inferred from a simplified linear mathematical ac-
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count are reproduced in a more physiologically realistic and non-linear numerical
simulation.

Keywords Attention · Cognition · Cortical activation · Cerebral cortex · Gamma
synchrony · Synchronous oscillation · EEG · LFP · Continuum neural field ·
Attractor neural networks · Thermodynamic analogies · Null-spikes · Phase-cones

1 Introduction

This paper attempts a preliminary unification of neural wave dynamics, attractor
dynamics, and synchronous oscillation—including the role of cortical/subcortical
interactions—with a view to linking these theoretic concepts to observable local field
potential (LFP), electroencephalogram (EEG), and unit pulse relations.

An empirical relationship of the EEG—which is the large-scale LFP—to cog-
nitive information processing is well known, since the waking state depends upon
activation of the cortex from the brain-stem reticular formation, and this activation
produces a dramatic change, from slow high amplitude EEG waves, to low am-
plitude waves in which gamma synchrony plays a prominent role (Stryker 1989).
As well as the principle dimension of alertness, the direction of attention de-
pends on continuous interplay between the cerebral cortex, the reticular formation,
and intermediate structures in thalamus, limbic system, and basal ganglia, so that
patterned domains of cortical excitation undergo sequential modification as atten-
tion and cognition proceeds (Scheibel and Scheibel 1970; Alexander et al. 1990;
Kandel et al. 1991).

However, long-standing doubt hangs over the mechanism and significance of the
relationship between EEG and cognitive processing. In 1989, Stryker highlighted
the grounds of this controversy, at the same time heralding the publication of two
papers describing the discovery of synchronous oscillation. The EEG’s absence of
clear correlation with action potential spikes seemed to exclude its possible relevance
to information processing—but in the gamma band, around 40–60 Hz—the relation
of the LFP to spikes was apparent, and this activity was also associated with zero-lag
synchronous cell firing at separated sites. What, Stryker asked, is the significance of
this?

Since then synchronous oscillation has been extensively studied (Eckhorn et al.
1988; Gray and Singer 1989; Gray et al. 1989, 1992; Bressler et al. 1993; Singer
1994; Singer and Gray 1995; Miltner et al. 1999; Neuenschwander and Singer 1996,
etc.). Much of this work has followed the original lead of von der Malsburg (1983)
postulating synchrony as the mechanism mediating feature-linking and thus solving
the “binding” problem. But the relationship of gamma activity to the background
EEG—and particularly the wider problem of correlation of single unit activity and
the LFP—has remained without full resolution.

Preceding and concurrent with this physiological research, theoretical work—
from Pitts and McCulloch (1943) via the work of Hebb (1949) to later work on
attractor neural networks (ANN) (e.g., Hopfield 1982; Amit 1989; Arbib 1995)—
has generally assumed that neurons settle into organized patterns of firing—whether
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“cell assemblies”, static attractor basins, or oscillation and resonance (e.g., Gross-
berg 1980). Absence of full understanding of the dynamics of real neural assemblies
makes the realism of theoretical models uncertain, and for all their success, such
models generally place little or no emphasis on the role of the subcortical mecha-
nisms which have such a central bearing on the regulation of conscious states.

Particularly notably among those who have gone beyond the simplified neurons
and dynamics of ANN theory, are Freeman and colleagues (Freeman 1975, 1991,
2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2005, 2006; Barrie et al. 1996; Freeman and Barrie 2000) and
related workers (e.g., Steyn-Ross and Steyn-Ross 2009). They have emphasised non-
linear and far-from-equilibrium neural dynamics—and have proposed that phase-
changes in the cortical continuum, in the thermodynamic sense, are central to cog-
nitive and perceptual processing. Present work focuses upon clarification of these
relations (Freeman 2009). They have provided a rich experimental context for their
theoretical modelling, and it is toward explanation of some central aspects of their
results that the present paper aims to contribute, as well as seeking an answer to
Stryker’s question.

The procedure followed here avoids analytic complexity. Equilibrium is assumed
in a simple form of continuum cortical field equations, and properties are predicted
in qualitative terms. Then numerical simulations, using more complex and physio-
logically realistic state equations applied in recent work (Wright 2009a, 2009b) are
used to test for the effects predicted, also permitting the results to be compared to
experimental data.

2 The Neural Field

2.1 General State Equations

The neural field is a cortical domain—either in a single patch or in several sub-
domains in interaction—which can be considered comparatively autonomous from
other cortical domains, during a sufficient period for analysis.

Neural field models (e.g., Wilson and Cowan 1973; Haken 1976; Nunez 1981,
1995; Jirsa and Haken 1996; Rennie et al. 2000, 2002; Wright 2009a, 2009b;
Steyn-Ross et al. 2010; Potthast et al. 2010) treat the cortex as a continuum wave
medium, and can be extended to the description of neural masses (e.g., Freeman 1975;
van Rotterdam et al. 1982; Jirsa and Stefanescu 2010). All differ in the specific fea-
tures incorporated in their state equations, but abstracting generally recognized fea-
tures, neural field equations can be represented as

ϕq(r, t) =
∫

fq

(
r, r′)Qq

(
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)
dr′ (1)

Vq(r, t) = G

(
Vq(r),

∑

q=e∧q=i

ϕq(r)
)

(t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ) (2)

Qq(r, t) = fΣ

(
Vq(r, t)

)
(3)
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ϕ;Q;V , are the state variables afferent synaptic flux, pulse density, and dendritic
voltage (LFP), respectively. These are described separately for excitatory and for in-
hibitory cells and synapses, using the subscript q = e, i, to indicate either excitatory
or inhibitory cells, while r, r′ are cortical positions. The functions fsubscript each in-
dicate experimentally determined anatomical/physiological properties namely:

Equation (1) describes the transmission of either excitatory or inhibitory signals
to synapses at a point on the cortical surface, by axons from cell bodies at other
locations. The density of afferent axo-synaptic couplings, transmitting signals from
elsewhere in the field, with axonal conduction velocity ν, are described by fq(r, r′).

Equation (2) describes the non-linear transformation of the summed excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic flux into dendritic potentials via channel dynamics and dendritic
cable properties incorporated in the convolution G(t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ).

Equation (3) describes the local conversion of dendritic potentials into action po-
tentials, via the function fΣ (Vq(r, t))—commonly a squash function, which may
include population variations in pulse emission threshold, pulse emission probability,
and spontaneous pulse generation.

The field activity can be regulated by setting the average level of cell firings,
Q̄q(r)—the regulation being a function of subcortical input to the cortex. A cru-
cial property for the following arguments is that solutions of the state equations in-
clude oscillating steady-states—oscillation becoming less damped with increasing,
Q̄q(r)—until at a critical level of excitation, it becomes autonomous (Wright 2009a,
2009b).

2.2 Definitions of Steady-State and Equilibrium

Here, these terms, usually considered synonyms, are used with separate meanings.

(a) “Steady-state” means that input from subcortical systems has set time-average
excitatory firing rates, {Q̄e(r, r′)}, over a particular time epoch, into spatial uni-
formity.

(b) “Equilibrium” means that the system has entered a stable state, with statistical
stationarity of {Qe(r, r′)} about a particular steady state—where “stationarity”
implies that variance, cross- and autocorrelation functions are constant over time.
At equilibrium, signals exchanged from point to point in the cortex are symmetric
and equal over time.

2.3 Virtual Pulse Representation of Steady-State and Equilibrium

Non-linearities in (1)–(3) render neural field models analytically difficult.
A suitable simplification is to represent events in the dendrites not as voltages,

but as transmission of “virtual pulses” with units equivalent to real pulses. Then at
steady-state

w(r) = Γe

∫
fe

(
r, r′)u

(
r′)dr′ + Γi

∫
fi

(
r, r′)d

(
r′)dr′ (4)

where u and d are rates of afferent excitatory and inhibitory pulses, transmitted from
r′, reaching synapses on excitatory and inhibitory cells at r. For simplicity, pulse
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rates at steady-state for excitatory and inhibitory cells are treated as equal under an
appropriate scaling. Axonal connection distributions fe and fi are normalized so∫ ∞

0 fq(r, r′) dr = 1, and Γe > 0,Γi < 0 are aggregate gains for excitatory and in-
hibitory transmission, respectively.

Thus, w are rates of virtual pulses, generated by afferent pulses, and, in turn, trans-
formed to efferent pulses. Therefore, temporal and spatial uniformity (steady-state
without oscillation) requires that ∀r, t w(r) = u(r) = d(r) = x̄, where x̄ is the set
point for u,d and w throughout the neural field. Comparison to full non-linear field
equations requires Γe and Γi to be functions of x̄.

Equilibrium is defined as time-variation about the steady state when the time and
space average of [w − x̄](r, t) is statistically stationary, so

[
w − x̄

]
(r, t) = Γe

∫
fe

(
r, r′)[u − x̄

](
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)
dr′

+ Γi

∫
fi

(
r, r′)[d − x̄

](
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)
dr′ (5)

describes transformation of afferent pulse perturbations into virtual pulse perturba-
tions, and

[
u − x̄

]
(r, t) =

[
Eu − x̄

]
(r, t) +

[
w − x̄

]
(r, t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ) (6a)

[
d − x̄

]
(r, t) =

[
Ed − x̄

]
(r, t) +

[
w − x̄

]
(r, t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ) (6b)

describes the transformation of virtual pulse perturbations into efferent pulse per-
turbations, including fluctuations in spontaneous pulse generation, [Eu,d − x̄](r, t).
Delays in the conversion of virtual to real pulses are expressed in the convolutions
[w − x̄](r, t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ), where

∫ ∞
0 fs(τ ) dτ = 1 and fs(τ ) differs between excita-

tory and inhibitory classes of neuron.

2.4 Synchronous Fields and Dynamical Frustration

A theoretical account of the origin of synchrony generated via long-range excitatory
connections is given elsewhere (Wright and Liley 1996; Robinson et al. 1998; Wright
et al. 2000; Chapman et al. 2002; Wright 2009a, 2009b). A simpler argument, based
directly on assumption of equilibrium in the simple neural field follows.

Let E→(r, r′, t), and E←(r′, r, t), be the pulse-perturbations exchanged in op-
posite directions between any two points, via all paired combinations of excitatory-
excitatory, inhibitory-inhibitory, and excitatory-inhibitory neuron connections. Writ-
ing u,d to apply to cells and synapses of either excitatory or inhibitory type, also
with the appropriate subscripts of Γe,i and fe,i , the exchange of signals is

E→
(
r, r′, t

)
= Γe,i

(
fe,i

(
r, r′)[u(r), d(r) − x̄

](
t − |r − r′|

ν

))
(7a)

E←
(
r′, r, t

)
= Γe,i

(
fe,i

(
r′, r

)[
u
(
r′), d

(
r′) − x̄

](
t − |r − r′|

ν

))
(7b)
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The exchange of signals must be symmetric and equal, to maintain equilibrium.
Anatomically, bidirectional, roughly symmetric, coupling densities prevail at the
macroscopic scale—i.e., fe(r, r′) ≈ fe(r′, r) and fi(r, r′) ≈ fi(r′, r) (Scholl 1956;
Braitenberg and Schüz 1991; Liley and Wright 1994). So, equilibrium is approached
for exchanges between excitatory cells when

[
u − x̄

]
(r, t) ≈

[
u − x̄

](
r′, t

)
, ∀t, r, r′ (8a)

—that is, if all excitatory neurons approach zero lag synchrony. Similarly, equilibrium
is approached for exchanges between inhibitory cells when

[
d − x̄

]
(r, t) ≈

[
d − x̄

](
r′, t

)
, ∀t, r, r′ (8b)

—that is, if all inhibitory neurons approach zero-lag synchrony.
Interactions between excitatory and inhibitory cells permit no continuous and

symmetric exchange of signals, but since coupling densities between closely adja-
cent cells are stronger than those of longer range, overall symmetry of exchange can
be approached with the development of local oscillation, so that

Γi

[
d − x̄

]
(r, t) ≈ −Γe

[
u − x̄

]
(r, t), ∀r, t (8c)

—that is, if excitatory and inhibitory pulses throughout the neural field approach
zero-lag anti-synchrony.

Conditions (8a), (8b), (8c) can be concurrently met in the absence of noisy pulse
generation.

On the other hand, even if spontaneous pulse generations in individual cells were
completely stochastically independent, high positive local correlation of [u− x̄](r, t)
and [d − x̄](r, t) is to be expected since inhibitory cells are driven predominantly by
local excitatory neurons to which they are strongly coupled, thus imposing local exci-
tatory signals, including noise, upon the inhibitory firing—in contrast to the smooth-
ing of noise which will take place by integration from sources at longer range (5).
Consequently,

[
u − x̄

]
(r, t) →

[
d − x̄

]
(r, t), ∀r, t (9)

—that is, noisy firing of cells promotes local synchrony of u- and d-fields.
Thus, in (5), conditions (8a), (8b) and (9), if met, imply w(r, t) → min, ∀t, r,

while conditions (8a), (8b), (8c) if met, imply w(r, t) → max, ∀t, r. A form of dy-
namical frustration is present, with opposing tendencies toward, and away from, lo-
cal excitatory/inhibitory synchrony. Approach to equilibrium will require compro-
mise between synchrony and anti-synchrony among excitatory and inhibitory cells,
but widespread zero-lag synchrony will be found among excitatory, and among in-
hibitory, cells, respectively, as no dynamical conflicts occur in the interactions of cells
of the same type.

2.5 Oscillation and Optimum Resolution of Dynamical Frustration

In neural field models, oscillation may arise in several ways, as is further discussed
in the Conclusions section. For present purposes, it is supposed that oscillations arise
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as action potentials circulate around all possible local excitatory-inhibitory loops, in
a fashion similar to that proposed by Freeman (1975, 1991). Loops of maximum gain
are two-way, typically bi-synaptic connections, emanating from, and returning to, any
point, r, along all radial paths with a particular total delay. Gain, γ , over all loops of
a particular length, |r − r′|, is thus

γ ∝ 2π
∣∣r − r′∣∣Γefe

(
r, r′)Γifi

(
r′, r

)
(10)

Since connection strengths decline with distance, while the number of loops increases
with the circumference of the system of recurrent connections, then loop gain must
be maximal for circulation over some distance, |r − r′|res, and oscillation will de-
velop with a centre frequency determined by delays over this characteristic distance.
The oscillation is comprised of cycles of excitation-of-inhibitory-cells → recurrent-
inhibition-of excitatory-cells → reduced-excitation-of-inhibitory-cells → recurrent-
disinhibition-of-excitation, etc. Local oscillation implies lag correlation between ex-
citatory and surrounding inhibitory cells, maximum at separation |r − r′|res, at which
distance a lead/lag relation between excitatory and inhibitory cells of 1/4 of the cycle
of oscillation is expected. This combines overall symmetry of exchange between ex-
citatory and inhibitory cells with positive local correlation of excitatory and inhibitory
firing, resolving the dynamical frustration encountered in (8c) and (9).

2.6 Further Definitions of Terms

The perturbations of each of the three field variables, x ∈ {u,d,w}, at n small equal
volumes of the cortical surface, in equilibrium at a steady-state, can be represented as

F[x](t) =
{
xi(ri , t) − x̄

}
for i = 1, . . . , n (11)

and, for subsequent use, the following terms can be defined in relation to F[x](t) over
an epoch P .

X: the covariance matrix associated with F[x](t).
Ẋ ∈ {U̇ , Ḋ, Ẇ }: time average rates at which perturbations are generated, summed
over the entire u-, d- and w-fields, respectively. These rates can be treated as anal-
ogous to rates of supply/dissipation of energy about steady-state.

{ρ[X]
i }: eigenvalues, each associated with a spatial eigenmode of X, where

∑
n ρ

[X]
i

is the total variance of X.
Ṡ[X]: the rate of generation of entropy associated with Ẋ—which can be shown for
the differential entropy of Gaussian distributions (Wolfram Mathworld 2009) to be

Ṡ[X] = 1

2
n
(
1 + ln(2π)

)
+ 1

2
ln |det X| (12)

where det X =
∏

n

ρ
[X]
i (13)

{xi}: a set of vectors in Hilbert space, identifying the basin(s) of attraction (if any) in
F[x](t).

Figure 1 shows physiological relations among the patterns of pulse generation and
dissipation, and suggests their associated entropies.
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Fig. 1 Schematic
representation of the cortical
neural field as a single
pyramidal (excitatory) and
stellate (inhibitory) cell.
Raster-like plots show typical
patterns of pulse variations
about the steady-state mean,
associated with each of the four
symbols. Pyramidal cell firings
have perturbations generated at
a rate, U̇ (t). Random
perturbations about the mean are
dissipated in synapto-dendritic
summation, as T Ṡ. Non-random
oscillations about the mean,
partly generated by excitatory
cell synchrony, and partly
generated at a rate, Ḋ, by
recurrent inhibition, are
dissipated, via dendritic “leak”,
at a rate, Ẇ

2.7 Pulse Variations—U̇

U̇—the rate of energy supplied by excitatory spike-rate perturbations—has two
sources.

Stochastic Background

Consistent with the observations of Steriade et al. (2001), it is here assumed that the
emission of pulses from excitatory cells have an inherently stochastic component,
independent at all r, with the Poisson probability density function

f = λue−λ

u! (14)

where u is the number of pulses emitted in unit time, at some one of the n small
volumes of the cortical surface, with mean and variance, x̄ = λ. The distribution is
assumed to approach Gaussian.

Oscillation

Oscillation reflects co-incident, “bursting”, pulse firing (Steriade et al. 2001), approx-
imated with probability density

f = 1

σ
√

2π
exp

[
− (u − x̄)2

2σ 2

]
(15)
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i.e., Gaussian with variance σ 2. Because the oscillation takes place in a linked field,
pulse emissions of this type are not statistically independent at all r.

By summing variances, then converting to RMS

U̇ ∝
√

n
(
λ + σ 2

)
(16)

and equivalently, using the terms of (5),

U̇ =
(

1

P

∫ P

0

∫

r

∫

r′

{
Γefe

(
r, r′)[u − x̄

](
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)}2

dr′ drdt

)1/2

(17)

2.8 Return-Inhibition and Dendritic Perturbations—Ḋ and Ẇ

Ḋ is the rate of generation of perturbation due to feedback from inhibitory cells,
themselves driven by excitatory cells, so, similarly to (17)

Ḋ =
(

1

P

∫ P

0

∫

r

∫

r′

{
Γifi

(
r, r′)[d − x̄

](
r′, t −

∣∣r − r′∣∣

ν

)}2

dr′ drdt

)1/2

(18)

Ẇ is the rate of perturbation of excitatory dendritic potentials, expressed as virtual
pulses, and is proportional to the LFP. With increasing time the history of perturba-
tions is lost from the dendritic potentials, so Ẇ is also a rate of dissipation. From (5),

Ẇ = Γe

P

∫ P

0

∫

r

∫

r′
fe

(
r, r′)[u − x̄

](
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)
dr′ drdt

+ Γi

P

∫ P

0

∫

r

∫

r′
fi

(
r, r′)[d − x̄

](
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)
dr′ drdt (19)

U̇ and Ḋ are RMS sums, but Ẇ is not equal to their sum, because of the cancella-
tion of odd components at synapto-dendritic summation, as further considered in the
following section. That is, at equilibrium:

Ẇ = U̇ + Ḋ − [rate of signal loss at synapto − dendritic summation] (20)

2.9 Loss of Entropy at Synapto-Dendritic Summation

Summation of perturbations at dendrites leads to the cancellation of “odd” compo-
nents in the continuum field (Chapman et al. 2002), because trains of random synaptic
impulses which sum to the mean are indistinguishable, and their signal content is lost
in the summation. The loss by cancellation of input signal structure is analogous to
the loss of heat from a reservoir to an external sink with a temperature of absolute
zero. Thus,

T Ṡ = [rate of signal loss at synapto − dendritic summation] (21)
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where T is dendritic “temperature” and Ṡ = Ṡ[U ]+[D] is the rate of elimination of
entropy occurring at synapto-dendritic summation. The superscript [U ] + [D] indi-
cates that, since the u-field and d-field are not independent their joint entropy must
be calculated by extension of (12), (13).

In analogy to the thermodynamic definition, the dendritic temperature can be de-
fined as T = W/S[W ], where W(t) is the instantaneous state of LFP fluctuation (in
virtual pulses) over the field, and S[W ](t) is the instantaneous entropy of the LFP.
Both these running sums attributable to “leaky integration” can be obtained by apply-
ing the normalised convolution in (6a), to both Ẇ , and to the corresponding entropy
of Ẇ according to (12), (13)—i.e.,

W = Ẇ (t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ) (22)

and

S[W ] = Ṡ[W ](t − τ ) ∗ fs(τ ) (23)

Since Ẇ and Ṡ[W ] are time-constant at equilibrium, and, in (6a),
∫ ∞

0 fs(τ ) dτ = 1,
then

T = Ẇ

Ṡ[W ] (24)

and, therefore,

T Ṡ = Ẇ

Ṡ[W ] Ṡ
[U ]+[D] (25)

2.10 Equilibrium and the Relative Magnitudes of Oscillation and Stochastic
Background

Combining (20) and (21) equates generation of perturbations against their dissipation
at equilibrium

U̇ + Ḋ = Ẇ + T Ṡ (26)

The absolute magnitudes of all four terms in (26) vary with the position of the steady-
state on a continuum arranged according to the average firing level, x̄ = λ.

The ratio Ẇ/T Ṡ as a function of x̄ requires consideration of non-linear relations.
Equation (10) implies that, to first approximation, Ẇ ∝ ΓeΓi , and in the general field
equations the function fΣ (3) is a major determinant of the values of Γe and Γi . Since
fΣ is some squash function describing firing rates above and below a half-maximum-
rate inflexion point, and the average firing rate of cells in cortex is less than half the
maximum firing rate (Steriade et al. 2001), then fΣ , is roughly exponential over the
operating range—i.e., Ẇ ∝ ΓeΓi ∝ AeBx̄ , where A&B are positive-valued constants
with physiologically realistic values.

On the other hand, T Ṡ is a measure of the elimination of incoherent, random
synaptic pulses and, therefore, at equilibrium, is also a measure of the introduction of
random pulses. Equation (14) determines the rate of introduction of random pulses,
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so, approximately, T Ṡ ∝
√

x̄ =
√

λ, and

Ẇ

T Ṡ
∝ exp[Bx̄]√

x̄
(27)

so Ẇ/T Ṡ increases monotonically with x̄ > 0. Thus, two limiting cases—dominant
oscillation, versus predominance of the background state—can be contrasted, used to
make predictions of properties expected in simulations, and compared to physiologi-
cal observations.

2.10.1 Dominant Synchronous field (Ẇ � T Ṡ)

Applying terms defined in Sect. 2.6:
Emergence of a synchronous field means that a principle component, weighted

highly for one eigenvalue of the n spatial eigenmodes of oscillation, and with small
weight on all other eigenvalues, has emerged.

∴ For any given total LFP variance,
∑

n ρ
[W ]
i , (13) requires that detW is small, com-

pared to the case where all members of {ρ[W ]
i } have equal weight.

∴ Equation (12) requires that Ṡ[W ] has approached a minimum.
∴ T = Ẇ/Ṡ[W ] (24) has approached a maximum, since Ẇ is large.
∴ From (25) Ṡ[U ]+[D] approaches a minimum, because T Ṡ is small.

That is, a single mode zero-lag field of oscillation appears, with low entropy, and
suppression of the disorder otherwise introduced by spontaneous noisy pulses.

Correspondingly, simulation of gamma oscillation should reveal widespread and
persisting synchrony of LFP and of excitatory cells over the simulated cortical field.
Resolution of dynamic frustration implies close-to zero-lag positive correlation be-
tween excitatory and inhibitory cell firing at any position on the cortical surface, and
lag correlation of excitatory and inhibitory cell firing at more separated positions.
EEG autocorrelation should have a long half-duration, reflecting the widespread and
enduring synchrony.

2.10.2 Background Field (Ẇ � T Ṡ)

Effects are the converse of those listed above. No principle component has emerged
among the n possible spatial modes of oscillation.

∴ Ṡ[W ] approaches a maximum, since all members of {ρ[W ]
i } have equal weight.

∴ T approaches a minimum.
∴ Ṡ[U ]+[D] approaches a maximum.

That is, no mode of oscillation is dominant, and convergence to a single attractor
does not take place.

Correspondingly, simulations should show low cross-correlations of LFP and ex-
citatory pulses throughout the neural field, and among excitatory and inhibitory cells,
except for high correlations between LFP, excitatory cells and inhibitory cells at a
single point on the cortical surface, consequent to locally similar afferent bombard-
ment. No such correlations should be apparent among near-neighbour sites, and EEG
autocorrelation should show only short half-duration.
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3 Numerical Demonstrations

3.1 Method of Simulation

Simulations were performed using the state equations and parameters in Wright
(2009a, 2009b) (Appendix).

A 20 × 20 grid of elements representing local groups of excitatory and inhibitory
cells, linked by axonal connections, roughly mimic the connectivity of the human
cerebrum discretized to centimetric scale. The simulation includes AMPA, NMDA,
and GABA synaptic receptors, and the effects of back-propagation in the dendritic
tree. The simulation’s mean-field properties permit reproduction of gamma oscilla-
tion and synchrony, travelling waves, and the 1/f 2 electrocortical background.

For the present simulations, two levels of non-specific activation were chosen so
that the system was clearly below, or clearly above, the critical threshold for the
onset of autonomous oscillation in the gamma band. Each of the linked elements
received an independent Gaussian white noise input, with variance equal to the mean
excitatory pulse rate, to approximate pulse generation as in (14). The excitatory and
inhibitory components within any single element received the same noise time-series,
to imitate the local correlations described in Sect. 2.4.

In each simulation, after initialisation, 200 seconds of simulation-time were al-
lowed to ensure a steady-state was approached (initial conditions being far from
physiological conditions), and the following 200 seconds of output were analysed,
to produce the spectra, time-series, cross and autocorrelation data, shown in Figs. 2
and 3. The same simulation was then used to demonstrate properties associated with
dynamic frustration, and to seek evidence for the occurrence of first or second-order
phase-transitions.

3.2 Results

Figure 2(a) and (b) show the LFP background 1/f 2 spectrum and time-series, char-
acteristic of the resting cortex. Figure 2(c) shows the correlation between the LFP and
surrounding excitatory pulses. Although pulse emissions show high cross-correlation
with the LFP at the same position, pulses from surrounding excitatory cell groups
show no correlation.

In Fig. 2(d), cross-correlation of local excitatory cell pulses and inhibitory cells
strongly and locally connected with them, is contrasted again with inhibitory cell
pulses in surrounding areas. Again, no correlation is seen in the latter case, al-
though locally, correlation close to zero-lag predominates. In Fig. 2(e), LFP cross-
correlations from points very closely and distantly situated in the simulated cortex
are shown, and all can be seen to have low or no correlation, whereas Fig. 2(f) shows
that the summed LFP—the EEG—shows some lag autocorrelation, consistent with
the presence of a small collective cross-correlation in the field, of short time correla-
tion length.

Figure 3 shows matched results from the simulated cortex when the level of cor-
tical excitation is high. The power spectrum and LFP time-series now show strong
gamma oscillation. The LFP and excitatory pulse rates show zero lag synchrony both
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Fig. 2 Simulated LFP/EEG and pulse densities at a low level of cortical activation. Mean excitatory
pulse rate 1.57 spikes/sec. (a) LFP—power spectrum. (b) LFP—time series. (c) Lag cross-correlation
(rV/E)—LFP versus pulse density of excitatory cells. Bold line—LFP and pulse density from the
same cortical point. Dashed line—LFP versus pulse density from separate, but neighbouring, points.
(d) Lag cross-correlation (rE/I)—point pulse density of excitatory cells versus point pulse den-
sity of inhibitory cells. Bold line—excitatory and inhibitory pulse densities from the same point.
Dashed line—excitatory and inhibitory pulse densities from separate, neighbouring, points. (e) Lag
cross-correlation (rV/V )—point LFP versus point LFP. Bold line—LFPs from neighbouring points.
Dashed line—LFPs from points widely separated. (f) Lag autocorrelation—spatial sum of LFP (EEG)
from all points of simulated cortical surface
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Fig. 3 Simulated LFP/EEG and pulse densities at a high level of cortical activation—1.05 × thresh-
old for generation of autonomous gamma oscillation. Mean excitatory pulse rate 33.96 spikes/sec.
(a) LFP—power spectrum. (b) LFP—time series. (c) Lag cross-correlation (rV/E)—LFP versus pulse
density of excitatory cells. Bold line—LFP and pulse density from the same cortical point. Dashed
line—LFP versus pulse density from separate, but neighbouring, points. (d) Lag cross-correlation
(rE/I)—point pulse density of excitatory cells versus point pulse density of inhibitory cells. Bold
line—excitatory and inhibitory pulse densities from the same point. Dashed line—excitatory and inhibitory
pulse densities from separate, neighbouring, points. (e) Lag cross-correlation (rV/V )—point LFP versus
point LFP. Bold line—LFPs from neighbouring points. Dashed line—LFPs from points widely separated.
(f) Lag autocorrelation—spatial sum of LFP (EEG) from all points of simulated cortical surface
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Fig. 4 Lag correlations in simulations with and without noise applied, in conditions otherwise the
same as in Fig. 3. Solid lines—no noise applied. Dashed lines—noise applied. Top rows shown auto-
or cross-correlations of pulses at a single reference point on the cortical surface, and middle and bot-
tom rows show pulse cross-correlations between that point and each of two other points, each located a
quarter turn about the closed (toroidal) simulated cortical surface and respectively lying along orthogo-
nal lines from the reference point. Left-hand column—auto- and cross-correlations of excitatory neurons.
Middle column—cross-correlations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Right-hand column—auto- and
cross-correlations of inhibitory neurons

locally and with neighbouring cells. Excitatory and inhibitory pulses again show al-
most zero-lag correlation locally, but now a lag correlation consistent with active
coupling of excitatory and inhibitory cells at greater distance is also apparent at ap-
proximately quarter-cycle-lag between excitatory and neighbouring inhibitory cells.
The LFP is cross-correlated at zero lag in both near and distant cortical locations, and
the summed LFP/EEG shows sustained synchrony is present throughout the field.

Thus, simulation results accord with the expectations in Sects. 2.10.1–2.10.2, and
with physiological observations described in the Introduction.

The same simulation was next used to demonstrate the contribution of dynamic
frustration to the attractor dynamics in states of synchronous oscillation. Figure 4
contrasts the stable equilibrium reached when the simulation oscillates sponta-
neously, but has no stochastic driving, with the equilibrium reached when noise is
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applied. It can be seen that, without noise, zero-lag synchrony develops between all
excitatory cell components and between all inhibitory cell components—but that the
excitatory and inhibitory cell systems approach zero-lag anti-synchrony. These rela-
tions are uniform throughout the neural field, which has become phase-locked. The
effect of the driving noise of random cell firing is to break the phase-locking. Zero-lag
synchrony of excitatory cells, and of inhibitory cells, respectively, persists throughout
the field, and locally, excitatory and inhibitory cells approach zero-lag synchrony—
but, more widely, excitatory and inhibitory components exhibit reciprocal oscillation.
Thus, the properties of the non-linear simulation reflect simple equilibrium consider-
ations, and indicate the operation of dynamical frustration.

Finally, to obtain information on the order of phase transition in the thermody-
namic sense, as defined by the onset of autonomous oscillation, the same simulation
was tested for the occurrence of hysteresis when the level of non-specific cortical
activation was raised by steps to the critical threshold, and then lowered, to estimate
any difference in the critical level thus found. No evidence of hysteresis was found,
and this was taken to indicate that the phase transition should be classified as second-
order.

4 Conclusions

It seems that properties of equilibrium thermodynamics can be applied analogously
to cortical neurodynamics, in conditions of steady input from subcortical sources. Es-
sentially, via its reciprocal connections with subcortical systems, cortex may regulate
the entropy of its own signals by control of oscillation amplitude.

Predicted properties of the simple neural field at equilibrium are found in the
physiologically realistic simulation; consequently solutions can be offered for the
problems outlined in the Introduction and suggestions made regarding the functional
implications of these solutions.

4.1 Stryker’s Question

The predictions of Sects. 2.10.1–2.10.2 and the numerical results account for the
properties of EEG commented on by Stryker—namely: the close relation of pulses
and the electrocortical field when synchronous activity in the gamma band is promi-
nent, and the absence of any such clear relationship in states of lower excitation.
The basic reason for this effect seems to be that oscillation suppresses spontaneous
noise in pulse emission, not only because of a change in signal/noise ratio, but by an
increase in the rate of elimination of noise with increasing dendritic “temperature”.

The results also account for some experimental features and theoretical conflicts
concerning the mechanism of synchrony and the timing of excitatory and inhibitory
pulses. Since his early work, Freeman (1975) has asserted that the correlation of
pulses and local field potentials in the olfactory system indicate a lagged relationship
between excitatory and inhibitory cells. Experimental recording of pulses confirm
this general relationship elsewhere (Hasenstaub et al. 2005). The model for synchrony
cited in Sect. 2.5 depends upon excitatory-excitatory interactions, and yields results
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consistent with Freeman’s view. In contrast, other simulations Schillen and Konig
1994; Traub et al. 1996; Whittington et al. 2000, supported by recordings made from
hippocampus, account for synchronous oscillation by resonance via inter-inhibitory
linkages, and also by effects of asymmetrical excitatory and inhibitory couplings. No-
tably, this alternative account predicts not a lagged relationship between excitatory
and inhibitory cells, but their zero-lag synchrony (Traub et al. 1996). An important
distinction is the range over which excitatory/inhibitory interactions take place, as
observed in the numerical results above. Both mechanisms could operate, one em-
bedded within the other. On the other hand, the local correlation of excitatory and
inhibitory firing may be explained as an aspect of dynamical frustration, without re-
quiring a tuned inter-inhibitory resonance.

4.2 Freeman’s Findings

The present findings account for further important aspects of Freeman’s experimental
data. Emphasis can be placed on stationarity to explain the data Freeman describes as
phase transition. This hinges upon the measure Freeman describes as a “null spike”.

A null spike is a zero, or a relative approach to zero, of the sum of the squares of
the real and imaginary parts of the Hilbert transform, computed for some epoch on
the EEG time-series. The imaginary part of the Hilbert transform is given by

H(z)(t) = − 1

π

lim

ε ↓ 0

∫ ∞

ε

z(t + τ ) − z(t − τ )

τ
dτ (28)

where τ is temporal lead/lag and z(t) is stationary, continuous, and of infinite
duration—while the real part is z(t) itself.

The real part of the Hilbert transform reaches zero where the signal undergoes a
zero-crossing. The imaginary part is precisely zero when the signal is symmetrical
about time t , and approximates zero when the signal is randomly distributed about t .
Freeman’s data show a null spike sometimes associated with a zero crossing, and
sometimes not, while also showing null spikes recur around the theta frequency—the
frequency with dominant amplitude in most electrocortical signals. This frequency
band offers opportunity for an approach to symmetry about a signal peak, and thus
a null spike may occur although not associated with a zero-crossing. Thus, both the
limiting cases considered in Sect. 2.10 imply the necessary occurrence of null spikes.
In this interpretation, the null spike marks not the onset of phase transition, but the
midpoint of a period of activity at one or other phase of a second-order phase transi-
tion.

Freeman has also emphasised the null spike as a key indicator of the outburst
of spreading, rotating or contracting fields of electrocortical waves (“phase cones”).
Such spreading, contracting, or rotating fields are to be expected as consequences of
interaction of multiple sites of generation of synchrony, as has been argued elsewhere
(Wright 2009b).

4.3 Functional Implications

These results provide mechanisms by which areas of cortex can utilize noise to re-
main open to new input, yet suppress noise, travel in phase-space trajectories about
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basins of attraction, and emit information stored in synaptic configurations as patterns
of pulse trains generated by oscillation, as required at different times, and in different
parts of the cortex.

The attractor dynamics implied are not, in detail, like those of standard feed-
forward or attractor neural networks. Instead, equilibrium in a system with symmetry
of connections at macroscopic scale implies that in any given steady state, a sin-
gle, global synchronous field can exist, and thus only a single attractor is defined.
Yet, at microscopic level, asymmetry of connections predominates, so movements in
phase space about the global attractor could be very complicated, as well as time-
varying. The global attractor may be better defined by a non-orthogonal vector set,
{xi} (Sect. 2.6), rather than a single attractor. Furthermore, the dynamic properties
of synapses, and the onset of autonomous firing of neurons means that the basins of
attraction would themselves be time-varying. The suppression of noise as oscillation
approaches the synchronous limit would increase the reliability of system perfor-
mance in the manner of the simulated annealing algorithm (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983),
while the persistence of some noise component prevents the system entering phase-
locked paralysis. Conversely, at the background limit, there would be no clearly de-
fined attractor states, but the reception of signals from excited cortex, or external
sources, would drive the cortical surface toward a particular attractor.

A general mode of overall cortical self-control is also suggested. Inputs from sub-
cortical systems adjust excitation in the cortical field so that mixed fields, partly
excited to the threshold for oscillation and emitting specific signals, and partly
in the “open”, receptive, background state, approach equilibrium collectively, and
also in interaction with fresh specific sensory inputs. As overall equilibrium is at-
tained, signals from the cortex to subcortical systems then trigger a shift of subcor-
tical inputs to cortex, so that a new “next state”, for which a different set of cor-
tical equilibria are specified, is generated. Such a cyclic process would provide a
mechanism for the direction of attention, and the ongoing sequence of cognition—
incidentally offering an embodiment of stimulus/context multiplicative interaction,
shown by Mizraji and Lin (2010) to be central to information search strategies. Sub-
cortical neural mechanisms mediating the role of the hippocampus in orientation
and episodic memory are the subject of ongoing research (Tsuda and Kuroda 2004;
Fukushima et al. 2007), and might act as an intermediary between cortex and reticulo-
thalamic neurons. Also, a cyclic process, generating sequences in which entropy re-
currently decreases and increases in EEG measures, has been observed by Saddy et al.
(2004).

Periods of stationarity of electrocortical activity also imply continuity of activ-
ity at individual synapses, in turn allowing synaptic learning rules (e.g., Tsukada
and Fukushima 2010) to operate smoothly—and when stationarity is associated with
synchrony, learning could then proceed in accordance with the “coherent infomax”
principle (Kay and Phillips 2010). Localized excitatory-inhibitory correlation—the
consequence of dynamical frustration—might also play an important role in main-
taining precise timing relations in local firing, and regulating the time and activity-
dependent operations of Hebbian and STLR learning and reinforcement (Tsukada
and Fukushima 2010).

Some 30 years ago, Amari and colleagues (Amari 1974; Amari et al. 1977; Amari
and Maginu 1988) described general computational and memory storage properties
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available in large-scale random networks, using notions drawn from thermodynamics.
Recently, beim Graben et al. (2009) extended these findings more generally, within
their concept of “contextual emergence”. The present results suggest application of
these ideas within a framework of physiologically realistic continuum and neural
network models may help unite theory and experiment.
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Appendix: State Equations for Physiological Simulations (After Wright 2009a)

ϕp(r, t) =
∫

fqp

(
r, r′)Qp

(
r′, t − |r − r′|

ν

)
d2r′ (A.1)

M [R](Vq,ϕp) = g[R]
p

(
V rev

p − Vq

V rev
p − V

[0]
q

)
e−κ[R]ϕpϕp (A.2)

Vq(r, t) = V [0]
q +

∑

p

∑

j

∑

[R]
NqpAj rj [R](((M [R] ∗ Φ[R]) ∗ Ψ [R]) ∗ Lj

)

(A.3)

Qq(r, t) =
(
Qmax

q /
(
1 + exp

[
−π

(
Vq(r, t) − θq

)
/
√

3σq

]))
+ Eq (A.4)

ϕp;Vq;Qq are the state variables afferent synaptic flux, dendritic voltage and efferent
pulse density. Here, p = e, i indicate presynaptic excitatory or inhibitory cells at
locations {r′}, and q = e, i indicate post-synaptic cells at locations {r}. Subscript
qp indicates connections from p to q , and the summations in (A.3) are over the
categories of excitation and inhibition (p), near and far dendritic trees (j), and types
of neurotransmitter ([R]).

Eq(r, t) is stochastic variation in pulse emissions. V
[0]
q ,Nqp, rj [R], g[R]

p ,V rev
p ,

κ[R],ν,Qmax
q , θq,σq , are constants—resting membrane potential, synaptic numbers,

fractions of synapses on proximal and distal synaptic trees, “ground state” synaptic
gain, reversal potentials, steady-state constants for transmitter-receptor kinetics, ax-
onal conduction velocity, maximum firing rates, mean threshold potential and stan-
dard deviation of threshold potential, respectively

∫ τ=∞

τ=0
Φ[R](τ ) dτ = 1, (A.5a)

∫ τ=∞

τ=0
Ψ [R](τ ) dτ = 1 (A.5b)

are normalized impulse response functions for rise/fall of channel opening in synaptic
receptors, and rise/fall of dendritic voltage in response to synaptic ionic flux

∫ τ=∞

τ=0
Lj (τ ) dτ = 1 (A.6)
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are normalized distribution of conduction delays in the near and distal parts of den-
dritic trees, and

∫
f

(
r, r′) dr′ = 1 (A.7)

is normalized distribution of axo-synaptic connections.
Aj are fractions of the cell population which are currently quiescent, or actively

firing at any time:

An = 1 − Qq

Qmax
, (A.8a)

Af = Qq

Qmax
(A.8b)

Estimates for physiological values of all parameters are listed in Wright (2009a,
2009b).
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Part III. The embryogenesis of the cortex 

Home to Auckland, with more freedom for research than most, I felt that my colleagues and I had made 

some inroads into the neurodynamics of the cortex, but major concerns remained. 

We were treating the cortex as isotropic – that is, as if its connections in all directions from a particular 

point were more or less similar – when anatomical evidence indicated this was certainly not so. A very large 

body of anatomical work, begun by Hubel and Wiesel, and built upon the minicolumnar hypothesis of 

Mountcastle, analysed the functional connectivity of cortical neurons in terms of their responses to specific 

“features” such as preferential orientation (OP) for response to a line in the visual field. The functional 

implication of this tuning to “features” was uncertain. Explanations for the response organisation 

depended on Hebbian learning in response to visual inputs, yet in mammals with long gestation periods 

the organisation was apparent at birth, before visual experience. Neither did neurons show singular 

responses to feature categories as if these were the elementary properties – instead, responses to 

categories were interdependent. 

Another problem persisted. Since the wavelengths of electrocortical waves are very long, their information 

capacity must be limited, but the cortex can respond to a large number of input states, and generate a 

wide variety of output states, so how could the waves mediate the transformation of input to output states? 

It seemed possible that the pulse and wave dynamics of the electrocortical field might interact with factors 

affecting synaptic efficacy and growth. Long, attenuated neurons, while providing large synaptic contact 

area of each neuron, place demand on transport systems within the cell to supply essential metabolites 

throughout the cell. Competition between synapses for resources such as calcium ions takes place, and 

probably for many other essential substrates. If there is only enough of some critical metabolite for half the 

synapses to operate at maximum capacity, and if pre-synapses must compete with each other on a small 

local scale, then competition would maximise the Shannon entropy of the possible synaptic activity levels, 

and thus, if the local supply of metabolites fluctuated with firing states of the network – particularly with 

multiple time-scales of supply – then conditional Markov processes of great complexity, generating a wide 

variety of pulse states, would be possible even though the electrocortical waves were not capable of great 

complexity. Furthermore, during approach to synchronous equilibrium of the electrocortical field the pulse 

and wave dynamics would necessarily guide the distribution of active synapses towards one of many 

possible synaptic equilibria so that many different pulse states would each appear, in the spatially 

smoothed recordings, as indistinguishable. 

In studying the anatomical order, one of my colleagues in Melbourne, David Alexander, had developed an 

idea he called “the local/global model”. He argued that cortical patchy connections mapped wide areas of 

surrounding cortex onto each small, local area of the cortex, taking the orientation-preference (OP) 

columns of the visual cortex as exemplar. The mapping could be expressed as 

P!
p2

P
  7 

where P are complex vector positions on the cerebral cortex, and p are the corresponding positions within 

a macrocolumn. The complex mapping described the way OP from 0 – 180 degrees appeared to be laid 

out over 0 – 360 degrees, about OP singularities. To explain this effect of angle doubling, we wrote 
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to organization of response properties. Vision Research. 46: 2703–2720. 

This paper suggested that the global/local maps arose because the patchy connections mapped the wider 

cortex (and thus part of the visual field) onto the local map in the manner of the projection of a Euclidean 

plane onto a Möbius strip, and that synchronous oscillation and synaptic competition mediated the 

evolution of the connections. I later continued the work in company with Paul Bourke, who was by then in 

Perth. 

The earlier outline for Möbius/local/global anatomical organisation was further developed into a more 

complete theory of the regulation of embryonic cortical growth and the emergence of mature functional 

connections. This was published as 

J.J. Wright, P.D. Bourke (2013). On the dynamics of cortical development: synchrony and 

synaptic self-organization. Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience. Doi: 10.3389 / 

fncom.2013.00004. 

The theory draws upon the work of others on genetic diversification during neurogenesis of the cortex, and 

on apoptosis (cellular death) during the growth process. The main assumptions made are, firstly, that the 

cells that survive to maturity are those that form into an “ultra-small world” configuration, thus minimising 

the metabolic consumption of scarce resources needed to support their axonal connections, and, secondly, 

that the cells that survive are those that maximise their collective uptake of a critical synaptic metabolite, as 

a consequence of their synchronous firing. The cells that survive and the synaptic connections of those cells 

must therefore be spatially arranged to maximise their joint synchrony, while minimising the total length of 

their mutual connections. The theory implies the neural system evolves with the most economic 

deployment of resources per connections possible, while simultaneously offering the maximum possible 

synaptic information representation capacity. 

The first of two requirements to be met is given in equation 8 as the case for two different types of cortical 

neurons that collectively must meet the ultra-small-world definition of Cohen and Havlin 
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This describes the average density of synaptic connections p, generated with increasing distance of 

separation of cells at q and r. The power function (of exponent A) for the ideal synaptic density is 

approximated by simplifying to two types the many populations of neurons intrinsic to the cortex – one 
type with long axons, of axonal inverse length constant !", corresponding to patch neurons, and 

comprising a fraction N" of all neurons, and the other type with short axons representing the common 

types of intracortical neurons, characterised by !# and N#. Thus equation 8 provides terms for f
e
qr  in 

equation 1. 

The second requirement is that J, the RMS amplitude of total pre-synaptic pulse activity between excitatory 

neurons, tends to a maximum, as measured by 

J= [
1
T
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e
qr "!

e
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q

#
r

#
T
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where !e
qr  is the pulse flux between q and r, !e  is the mean pulse flux, and T is the duration of a short 

epoch. 

If synaptic resources are sufficient to enable only 50% of synapses to be active, so that pre-synaptic 

competition applies at all scales within neurons, and synapses must also compete for limited post-synaptic 

space on the afferent neurons, then the geometry of cell-body positions and the networks created by the 

strongest synaptic connections that lead to maximum J must be as follows: 

(a) Cells with short axons must be gathered into clusters, to minimise their distance of separation and the 

cells with long axons are thus forced to form patchy connections at longer range. In some circumstances 

where patch connections are distributed over considerable distances, notably in visual cortex, this 

implies organisation into clearly defined columns. 

(b) The patchy synaptic connections created by the cells with long-range axons must become arranged to 

map activity in the surrounding cortex so that the long range and short range cell systems have 

maximum resonance with each other. This requires that the large scale is mapped to each cluster as a 

continuous 1:1 map onto each of the clusters. Small-scale pre-synaptic competition prevents the 1:1 

map being a simple Euclidian representation. Instead, chains of the most resource-rich synapses are 

forced to create a winding, spiral-like system of connections within the cluster, closed after travelling 

twice around the cluster centre, the 1:1 map therefore becoming analogous to representation on a 

Möbius strip. 

(c) Adjacent clusters must array their maps in approximately mirror-image arrays, with synaptic connections 

bridging adjacent clusters, to maximise co-resonance between clusters. 

In other cortical locations, where values of !",# 
differ from those of visual cortex, structures may remain 

diffuse, but the same functional connection system would occur. Selection for maximisation of synchrony 

thus explains the emergence of anatomically realistic cortical columns and column variation, and explains 

the appearance of response maps prior to visual experience. Consideration of the effect of axonal delays in 

such a network also explains the experimental relationship between stimulus properties of speed, angle of 

attack and object orientation12 that is not explained by orthodox models. 

The basic assumptions of the theory were later supported by the discovery, by UK colleagues13, of 

synchronous firing and emerging small-world connectivity in neural in-vitro cultures, and by an earlier 

experimental finding14 that cultured neurons prevented from firing in synchrony were destroyed by 

apoptosis. 

A recent test of the theory’s applicability in primary somatosensory cortex also gave confirmatory results. 

                                                        
12 A. Basole, L.E. White & D. Fitzpatrick (2003). Mapping of multiple features in the population response of visual 

cortex. Nature. 423: 986–990. 
13 J.H. Downes, M.W. Hammond, D. Xydas, M. Spencer, V.M. Becerra, K. Warwick, B.J. Whalley & S.J. Nasuto (2012). 

Emergence of a small-world functional network in cultured neurons. PLOS Computational Biology. 8:e1002522. Doi: 
10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002522.  

14 N. Heck, A. Golbs, T. Riedemann, J.J. Sun, V. Lessmann & H.J. Luhmann (2008). Activity dependent regulation of 
neuronal apoptosis in neonatal mouse cerebral cortex. Cerebral Cortex. 18: 1335–1349. 
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J.J. Wright, P.D. Bourke & O.V. Favorov (2014). Möbius-strip-like columnar functional 

connections are revealed in somato-sensory receptive field centroids. Frontiers in 

Neuroanatomy. Doi: 10.3389/fnana.2014.0011. 

Further experimental confirmation/refutation is planned. 

An important aspect of this embryological anatomical model is that it suggests a schema for signal 

transmission in the mature cortex, in which the exchange of signals between cortical areas falls 

systematically into spatial and temporal order. Within a single cortical area, surrounding cortical areas are 

mapped by patchy connections into the Möbius-configuration clusters so that inputs are radially arrayed 

about central singularities according to distance and delay from source, and associations can be made 

within the cluster. Between cortical areas, signals conveyed by cortico-cortical fibres from many such 

clusters/maps converge and are superimposed in similar column-like organisations in the next area, 

enabling specific spatio-temporal features of a complex stimulus to be associated. Such relays can be 

continued between areas until they act upon motor outputs, and signals travelling over similar relays in the 

reverse sense could filter signals originating in sensory areas, thus permitting complex sensory motor 

sequences and attentional filtering. After birth, overwriting in Hebbian fashion can take place, with the 

embryonic order providing a reference framework upon which the later learning is deployed. 

It now seemed possible that the solutions we had proposed for a number of problems previously 

considered separate might be combined to provide a sketch account of the operation of the brain – as I 

will outline in the next section. 

In 2009, while we were visiting Reading University, my dear Adrienne was found to have developed ovarian 

cancer. There was no chance of extended survival. She responded to this challenge with unflinching 

realism, never showing depression, false hope or disillusion, but thinking of me, of our children, and our 

young grandchildren. This, I came to realise, was the way she had always been, so she was ready when the 

demand was placed on her. In her last three months she wrote a memoir – “Sorry I’ve taken so long to write 

to you …” – that is a thing of enduring beauty. In a way, I intend this thesis to accompany her book, as the 

other side of a coin. 
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Abstract

We propose a model of self-organization of synaptic connections in V1, emphasizing lateral interactions. Subject to Hebbian learning
with decay, evolution of synaptic strengths proceeds to a stable state in which all synapses are either saturated, or have minimum pre/
post-synaptic coincidence. The most stable configuration gives rise to anatomically realistic ‘‘local maps’’, each of macro-columnar size,
and each organized as Mobius projections of retinotopic space. A tiling of V1, constructed of approximately mirror-image reflections of
each local map by its neighbors is formed, accounting for orientation-preference singularities, linear zones, and saddle points—with each
map linked by connections between sites of common orientation preference. Ocular dominance columns are partly explained as a special
case of the same process. The occurrence of direction preference fractures always in odd numbers around singularities is a specific feature
explained by the Mobius configuration of the local map. Effects of stimulus velocity, orientation relative to direction of motion, and
extension, upon orientation preference, which are not accounted for by spatial filtering, are explained by interactions between the classic
receptive field and global V1.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Primary visual cortex; Lateral interactions; Neural networks; Orientation; Neuroanatomy

1. Introduction

This paper addresses three areas of controversy in visual
neuroscience. First, the role of lateral cortical connections
in visual processing within visual cortex (V1); secondly, the
relationship of Hebbian learning to dimension-reduction
explanations of V1 architecture; thirdly, the role played
by synchronous oscillation. Considering these in order:

Stimulation of a small locale in the visual field (the recep-
tive field (RF)) brings forth a response in the 40–60 ms lag
range, in a small cortical locale corresponding to the field
of projection of the RF to V1 (Angelucci & Bullier, 2003;

Li, Their, & Wehrhahn, 2000), and V1 has been shown to
process information from correspondingly small locales of
the visual field (De Valois, De Valois, & Yund, 1979; Movs-
hon, Thompson, & Tolhurst, 1978; Schiller, Finlay, & Vol-
man, 1976). The classical view of feed-forward processes in
the direct visual pathway is that surround inhibitory fields
produce spatial filtering of input signals, enhancing move-
ment, lines and edges, and giving rise to orientation prefer-
ence (OP). Several groups have modified this view. Ringach,
Hawken, and Shapley (1997) showed that intracortical feed-
back appears to change OP on a dynamic basis. Chavane
et al. (2000) drew attention to the interaction of receptive
field responses and activity in the visual cortical surround,
and Series, Georges, Lorenceau, and Fregnac (2002) have
produced a neural network model of lateral interactions
in V1 to account for interactions of stimulus orientation
and apparent speed.
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The majority of synapses on V1 neurons are formed by
lateral connections arising from neurons with somata dis-
tributed over a wide range of cortical separations (Braiten-
berg & Schuz, 1998) and modeling supports the
propagation of signals in a wave-like manner via polysyn-
aptic pathways (e.g., Jirsa & Haken, 1996; Robinson, Ren-
nie, & Wright, 1998). When V1 is stimulated by direct
pathway projections, some of the evoked responses occur
at greater delays than 40–60 ms, and at greater distances
than the classical receptive field (Slovin, Arieli, Hildesheim,
& Grinvald, 2002), consistent with lateral spread of infor-
mation via polysynaptic routes.

A number of recent papers have related the electrophys-
iological responses of neurons to the spatial ranges of var-
ious connection systems (Angelucci & Bullier, 2003;
Angelucci et al., 2002; Levitt & Lund, 2002). A recent crit-
ical review (Alexander & Wright, 2006) shows the maxi-
mum scale of excitatory modulation in V1 may be the
size of V1 itself. There is clear evidence of the importance
of lateral, as well as descending, influences as major con-
trols of activity throughout the visual pathway (e.g., Angel-
ucci et al., 2002; Lamme, Super, & Spekreijse, 1998; Lee,
2002; Stein & Sarnthein, 2000). In some situations a neuron
can be driven solely by extra-RF stimulation: foveal V1
cells can be driven by a bar whose entire extent within
the RF is obscured by a patch that is in the foreground rel-
ative to the bar (Sugita, 1999); long moving bars can still
fire V1 neurons when artificial scotomas cover the RF (Fio-
rani, Rosa, Gattass, & Rocha-Miranda, 1992); 26% of V1
neurons will respond to the illusory contours of Kanizsa
squares (Lee, 2002); over half of V1 neurons can be driven
by moving gratings presented within an annulus (Cava-
naugh, Bair, & Movshon, 2002); a textured field with a
large hole over the RF fires 93% of V1 neurons tested (Ros-
si, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 2001).

Mathematical models of connections in V1 began with
the ‘‘ice-cube’’ model (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968, 1977). This
classic model has subsequently proved to have considerable
limitations (Bressloff, 2002; Bressloff & Cowan, 2002).
Explanatory models fall generally into two categories.

The first category includes models depending upon neu-
ral network principles, which originate from the work of
von der Marlsburg (e.g., Bressloff, 2002; Bressloff & Cow-
an, 2002; Goodhill, 1993; Grossberg & Williamson, 2001;
Linsker, 1986; Miller, Keller, & Stryker, 1989; Obermayer,
Ritter, & Schulten, 1990; von der Marlsburg, 1973;
Tanaka, 1989), showing that a variety of realistic spatial
ordering of response properties emerges in two-dimension-
al arrays of neurons under Hebbian learning, with ‘‘Mexi-
can Hat’’ local inhibitory surround architectures.

Models of the second category give an account of the
same response organization in terms of dimension reduc-
tion (Durbin & Mitchison, 1990; Durbin & Willshaw,
1987; Kohonen, 1982; Mitchison & Durbin, 1986). Here,
the higher dimensional complexity of information in the
afferents is reduced to the two-dimensional cortical surface.
Dimension reduction is achieved by a mapping endeavor-

ing to satisfy goals of continuity and completeness—that
is, the need to maintain local smoothness of response prop-
erties within the cortical sheet, and the need to ensure the
sheet includes a compact, representative selection of points
in stimulus space. Dimension-reduction mapping solutions
yield results similar to the neural network models, but the
interrelationship of the Hebbian and dimension-reduction
accounts is unclear.

Both these classes of models encounter difficulties with
some recent experimental findings—notably the sensitivity
of OP to velocity, orientation relative to direction of
motion, and extension, of moving textures (Basole, White,
& Fitzpatrick, 2003).

At both long and short ranges, synchronous oscillation
can be induced by concurrent stimulation of cortical sites
(Gray, Engel, Konig, & Singer, 1992; Gray, Konig, Engel,
& Singer, 1989; Singer & Gray, 1995). Consistent with
experimental observations, theoretical modeling of syn-
chrony (Chapman, Bourke, & Wright, 2002; Robinson
et al., 1998; Wright, 1997; Wright, Bourke, & Chapman,
2000) shows that synchrony is a broadband phenomenon
not restricted to the gamma range, is induced over bi-direc-
tional couplings, and develops in response to changes in
stimuli after a lag comparable to the axonal delay between
the sites. Synchrony offers a mechanism for the co-ordina-
tion of learning under Hebbian synaptic rules. Its relevance
to the maximization of information stored in connections
evolving under Hebbian learning has been demonstrated
(Kay & Phillips, 1997; Phillips & Singer, 1997) but it is
not known how this ‘‘coherent infomax’’ principle might
become manifest in real neural organization.

We have earlier suggested (Alexander, Bourke, Sheri-
dan, Konstandatos, & Wright, 1998, 2004) that the orga-
nization of OP arises from a tiling of the surface of V1
with local synaptic maps, each representing activity in
the global map—that is, the extended surface of V1 –
and having a singularity within each local map corre-
sponding to the position of the local map within the glob-
al map. In this paper, we justify the earlier hypothesis by
a theoretical treatment of the development of synaptic
connections consequent to lateral interactions. We will
show that continuity and completeness arises in local
maps as a consequence of Hebbian learning with decay,
mediated by fields of synchronous oscillation, and that
the most stable synaptic configuration requires that the
local map has a form analogous to a Mobius strip repre-
sentation of the global map.

2. Theory

2.1. Mathematical conventions

Xj,Yk; elements of the complex planes {X},{Y}
Yj ! Xk; one to one map
Yj ) Xk; N to one map
Scalar distances, e.g., |Xj � Xk| may be rendered as

|j � k| in context.
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A / B indicates a monotonic relation, rather than linear
proportionality.

2.2. Simplified two-disk model

2.2.1. Configuration
An abstract system (see Fig. 1) which we will later apply

to V1 in several modified forms, is comprised of two disks,
respectively situated in two planes, {X} and {Y}. The disks
are two-dimensional continuum representations of the cor-
tical surface, with positions within each disk given by com-
plex numbers with ordered subscripts 1,2, . . ., j, . . .,k, . . ., l,
. . .,n. No explicit size constraint is required in the abstract
representation. The two disks may be taken to represent
areas each the size of macrocolumns, or one disk may be
of macrocolumnar size, while the other may be as large
as the entire extent of V1.

Symmetric bi-directional axo-synaptic couplings form
uniform all-to-all connections between planes, and bi-di-
rectional all-to-all connections with synaptic density
decreasing as a function of distance within each plane. That
is, where r indicates synaptic density; r(XjYk) = constant,
and rðX jX kÞ / j X j � X kj�1.

The general decline of the density of synapses generated
by cortical pyramidal cells as a function of distance from
the soma (e.g., Braitenberg & Schuz, 1998) is a crucial
property upon which this model depends, because of the
relation of coupling density to the magnitude of synchro-
nous oscillation, as described in the next section. The uni-
form coupling density between planes is an initial
simplification, which will be amended in application to real
anatomical systems, in accord with Section 2.4.

Between disks, all connections are excitatory. The pop-
ulation of neurons within each disk is of mixed inhibitory
and excitatory cells, and within each disk couplings via

excitatory and inhibitory synapses create ‘‘Mexican Hat’’
surrounds.

2.2.2. Neural wave dynamics and synchrony

Theoretical work (Chapman et al., 2002; Freeman, 1975;
Haken, 1996; Jirsa & Haken, 1996; Rennie, Wright, &
Robinson, 2000; Robinson et al., 1998, 2003; Wright,
1997; Wright et al., 2000, 2003) (See Appendix A) enables
neurons within each disk to be considered as a polysynaptic
medium for the propagation of electrocortical waves, and
to act as a medium for synchronous oscillation. Explicit
use of these dynamic models is not required for the simula-
tions and results that follow, but their account of synchro-
nous oscillation (Chapman et al., 2002; Robinson et al.,
1998; Wright, 1997) provides a mechanism for the co-ordi-
nation of synaptic modification in the present model.

Each disk is driven by externally imposed or internally
generated synapto-dendritic activity approximating spat-
io-temporal white, or brown, noise. Mean pulse rates,
Qe;i, are spatially uniform. Synchronous oscillation devel-
ops between reciprocally connected neurons. The mean
and standard deviation of pulse trains and dendritic poten-
tials between any two points is proportional to the sum
(with appropriate sign and weight) of the densities of excit-
atory and inhibitory connections between the points, mod-
ified by gain factors, Hs, attributable to Hebbian
modification of excitatory synapses.

Where R is a measure of synchrony (which may be mea-
sured by either spike co-incidence rate, or local field poten-
tial covariance), then between disks

RðX jY kÞ / rðX jY kÞ � HsðX jY kÞ ð1Þ

and within planes

RðX jX kÞ / ½reðX jX kÞ � HsðX jX kÞ � riðX jX kÞ�. ð2Þ

2.2.3. Learning rule

R(XjYk) and R(XjXk) in Eqs. (1,2) are measures that are
directly proportional to the aggregate of the pre/post-syn-

aptic coincidence, rQu, at individual synapses connecting
XjYk, XjXk, over short epochs, nDt. Synchronous oscilla-
tion acts to co-ordinate synaptic gain modification, over
bi-directional couplings, according to the following learn-
ing rule. Where pre/post-synaptic coincidence is defined by

rQu ¼ Qmax

n

X

t

QeðtÞ � ueðtÞ t ¼ t0; . . . ; nDt;

QeðtÞ 2 f0; 1g; ueðtÞ 2 f0; 1g
ð3Þ

where Qmax is the maximum action potential firing rate of
neurons. In approximately steady-state conditions the
mean post-synaptic pulse rate, Qe, is constant, equal to
the pre-synaptic pulse rate, or afferent pulse density, �ue,
and Qmax � Qe.

Synaptic gain increases to saturation with high pre- and
post-synaptic coincidence of depolarization, but decays if
pre- and post-synaptic depolarization no longer coincide,

Fig. 1. Connections within and between continuum representations of
cortical tissue. Top disk: black arrows show efferent connections from a
representative point. The density of connection to other points declines
with distance of separation. Lower disk: efferent connections from the
representative point in the top disk terminate with uniform density.
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thus approximating rules of the ‘‘floating hook’’ type (Art-
ola, Brocher, & Singer, 1990; Bienenstock, Cooper, &
Monro, 1982; Hancock, Smith, & Phillips, 1991; Kay &
Phillips, 1997). The steady-state Hebbian gain factor is

H s ¼ Hmax exp½�k=rQu�; kþ ve; ð4Þ

where k is a suitable constant.
The rise and fall of synaptic gain in response to a brief

period of high pre/post-synaptic coincidence is described
by the normalized impulse response function

HðtÞ ¼ H sðt � sÞ � ðb� aÞ
ab

ðexp½�bs� � exp½�as�Þ; ð5Þ

where a and b are rise and fall time constants. This simple
time–response can incorporate different mechanisms and
rates of synaptic consolidation (and thus long and short-
term memory) by defining a set of k, a, and b applicable
at different time-scales.

2.3. Conditions of synaptic stability in the two-disk model

2.3.1. Stability at individual synapses
Since pre- and post-synaptic firing rates approximate

Poisson processes, the variance, 12(rQu, s), of pre/post-syn-
aptic coincidence measured during short epochs, s, is pro-
portional to the mean value, �rQu, over a set of epochs., i.e.,

12ðrQu; sÞ / �rQu. ð6Þ

Differentiating the steady-state synaptic gain (Eq. (4))
gives

dH s

drQu

�

�

�

�

�rQu

¼ Hmax

k
�r2Qu

exp½�k=�rQu�. ð7Þ

Therefore S(Hs, s), the RMS deviation of synaptic gain as a
function of �rQu, is given by

S ¼ dH s

drQu

�

�

�

�

�rQu

� 1ðrQu; sÞ

¼ Hmax
k
�r2Qu

exp½�k=�rQu� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

j�rQu
p

; ð8Þ

where j is a constant of proportionality, so

dS
d�rQu

¼ Hmaxk
ffiffiffi

j
p

exp½�k=�rQu�ðk�r�7=2
Qu � 3

2
�r�5=2
Qu Þ. ð9Þ

From Eq. (8); since k, j, Hmax are all +ve, then

if �rQu ¼ 0 then S ¼ 0; if �rQu ¼ 1 then S ¼ 0;

if 0 < �rQu < 1 then S þ ve.
ð10:1Þ

From Eq. (9);

setting
dS
d�rQu

¼ 0; solutions are �rQu ¼ 0;1; 2k=3. ð10:2Þ

That is, Sð�rQuÞ has a single maximum at �rQu ¼ 2k=3, and
zero minima at �rQu ¼ 0;1, and therefore stable states of
the synapse can occur only at either maximum saturation

or zero saturation. We will subsequently refer to maximally
saturated synapses as saturated and zero-saturated synaps-
es as sensitive. (The latter term arises from the maximum
slope of Eq. (4) which occurs at rQu = 0, and the term is
intended to emphasize that the zero-saturated synapse re-
tains the capacity for relatively rapid and flexible change
of state.)

2.3.2. Population synaptic stability

The time-decay of individual synaptic gains (Eq. (5))
favors evolution in the population toward global stability,
analogous to the operation of the Metropolis algorithm in
related thermodynamic systems (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, &
Vecchi, 1983). We will not prove that global stability must
be attained, but will instead consider the necessary conse-
quences if all synapses closely approach stability.

Absolute population stability (maximum or global stabil-
ity) is reached when all synapses are either saturated or sen-
sitive. Where r(XjYk), r(XjXk) are numbers of synaptic
connections between XjYk, XjXk, these can be partitioned
into fractional terms for saturated, rSAT, and sensitive,
rSENS, synaptic numbers, depending on the stable end
point to which the individual synapses tend in their evolu-
tion. Consequently, if S(XjYk), S(XjXk) are now used to
represent the mean RMS variations of synaptic gain in
all synapses connecting Yk to Xj and Xk to Xj, then

WðXY Þ ¼
X

j¼n

j¼1

X

k¼n

k¼1

rSATðX jY kÞSSATðX jY kÞ

þ
X

j¼n

j¼1

X

k¼n

k¼1

rSENSðX jY kÞSSENSðX jY kÞ � 0; ð11Þ

WðXX Þ ¼
X

j¼n

j¼1

X

k¼n

k¼1

rSATðX jX kÞSSATðX jX kÞ

þ
X

j¼n

j¼1

X

k¼n

k¼1

rSENSðX jX kÞSSENSðX jX kÞ � 0 ð12Þ

defines global stability as the sum of RMS variation of all
synaptic gains, which must reach zero at maximum
stability.

2.3.3. Maintenance of uniform metabolic load in axons, and

the densities of saturated and sensitive synapses

Grossberg and Williamson (2001), in work modeling the
development of lateral and feed-forward connections with-
in layers of the cortex, drew attention to the added con-
straint of metabolic requirements upon the kinds of
connections which can be formed under Hebbian rules.
We apply a related constraint here.

Competition occurs for metabolic resources within
axons, so metabolic rate at all parts of the axonal system
are approximately equal. If metabolic demands for saturat-
ed synapses are much greater than for sensitive synapses,
then all cells must receive and give rise to similar propor-
tions of saturated and sensitive synapses, the densities of
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saturated and sensitive synapses respectively, must decline
with distance from their cell bodies of origin, and must
maintain a constant ratio. Given also that different mem-
bers of {R(XjYk), R(YjYk)} range in value at stability from
zero to some sufficiently positive value, then each cell must
give rise to both saturated and sensitive synapses.

These metabolic limitations place further constraints on
(11) and (12), so that

rSATðX jY kÞ; rSENSðX jY kÞ; rSATðX jX kÞ; rSENSðX jX kÞ > 0;

ð13Þ

rSATðX jX kÞ / jj� kj�1
; ð14Þ

and

rSENSðX jX kÞ / jj� kj�1. ð15Þ

2.3.4. Overall requirements for maximum stability

As a simple property of sums of products, for any total
sum of RMS variation of synaptic gain, the terms in (12),
will sum more closely to zero if dense couplings of high
synaptic number are matched to low values of gain varia-
tion. That is, stability is more closely approached where

rSATðX jX kÞ / ½SSATðX jX kÞ��1 ð16Þ

and

rSENSðX jX kÞ / ½SSENSðX jX kÞ��1. ð17Þ

However, this leads to contrasting requirements at saturat-
ed versus sensitive synapses—i.e.,

SSATðX jX kÞ / RðX jX kÞ ð18Þ

while

SSENSðX jX kÞ / RðX jX kÞ�1. ð19Þ

This means that as global stability is approached, saturat-
ed synapses linking positions more densely connected (and
therefore closer together) must exhibit higher pre/post-syn-
aptic coincidence. Conversely, sensitive synapses linking
positions more densely connected (and therefore also closer
together) must have lower pre/post-synaptic coincidence.
These contrasting requirements impose an order upon both
saturated and sensitive synapses, mapping activity in each
disk to the other, in a form analogous to representation of
a flat surface on a Mobius strip, as will now be shown.

2.3.5. Consequences of maximized stability at saturated
synapses

We will term the configuration of saturated synapses
connecting {Y} to {X} when stability is approached, the
input map, and the corresponding configuration of saturat-
ed synapses within {X} the local map. The input and local
maps must converge to mutually compatible stable forms.

2.3.5.1. Within each disk. Saturated connections form as
required by Eqs. (14) and (16), to produce the 1:1
connections.

X j ! X k; where rSATðXkX jÞ / jj� kj�1
; ð20Þ

which act to enhance the initial condition Eq. (2) of inverse
relationship between distance of and amplitude of synchro-
nous oscillation

2.3.5.2. Between disks. As saturation develops in the con-
nections mapping {Y} to {X}, the formation of saturated
connections within {X} as required by (20) would be dis-
rupted, unless the connections between the disks transmit-
ted signals with cross-correlation declining with distance
within the input map. Therefore, for overall stability to
be approached, the input map must belong to the group
of maps given by

Y N
j

jY jjN�1
) Xk; where rSATðXkY jÞ / jj� kj�1. ð21Þ

Eq. (21) maps normalized distance in {Y} to {X}, with
relative angles determined by the value of N. The mapping
is continuous, and also complete, since all rSAT(XkYj) are
non-zero, as given in (13).

In an abstract mathematical sense, the input map is
analogous to mapping a Euclidean plane to a Mobius plane
of order N (See Fig. 2 and Appendix B). As Figs. 2 and 3
show, this abstract N:1 map corresponds to the observable
form of OP response organization—but to give anatomical
meaning to the connections thus described, the subscripts
j = 1,2, . . .,n must be renumbered as jm = 1,2, . . .,n/
N, . . ., 2n/N, . . .,mn/N, . . .,n, where jm = j · m;
m = 1,2, . . .,N, so that the numbering of positions on each
disk is ordered into N sequential angular segments. Eq. (21)
then becomes

Y N
jm

jY jmjN�1
! X km ð22Þ

indicating that there are N distinct groups of neurons at all
positions Xjm, each group receiving afferents from a distinct
domain defined by angular positions in {Y}.

2.3.6. Consequences of maximized stability at sensitive

synapses

The value of N is determined by the requirements for
maximum stability at the sensitive synapses. This requires
that the local map be compressed so as to bring the most
separated points on {Y} into closest conjunction in both
the input and local maps, so that the N distinct groups of
neurons at Xjm can then each be linked by the densest con-
nection of sensitive synapses. Therefore the local map and
the input map must have that value of N which maximizes
d, the distance over which positions jm and j(m + 1) in the
Euclidean plane are translated to become coincident in
projection to a Mobius plane of order N (See Appendix
B). This is given by

d ¼ jY jm � Y jðmþ1Þj ¼ 2jY jj sin
p
N

� �
; m ¼ 1; . . . ; N ð23Þ
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Since d is at a maximum for N = 2, this form of folding
of the input and local maps maximizes stability at the sen-
sitive synapses.

2.3.7. The emergent form of the input and local maps

Substituting the maximum of (23) into (22), and revising
(20) to allow for the revised numbering convention, the
input map and local maps take the form closest to global
stability when

Y 2
jm

jY jmj
! X km; m ¼ 1; 2 ð24Þ

and

X jm ! X km; m ¼ 1; 2; ð25Þ

where the density of saturated synaptic connections
decreases as jj1 � k1j and jj2 � k2j, while the density of
sensitive couplings decreases as jj2 � k1j and jj1 � k2j.

Fig. 2 visualizes the above relations. The local map is
formed as an intertwined mesh of saturated couplings,

closed after passing twice around the local map’s centre,
with sensitive synapses locally link the two turns of the
mesh together. The input and local maps can, in principle,
emerge with any orientation, and with either left or right
handed chirality, since these properties are not constrained
by Eqs. (24) and (25).

2.3.8. Mutual organization of disks

Symmetrical and all-to-all couplings between disks per-
mit the mutual and symmetrical organization of input and
local maps of each disk with respect to the other, since the
requisite initial condition—the inverse relation of covari-
ance with distance within disks, required to drive the orga-
nization of the input maps—is maintained within the
evolved local maps.

2.4. Effects of variation of constraints

The two-disk model is applicable to connection systems
in V1, as will next be shown—but its application requires

Fig. 2. Self-organization of synapses to form local maps. Left: polar plane representation of activity in an efferent field. Angles 0–2p are represented by the
colors of the spectrum, repeated twice. Middle: input map; saturation of synapses projected to the afferent field forms a Mobius projection from the
efferent field. Distance relations are preserved, but angular relations are doubled to 0–4p. Right: local map; synapses within the afferent field become
saturated so as to form an intertwined mesh of bi-directional connections, closed over 0–4p.

Fig. 3. Transfer of the representation of moving visual objects to a local map. Left: the retinotopic representation of visual activity in V1. Black bars with
arrows are matched but differently moving visual stimuli, which cross the visual field at a common position, indicated by the intermediate solid bar. The
pinwheel centre is the position of the local map diagrammed in the middle image. The dotted line indicates a line symmetrically opposite the solid line, with
respect to the local map. Middle: a local map representation of V1, in the form observed experimentally. The paired moving stimuli are represented at the
same position on the local map, as shown by the single solid bar. Representation of the dotted line in V1 is superimposed on that of the solid line. Right:
representation of the moving objects now shown as on one of the two halves (m = 1) of the Mobius mesh of connections, equivalent to Fig. 2, while the
dotted line’s representation is in the other half (m = 2) of the mesh.
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that the basic assumptions be relaxed in ways appropriate
to each context. Changes of some of the assumptions have
the following consequences:

(a) If spatial covariance is negligible, or follows a rule
other than decline with distance of separation in
one or both disks, the mappings described by (24)
and (25), cannot emerge.

(b) If connections between disks are unilateral, then reci-
procal re-modeling of each map will not take place.
The efferent disk will retain its prior spatial covari-
ance, whereas the input map and connections within
the afferent disk will form as described.

(c) Where connections between {Y} and {X} are not uni-
formly dense, but are biased in density toward some
sector of {X}, {Y}, this effect will skew the orienta-
tion and/or the mirroring of the map of {Y} relative
to {X}.

(d) Where signals input from {Y} to {X} are not spatially
isotropic, but are biased toward some orientation,
this effect will increase representation of lines of that
orientation in {X}, and will skew the orientation and/
or the mirroring of the map of {Y} relative to {X}.

Consequences (c) and (d) can be derived by considering
the effects needed to minimize all terms in (11) and (12) by
similar reasoning to that applied in the standard case.

2.5. Application to V1

2.5.1. Range of application

The two-disk model is applicable to the evolution of
synaptic strengths during the interaction of V1 at macro-
scopic scale with each macrocolumnar area, and also to
interactions between respective macrocolumnar areas, as
will now be described.

Application of the model in piece-meal fashion leads to
solutions maximizing synaptic stability in each case, and as
no contradiction arises in the various applications made,
then the collective system must also achieve stability.
Inter-areal cortico-cortical connections linking V1 to high-
er visual areas, connections between cortical layers and
reciprocal interactions with the visual pathway are exclud-
ed from specific consideration in the present account. The
consequences of these exclusions are deferred to the
Conclusion.

2.5.2. Initial connections

We consider only projection of the visual field onto
V1 via the visual pathway, and lateral connections with-
in V1.

Two scales are naturally imposed upon this system. The
ramifications of axonal branches from the lateral genicu-
late nucleus terminating in layer 4Ca are 300 lm diameter,
matching the average interpatch distance of the long-range
intrinsic connections within V1 (Blasdel & Lund, 1983;
Mountcastle, 1979; Nunez, 1995). This enables us to

identify a local scale—approximately 300 microns in
extent, and roughly equivalent to a macrocolumn, or the
breadth of an ocular dominance column—approximating
a disk in the two-disk model. The global scale—V1—is sub-
divided into elementary units of local scale. Within the
local scale surround excitation and inhibition give rise to
‘‘Mexican Hat’’ effects at several different scales, from a
fraction of a macrocolumn to fibers spanning several mac-
rocolumns (Bosking, Zhang, Schofield, & Fitzpatrick,
1997; Das & Gilbert, 1999; Fitzpatrick, Lund, & Blasdel,
1985; Kang, Shelley, & Sompolinsky, 2003; Liley &
Wright, 1994). At all scales these systems are capable of
supporting fields of synchronous oscillation. At the global
scale, polysynaptic connections link individual macrocol-
umns to the activity over much of V1 (Braitenberg, 1978;
Braitenberg & Schuz, 1998).

The initial condition for the system (corresponding to
that during embryogenesis) is one of diffuse connections.

Subsystems required for description are:

{Qj}; j = 1 . . .n; receptive fields in the visual plane.
{Pjm}; jm = 1,2, . . ., j1, . . .,k1, . . .,n/2, . . ., j2, . . .,k2, . . .,n;
the corresponding organization of projections of the
receptive fields toV1.
{pjm}; elements of P0 2 {Pjm}, which will become orga-
nized into local maps.
fp0jmg; elements of local maps at P 0, the neighbors of P0.

2.5.3. Evolved connections
Final maps of saturated connections are listed in Table 1,

and the processes leading to the emergence of these maps are
discussed in the following sections.

2.5.4. The classical receptive field (cRF) and local maps

Direct axonal projections of the visual pathway cannot
be assumed to transfer signals in which spatial covariance
declines with distance. The two-disk model is not applica-
ble, in accord with (a) in Section 2.4. Feed-forward spatial
filter models appear more appropriate, such as the work of
Ernst, Pawelzik, Sahar-Pikielny, and Tsodyks (2001) which
shows that feed-forward Hebbian processes can impose OP
on cortex.

Feed-forward models and the present model have an
important correspondence in one respect. Spatial filter
models treat the rotation of a straight line through 0�p
radians as aliased by rotation through p�2p, and in dimen-
sional models a similar effect gives rise to the angle-dou-
bling of OP about a singularity. The same angle-doubling
effect is seen in the two-disk model. Consequently co-inci-
dent synaptic representation of OP via feed-forward con-
nections and OP responses mediated via lateral
connections (as described in the following sections) is topo-
logically possible. While cRF fields need not correspond
precisely to emergent local maps, overlap must occur if
connection scales are similar. Co-incident representations
also imply that cRF fields are modulated by lateral
interactions.
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2.5.5. Interaction of V1 with each local map via polysynaptic

routes

2.5.5.1. Relation of local and global maps. Beginning from
the initial conditions, the two-disk model can be applied
to extended V1 (the {Y} disk) acting upon any given cor-
tical area of approximately 300 microns diameter (the {X}
disk). We first consider the interaction of the whole of V1
with a single local map, confining attention to the unioc-
ular case. Activity throughout the extent of V1 conforms
to the distance/covariance relations assumed in the two-
disk model, for an additional reason to the variation of
synaptic density with range—viz: spatial covariance in
visual stimuli generally declines with increasing distance.
Synchronous fields generated in V1 can spread over poly-
synaptic pathways to the local map, so the two-disk mod-
el is applicable under the restriction (b) of Section 2.4.
The spread of signals over polysynaptic pathways is con-
sidered, at first approximation, to meet the assumption of
a uniform and all-to-all input, from V1 to the macrocol-
umnar sized area, which will become the local map.
Therefore we expect emergence of a retinotopic map fold-
ed into the Mobius configuration within each macrocol-
umn. Input from the global field to the local map is
approximated by

P 2
jm

jPjmj
! pkm ð26Þ

and return connections throughout V1 must follow the in-
verse map

p1=2jm

jpjmj
�1=2

! Pkm. ð27Þ

The return connections are necessarily weak, and cannot
alter the retinotopic ordering of V1.

Extending consideration to the binocular case, where
visual input from both eyes reaches areas within V1, the
assumption of stochastic dependence of spatial covariance
versus distance in the stimulus field breaks down, leading
to failure of the model in accord with (a) of Section 2.4.
Further consideration of this special case is deferred to Sec-
tion 3.2.

2.5.5.2. Object representations, effect of lags, OP, and DP.
The local map permits moving objects in the visual field to

produce specific moving patterns of neuronal activity with-
in each local map (See Fig. 3). This effect follows from the
retinotopic organization, in Mobius configuration, which
arises within the local map purely from the inverse
distance/covariance relation in the inputs, and requires
the inputs to have only white or brown spatial noise
structure. Once this retinotopic projection has developed,
further evolution of local connections under the influence
of specifically structured visual stimuli will permit condi-
tional probabilities to be represented in the local map, as
follows.

The retinotopic ordering requires that some point on the
local map must correspond to the position of the local map
upon the global map. As indicated by the circular graphical
origins in Fig. 2, the position p0 corresponds to P0 on the
global map. Lines radiating from p0 must correspond to
lines oriented at all angles in the cRF. Therefore spatial fil-
tering on the input pathway will lead to the production of
an OP singularity at p0, by transfer of covariances in the
global map to the local map. In the same way, continuity
of OP will extend from the singularity outwards into the
local map.

Against this primary spatial ordering, specific object
information can then be relayed. The map O(q,t � s) !
O(P,t) describes relay of information concerning a visual
object,O(q,t) in the visual pathway,where s is a spatially uni-
form delay. Introducing time lags required for synchronous
relations to be established between points on the global and
localmaps, and substituting jm = km inEq. (26) so as to indi-
cate the pattern of highest density input connections to each
local map, we can write:

O
ðPÞ2

jP j
; t � jP j

m

 !

) Oðp; tÞ; ð28Þ

where jP j
m is the axonal conduction delay (essentially equal

to the time to establish synchrony) for signals relayed from
position P in V1, to the local map situated at P0 = 0, and m
is axonal conduction velocity. Note that this object map-
ping is 2:1 as a consequence of the folding of the image
of V1 into Mobius form, as shown in Fig. 3, and thus cor-
responds to the form observable by voltage-sensitive dyes
and related experimental methods.

An object representation, O(p,t), can be generated by
either of visual objects traveling in roughly opposite direc-

Table 1
Emergent saturated connection maps

Anatomy Map Connection characteristic

Visual pathway Qj ! Pk j � k cRF spatial filter with angle-doubling for OP

Transmission within V1 by polysynaptic pathways
P 2
jm

jPjm j ! pkm;
p1=2jm

jpjm j
�1=2 ! Pkm Input and output bi-directional connections from

V1 to each macrocolumn.
rSAT(pkmPjm) / jjm � kmj�1

Long intracortical connections pjm ! p0km; p
0
jm ! pkm Connections between local maps oriented as

mirror-images rSATðpkmp0jmÞ / jjm� k0mj�1

Short intracortical connections pjm ! pkm and pkm ! pjm rSAT(pkmpjm) / jjm � kmj�1
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tions, which relay signals to the same position on the local
map. Designating these dual objects as O+(P,t), and
O�(P,t), the relay of their images to the local map are
described by

Oþ ðP Þ2

jP j ; t �
jP j
m

 !

) Oþðp; tÞ; O� ðP Þ2

jP j ; t �
jP j
m

 !

) O�ðp; tÞ. ð29Þ

Local waves generated within the local map by each
object’s passage differ, and consequently evolution of dis-
tinct patterns of local connectivity will then develop, thus
representing contingent probabilities associated with selec-
tive responses to particular objects and motions. Depend-
ing on linkages of neurons in the local map associated
with O+(p,t) or O�(p,t) neurons may respond selectively
to objects with separate directions of movement. Direction
preference (DP) can thus be represented as

DPðpÞ ¼ OþðpÞ � O�ðpÞ. ð30Þ

2.5.6. Interaction between neighboring local maps via
monosynaptic routes

In isolation local maps would arise with random chiral-
ity and orientation. However, the consolidation of their
input synapses is also subject to interactions between the
local maps, mediated by local intra-cortical axons of great-
er length than the diameter of the local map. For the long
intra-cortical connections an inverse synaptic density/range
relation holds, similar to distance and densities within each
local map. Inter-map connections conform to the two-disk
model, apart from the added feature that adjacent maps
form interconnections with each other with synaptic densi-
ties which decline with distance, rather than being uniform
density all-to-all connections, so connections between local
maps have the form

pjm ! p0km; where rSAT ðp0kmpjmÞ / jpjm � p0kmj
�1 ð31Þ

in accordance with condition (c) of Section 2.4. Consequent-
ly, synaptic stability is maximized when adjacent local maps
are arranged so that each local map forms a mirror-image of
its neighbor and the local maps pack in an hexagonal array.
Since each local map has six neighbors, their orientations
and chirality must minimize the departure from mirror ori-
entation in each direction. Fig. 4 shows the principles of
alignment of adjacent local maps.

The couplings between local maps, once they have
emerged, are well suited to mediate relay of large-scale syn-
chronous fields throughout V1 by polysynaptic pathways.

Long-range inhibitory connections have been neglected
in this account. We suppose that inhibitory connections
are not subject to Hebbian modification, but vary in
strength conversely to the strength of excitatory connec-
tions. Thus, long-range inhibitory connections would link
neurons in each local map having low coincidence with
each other.

2.5.7. Polysynaptic interactions of local maps during early

stages of synaptic evolution

During the maturation of the local maps some will reach
their stable form earlier than others because of stochastic
variations of all sorts. In addition to the monosynaptic
intra-cortical interactions between maps described above,
the more mature local maps will exert a biasing influence,
by polysynaptic routes, upon parts of V1 at an earlier mat-
urational stage. The random orientations of the relatively
mature groups of maps, upon the sites of maps yet to form,
will lead to a biasing of orientation and chirality in the
immature maps which is described by condition (d) in Sec-
tion 2.4. This influence is further discussed and modeled in
Section 3.1.

3. Comparisons with experimental data

3.1. Singularities, linear zones, saddle points, and intrinsic

fibers

The organization of OP in V1 is similar to that shown in
Fig. 4, but is more disorganized than the symmetrical struc-
tures shown. We modeled the development of OP local
maps in simulations designed to show the way that the
emergence of many local maps, interacting with each other
while individually evolving to a stable end-point, would
give rise to distortions from the idealized case—a process
analogous to that of irregular crystal formation. This pro-
cedure also permitted comparison to maturational changes
in the newborn.

Fig. 4. Stable relations among adjacent local maps. Each local map has
orientation and has chirality such that the central local map is surrounded
on each side by maps approximating mirror images of the central map.
Saturated synaptic connections between maps join homologous positions.
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Figs. 5A–C, show stages in the simulated evolution of
OP in V1.

As the initial condition (Fig. 5A) pairs of adjacent mir-
ror-image color-wheels were placed in random positions in
the frame, as indicated by the solid black lines. These initial
pairs represent local maps that have developed early, under
strictly local influence, in conformity with the processes
diagrammed in Figs. 2 and 4. These pairs then seed subse-
quent organization amongst later evolving local maps, via
a two-phase process, as initially discussed in Section 2.5.7.
(See Appendix C for further details.). The first phase is the
induction of preference for a particular orientation and chi-
rality in emerging maps in the surrounding field, induced
by the average of the activity in the wider field. This field
effect is given by vector summation of OP in the completed
local maps, conveyed throughout the field of V1. The sec-
ond phase is the final allocation of orientation and chirality
of later emerging maps, placed sequentially about each of
the seeding pairs, with their chirality and orientation cho-
sen to minimize disparity of OP at the interfaces of each
local map. Since the two phases correspond roughly to
the earlier and the later stages of local map evolution, tem-
poral smoothing of the evolving field provided continuity.
Propagation of newly completed local maps outwards from
initial seed-pairs maps ultimately results in intersection of
sets of local maps for which no very close mirroring of
adjacent maps was possible, as is seen occurring in Figs.
5B and C, and in final form in Fig. 6A.

This procedure reproduces typical features of orienta-
tion preference maps, as can be seen by comparison of sim-
ulated (Fig. 6A) and real data (Fig. 6B). Linear zones,
saddle points, and occasional additional aberrant singular-
ities (which do not correspond to centers of local maps)
appear as junctions where differently seeded zones inter-
sect, while preservation of some of the idealized orderly
mirroring diagrammed in Fig. 4 is seen in both real and
simulated data.

As discussed earlier, mutual organization among local
maps as diagrammed in Fig. 4 results in saturated synaptic
connections between homologous points. In accord with
this expectation, linkage between cells of similar orienta-
tion preference should occur between local maps (Malach,
Amir, Harel, & Grinvald, 1993; Yoshioka, Blasdel, Levitt,
& Lund, 1996), and is known to do so in fact, as is shown
in Fig. 6B.

The emerging form of OP in Fig. 5 is plausibly compa-
rable to experimental data. In newborn ferrets, Chapman,
Stryker, and Bonhoeffer (1996) showed that the detail of
OP resolution increased rapidly in early post-natal life.
The earliest maps seen were low-contrast, with regions
of orientation-specific activity that were difficult to distin-
guish from noise. In our simulations the large areas of
continuous OP seen in Fig. 5A are associated with low
vector magnitudes, and would be obscured by the pres-
ence of noise. The early maps matured over a period of
several days into the high-contrast, patchy maps typical
of adult animals, and the structure of the orientation
maps was remarkably constant over time. The indistinct
features in the earliest maps were always patches of the
same sizes and shapes and at the same locations as in
the maps obtained in subsequent recording sessions.
Details of the more mature maps, including the relative
intensities of individual iso-orientation domains, were also
constant from one recording session to another over peri-
ods of several weeks. This relative constancy of local
maps once their emergence has begun is also seen in
our simulations.

Our simulations are limited, in that they do not describe
the full process of synaptic consolidation, but instead rely
on temporal smoothing of early and late dynamical states,
and on predicted topological relations of the emergent
maps. Also they do not include features of evolution of
feed-forward connections in the visual pathway. However,
the comparative realism of the results may indicate that

Fig. 5. (A) Early development of OP. Black bars indicate early pairs of local maps with mirror-image symmetry. Between these maps the initial OP of cells
is biased by the influence of the early maps. (B) Later, more completed local maps have formed up adjacent to the early maps. The expanded set of
complete local maps continues to bias the orientation and chirality of emerging maps.(C) Continuation toward the completed state shown in Fig. 6A.
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evolution of feed-forward connections is synergic with that
of lateral connections.

3.2. Ocular dominance columns

Organization of OP into ocular dominance (OD) col-
umns has been described by Swindale, Shoham, Grinvald,
Bonhoeffer, and Hubener (2000), among others. Adjacent
macrocolumns responsive to either the left or right eye
alternate, organized into parallel columns for each eye. Sin-
gularities tend to lie at the centers of each OD column, and
OP linear zones cross the boundary between OD columns
orthogonally to the boundary.

The visual information delivered to V1 from the two
eyes arises from overlapping projections of the visual field
because of the lateral separation of the eyes. Their co-ordi-
nated visual scanning also introduces a spatio-temporal lag
covariance in the signals transmitted from each eye. Conse-
quently, the assumption made for the uniocular case, that
spatial cross-correlation is a declining function of distance
of separation, is not valid. In this altered circumstance
maximum stability may be reached by suppressing input
from opposite eyes in adjacent local maps, each sharing
closely similar inputs, and individually conforming to the
inverse distance/covariance relation. Synergic linkage
between adjacent maps will then follow a modification of
Eq. (31)—i.e.,:

pjm ! p0km; where rSATðp0kmpjmÞ / jjm� ðk þ dÞmj�1
;

ð32Þ

where d is a distance determined by lagged covariance of
the twin signals. Maximization of stability is then achieved
if all the local maps are now arranged as mirror images of
their neighbors, directed in radial bands outward from the
foveal point, since the disparities d are oriented in the ma-
jor axes of visual scanning. Pairs of adjacent maps with
opposite OD preference will form with radial symmetry
—and synergy between homologous points will now occur

optimally within a square, rather than an hexagonal,
symmetry.

The same algorithms as applied to formFig. 6Ahave been
used to form Fig. 7A—but in this case dual local map pairs
with mirror image symmetry were placed in horizontal posi-
tions with square symmetry, creating columns. Subsequent
development of intervening local maps was then simulated
in the same way. The result is a more orderly and systematic
mirroring of local maps in alternate columns throughout—
with alignment of singularities down each OD column, and
orthogonal crossing of OP between OD columns, as
described experimentally by Obermayer and Blasdel (1993).

Support for a contribution to the formation of OD col-
umns by this mechanism comes from the finding of
enhanced definition of OD columns in animals with severe
strabismus imposed during visual development, since this
would increase ocular disparity. However, the incomplete-
ness of this explanation is apparent from the persistence of
some OD structure in animals raised with bilateral eye clo-
sure (Kandel & Schwartz, 1985).

3.3. Object velocity, object extension, and orientation

preference

Using moving texture stimuli and optical imaging,
Basole et al. (2003) recorded OP in populations of cells
and single cells, as a function of stimulus velocity, direction
of motion relative to orientation, and length, of small tex-
ture elements. All these variables caused apparent OP to
differ, in contrast to findings with conventional, laterally
extended, grating stimuli. We propose that these findings
can be explained by a modulation of the cRF OP response
by conditioning signals transferred to the local map from
surrounding V1.

In Fig. 8, Pa and Pb are two points in V1 which are acti-
vated by a texture element, P 0

aP
0
b moving with a velocity v,

with an orientation x relative to the direction of motion,
such that, by continued element movement, P 0

aP
0
b will strad-

dle the local map situated at P0, thus facilitating a maximal

Fig. 6. (A and B) Simulated and real maps of orientation preference. (A) Final configuration of OP consequent to seeding the development of fields of OP
with the local map mirror-image pairs shown joined by solid lines. (B) Real OP as visualized in the tree shrew by Bosking et al. (1997). Intracortical
connections superimposed in black connect zones of like OP.
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response to the stimulus received from the cRF, which
arrives at P0 soon after the relay of signals to P0 from Pa

and Pb. Because of conduction delays tDt, activity in the
local map at papb(t) is generated by signals at Pa at

t � jPa�P 0j
t , and at Pb at t � jPb�P 0j

t . Apparent OP experimen-

tally observed at papb is measured as functions of the veloc-
ity, orientation and extension of P 0

aP
0
b that is required to

deliver simultaneous signals to papb.
Appendix D gives a geometrical argument based on

Fig. 8, to show that Dw, the change in apparent OP, is given
by

Dw ¼ sin�1½sinðp� xÞ v
t

�

�

�

�

�

�ðjPa � P 0j� jPb � P 0jÞ=jPa � Pbj�.

ð33Þ
The results of Basole et al. can then be summarized and ex-
plained by application of (33):

• When texture elements are oriented at right angles to
their direction of motion, no effects on OP is observed,
and results resemble those for conventional grating stim-
uli. This is the case where x = p/2, so P 0

aP
0
b and PaPb are

parallel, therefore jPa � P0j = jPb � P0j, and Dw = 0.

• When texture elements are oriented at opposite senses to
the axis of motion, the changes in OP are equal but
opposite. Equivalently, with change of the angle of
attack from +x to �x, since sin(p � x) = �sin(p + x),
Dw will have equal magnitude, but opposite sense.

• As the length of texture elements is increased, the mag-
nitude of changes in OP are diminished, and results
again resemble those for conventional gratings. This is
the case where jPa � Pbj tends large. Consequently,
[jPa � P0j � jPb � P0j]/jPa � Pbj decreases in magni-
tude, therefore Dw tends to zero.

• As the velocity of movement of the texture elements is
increased, change in OP increases in magnitude roughly
proportionally to the increase in velocity. Since Dw is
roughly proportional to jvj in (33) this result is also as
expected.

The applicability of Eq. (33) has a limit where

jvj ¼ jPa�Pbj�jtj
ðjPa�P0j�jPb�P0jÞ sinðp�xÞ, since sinDw cannot exceed unity.

This limit of applicability is reached when the stimulus bar
passes at such a high angle that it does not pass over the
receptive field of P0. Further, where jvj approaches jtj,
the concept becomes invalid, since the stimulus representa-
tion in V1 would overtake the propagating wave front. The
findings of Basole et al. suggest an asymptotic limit is
approached at high stimulus velocities, but this effect has
not yet been systematically studied.

3.4. Direction preference and fractures

The occurrence of ‘‘fractures’’—sudden reversals in
DP—has been observed by Weliky, Bosking, and Fitzpa-
trick (1996), and by Swindale, Grinvald, and Shmuel
(2003). DP fractures have been demonstrated in the pri-
mary visual cortex of the cat and the ferret, although in
the monkey strong preferences for direction of movement
are not apparent in optical imaging maps (Swindale
et al., 2003; Weliky et al., 1996). The species specificity
may reflect the functional importance of movement

Fig. 7. (A) Results of simulating the development of OD columns. (B) Real OD columns, as visualized by Obermayer and Blasdel (1993).

Fig. 8. Conditioning of receptive field OP by moving textures. Grey
semitone bars, PaPb and papb represent corresponding positions in the
global and local maps respectively. The black bar P 0

aP
0
b is a texture element

moving to straddle the local map at P0, and which has crossed Pa and Pb

so as to generate trans-cortical signals which reach P0 simultaneously.
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detection in nocturnal predators. DP and OP angles are
generally orthogonal, and DP fractures emanate from
orientation preference singularities. Swindale et al. (2003)
have observed that the number of fractures per singularity
is always an odd number—usually one. The occurrence of
odd numbers of fractures can be explained as a conse-
quence of the Mobius configuration of saturated
connections

Modifying Eq. (30) for DP to represent specific posi-
tions within the Mobius disk connection mesh,

DPðpjmÞ ¼ OþðpjmÞ � O�ðpjmÞ; m ¼ 1; 2. ð34Þ

The representations of O+ and O�, respectively, are each
Mobius projections from their positions on the global map.

The DP fracture, F(pjm), is a line radiating from the sin-
gularity at some angle # on the range 0–2p, for which
DP(pjm) = 0. Therefore the inverse map

F ðpjmÞ
1=2

jF ðpjmÞj
�1=2

! F ðP jmÞ ð35Þ

describes a line F(Pjm) in the global map surrounding P0,
for which response to moving objects shows opposite pref-
erence on opposite sides of the line. Using a continuous
labeling for directions +, �, the reversal of DP with respect
to O+ or O� at this line is in the opposite sense on opposite
sides of F(P0).

As shown in Fig. 9, the line F(Pjm) as represented at the
DP fracture, requires responses to O+ and O� to change
their relative dominance consistently at the angles 2# and
2# + p (on the range 0–4p) within the local map. There-
fore, with respect to the mapping of either O+ or O�, the
DP fracture is analogous to a cut-and-reverse join in a
Mobius strip. To maintain closure and continuity a Mobi-
us strip must have an odd number of cut-and-reverse joins.
Therefore the number of DP fractures in a local map must
be odd.

A related topological argument for the occurrence of
only odd numbers of fractures is discussed in Swindale
et al. (2003). Their argument rests upon continuity proper-
ties and requires a priori assumption of the form of OP
around singularities, and is therefore consistent with feed-
forward spatial-filter models. Our argument shows that lat-
eral interactions can order DP in a form compatible with
the feed-forward account.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that V1 response properties may arise
from Hebbian learning with decay when a stable configura-
tion is achieved via lateral interactions. Effects of object
velocity, orientation and extension which are not explained
by feed-forward models are accounted for, yet there is no
contradiction with the principles of feed-forward modeling
and the two approaches appear to be complementary.

Our explanation generates continuity and completeness
in a similar way to dimensional models, since these topo-
logical properties are transferred from the global to the
local maps, and is consistent with theoretical consider-
ations regarding synchrony, contextual learning and the
coherent infomax criterion (Kay & Phillips, 1997; Phillips
& Singer, 1997). That is, that learning rules of this type,
coupled to a mechanism of synchrony, can lead to maximi-
zation of information storage in neural networks. It now
appears that this maximization of information storage
implies the development of realistic anatomical features,
further validating the realism of such types of learning rule.
Of central importance to this model is the way in which
synapses are assumed to achieve stability with a substantial
proportion of synapses remaining in the sensitive state.
While this assumption is essential for the model to be appli-
cable to short-term learning, it is not essential for long-
term consolidation of synaptic couplings. If short-term
learning has established the framework of synaptic

Fig. 9. Proposed origin of direction preference fractures. Left: a field of V1 projecting to a local map located at the centre of the field. Preferential response
to moving objects is reversed along an axis of the V1 field, indicated by oppositely directed arrows. A visual stimulus, O+, transiting the axis, exhibits
reversed changes in preferential response on opposite sides of the V1 field. Middle: projection of direction preference to the local map. White and black
wiring now show the location of inputs from opposite sides of the axis in V1. Consistent reversals of direction preference for O+ projected from opposite
sides of the V1 field occur at the vertical black line, forming a DP fracture. Right: multiple fractures are possible only if the total number fractures is odd.
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strengths, slow consolidation could proceed in saturated
synapses, leading to permanent structural change, while
sensitive synapses might wither to nothing. Biochemical
and anatomical differences in long-term versus short-term
memory, and synaptic pruning, might therefore be intro-
duced into the model.

A novel aspect of our proposal is that a meshwork of
saturated synapses analogous to a Mobius strip emerges
within each local map. This pattern of connectivity has
not been anatomically or physiologically directly detected,
but since the connection meshwork would necessarily be
very fine-grained there is no reason to expect it to be read-
ily demonstrable.

According to our account, local maps achieve their dis-
tance metric from statistics of the stimulus field and of the
fields of synchronous oscillation, and secondarily develop
more detailed structure from details of specific visual
objects. This may explain why the visual cortex appears
poorly organized at birth and when deprived of visual
input and exhibits greater resolution with increased expo-
sure to visual stimuli (Blasdel & Lund, 1983; Chapman
et al., 1996; Kandel & Schwartz, 1985; LeVay, Wiesel, &
Hubel, 1981; Ruthazer & Stryker, 1996). The structure of
input signals would need to be only white or brown spatial
noise, to begin the organization of maps similar to those
later observed in the mature, trained, cortex. This explana-
tion is also compatible with the results of more selective
visual deprivation (Blakemore, 1976; Blakemore, Movs-
hon, & Sluyters, 1978; Peck & Blakemore, 1975). If no
visual stimuli constructed of horizontal lines were ever
seen, then no local map intra-cortical connections corre-
sponding to horizontal lines would result. Conversely, it
is apparent from other experiments that innate factors con-
tribute, outside the scope of this and other learning based
models. For instance, binocular columns appear even in
the absence of visual inputs (LeVay et al., 1981) and so
the mechanism for OD column formation we have suggest-
ed can play only a supportive role in the emergence of the
adult structure.

Our account is, in principle, subject to further experi-
mental tests. Although analysis of connections using elec-
trophysiological estimates of synaptic gain might reveal
the Mobius meshwork connection pattern, this appears a
demanding task. It may be more practical to attempt dem-
onstration of the symmetrical folding of the V1 field within
the local map, as diagrammed by solid and dashed lines in
Fig. 3. Cells closely located to one another, but responsive
to stimuli positioned on opposite sides of the cRF, ought to
be demonstrable. Eq. (33) suggests the possibility of quan-
titative testing of the effects of object velocity on OP in con-
ditions in which all terms in the equation are precisely
specified. Our account of the findings of Basole et al.
(2003) also has features in common with the model
advanced by Series et al. (2002) to account for orienta-
tion-dependent modulation of apparent speed and unifica-
tion may be possible. Third, our proposal raises the
possibility that other features in the global V1 map may

find representation in local maps. We have earlier suggest-
ed (Alexander et al., 1998) that CO blobs might fill the role
of representation of the macular region. However, present
evidence is not sufficient to determine the extent of V1rep-
resented in local maps.

The self-organizing principles applied here to V1 may
have generality beyond the primary visual cortex to that
of interaction between cells at other stages of cortical
vision, and to cortical processing in general. The relation-
ship between spatial separation and covariance pertaining
to visual images may be transformed to other metrics than
physical distance in other sensory modalities, and at other
hierarchical levels, but since axo-synaptic connection densi-
ties decline with distance on almost all spatial scales of the
brain (Braitenberg, 1978; Braitenberg & Schuz, 1998) then
the covariance/distance relations from which the synaptic
maps emerge may have wide currency. Similar principles
may apply to the relationship of V1 with higher visual
areas—a problem deferred from consideration in this
paper. Since all visual areas are reciprocally and richly
interconnected, their joint synaptic stability might emerge
by processes analogous to, but on a larger scale than, those
leading to the mutual organization of local maps.

The discrete macrocolumnar structure of V1 is not
apparent more widely in cortex, and this may be because
of the need for the local maps in V1 and the discrete cRF
connections to conform, while elsewhere, the equivalents
of local maps might intermingle. The occurrence of topo-
logically identical representations at local and global levels
may also be relevant to the occurrence of interactions
between scales, and between small local neural networks
operating co-operatively at wide separations in the brain.
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Appendix A. Wave properties underlying synchronous

oscillation

Electrotonic and pulse activity in the cortex can be treat-
ed as activity in a wave medium (Chapman et al., 2002;
Freeman, 1975; Haken, 1996; Jirsa & Haken, 1996; Rennie
et al., 2000; Robinson et al., 1998; Wright, 1997; Wright
et al., 2000). A suitable wave equation (Robinson et al.,
1998) is

o2

ot2
þ 2ce;i

o
ot

þ ce;i � t2r2

� �

/e;iðp; tÞ ¼ ce;iQe;iðp; tÞ; ðA1Þ

ce,i is the characteristic range of excitatory and inhibitory
intracortical axons, respectively, t is the local velocity of
axonal conduction, p is vector position on the cortical
surface, t is time, /e,i is the normalized synaptic flux at
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excitatory and inhibitory synapses, and Q = Qe,i represents
the firing rate of excitatory and inhibitory cells. Auxiliary
equations are

Qe;i ¼ Qmax
e;i =ð1þ e�pðV e;i�he;iÞ=

ffiffi
3

p
re;iÞ; ðA2Þ

V e;iðp; tÞ ¼
X

ðq¼eÞ^ðq¼iÞ
gq

ab
b� a

ðe�as � e�bsÞ
� �

� ½uq þ Uq�ðp; t � sÞ; t P 0;

where Qmax
e;i are maximum action potential rates, Ve,i are

dendritic field potentials, he,i and re,i are distribution
parameters of firing-probability squash functions, ge,i are
aggregate synaptic gains, a, b are time-constants, and Ue,i

are synaptic flux inputs from external sources.
Experimental observations (Steriade, Timofeev, & Gre-

nier, 2001) show action potential rates in alert cortex aver-
age about 20 sps, and vary in rate much less than the full
range of firing rates possible for driven neurons. Simula-
tion of activated cortex associates the comparatively stable
firing rate with a transitional state, balanced between dissi-
pative and generative modes of neural activity (Wright
et al., 2003).

In common with all additive delay networks, the cortical
wave medium selectively rejects inverse-phase (‘‘odd’’)
components in spontaneous or induced activity in all bi-di-
rectionally coupled excitatory elements, and selectively
retains in-phase (‘‘even’’) components (Robinson et al.,
1998; Chapman et al., 2002), producing synchronous oscil-
lation, and at the local map scale the relative density of
excitatory and inhibitory synapses produces greater syn-
chrony magnitudes at shorter ranges.

Appendix B. Properties of the Mobius plane

B.1. Definition of Mobius plane

We define a Mobius plane, fX̂ jg, of order N (N + ve) as
an abstract plane which is a generalization of a Mobius
strip, and is a simple example of a Riemann surface. Posi-
tions on the plane are given by the complex variable X̂ ,
which has common reference zero to a Euclidean plane
{Xj}, where

j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;

jX jj ¼ jX̂ jj; ðA3Þ

�N argX j ¼ arg X̂ j; ðA4Þ

where argXj has the range 0–2p, arg X̂ j has the range
0–2Np and ± indicates that the Mobius plane may have left
or right chirality.

B.2. Projection to the Mobius plane

The N:1 map

XN
j

jX jN�1
j

) Y j ðA5Þ

is a projection of the Euclidean {Xj} upon a second Euclid-
ean plane {Yj}. Renumbering j = 1, . . .,n as
jm = j · m,j = 1,2, . . ., j, . . .,n/N and m = 1,2, . . .,N so that
the subscript m defines an angular sector about the origin
of {Xj}, then

XN
jm

jX jN�1
jm

! Y jm ðA6Þ

is the projection of a Euclidean plane to a Mobius plane.
The map (A5) compresses the representation of points

Xjm and Xj(m + 1) within {Y} to co-incidence. The distance
of translation to co-incidence, d, is found by plane trigo-
nometry to be

d ¼ jX jm � X jðmþ1Þj ¼ 2jX jmj sin
p
N

� �
. ðA7Þ

Appendix C. Simulation of maturation of OP

Simulation of the evolution of OP was performed on a
virtual plane of pixels, with hexagonal elements partition-
ing the plane. Each element ultimately becomes the locus
of a local map, with a color pinwheel, centered at the sin-
gularity within each element.

For simplicity, we assumed an initial condition arising
from the random placement of several pinwheels, in mir-
ror-image pairs, as indicated by the black bars in
Fig. 5A. These ‘‘seeding’’ map pairs were located randomly
and varied between simulations.

From the initial condition, two distinct, but complemen-
tary processes, which approximate early and late phases of
interaction among evolving local maps, were applied.

C.1. Early phase: Field effects on the surround exerted by

completed maps

Seeding maps were ascribed a vector of unity magni-
tude, and an orientation angle (appropriately colored)
and a mirror state as follows: The ith ‘‘seeding’’ map Mi

is characterized by:

(xi,yi) the position of the centre of the pinwheel on the
continuous plane

#i the angle of the pinwheel, 0, . . ., 2p
mi the mirror state, ±1.

From the initial condition a vector was calculated for
every other pixel in the field, which was the vector average
of the seeding maps, weighted by scalar value 1/dn, where d
is the distance between each pixel and the ascribed pixels,
and n is a parameter which was varied from 1 to 3 in suc-
cessive simulations, to ensure that no essential property of
the simulation was sensitive to the degree of weighting.
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The unit vector at any point (pixel) on the plane (x, y)
due to the ith pinwheel/map is

P iðx; yÞ ¼ P ðmi cosð#i þ aiÞ; sinð#i þ aiÞÞ;

where ai is the angle of the vector (x � xi, y � yi) in the
range 0, . . ., 2p. The vector P at position (x,y) is the sum
of the weighted contribution over all p pinwheels/maps

P ðx; yÞ ¼
X

i

P iðx; yÞ=ððx� xiÞ2 þ ðy � yiÞ
2Þn=2;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; p
ðA8Þ

and thus #(P(x,y)) = arg[P(x,y)] gives induced average OP
preference at (x,y).

This process reflects the influence of all completed local
maps upon the surrounding field, and the calculations were
iterated at each time step, with new local maps added in
accord with the procedure next described.

C.2. Late phase: Placement of completed maps

At the subsequent time-step, values were then ascribed
to a single further color wheel within an hexagonal element
adjacent to one of the ‘‘seeding’’ maps. These newly
ascribed values were those required to optimize the posi-
tioning of the new map in relation to its neighbors, mini-
mizing the maximum angular disparity between the new
map and the mirror-image of all its neighbors. Magnitude
of the vector for the new map was set to unity. This process
reproduces the settling into final stable states of adjacent
local maps.

C.3. Temporal smoothing

The two phasic processes were each iterated at each
time-step until the evolution of the field was complete.
Temporal smoothing of successive time-steps then merged
the early effects produced by existing local maps, with the
final consolidated positions of new maps, into a continuous
growth process.

Temporal smoothing was given by

P ðx; y; tÞ ¼
X

s

P ðx; y; t; sÞ=ð1þ jsjÞn;

s ¼ �ðt � t0Þ; . . . ; 0; . . . ; ðtfinal � tÞ;
ðA9Þ

where s is lag from the present time-step, t, and n is again a
parameter varied from 1 to 3 in successive simulations to
check that sensitivity of convergence to the final state
was low.

Appendix D. Effect of velocity on orientation preference

Figs. 3 and 8 are schematic representations showing how
the image of a moving object projected by the direct visual
pathway to global V1, becomes relayed to a local map.
Geometric relations arising from Fig. 8 are:

If O+ is traveling at a velocity v at angle x with respect to
P 0
aP

0
b and angle w with respect to the reference frame of

{P}, then

P 0
b ¼ Pb þ vtb and P 0

a ¼ Pa þ vta; where

ta ¼
Pa � P 0

t

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

and tb ¼
Pb � P 0

t

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

; ðA10Þ

PaP 0
a and PbP 0

b are parallel to the direction of v, since they
are loci of the movement of O+. Utilizing a constructed line
through P 0

b, parallel to PaPb, by use of properties of paral-
lels and the sine rule sinDw

jvta�vtbj
¼ sinðp�xÞ

jPa�Pbj
¼ sinðx�DwÞ

P 0
a�P 0

bj j ; and thus

Dw ¼ sin�1½sinðp� xÞ v
t

�

�

�

�

�

�
ðjPa � P 0j� jPb � P 0jÞ=jPa � Pbj�.

ðA11Þ
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We describe a model for cortical development that resolves long-standing difficulties of
earlier models. It is proposed that, during embryonic development, synchronous firing of
neurons and their competition for limited metabolic resources leads to selection of an
array of neurons with ultra-small-world characteristics. Consequently, in the visual cortex,
macrocolumns linked by superficial patchy connections emerge in anatomically realistic
patterns, with an ante-natal arrangement which projects signals from the surrounding
cortex onto each macrocolumn in a form analogous to the projection of a Euclidean
plane onto a Möbius strip. This configuration reproduces typical cortical response maps,
and simulations of signal flow explain cortical responses to moving lines as functions of
stimulus velocity, length, and orientation. With the introduction of direct visual inputs,
under the operation of Hebbian learning, development of mature selective response
“tuning” to stimuli of given orientation, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency would
then take place, overwriting the earlier ante-natal configuration. The model is provisionally
extended to hierarchical interactions of the visual cortex with higher centers, and a general
principle for cortical processing of spatio-temporal images is sketched.

Keywords: synchronous oscillation, cortical development, synaptic organization, cortical response properties,
cortical information flow

INTRODUCTION
During its embryological development the mammalian brain dif-
ferentiates from a group of stem cells into an organized form
ready to begin a life-long adaptive interaction with signals from
the sensory environment. At the beginning of extra-uterine life,
despite exposure to a limited milieu, it is somehow already orga-
nized to begin this engagement, as tho a matrix of connections
has formed in which signal flows are pre-adapted to learn spe-
cific recurring patterns of the experiential world. A large body
of work, following the pioneering work of Hubel and Wiesel
(1959), has addressed just this issue, taking as the main target for
research the primary visual cortex (V1). The majority of this work
has sought to understand the emerging connections in terms
of stimulus “features”—that is, elementary properties of sen-
sory stimuli—rather than as a process independent of sensation
until the post-natal stage. Our approach depends on alternative
assumptions. Here we summarize and extend our earlier work
(Wright et al., 2006; Wright and Bourke, 2008, 2013; Wright,
2009, 2010) relating the basic dynamics of neuron firing and com-
petition among developing neurons for the resources needed for
their growth, to the emergent connections at birth.

Our model draws on two recent experimental observations.
Firstly, neurons in neonatal cerebral cortical slices show increased
apoptosis when their capacity to enter into synchronous fir-
ing is disrupted by pharmacological means (Heck et al., 2008).
Secondly, embryonic neurons developing in vitro develop syn-
chronous firing, and as their growth proceeds, show self-
organization into “small world” networks (Downes et al., 2012).

We propose that the synchronous firing and protection from
apoptosis are directly causally related, because during cortical
embryogenesis there is competition among developing neu-
rons and synapses, which, although mediated by trophic fac-
tors (Harris et al., 1997; van Ooyen and Willshaw, 1999; van
Ooyen, 2001) is ultimately a competition for available metabolic
energy and/or some other scarce resource needed to promote
metabolism (Montague, 1996; Thomaidou et al., 1997). We sup-
pose that pre-synaptic pulse synchrony increases uptake of crit-
ical metabolic resources by some action not presently specified,
and we argue that the assembly of cells that maximizes syn-
chronous firing, and thus energy uptake, is also that which has
the minimum metabolic cost per neuron in the length of axonal
connections—the combination optimum for their survival.

Synchronous oscillation of pulses and local field potentials
is a ubiquitous aspect of cortical activity (Eckhorn et al., 1988,
1990; Gray et al., 1989; Bressler et al., 1993; Singer, 1999)
and has been proposed as a mechanism solving the “bind-
ing problem” of perceptual grouping and cognitive processing
(Eckhorn et al., 1990; Singer, 1999; Crick and Koch, 2003).
“Synchrony” refers to the broadband cross-correlation of neu-
ron firing and field potentials at zero time-lag. The mech-
anism of origin of synchrony itself is controversial. In this
paper we rely on an explanation that appears best applica-
ble to the synchrony seen in neuron cultures, brain slices, or
the early embryonic brain, and depends on a universal prop-
erty of networks with summing junctions, including dendrites
(Robinson et al., 1998; Wright et al., 2000; Chapman et al.,
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2002). This type of synchrony appears in simulations that
also accurately reproduce spectra, cross-correlations, and excita-
tory/inhibitory timings characteristic of activated cortex (Wright,
2009, 2010).

GEOMETRY OF RESPONSE ORGANIZATION IN THE DEVELOPED BRAIN
Since the discovery that individual cells in the primary visual
cortex (V1) respond with an orientation preference (OP) to
visual lines of differing orientation (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959),
analysis of the response organization and its relationship to cor-
tical function has remained both conceptually influential and
controversial (von der Malsburg, 1973; Willshaw and von der
Malsburg, 1976; Swindale, 1996). The surface organization of
OP in V1 has recently been compared with appropriate ran-
dom surrogates, and shown to exhibit significant hexagonal
rotational periodicity, in which each roughly delineated macro-
columnar unit exhibits all values of OP arrayed around a pin-
wheel (Paik and Ringach, 2011; Muir et al., 2011). Varying
chirality and orientation of the pinwheels achieves continuity
of OP at the columnar margins, thus producing zones of irreg-
ular but continuously varying OP, known as linear zones and
saddles.

Some species exhibit little or no sign of this hexagonal and
continuous ordering, and because of the marked interspecies
variation, serious doubt has been expressed that the pattern
is of functional significance at all, since species showing little
such organization have no apparent deficit in vision (Horton
and Adams, 2005). Interspecies variation seems, in part, to be
related to both variation in size of V1 between species, and a
relative constancy of the size of macrocolumns, independently
of species. Measurements of the average distance of separation
of OP singularities (the singularity taken as demarcating the
center of a macrocolumn) show this distance to be relatively
constant over a 40-fold variation of body size, and related size
of V1 (Kaschube et al., 2010; Keil et al., 2012). Models using
symmetry arguments indicate that macrocolumns must undergo
divisions during cortical development to maintain uniform sur-
face density of singularities (Wolf and Geisel, 1998; Oster and
Bressloff, 2006). Kaschube and colleagues conclude that self-
organization has canalized the evolution of the underlying OP
maps into a single common design—subject to the proviso
that, from further symmetry arguments, this can only be the
case where long-range interactions between developing macro-
columns, suppressing some possible connections, can take place.
Thus, in animals with very small V1, this organization breaks
down, creating a “pepper and salt” OP map pattern (Meng et al.,
2012).

THE SUPERFICIAL PATCH SYSTEM
A related puzzle of V1 organization is posed by the superficial
patch system. This system, composed of relatively long-range,
largely excitatory (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; McGuire et al.,
1991) patchy connections (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Rockland
and Lund, 1983) is ubiquitous in cortex (Muir and Douglas,
2011) and has a functional relationship to OP. Patchy connec-
tions develop before sensory afferents reach the cortex (Price,
1986; Callaway and Katz, 1990; Durack and Katz, 1996; Ruthazer

and Stryker, 1996) but do not arise or terminate in the vicin-
ity of OP singularities. Instead, near singularities, connections
are apparently diffuse and local (Sharma et al., 1995; Yousef
et al., 2001; Mariño et al., 2005; Buzás et al., 2006; Muir and
Douglas, 2011). Patchy connections link areas of common OP
(“like-to-like”) over distances several times the diameter of a
macrocolumn (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Buzás et al., 2006; Muir
et al., 2011), are periodic on roughly the same interval as OP, and
are largely patch-reciprocal (Rockland and Lund, 1983; Angelucci
et al., 2002). It has been shown that development of patchy con-
nections must depend on the supply of organizing information
from the neural field, and is not explicable from considerations
of local neural growth per se (Muir and Douglas, 2011). Just
as for maps of response properties, there is variation of patchy
connection orderliness between species. Muir et al. (2011) have
pointed out that those species with less orderliness have smaller
visual cortices and/or less defined organization of “like-to-
like” connections—an argument congruent with the findings on
brain size, orderliness of response maps, and surface density of
OP singularities cited above (viz. Kaschube et al., 2010; Keil et al.,
2012, etc.).

PROBLEMS OF STANDARD MODELS OF FEATURE RESPONSES
Explanation of organization of OP has been undertaken in
a group of now-classical theories, which we will refer to as
“standard models,” following the comparative description of
Swindale (Swindale, 1996). Descriptive dimension reduction
methods (Kohonen, 1982; Durbin and Willshaw, 1987; Durbin
and Mitchison, 1990) show that the response maps of OP, eye
preference (OC), direction preference (DP), and spatial frequency
preference (SF) are consequences of requiring continuity and
completeness of representation of each response property, in a
two-dimensional representation in which every type of response
property occurs within any small area on the surface of V1
(Swindale, 1996; Carriera-Perpiñán et al., 2005). The same order-
ing is also explained as a consequence of competitive Hebbian
learning among small neighborhood assemblies of excitatory
neurons, driven by spatially filtered cortical noise. Separate spatial
filters each distinguish a type of response, and total synaptic gain
is conserved during the training (Grossberg and Olson, 1994).

Classical standard models depend on seeding with oriented
lines, in one way or another (von der Malsburg, 1973; Swindale,
1982, 1992; Durbin and Mitchison, 1990; Obermayer et al., 1990,
1992; Tanaka, 1990; Miyashita and Tanaka, 1992; Grossberg and
Olson, 1994) and recently, initial belief that primary response to
static oriented lines in the visual field forms the basis of OP maps
has been undermined in two ways:

Firstly, in large species particularly, maps of OP appear in
the cortex prior to visual experience (Wiesel and Hubel, 1974;
Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1975; Sherk and Stryker, 1976). This
problem has been addressed by arguments for the normal occur-
rence of line-like structure in ante-natal retinal input (Albert
et al., 2008; Ringach, 2007; Paik and Ringach, 2011). In contrast
to all the above models, Kang et al. (2003) have proposed a model
which breaks with the traditional dependence on the primacy of
lines, and depends instead on time-invariant correlations in cor-
tical “Mexican Hat” inhibitory surrounds. This model accounts
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successfully for the apparent isotropy of local intracortical con-
nections and the observed uniformity of sharpness of definition
of OP independent of proximity to singularities, and provides a
mechanism which might plausibly operate before eye-opening.
It requires instead, that LGM inputs to cortex become tuned
according to orientation. A further model avoiding the problem
of ascription of OP as a primary, stimulus dependent property,
explains the conjoint development of OP and ocular dominance
columns as a consequence of Hebbian connection formation
driven by correlation of visual inputs as a declining function of
retinotopic distance of separation at short distances, and reversed
correlation of activity in ON and OFF V1 simple cells at greater
distances (Erwin and Miller, 1998). All these models however,
result in the emergence of OP as a property of line orienta-
tion alone, rather than as one attribute of some more complex
mechanism of feature response.

Secondly, and more recently, Basole and colleagues, who tested
OP using stimulus lines moving at different speeds, and oriented
at differing angles to the line of movement of the stimulus, found
OP to be a function of these variables to such a degree that
for lines oriented non-orthogonally to the direction of move-
ment, OP could vary progressively with increments of speed to
an asymptotic limit of 90◦ (Basole et al., 2003, 2006). Longer lines
showed less variation of OP with increasing speed. This finding
challenged all models which depended on OP being a fixed “fea-
ture” of cortical response, whether or not direct visual stimuli was
required to prime the process of self-organization. Basole and col-
leagues at first concluded that the primal stimulus characteristics
are not isolated features such as orientation, direction and speed,
but a single characteristic—the “spatio-temporal energy”—that
is, the combined spatial and temporal Fourier components of the
moving visual stimulus’ projection to V1. Subsequent workers
explained these results by retaining OP as a primary characteris-
tic, and adding separate consideration of the temporal and spatial
frequencies associated with the moving stimuli (Baker and Issa,
2005; Mante and Carandini, 2005; Basole et al., 2006). This anal-
ysis was consistent with earlier single unit results, in which tuning
of V1 neurons to spatial and temporal frequencies was demon-
strated (DeAngelis et al., 1993). Issa and colleagues (Baker and
Issa, 2005; Issa et al., 2008) reported that a total of six param-
eters are required to explain response maps—OP, SF preference,
and temporal frequency preference, and the tuning bandwidths of
all three. This account is referred to as the spatio-temporal filter
model. How these response characteristics arise during cortical
development and how neurons become tuned to just those fea-
tures is the subject of continuing research (Rosenberg et al., 2010),
and of this paper.

In common with the model of Erwin and Miller (1998) and
that of Kang et al. (2003) the model reviewed here depends upon
time-average correlations—that is, the common occurrence of
synchronous oscillation in the cortex—although it does not share
their other assumptions or conclusions. It seeks to avoid the
ascription of “features” as primary characteristics, and to explain
both the findings of Basole et al. (2003) and the empirical reduc-
tion to alternative feature attributes used in the spatio-temporal
model, as well as explaining the emergence of the anatomical
features described above.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
NEURAL FIELD EQUATIONS
As alternatives to neural network models, lumped neural models
and neural field equations have been expressed in many forms
(e.g., Wilson and Cowan, 1973; Freeman, 1975; Haken, 1996;
Amari, 1977; Nunez, 1981; van Rotterdam et al., 1982; Jirsa and
Haken, 1996; Robinson et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2003; beim
Graben, 2008; Bressloff, 2012). These offer means of approximat-
ing the properties of ensembles of cells on a larger scale then
neural networks per se. Here we have used a generic form of
neural field equations to represent an idealized, isotropic, neural
field, representing the developing cortex as if it were not subject
to apoptosis—a potentiality from which connections are selected
during development. The scale of the field is that of a corti-
cal area such as V1, representing intracortical connections rather
than cortico-cortical. Thus, the density of connection between
neurons declines with increasing separation of their cell bod-
ies (Braitenberg and Schüz, 1991). The high non-linearity of
synapto-dendritic summations are linearized at the field level, and
axonal conduction speed is considered single-valued. Subject to
these strictures, the following equations include features relevant
to the present context:

ϕ
qr′
p (t) = f

qr′
p × Qp

(

r′, t −
∣∣q − r′∣∣

ν

)

(1)

ψ
qr′
p (t) = M

qr′
p ∗ ϕ

qr′
p (t) (2)

�p(q, t) =
∫

r′

ψ
qr′
p (t)dr′ (3)

Vp(q, t) =
∑

p = e ∧ p = i

Gp ∗ �p(q, t) (4)

Qp(q, t) = f�(Vp(q, t)) + Ep(q, t) (5)

Subscript p = e, i refers to excitatory or inhibitory neurons;
superscript qr′ refers to synaptic connection from r′ to q where
q, r′ are cortical positions occupied by single neurons.

ϕ
qr′
p (t) is the flux of pulses reaching pre-synapses at the neuron

at q, from the neuron at r′.
ψ

qr′
p (t)is the synaptic current generated by ϕ

qr′
p (t).

�p(q, t) is the aggregate synaptic current of type p generated
at q.

Vp(q, t) is the soma membrane potential (relative to the
resting potential) generated at q.

Qp(q, t) is the pulse emission rate at q.

f
qr′

p is the probability density of occurrence of pre-synapses
generated by axons of the neuron at r′ terminating at q.

ν is axonal conduction speed.

Mqr′
p is the steady-state term in a convolution transforming

pre-synaptic flux to synaptic current.
Gp is the steady-state term in a convolution transforming pre-

synaptic flux into dendritic potentials.
f�(Vq(q, t)) is a sigmoid function describing the local conver-

sion of dendritic potentials into the rate of generation of action
potentials.
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Ep(q, t) is a driving signal noise, arising from intrinsic random
cell action potentials.

Restriction of the field to the scale of a cortical area car-
ries several implications important for the model, all because
the probability of connections between any two neurons declines
with distance of separation. Firstly, descriptively we can con-
sider “reciprocal couplings” as an idealization/representation of
field coupling symmetry, and in many instances reciprocal cou-
plings will in fact exist. Secondly because of more generally
dense connections among near neighbors, smoothing at dendritic
summation requires that Qp(q, t) is spatially and temporally
“brown”—i.e., has high correlation at short distances and times
of separation. Thirdly, the average “degree” of separation—i.e.,
the average number of neighboring cells traversed by synaptic
connections linking one cell to another—will also increase in
proportion to physical distance of separation.

Experimental observations (Freeman, 1975, 1991;
Hassenstaub et al., 2005) show intrinsic cortical oscillation
arises from alternating excitatory cell and inhibitory cell fir-
ing at lags ¼ of the period of oscillation. Simulations of the
oscillations (Wright, 2009, 2010) show that traveling waves are
thus generated, the intersection of which produces broadband
synchrony. In conditions of uniform cortical excitation without
strong perturbation from external inputs the exchange of pulses
between all cells reaches an equilibrium—that is, a steady-state of
symmetrical exchange of signals between excitatory cells at any
two positions on the cortex, so that over sufficient intervals, T,

1

T

∫

T

(
ϕp1(q) − ϕ̄p1

)
dt = 1

T

∫

T

(
ϕp2(r′) − ϕ̄p2

)
dt (6)

where ϕ̄p is the time-average presynaptic flux, uniform through-
out the cortical field. The equilibrium reached implies differences
in timing between the firing of excitatory and inhibitory cells.
The interaction of excitatory and inhibitory cells (p1 ∨ p2 = e,
and p1 ∨ p2 = i,) leads to closely correlated firing of both cells
if they are very closely situated, as a consequence the similar local
values of E(q, t) equation (5), while ¼-cycle-out-of-phase oscil-
lation develops between more separated excitatory and inhibitory
cells. Inhibitory/inhibitory or excitatory/excitatory interactions
(p1 ∧ p2 = e, or p1 ∧ p2 = i,) between reciprocally connected
neurons lead to zero-lag synchrony, and since conduction delays
are short compared to the period of oscillation, the equality of
equation (6) is generally approached even when T is smaller than
the period of oscillation (Chapman et al., 2002). As there are
equal time-lags in both directions of conduction excitatory pulse
trains throughout the cortex have maximum correlation at zero
lag—i.e., where Qe is the time-average firing rate—also uniform
throughout the cortical field -

(Qe − Qe)(r′, t) ≈ (Qe − Qe)(q, t) (7)

Figures 1 and 2 show these properties generated in a simula-
tion of cortical dynamics with physiologically realistic parameters
(Wright, 2009, 2010). In conditions of strong cortical excita-
tion local oscillation is autonomous and corresponds to cortical
gamma rhythm, while in conditions of lower cortical excitation,

damped gamma oscillation, and a predominance of background
1/f 2 is seen.

MAGNITUDE OF PRE-SYNAPTIC PULSE SYNCHRONY
Zero-lag synchronous oscillation thus entails presynaptic pulse
synchrony, with a magnitude of presynaptic flux variation which
can be defined respectively for individual synapses, individual
cells, and in aggregate, as

Jqr′ =



 1

T

∫

T

(ϕ
qr′
e − ϕ̄e)

2dt




1/2

(8)

Jq =



 1

T

∫

T

∫

r′

(ϕ
qr′
e − ϕ̄e)

2dtdr′




1/2

(9)

J =



 1

T

∫

T

∫

r′

∫

q

(ϕ
qr′
e − ϕ̄e)

2dtdr′dq




1/2

(10)

Jqr′
is RMS presynaptic flux variation between q and r′, Jq is the

sum of Jqr′
at a single excitatory neuron, and J is the aggregate of

Jq over the cortex.

SELECTION OF SCALE-FREE SMALL-WORLD CONFIGURATIONS OF
NEURONS
For any given level of cortical excitation, J is greatest for that
ensemble of C connected neurons, in which excitatory pulses
arrive at dendrites, from all sources at differing distances of
separation, as closely in-phase as possible, so as to maximize
their summation. Axonal delays, small compared to the period
of gamma oscillation, contribute a phase difference between cell
firing at r′ and the arrival of presynaptic pulses at q, of

��qr′ = 2π

∣∣q − r′∣∣

Pν
(11)

where P is the period of oscillation. Therefore that ensemble
selected by its capacity to maximize presynaptic synchrony must
approach minimal total axonal length, L = ∫

r′
∫

q

∣∣q − r′∣∣ dqdr′,
and minimization of this length minimizes the metabolic require-
ments of the axons.

It has been shown generally (Cohen and Havlin, 2003) for all
systems of connected elements, the path length in a topological
sense is at a minimum where degree distribution follows a power
law. As was pointed out in conjunction with equations (1–5), in
our idealized neural field, average degree of separation, in the
topological sense, increases linearly as metric distance of separa-
tion of the cell bodies, so that if L, their total length of axonal
connections, is minimal, then the path length in the topologi-
cal sense is also minimal, and the degree distribution is that of a
scale-free, or ultra-small world. Therefore, the connection density
between cells vs. their metric distance of separation should also be
approximated by a power-law distribution. Further, according to
Cohen and Havlin

L ∼ log log C (12)
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FIGURE 1 | Simulated electrocortical activity in the excited cortex,
from Wright (2010). (A) Power spectrum of a local field potential
time-series, shown in (B). (C) and (D) Cell firing correlations, vs. time-lag.

Dashed line—cells remote from each other. Solid lines—cells adjacent to
each other. (C) Between excitatory cells. (D) Between excitatory and
inhibitory cells.

so the metabolic efficiency of the connection system is further
enhanced if the surviving cells are linked into a continuum, as
opposed to separate pools of neurons.

In accord with equation (1), the number of neighboring exci-
tatory cells connected to a given excitatory neuron, as a function

of distance of separation, is proportional to 2π × f
qr′
e (

∣∣q − r′∣∣)—
so the ensemble of neurons selected by greatest synchrony must
have a connection density function of the form:

f
qr′
e ∼ (

2π
∣∣q − r′∣∣)−A

A > 0 (13)

Intracortical axonal trees have approximately exponential den-
sity/range relations (Scholl, 1956; Braitenberg and Schüz, 1991)
and a power function is fitted exactly by an infinite sum of
exponential functions—i.e.:

(
2π

∣∣q − r′∣∣)−A = 1

�(A)

∞∫

0

uA−1exp
[
−u2π

∣∣q − r′∣∣] du (14)

so an ultra-small-world connectivity can be achieved by sets of
populations of cells with differing axonal characteristic lengths.
During embryogenesis primal cells divide sequentially by layer
(Rakic, 1988; Shi et al., 2012) with differences in growth pattern

and characteristic axonal length programmed in sequential cell
divisions. For simplicity, we consider only two populations of
excitatory cells, with cell bodies partially separated by layer, but
with intermingled axonal and dendritic trees, and axonal tree
connection probabilities described by:

f
qr′
α = Nα

N
2πλαexp

[
−λα2π

∣∣q − R
∣∣] (15)

f qr′
β

= Nβ

N
2πλβexp

[−λβ2π
∣∣q − r

∣∣] (16)

f
qr′
e = f

qR
α + f

qr
β

f
qR
α refers to the axonal trees with longest axonal extensions,

and f
qr
β refers to the axonal trees with short axonal exten-

sion, thus λα < λβ. N = Nα + Nβ is the number of synapses
received/generated by each cell. Distances from r′ to q are
substituted as r, R to indicate equal distances,

∣∣q − r
∣∣ and∣∣q − R

∣∣, measured along the axonal trees of the respective
populations.

The further defining characteristic of small-world
connectivity—the occurrence of connection nodes—emerges as
a consequence of the formation of the superficial patch system,
as follows.
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FIGURE 2 | Simulated background electrocortical activity, in conditions of low cortical excitation. Graphical format is the same as in Figure 1.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SUPERFICIAL PATCH SYSTEM
The two populations of cells described by equations (15) and (16),
and the synapses they give rise to can be referred to as α-cells
and synapses, and β-cells and synapses. We first make a provi-
sional assumption (later justified on a species-specific basis) that
Nβ >>> Nα, so that α-cells with long-range axons are embedded
among much more numerous β-cells, all with sparse connectivity.
Equation (10) can be written by separately summing contribu-
tions from α-cells at positions {qα} and β-cells at positions {qβ},
to give:

J =
∫

qα

∫

R

JqRdqαdR +
∫

qβ

∫

r

Jqrdqβdr (17)

so J is at a maximum if
∫

qα

∫
R JqRdqαdR and

∫
qβ

∫
r Jqrdqβdr are

individually at maxima. Applying equations (15) and (16) via
equation (1) to find values of Jqr′

in equation (8) as functions
of

∣∣q − r, R
∣∣, shows that:

Jqr = JqR if
∣∣q − r, R

∣∣ = x

Jqr > JqR if
∣∣q − r, R

∣∣ < x (18)

Jqr < JqR if
∣∣q − r, R

∣∣ > x

where x = − ln
(

Nαλα

Nβλβ

)/
2π(λβ − λα)

Consequently
∫

qβ

∫
r Jqrdqβdr is at a maximum if β-cells are

clustered so they make reciprocal connections at minimum dis-
tance and maximum density (β-clusters). β-cells at the center
of β-clusters, for which Jqr attains the maximum possible value,
must give and receive all their connections as β-connections to a
radial distance of x.

Since β-cells are clustered, α-cells necessarily are also clustered
(α-clusters), and since maximization of reciprocal β-connections
excludes formation of short-range reciprocal α- connections,
α-cells must form reciprocal synaptic connections at distances
greater than x, to maximize

∫
qα

∫
R JqRdqαdR. Similarly, reciprocal

connections between α- and β-cells must occur at cluster margins,
over distances approximate to x. Since we made the provisional
assumption that Nβ >>> Nα, then fitting the sum of equa-
tions (15) and (16) to a power function requires λα <<< λβ.
Consequently α-cells may form multiple patches of synaptic
connections, skipping from α-cluster to α-cluster.

Since β-clusters have radius x and α-clusters are separated
by distance x, α-clusters are necessarily placed at the vertices of
hexagons tiling the cortical surface, with each hexagon embrac-
ing a β-cluster. Analogy to the superficial patch system in some
species is apparent.

As noted earlier, hexagonal symmetry of OP and the super-
ficial patch system is an idealization that is roughly approached
in some species, while in others it is effectively absent (Horton
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and Adams, 2005). Since approximation of a power law distri-
bution by two populations of neurons requires Nα <<< Nβ if
λα <<< λβ, this case is more closely approached for larger cor-
tical sizes, and the patchy connection system will have higher
orderliness and hexagonal rotational symmetry. If λα < λβ by
only a small amount, as in animals with small cortical size, then
Nβ is not necessarily greater than Nα, and an ordered hexagonal
structure need not be apparent. Such reduction of the apparent
orderliness does not imply the absence of “small world” con-
nectivity, nor imply impairment of function. The comparative
invariance of distance between OP singularities across species
reported by Kaschube et al. (2010) and Keil et al. (2012) implies

that x = − ln
(

Nαλα

Nβλβ

)/
2π(λβ − λα) [equation (18)] is also rela-

tively constant over species in the middle to large range of V1 size.
Since the ratios Nβ/Nα, and λα/λβ must vary inversely in value in
different species, according to cortical size, as required if the sum
of the two synaptic distributions maintains a power law distribu-
tion, then comparative invariance of OP singularity density is to
be expected.

LOCAL SYNAPTIC COMPETITION FOR METABOLIC SUPPLY
Turning from optimization of energy demand of axons, to that
of dendrites, we can modify equation (2) to a form representing
complex distinct processes of synaptic adaptation, impulse decay,
and pre-synaptic synergy, including the limiting rate of metabolic
energy supplied to excitatory synapses—viz:

ψ
qr′
e (t) = �qr′

Mqr′
e ∗ ϕ

qr′
e (t) (19)

M
qr′
e = D × S (20)

�qr′
is the available fraction of the metabolic supply rate

needed to attain maximum current flow. Since we have assumed
increasing synaptic current in synchronously activated synapses
increases the available metabolic supply, the value of �qr′

must

follow that of ψ
qr′
e .

D = 1

B
exp[−Bt] B > 0 (21)

represents impulse decay following delivery of an afferent action
potential, with time-integral of 1 (after Rennie et al., 2000).

S = 1/(1 + exp[−g(Jq(t))] (22)

is a sigmoid function with range 0–1, representing synaptic adap-
tation to the afferent pulse rate, and including the effect of
pre-synaptic co-operation (Tsukada and Fukushima, 2010) upon
individual synaptic current flow as g(Jq)—a suitable ascending
function in Jq, such that if Jq = 0, there is no current flow at the
synapse.

As well as inter-cellular competition between assemblies of
neurons, we assume competition takes place between adjacent
individual synapses arising from the same neuron. Therefore
those neurons that survive apoptosis must have found an effi-
cient deployment of resource to the synapses best positioned to
maximize the magnitude of synchrony. Any two adjacent synapses

arising from the same pre-synaptic neuron may terminate on the
same, or different, post-synaptic neurons. If they terminate on the
same neuron their conditions are essentially identical in terms of
equations (19–22). If they terminate on different neurons, then
the relevant values of Jq need not identical—and their compe-

tition for resources would lead, via the feedback between ψ
qr′
e

and �qr′
, to low synaptic current at one synapse, and high cur-

rent at the other. Just what the physiological corollary of these
opposite high and low-activity states is, and the critical metabolic
component for which the synapses compete, we do not specify. A
likely, but by no means unique contributing factor is the supply
of extracellular calcium (Montague, 1996). Whatever the critical
component(s), the important consequence is that, at synchronous
equilibrium, closely situated neurons have either high, or low,
pulse correlations with each other.

ORGANIZATION OF PRE-VISION RESPONSE PROPERTIES
We can now term those synapses that are transmitting impulses
more strongly near equilibrium “saturated” synapses, and those
which are more quiescent, but potentially able to be activated,
“sensitive” synapses, and can consider what spatial patterns of
saturated connections would best meet the requirement to max-
imize synchrony. Here a further property of the neural field
commented on in relation to equations (1–5)—higher spatial
cross-correlation of pulses and field potentials at shorter range —
has a decisive impact on the equilibrium pattern of synaptic satu-
rations. These emergent patterns, diagrammed in Figure 3, arise
for the following reasons:

(a) Maximum synchrony generation with highest cross-
correlation among near-neighbors in each β-cluster requires
saturated couplings link near-neighbor cells—but sensitive
connections must also form between closely adjacent β-cells.
Both requirements are met when saturated connections
within each β-cluster form a re-entrant network analogous
to a Möbius strip. A similar argument regarding connections
formed within macrocolumns has been advanced earlier
(Wright et al., 2006; Wright and Bourke, 2008).

(b) The α-cluster system and each of the β-clusters must enter
into maximum joint resonance. This requires the formation
of a homeomorphic projection between scales. The projec-
tion must be homeomorphic, since spatial cross-correlation
is constrained to decline with distance at both scales, and
so if resonance is at a maximum, the projection map must
be one preserving topological identity between scales. This
is possible because a disk can be mapped to a Möbius strip.
Thus saturated α-cell to β-cell synapses must systematically
map limited angular ranges of the surrounding α-system
onto limited angular ranges on the margins of each β-cluster,
and receive reciprocal saturated β-cell to α-cell synapses.
Such a mapping requires specification of an orientation and
chirality for each β-cluster, and requires a reciprocal dis-
tribution of saturated and sensitive synapses from opposite
sides of the α-system to neurons in a limited angular range
within each β-cluster.

(c) Maximum synchrony generation with high cross-correlation
among near-neighbors in the α-system requires α-cells be
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FIGURE 3 | Simulated and real maps of orientation preference in V1,
from Wright et al. (2006). Top: Simulation. Colors of the spectrum, from
red to violet, represent average OP of V1 neurons for slow-moving visual
lines of orientation 0 − π. Adjacent macrocolumns, of diameter ∼300 µm
are set within a hexagonal frame (the patch system) with OP forming color
wheels about OP singularities. Orientations and chiralities of the color
wheels are arranged to approach a minimum total of angular disparity from
mirror reflection of OP between each macrocolumn and its neighbors.
Bottom: Real OP. Visualized in the tree shrew by Bosking et al. (1997).
Superficial patchy connections are demarcated in black by a selective stain.
Scale of macrocolumns is approximate to that of the simulation.

linked by saturated synapses. This requirement is concordant
with deployment of the excess sensitive α-connections to
neurons in β-clusters at positions outside the homeomorphic
projection.

(d) Saturated and sensitive β − β connections between adjacent
β-clusters must also be arranged to maximize resonance.
Therefore β-clusters must project to each of their six
neighbors as closely as possible to mirror symmetry, with
both saturated and sensitive synapses linking homologous
points—that is to say, points with similar OP as classically
measured with low object speeds—within each cluster.

Perfect mirror symmetry is not possible between all adjacent
clusters within a hexagonal array, so mirror-symmetry can
be only approximate and irregular and the necessarily broken
symmetry permits the particular pattern generated to be one
of a large set of possible combinations.

Further analogy between the hypothetical α- and β-systems
and real anatomical structures can now be drawn. As well as
the α-system’s congruence with the superficial patch system, the
β-systems, each with a dense system of local connections that
are centrally spared from patchy connections, are analogous to
macrocolumns each centred about an OP singularity. The distri-
bution of OP for lines of orientation 0 − π to angles 0 − 2π in
pinwheels about a singularity finds analogy in the wrapping of
a Euclidean plane onto a Möbius strip. It has also been earlier
shown that arrangements of adjacent pinwheels in broken mirror
symmetry match classical OP maps (Wright et al., 2006).

The structure of real patchy connections and classical OP
response maps, contrasted with the results of simulating the
arrangement of adjacent macrocolumnar structures in accord
with the description above, are shown in Figure 3, while Figure 4
shows diagrammatically the proposed arrangement of saturated
and sensitive synapses, and foreshadows the effect of structured
visual stimuli, once the post-natal phase of development begins—
to be described in the next section.

Figure 5 shows a further impact upon response map
organization—the emergence of OD columns.

Just as OP organization in some species is apparent before eye
opening, so too is the organization into OD columns (Blakemore
and Van Sluyters, 1975; Erwin and Miller, 1998). Explanation
of this can be included in the present model by an argument
similar to that of Erwin and Miller, who suppose the correla-
tion of cell firing at short distances of separation of V1 cells
to be greater than the correlation of visual inputs over a sim-
ilar distance. This forces a columnar OD organization because
of instability—in the present model’s terms, the resulting dis-
ruption of the synchronous field at equilibrium produced by
binocular inputs to the same cells—resolved by formation of
columns in Turing patterns. A corollary of this effect is impact
on the hexagonal arrangement, with broken mirror symme-
try of OP organization, predicted in (d) above. The required
alternation of OD columns would imposes a frustration on the
approach to hexagonal tiling of the cortical surface—forcing
approach closer to a square tiling. The occurrence of mirror sym-
metry within a square tiling accounts for the way that lines of
OP cross orthogonally between OP columns. (Obermayer and
Blasdel, 1993). Following eyeopening inputs from the two eyes
transmit images which are necessarily cross-correlated at a small
spatial lag, because of angular disparity in their line of focus.
Spatial lag correlation in their inputs at V1 level could then
help maintain the columnar organization (Wright and Bourke,
2008).

WAVE TRANSMISSION OF VISUAL INFORMATION, FOLLOWING
EYE-OPENING
We compactly express the emergent map by which the patchy
connections over a part of V1 link to positions within each
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FIGURE 4 | Equilibrium distribution of synaptic activity, and the
impact of visual inputs disrupting equilibrium from Wright and
Bourke (2013). Top: equilibrium disposition of saturated and sensitive
synapses. Black circles represent cell bodies and dendrites. Synapses
are indicated as saturated (solid) or sensitive (dashed) terminations of
axons. Reciprocal connections between α-patches (patchy connections)
form the hexagonal array. (Other connections, although shown as
unidirectional, are also reciprocal.) A representative pair of connections
from α-cells to the β-patch is displayed in the upper-and lower-aspects
of the figure. At the center of the figure, saturated and sensitive
synapses show the network’s analogy to a Möbius-strip within a
β-patch (macrocolumn). To the right, representative links from the
central macrocolumn to cells at homologous positions in neighboring
macrocolumns. Bottom: exposed to strong transient signals conveyed
over the superficial patch system, summing with direct visual inputs
conveyed to the cRF, the equilibrium configuration breaks down. The
green bar represents the field of excitation of cells by the contextual
signals, within which cells also directly excited in the cRF, fire at high
rates.

FIGURE 5 | Top: Simulation of OD columns in accord with Wright and
Bourke (2008). Bottom: Real OD columns, visualized by Obermayer and
Blasdel (1993). Color coding of OP and scale as for Figure 3. Black lines
demarcate alternation of OD between columns. Fine black lines in the
lower figure trace the way OP is aligned so it matches orthogonally across
OD column boundary.

macrocolumn, as an homeomorphic projection from a disk on a
Euclidean plane, P, to a Möbius strip, p[2]- the square brackets [2]
indicating the map’s resemblance, if viewed from a third dimen-
sion, to a 2:1 map formed by squaring a complex vector. Defined
in polar co-ordinates,

P
(∣∣R − Cj

∣∣, ϑ
)

→ p[2] (∣∣r − Cj

∣∣ ,±ϑ + ϕ
)

(23)

where Cj is the origin of both P and p[2] for the j − th local
map, and corresponds to the position of the OP singularity in
that macrocolumn. ϑ is the polar angle of R, chirality of the local
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map is indicated by ±ϑ, and ϕ is the orientation of the local map
relative to the global map. ϑ + ϕ is defined on the range 0 − 2π in
both local and global maps, but is represented with apparent angle
doubling in the local map. This describes a topology for “contex-
tual” connections (Li et al., 2000; Angelucci and Bullier, 2003) to
each macrocolumn.

Visual input after eye opening will cause departures from the
equilibrium condition. Let O(P, t) be a visual image projected to
V1 by the direct visual pathway. Laterally traveling waves of pulses
and local field potentials relayed by the patchy connections can
transmit that image to each local map with a point to point delay,
|R−r|

υ
, where ν now represents wave speed, so that

O(P, t) → O

(
p[2], t + |R − r|

ν

)
(24)

Suppose O(P, t) is a segment of the image of a visual line, trav-
eling with uniform velocity, Vx, along an x−axis directed toward
a macrocolumn with its singularity at Cj. O has a component of
its extension on the x−axis, Ox, and an orthogonal component of
extension, on the y−axis, Oy . Kx is the dominant spatial frequency
of Ox, and Ky is the dominant spatial frequency of Oy . Then the
local map projection of O has a transformed spatial frequency in
the x−axis but not in the y−axis—i.e.:

kx ∝ ν

ν ± Vx
Kx (25)

ky ∝ Ky (26)

where kx, ky are the spatial frequencies in the local map projec-
tion of O, and the sign ± in equation (25) depends on whether
O is approaching or departing from Cj. That is, O’s orientation
in the global map is transformed to its projection to correspond-
ing areas in the local map, by Doppler shift, with a difference in
orientation, δϑ;

δϑ =
∣∣tan−1[Ky/Kx] − tan−1[ky/kx]

∣∣ (27)

INTERACTION OF CONTEXTUAL SIGNALS AND THE CLASSIC
RECEPTIVE FIELD
Laterally transmitted contextual signals generally do not trig-
ger cell firing, until the classic receptive field (cRF) is directly

stimulated (Li et al., 2000; Angelucci and Bullier, 2003) via
the visual pathway. Those cells that then fire within a macro-
column are those that reflect the supra-threshold summations
of sub-threshold signals conveyed over the contextual, patchy,
connections, and the direct pathway. We next assume that the
summation of contextual and direct cRF inputs acts as an impulse
causing a transient breakdown of equilibrium, during which
synapses that were in the sensitive state in equilibrium briefly
generate substantial synaptic currents [See Figure 4 (Bottom)
and Figure 6]. Action potentials are triggered in surrounding
cells, and subsequently there is a restoration toward the equi-
librium state on withdrawal of the stimulus. During the break-
down the mapping of activity from the global to the local map
becomes:

O(P, t) → O

(
p2, t + |R − r|

ν

)
(28)

The change from equation (24) made by removal of the square
brackets from p[2] represents the breakdown’s form, as itself
a map from global to local scale, resembling a 2:1 complex-
multiplication map, as initially described by Alexander et al.
(2004). The 2:1 map implies that single cells would show similar
responses to a stimulus moving in either direction, but because
firing is initiated over contextual connections in a 1:1 mapping,
multi-cellular recordings would show that the spatial and tempo-
ral order of firing of neurons was unique for a given stimulus form
and velocity.

POST-NATAL EFFECTS OF LEARNING, THE SPATIO-TEMPORAL FILTER
MODEL, DIMENSION REDUCTION, AND “LIKE TO LIKE” CONNECTIONS
Equations (2,3,4, 19–22) contain state-variables required by
mathematical expressions of physiological versions of the Hebb
rule, and the spatio-temporal learning rule (Elliott and Shadbolt,
2002; O’Connor et al., 2005a,b; Enoki et al., 2009; Tsukada and
Fukushima, 2010; Elliott, 2011). Following eye opening, stimuli
with regularly repeated spatial and temporal structure reach V1,
so we assume that exposure to a repeated stimulus leads to per-
manent synaptic consolidation of connections, overlaying those
formed in the ante-natal, equilibrium condition. As remarked in
the Introduction, Baker and Issa (2005) have shown that all V1
response features can be described in terms of six variables—
optimal values of OP, spatial frequency preference, and temporal

FIGURE 6 | The effect of increasing stimulus speed on apparent OP, for a
bar of length 6 units, oriented at 45◦ to its direction of motion, and
traveling left to right. Examples shown are freeze-frames, from separate

simulation movies, at similar positions in the visual stimulus’ transit across
the macrocolumn. From left to right, in each example, the bar speed/wave
speed is 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, respectively.
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frequency preference, each associated with a Gaussian bandwidth
of tuning of the cortical response to these features. These define
three hypothetical filter proceeses. However, stimulus variables
in the present model have equivalents to those used in the
spatio-temporal filter model. These are:

Spatio-temporal model Present model

Object orientation Orientation relative to the
y-axis defined for equations
(25, 26)

Object velocity Vx

Object drift angle tan−1[Ky/Kx]
Object spatial frequency Kx/

∣∣cos(tan−1[Ky/Kx])
∣∣

Object temporal frequency VxKx

Repeated stimulation with a particular stimulus will there-
fore lead, under Hebbian learning, to maximization of the
response to that stimulus, thus creating an apparent “tun-
ing” of particular neurons to that particular combination of
stimulus features. Thus, the spatio-temporal model can be
regarded as a consequence of the present model. Optimization
by learning of the parameters for each of the three filters
must be competitive between adjacent cells, providing the nec-
essary condition for fitting response maps with continuity
and completeness, by dimension-reduction methods (Kohonen,
1982; Durbin and Willshaw, 1987; Durbin and Mitchison,
1990).

Finally, the consolidation of saturated long-range patchy con-
nections by Hebbian learning would result in mature “like to like”
connections.

SIMULATIONS—A CRITICAL TEST
A critical test of our model, then, is whether we can reproduce
in simulation the results of Basole et al. (2003), without a pri-
ori feature-specific responses to orientation, spatial frequency,
or temporal frequency. Our simulations assume the steady-state
presence of the Mobius synaptic configuration and its pertur-
bation by visual signals, intended to reflect the state of the
visual cortex shortly after birth, when first exposed to visual
stimuli.

Equation (28) was applied in simulations of an hexagonal array
of seven adjacent macrocolumns. Results reported here are for the
central macrocolumn of the array of 7. Examples are shown in
Figure 6, which shows the orthogonal transformation of apparent
OP from the lowest to the highest bar speed for a moving line
stimulus oriented at 45◦ to its line of passage.

Diameter for each macrocolumn is 300 microns, and wave
speed for transcortical polysynaptic propagation 0.1 m/s
(Bringuier et al., 1999). Units of length subsequently referred
to, are multiples of the radius of a macrocolumn—150 microns.
Simulation time-step was 0.1 ms.

A moving line in the visual field, relayed by the direct visual
pathway to the cRF of each macrocolumn is represented as a red
bar. In a single simulation the red bar traveled across the entire
hexagonal array from left to right, with constant speed, direc-
tion and orientation. The orientation of the red bar to the line

of passage is measured as bar angle from 0◦, where the bar is ori-
ented orthogonally to the direction of travel, to ±90◦, where the
bar is oriented in the direction of travel.

The lag-transmitted image of the red bar, relayed as subthresh-
old activation to each macrocolumn via the superficial patch
system, is shown in green, with illumination about the zone of
subthreshold activation, to indicate that input to the cRF from
the direct visual pathway and contextual signals caused triggering
of action potentials. The average angle from the macrocolumn
singularity to the centers of action potential generation (i.e., all
points on the green line with illumination) was calculated at
each time-step, and shown as a black arrow, thus indicating the
part of the macrocolumn with a response preference (apparent
OP) for the particular bar movement. (A change in the sector
of the macrocolumn that is maximally stimulated is equivalent
to an equal change in the angle of approach of the bar needed
to maintain stimulation of the same sector). The black arrow
angle was averaged over a window beginning after the red bar
had passed the center of the macrocolumn by a distance equal
to 10% of macrocolumn radius, and extending from the 10th
percentile to the 20th percentile of that radius, thus obtaining
an estimate of the apparent OP during the cRF activation time.
The standard error (SE) of the black arrow angles was calcu-
lated from 11 equally spaced time steps through the averaging
window.

Combinations of bar-length, orientation of the bar to the
direction of movement, and bar speed, were then systematically
varied in separate simulations, results of which are supplied as
supplementary animated movies. Their effects on OP, measured
at the central local map of the hexagonal group, were obtained as
OP difference, �φ—a measure of the change in OP as a function
of these variables—calculated as

�φ =






φ1 − φ0 − π

φ1 − φ0

φ1 − φ0 + π

when
when
when

π/2 < φ1 − φ0

−π/2 ≤ φ1 − φ0 ≤ π/2
φ1 − φ0 < −π/2

(29)

The reference OP, φ0 ∈ [0, π), was the OP found at the lowest bar
speed applied (bar speed/wave speed = 0.1) and the apparent OP,
φ1 ∈ [0,π), was the OP found at higher speeds.

Systematic results are shown in Figure 7, which graphs OP
difference vs. bar speed/wave speed, for bar angles 0 to ±90◦, cal-
culated for a bar length of 6 units. Variation of bar length showed
progressive lessening of the effect of velocity on OP for greater bar
lengths.

For the case of bar-angle zero degrees (a line oriented orthog-
onally to its direction of passage, as in classical measurements
of OP) no OP difference is seen until, as bar speed approaches
wave speed, a 90◦ change in apparent OP takes place at a single
increment in speed. This corresponds to transition to a “motion
streak,” as object movement blurs resolution in the direction of
motion. Increasing OP difference with bar speed at other bar
angles is a more gradual development of the same effect—that
is, mixing of responses to object speed and to object orientation.
The illuminated field of supra-threshold excitation generated
is not that expected to accompany a Gaussian-shaped tuning
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FIGURE 7 | Change in apparent OP, and standard error of the estimate,
as a function of bar speed to wave speed, for lines at different
orientations to their directions of motion. Bar length 6 units.

curve, but is roughly bimodal at medium speeds—e.g., bar-
speed/wave-speed = 0.5. The form of the field of excitation is
a combination of the classical preferred OP and the orthogo-
nal orientation, expected as a consequence of Doppler shifts in
the laterally-transmitted cortical signals generated by the moving
visual input.

Variation of the window over which the apparent OP was esti-
mated did not affect the qualitative results so long as averaging
was conducted over a window beginning after the center point of
the macrocolumn was crossed by the red bar. Variation of the esti-
mate of wave speed was also without effect, so long as results were
expressed in terms of bar speed/wave speed.

For comparative purposes similar simulations were performed
in which contextual (green bar) responses were constrained to
occur only with a limited angular response within a macrocol-
umn. That is, a restricted response to the line, according only
to its orientation was imposed, in analogy to conventional mod-
els of OP, but with conduction delays of “like to like” fibers
included. Then, systematic variation of OP with bar velocity did
not occur.

These results match the findings of Basole et al. (2003) with
respect to variation of OP peak responses as a function of line
velocity and length. They do not reproduce the form of the
experimentally observed Gaussian tuning curves, but as argued
in the prior section, subsequent post-natal Hebbian learning pro-
gressively over-writing the Mobius configuration, and strength-
ening the peak response to the optimal visual signal, would
concurrently strengthen responses to signals which are close to
the optimum, resulting in Gaussian tuning curves in the more
mature animals studied by Basole et al. (2003) and Issa et al.
(2008).

INTER-AREAL INTERACTIONS OF V1 AND HIGHER VISUAL AREAS
The principle underlying the development of connections
between macrocolumns and the superficial patch system may be
generalized to the emergence of inter-areal connections. To recap,
taking V1 as an example we have argued above that, because
co-variance of activity declines with metric distance at both the
scale of the patchy connections and within a macrocolumn, a
homeotypic mapping between scales can emerge. This requires
that relative distances on the maps at each scale must be in
the ratio of correlation lengths of synchronous oscillation at the
two scales, and adjacent maps must themselves have a correlated
structure over a distance approximate to the correlation length of
the patch system. It then follows that superposition of adjacent
local maps, with appropriate rotation and correction to a com-
mon chirality, would result in a further map with co-variance of
activity declining with metric distance, over the correlation length
of the patch system.

Inter-areal connections, made by cortico-cortical axonal pro-
jections, could permit maps of this type to arise during ante-natal
development, with the composite map at the higher cortical-area
level itself folded into the Möbius configuration. The selection of
saturated connections, projecting between areas with normaliza-
tion of rotations and chiralities, would be possible by selection
from the larger set of possible connections made by branches of
cortico-cortical axons, diverging from their cells of origin to their
cells of termination, overlapping as they terminate, and generally
reciprocal between areas (Braitenberg and Schüz, 1991; Boucsein
et al., 2011). Thus, antenatally, sets of macrocolumns at both
the lower, V1, level and higher levels, could resonate with, and
form preferential connections with, superimposed and overlap-
ping groups at the other level, in accord with the developmental
selection requirement to maximize joint synchrony. With the
occurrence of eye-opening, Hebbian learning would then begin to
overwrite the equilibrium resonance configuration between areas,
in analogy to the process at intra-areal level—with the added
property of associating concurrent patterns of activity in the V1
macrocolumns.

Illustrating this effect, Figure 8 shows, at the bottom, a system
of seven macrocolumns at V1 level, driven via the direct visual
pathway by a pair of intersecting lines in the visual field.

The top part of the figure shows a projection of activity in
conjointly activated macocolumns in V1, to a higher visual area,
in which responses in the seven macrocolumns in V1 have been
superimposed, with disparities in their orientation and chiral-
ity eliminated. Summations of points stimulated by both lines,
shown by highlighted white points, occur frequently in the for-
ward projection—much more so than at the level of V1 itself.
These indicate response to angles of intersection of the lines at
the lower level, and, commonly at the higher level, summating
responses to time-lagged correlations between disparate posi-
tions of the moving visual stimulus. This effect is consistent
with the preferential responses to angular and complex stimuli,
characteristic of higher cortical levels (Merigan and Maunsell,
1993).

Conversely, since connections between higher and lower levels
are generally reciprocal, a possible mechanism permitting con-
trol of attention (Rao and Ballard, 1997; Kveraga et al., 2007;
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FIGURE 8 | Projection of a complex object (a double bar) from V1
(bottom) to a large macrocolumn in, e.g., V2 (top). Brightened dots
show the intersections of lines, producing more frequent enhanced
responses to stimulus angles in V2 than V1.

Swindale, 2008; Naci et al., 2012) is suggested, since the back-
ward flow would continuously modify the forward flow of sensory
information.

CONCLUSION
The model of cortical development we have outlined above is
efficient from both energetic and information-processing per-
spectives, and has considerable anatomical and physiological
explanatory power. It leads to an explanation of the spatial
organization of signal flow in the cortex that differs from any
other model. The proposed antenatal self-organization of cor-
tical synapses leads to the creation of a tabula rasa on which
homeomorphic maps, in a form disguised by the Möbius-strip-
like folding of connections, occur in lateral connections at
the millimetric scale, embedding the statistics of spatial orga-
nization of the sensory world to first approximation, before
any detailed sensory inputs are received. The assumptions and

findings of the model overlap with, and although not nec-
essarily contradictory to, are not identical to, those of other
models (Erwin and Miller, 1998; Wolf and Geisel, 1998; Kang
et al., 2003; Oster and Bressloff, 2006). Distinguishing fea-
tures include the explanation of the relationship of superficial
patch connections to macrocolumn centers, and their hexago-
nal rotational symmetry, and crucially, the findings of Basole
et al. (2003), which cannot be explained by any model depen-
dent on “like-to-like” connections between feature-specific neu-
rons. Nor can any model with otherwise similar assumptions
about the self-organizing effect of synchrony be formulated with-
out introducing a Möbius configuration to the connections,
since an equivalent model utilizing only Euclidian conformations
would represent a given OP twice, rather than once, around a
singularity.

In review, the assumptions and conclusions reached, were as
follows. By assuming that cells surviving apoptosis are selected by
competition for metabolic substrates, and that synchronous oscil-
lation mediates the uptake of metabolic substrates, we showed
the outcome was a neural system with ultra-small world axonal
configuration. Further assuming the small world connections
were necessarily constructed from neuron populations charac-
terized by respective axonal length, we showed that long range
patchy connections and regular macro-column-like areas with
central sparing of patchy connections emerge, with some degree
of hexagonal rotational symmetry, with species variation in order-
liness according to cortical size, and were able to show that
this result was consistent with anatomical observations of lim-
ited interspecies variation of singularity density. A crucial fur-
ther assumption made, was that metabolic competition between
synapses from the same neuron leads to particular configura-
tion of synaptic current flows at equilibrium, in which active
connection networks within each macrocolumn are arranged in
a Möbius-strip-like conformation. Then, with the introduction
of visual inputs, signals conveyed by contextual fibers transfer a
visual image from the global map to each local map, determin-
ing the pattern of neuron firing induced by activation of the cRF,
and synaptic consolidation on Hebbian principles begins—thus
storing information based on visual experience—explaining how
response maps for OP, SF, and TF become organized in accord
with the spatio-temporal filter model (Baker and Issa, 2005;
Issa et al., 2008), and how “like to like” anatomical connections
emerge, as well as providing conditions for dimension-reduction
description of response features. The model is also compati-
ble with explanation of ocular columns and direction preference
fractures, as proposed in our earlier work (Wright et al., 2006).

The resulting synaptic storage of learned information in local
topological maps of Möbius configuration offers a further com-
pression of format, adding to the efficiency of the “small world”
arrangement, by minimizing the distance which need be spanned
by connections between positions on the local map representing
positions widely separated on the global map. The development
of cross-links also offers large potential information storage, since
the regular spatial organization of links in the Möbius configu-
ration implies the synaptic connections have low joint entropy
in their ante-natal state. With visual experience, and the stor-
age of image information in cross-links, joint entropy could, in
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principle, increase to a limit where all synaptic states are inde-
pendent, and equally distributed about some mean connection
strength, as implied by Montague’s (1996) resource consumption
principle. In effect, before eye-opening, the cortex has “learnt”
the underlying statistical structure of visual space—that of cross-
correlation declining with metric distance—and subsequently
stores information about departures from this “first component”
of structure in the visual world.

The antenatal development of response maps (Wiesel and
Hubel, 1974; Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1975; Sherk and
Stryker, 1976) presents no paradox in this model, since emergence
of organized response properties within the Möbius configuration
does not depend upon structured visual stimuli. EEG activity pro-
gressively matures toward alternating alert and sleeping states in
the later antenatal period (Marks et al., 1995; Mirmiran, 1995)
providing the widespread co-ordination of pre-synaptic activity
required for initial synaptic self-organization. Conversely, over-
writing by learning in the immediate and later post-natal periods
explains why representation in adult response maps of stimuli to
which the subject as has not been exposed would not be present—
as also seen experimentally (e.g., Blakemore and Van Sluyters,
1975).

No direct evidence yet exists of Möbius-like patterns of con-
nections in cortex, yet this is scarcely surprising if transient
dynamic couplings, present only in the equilibrium state, are
overwritten by post-natal learning-related changes. However,
relaxation toward the equilibrium condition is still to be expected
in the mature state, so it is important whether or not some
anatomical substrate exists in which the dynamic state of synapses
may be capable of transient assembly into Möbius patterns.
Markram and colleagues (Perin et al., 2011) found that pyrami-
dal neuron networks cluster into multiple groups of a few dozen
neurons each, with the neurons composing each group typically
more than 100 µm apart, allowing for multiple groups to be inter-
laced in the same space. Connections within groups were largely
reciprocal, and those between groups relatively sparse. Transient
interlinkages between such interwoven linked groups could form
Möbius-like networks. The temporal plasticity of synaptic con-
nections near singularities (Dragoi et al., 2001) is also consistent
with this interpretation. As well as plasticity of responses near
OP singularities, Dragoi and colleagues found lack of plasticity in
linear zones—the areas of strong patchy connection termination.
This is to be expected if the patch system is composed of well con-
solidated connections suitable for consistent transmission with
delay from fixed points in V1, while of the other hand, more
complex, continually modified, information processing goes on
in the areas around singularities. Consequently, an anatomical
test of the model may be possible, in regard to the terminations
of patchy connections in the periphery of the patch-free areas
about singularities. As indicated in Figure 3, two populations
of synaptic connections should be demonstrable in principle,
by double injection/staining methods, near the singularity/patch
edge. If some Hebbian consolidation occurs both antenatally and
postnatally, then, in principle it should be possible to observe
Möbius-like connections within macrocolumns antenatally, and
the overwriting of these connections during post-natal learning.

If later testing supports this model, current conceptions
of cortical information processing will require modification.
Synchronous oscillation has been regarded as a mechanism for
feature-binding—requiring that groups of cells in synchrony
stand out in some way against a non-synchronized background.
Instead, this model emphasizes synchrony as the organizer of a
matrix of connections within which each macrocolumn gathers
information from its surround, and organizes these connec-
tions systematically according to spatial position and time-lag, as
functions of distance from each singularity. The topology of sig-
nal organization is markedly different to that of the association
of “feature” neurons embedded in neural connections that are
deployed on a Euclidean plane, as it implies that sensory images
are not broken up into “features” which are subsequently asso-
ciated in an abstract feature space, but retain, in modified form,
an organization representing sensory space and time. Upon this
more complicated matrix of connections, moment-by-moment
states of autonomous local firing could interact with each other
via traveling waves, generating internal images adding to those
arising from sensation—all selectively strengthening preferred
pathways by Hebbian learning, under the supervision of moti-
vational systems. This gives a modified basis to Sherrington’s
“enchanted loom” (Sherrington, 1906, 1940), and a stage for the
kind of neuro-dynamic events progressively observed and envis-
aged by Freeman for many years (Freeman, 1975; Freeman and
Quiroga, 2013).

Hierarchical interaction of V1 with higher visual areas, by
superposition of spatio-temporal images transmitted over con-
vergent and divergent pathways might proceed to higher levels
of abstraction, at higher cortical levels, and feedback interactions
of ascending and descending signals in such a system might per-
mit very complex image manipulation. Analogous processes may
apply to other modalities throughout the cortex in general, since
all sensory input systems are analogous to the visual system, in as
much as they encode the sensory world by imposing a topolog-
ical order to inputs as they arrive at the sensory cortices. Again,
the ubiquitous distribution of patchy connections throughout the
cortex, and the basic modular similarity of the paleo- and neo-
cortex throughout, supports the notion that a single schema of
information flow may be characteristic of all. The principle of
organization might even extend to the motor cortex, with the
efferent pyramidal motor neurons simply reversing the role of
neurons in the direct visual pathway.
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Receptive fields of neurons in the forelimb region of areas 3b and 1 of primary
somatosensory cortex, in cats and monkeys, were mapped using extracellular recordings
obtained sequentially from nearly radial penetrations. Locations of the field centroids
indicated the presence of a functional system in which cortical homotypic representations
of the limb surfaces are entwined in three-dimensional Möbius-strip-like patterns of
synaptic connections. Boundaries of somatosensory receptive field in nested groups
irregularly overlie the centroid order, and are interpreted as arising from the superposition
of learned connections upon the embryonic order. Since the theory of embryonic synaptic
self-organization used to model these results was devised and earlier used to explain
findings in primary visual cortex, the present findings suggest the theory may be of general
application throughout cortex and may reveal a modular functional synaptic system, which,
only in some parts of the cortex, and in some species, is manifest as anatomical ordering
into columns.

Keywords: cortical column, cortical development, synaptic organization, cortical response properties,
neuromicrocircuitry, S1 segregates

INTRODUCTION
It is widely acknowledged that Mountcastle’s (Mountcastle et al.,
1955; Mountcastle, 1997) concept of the cortical column was
critical to subsequent development in the theory of the cere-
bral cortex (Hubel, 1981; DeFelipe et al., 2012). However, the
concept has proved problematic (Purves et al., 1992; Horton
and Adams, 2005). The terminology describing supposed vari-
ants and orderings into columns has become confused (Rakic,
2008; Da Costa and Martin, 2010). DeFelipe et al. (2012) have
concluded that a comprehensive framework of the function and
structure of columns remains elusive, the classical criteria (shared
response properties, shared input and common output) may need
to be modified, and area-specific and species-specific variations
more adequately defined, to achieve fundamental understanding
of what columns are, and how they are used in cortical processes.

Opinions diverge on whether or not structural modularity is
of functional importance at all. The utility of modularity, both
for the actual operation of cognitive processes, and for our task of
analysis of brain function, has been emphasized by Szentagothai
(1983). A contrary opinion was presented explicitly by Purves
et al. (1992) when they argued that “[columnar] patterns arise
not because the functional organization of the brain demands
them, but as an incidental consequence of the rules of synapse
formation.” The latter interpretation, forced to its limit, sug-
gests that no functional modularity exists in the cortex, and
therefore the task of its analysis is greatly multiplied. However,
there might exist modularity in the patterns of cortical synaptic
connections, that become manifest as cellular anatomical order

only under some circumstances. That is the position that will be
argued here.

In this paper we apply a recent model for the organization
of columnar structure in primary visual cortex (V1) to primary
somatosensory cortex (S1), in areas anatomically not obviously
columnar, to attempt to solve some of the dilemmas posed
above. We will place emphasis on horizontal connectivity within
cortex (Boucsein et al., 2011) and on organized, modular, pat-
terns of synaptic connections, rather than on spatial clustering
of cell bodies into defined columns. To avoid the many ter-
minological difficulties, we will simply define “macrocolumns”
as variably resolved clusters of neurons sharing relatively dense
short-range lateral connectivity, and distinguish separately the
long-range horizontal patch connections, which also have clus-
tered cell bodies, but have patchy areas of synaptic termination,
both patch-reciprocal and also terminating on the peripheries of
macrocolumns. Reasonably clear macrocolumns in this sense are
apparent only in V1 and in some other locales such as the barrel-
based cortical columns representing vibrissae in S1 (Woolsey and
Van der Loos, 1970)—sensory systems in which the organization
of inputs is clear-cut—although even this degree of orderliness is
only apparent in some species, and not in all situations with clear
input demarcation (Purves et al., 1992).

Further adding to the difficulties of analysis, attempts to
understand the relation between columnar organization and the
response properties of single neurons have also struck problems
(Blakemore and Cooper, 1970; Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1975;
Swindale, 1996). In V1, visual line orientation has long been
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considered a primary property (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959), but
Fitzpatrick et al. (Basole et al., 2003) have shown that orientation
preference (OP) is a function not only of visual line orientation,
but also of the angle of the line to the direction of motion, the
speed of motion, and the length of the line. So long as stimu-
lus properties are clearly defined, individual neurons show clearly
tuned specific responses, whether or not response maps can be
clearly resolved, as can be shown when OP tuning is contrasted
in macaque and rat (Girman et al., 1999). In V1, where response
maps are relatively well resolved and continuous, Issa et al. (2008)
have shown that the combined cell responses to orientation, spa-
tial frequency, temporal frequency, and the bandwidths of each,
define the response maps. In S1, although macrocolumns are not
clearly defined anatomically outside the cortical barrels, organi-
zation of responses into combinations of stimulus features is also
indicated by the way that receptive field (RF) boundaries form
“segregates,” as next discussed.

Via dorsal-column-medial-lemniscus-cortical pathways, a
homotypic representation of the skin surface is projected to the
horizontal plane of the S1cortex (e.g., Marshall et al., 1941)
and in Mountcastle’s conception of the columnar organization
the homotypic map has depth from the pial surface to the
white matter, with different afferent submodalities in a mosaic
ordering. Exploring this concept in S1 forelimb representations,
Favorov et al. (1987); Favorov and Whitsel (1988a,b); Favorov
and Diamond (1990) advanced extracellular recording micro-
electrodes completely through the cortex at near-radial angles
deviating on average about 22.5 degrees from the vertical. As
expected, the more closely the path of descent approached the
vertical (radial) track, the more similar became the RFs of the
sequentially recorded single units. With the slight oblique drift
of the electrode path they commonly encountered sequences of
RFs that approximated an homotypic map, but there were also
sudden discontinuities, where the RF of the next neuron found
in the electrode’s progress leapt to a relatively distant position on
the skin surface—sometimes returning back closer to the prior
localities as the electrode was still further advanced.

Using the skin locations of the maximum response (the
“minRF”) to tactile stimulation of local groups of neurons in a
close vicinity to the tip of the recording electrode—rather than
the full-extent RFs (maxRFs) of single neurons, Favorov et al.
(1987), Favorov and Diamond (1990) inferred the existence in
S1 of functional macrocolumnar organization in a form of dis-
crete, 300–600 µm wide columns, “segregates.” In such a mosaic
arrangement, a somatotopic map of minRFs is represented in
a discontinuous fashion, with essentially unchanging minRFs
within the 300–600 µm wide cortical zones and abrupt jumps of
minRFs to new skin locations when the electrode crosses a sharp
boundary separating any two such zones.

Favorov et al. (1987) also found that when maxRFs sequen-
tially recorded along a near-radial penetration were superim-
posed, they often shared a small area of common overlap. We
will refer to these maxRF groups with common center, forming
nests of RFs indicating neurons with spatial correlation of their
inputs, as “nested RFs,” “RF nests,” or simply “nests.” Such nests
were related to segregates defined on the basis of minRF map-
ping: all the neurons sampled within the same segregate shared a

common skin locus in their maxRFs and thus belonged to a single
nest, whereas only about half of neurons sampled in a near-radial
penetration across a segregate boundary shared a common skin
point. Thus, it appears that RF nests are centered on segregates
but are larger than a single segregate.

We intend to show that the breaks in continuity of minRF posi-
tions found in S1 by Favorov et al. are explicable by a model
of embryogenesis and synaptic self-organization independently
developed to account for V1 columnar organization, and the
nested RFs are an overlay of this primary order.

THE MÖBIUS MODEL OF CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT AND ITS
APPLICATION IN V1
During embryogenesis cells becoming cortical neurons divide
and migrate to their mature positions while undergoing apotosis
(Rakic, 1988, 2009). Wright and Bourke (2013) devised a theory
for embryonic selection of neurons and their strongest synap-
tic connections that leads to a modular description of cortical
organization—one in which the modular organization is that of
the pattern of synaptic connections, but in which cellular order
need be only variably apparent. The basic assumptions of the
proposal rested on two experimental findings—firstly, in vitro,
embryonic neurons fire synchronously and self-organize into
“small worlds” (Downes et al., 2012) and secondly, synchronous
firing of neurons prevents their apoptosis (Heck et al., 2008). We
assumed synchrony and cell survival are directly causally linked—
that by some mechanism, synchrony of pre-synaptic activity or
of action potentials promotes the uptake of a critical resource.
Calcium is a likely candidate as that resource (Montague, 1996)
but many different metabolites might be critical at different stages
of neurogenesis. But overall, as a consequence of the balance
between uptake of, and demand for, the critical resources, the
emergent cell network would be that selection of cell types, and
their arrangement, maximizing the amplitude of synchrony while
minimizing the metabolic demand per cell. Consequent steps in
our argument were as follows:

(1) Synchrony, measured as either amplitude of local field poten-
tials, or as variance of pulse rates of excitatory cells, we
considered generated as described in our simulations of elec-
trocortical activity (Wright, 2009, 2010). These simulations
show gamma oscillation to arise from an oscillating equilib-
rium of excitatory/inhibitory interactions, and synchrony of
the excitatory cells from summation of in-phase pre-synaptic
signals vs. cancelation of out-of-phase pre-synaptic signals.

(2) Uptake of the resource from the extracellular environment we
take to be proportional to the magnitude of presynaptic syn-
chrony, while consumption of the resource is proportional to
neuron size/length. Competition thus leads to selection of an
ensemble of cells with the maximum number of pre-synapses
and the shortest possible set of connections permitting inter-
action of all cells in the ensemble—that is, the ensemble must
have the topology of a “small world” (Watts and Strogatz,
1998).

(3) In the dilute network of neuronal connections, metric dis-
tance of soma separation is analogous to “degree of sep-
aration” in the topological sense, whereas range of fiber
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connections, and thus the number of cells reached by connec-
tions from a given cell, is analogous to degree distribution.
Therefore, on average, the probability density of synaptic
connectivity between excitatory cells should decline with dis-
tance of their somas as a power function, as required in
“ultra-small-worlds” (Cohen and Havlin, 2003).

(4) A power function is the sum of exponential functions, and
pre-synaptic densities of cortical neurons decline roughly
exponentially (Braitenberg and Schüz, 1991). Therefore,
ultra-small-world connectivity can be approximated by selec-
tion of subpopulations of neurons with suitable axonal
ranges. In reality a considerable variety of excitatory cell types
is encountered. For simplicity we treat these as only two
ideal populations—a local type, with dense short-range hor-
izontal connectivity, roughly corresponding to spiny stellate
and pyramidal neurons with short axonal trees, and a type
with long intracortical axons—the superficial patch cells.
Cortico-cortical connections are excluded from present con-
sideration, but can be accommodated within the same theory.
With only two subpopulations, approximation of a power
function takes the form

ρ(
∣∣q − r

∣∣−A
) ≈ Nαλαe−λα|q−r| + Nβλβe−λβ |q−r| (1)

where A is an exponent between 2 and 3 (Cohen and Havlin,
2003),

ρ is the optimal pre-synaptic density/distance relation, q,r are
positions of excitatory cortical neurons, Nα and Nβ are numbers
of patch cells and local neurons respectively, and λα and λβ are
the corresponding inverse length constants of their axonal trees.
For given λα and λβ , selection of cells in a specific ratio Nα

/
Nβ

must occur, to best approximate a power function.

(5) Any two populations of neurons conforming to Equation (1)
sustain a magnitude of synchronous oscillation, J,

J ∝
∫

q

∫

r
(Nαλαe−λα|q−r| + Nβλβe−λβ |q−r|)dqdr (2)

Maximization of J requires cells occur in clusters of each type.
Two limiting cases arise: At the limit where one cell type has
markedly longer axons than the other, λα << λβ Equation (1)
requires Nβ >> Nα , and therefore maximization of J in Equation
(2) requires cells with relatively short axons be closely situated,
causing clustering into a macrocolumn. Consequently the cells
with long-range axons must form connections at longer range,
enforcing a “patchy” connection system. In the limiting case
arrangement into a fully demarcated hexagonal periodic system
must emerges, where

local cells

local cells + patch cells
= Nβ

Nα + Nβ

≥ π

2
√

3
(3)

The relation in Equation (3) is that of the most efficient packing,
and follows from the ratio of area of a circle to a hexagon.

At an opposite limit, where λα ≈ λβ Equation (1) requires
Nβ ≈ Nα , and there is effectively only one cell type. Cell bodies

FIGURE 1 | Variation of the structure of macrocolumns at limiting
extremes of the axonal lengths and cell numbers. Top left: With large
long/short axon length ratio, clearly resolved hexagonal organization
emerges, with macrocolumns (white) surrounded by groups of patch cells
(black dots). Top right: long (red line) patch connections link “like to like”
OP (shown as background color wheel) in contrast to highly clustered short
intracortical axons (blue lines). Bottom left and right: near-complete loss of
resolution when long/short axon ratio approaches 1.

can be intermingled, although Equations (1) and (2) are still
met, and the absence of a clearly columnar arrangement does not
imply a loss of the small world organization. The left hand images
in Figure 1 show these limiting cases, suggesting how variations of
macrocolumnar orderliness might arise as intermediates between
the limiting cases, in different species and cortical areas.

(6) Maximization of J also requires that the patch connections
project a 1:1 map of activity in the surrounding cortex onto
each macrocolumn. Competition between closely situated
presynaptic terminals arising from the same cell but termi-
nating on different cells, would force strong synaptic links
to some neighbors and weak links to others. The require-
ment to form a 1:1 map can then be met only if the strong
local connections within the macrocolumn form a closed net-
work analogous to a Möbius strip, in the sense that a series
of strong connections tracing a continuous loop circling the
center of the macrocolumn would need to circle the center
twice before the loop was closed, as does a line traced on
the familiar Möbius strip of a paper strip connected at its
ends with a half-twist. The long-range patchy connections
would then project the surrounding cortex onto this system
as a Euclidean plane projected onto a Möbius strip. The right
hand images in Figure 1 indicate how, in V1, this would force
classical OP from 0 to 180◦ to be arranged from 0 to 360◦

about a singularity, and Figure 2 (top) shows how the strong
and weak synaptic connections must be organized.
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FIGURE 2 | Maximization of synchrony with local synaptic competition
leads to Möbius ordering, within macrocolumns. Top: Disposition of
strong (solid) and weak (dashed) synapses in the developing neocortex.
Bottom: “Like to like” patchy connections map the same part of the
surrounding cortical field onto homologous cell positions on the Möbius
configuration. Adjacent macrocolumns tend to mirror organization of OP.

(7) Interactions between local maps must also maximize J.
Therefore, patch connections must link “like to like” OP
while forming multiple 1:1 maps, and adjacent macrocolum-
nar “maps” must be arranged so “like” map positions on
adjacent macrocolumns are as closely situated as possible
within the hexagonal frame, thus approximating a mirror-
ing with continuity among adjacent maps. Figure 2 (bottom)
shows these effects.

Applied to V1 before eye-opening, this model is able to explain:

• The emergence of macrocolumns (in some species) in V1
and OP response maps, their singularities, and continuity at
column margins (e.g., Bosking et al., 1997).

• V1 approximation to hexagonal rotational periodicity (Muir
et al., 2011; Paik and Ringach, 2011).

• Interspecies and inter-areal variation in superficial patch
organization (Horton and Adams, 2005; Muir et al., 2011)

and relative species invariance of intersingularity distances
(Kaschube et al., 2010; Keil et al., 2012).

• Emergence (in some circumstances) of OD columns
(Obermayer and Blasdel, 1993).

• Emergence of superficial patch connections, “like to like”
(Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989; Muir et al., 2011) with patch-
sparing of macrocolumn centers (Sharma et al., 1995; Muir and
Douglas, 2011).

• Variation of apparent OP with stimulus orientation, angle of
movement relative to orientation, object speed, and object
length (Basole et al., 2003).

And after eye-opening, consequent to visual stimuli and
Hebbian learning:

• Later absence of cortical responses to stimuli of which the
subject is deprived (Blakemore and Cooper, 1970).

• The consolidation of learned cortical responses, producing
selective tuning of cells stimulus orientation, spatial frequency,
and temporal frequency (Issa et al., 2008).

• Complex stimulus responses in higher visual areas.

The theory implies both the retention of pre-natal Möbius
ordering into post-natal life (evidenced by reproduction of the
results of Basole et al.) and the overwriting of the earlier Möbius
order by later learning, (accounting for the bandwidth tuning to
classes of features shown in the work of Issa et al.).

It is not proposed that variation of genetically prescribed cell
types is the only source of variation of columnar order. Spatial
and temporal resolution of signals in the input pathways, degree
of approximation to “brown” cross-correlation in inputs, amount
of convergence and divergence of axo-synaptic connections, and
Turing pattern formation can all be expected to contribute to
the apparent order, and might in principle be included in more
developed forms of this model.

We turn now to the application of the model to S1, in areas
where no clear anatomical macrocolumnar order has been shown.

APPLICATION TO S1
MATHEMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Viewed from above the V1 cortical surface, the Möbius-like
arrangement of OP resembles a 2:1 map formed by squaring a
complex vector, creating a local representation of global positions,

±P → p2

|P| (4)

where P is a position in the visual field (and on the surface of V1),
p is its mapped representation in the macrocolumn, the global
and local maps have a common origin (P0 and p0) at the OP
singularity, and are equivalently scaled.

However, this apparent 2:1 map conceals a 1:1 map in three
dimensions, and application to sequential extracellular record-
ings on a trajectory passing from surface to depth in S1 requires
consideration of three dimensions.

Applied in 3D, Equation (1) and maximization of J in
Equation (2) requires local neurons with strong short-range
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synaptic connections to be packed closely together, forcing sep-
aration of the somata into two groups, one superficial and one
deep, which we term “skeins”—the analog of each side of the
paper in a paper Möbius strip. Onto these skeins of local cells
projections conveyed by patch connections wind clockwise at one
cortical level, and anti-clockwise at the other, with the projections
circling a central zone, analogous to an OP singularity in V1.

Since complete skein separation could only be approached as
ideal, at an intermediate level mixing and intertwining of the
skeins is anticipated. The skeins are necessarily continuous at
some angle directed from the central singularity, so mixing at
the skeins would be lesser at the continuity. (See Figure 3, Top
panels).

The interface between the skeins can be represented by a 3D
representation of a Möbius strip in Euclidean space, as is used in
the top images of Figures 3–5, and is given by:

x =
∣∣p

∣∣ cos ( ± ϑ + ϕ) (5a)

y =
∣∣p

∣∣ sin ( ± ϑ + ϕ) (5b)

zM = K
∣∣p

∣∣ sin (( ± ϑ + ϕ)/2) (5c)

where x, y are Euclidean horizontal co-ordinates on the cortical
surface, and zM is the depth of the interface between the skeins.
ϑ is polar angle, ϕ the angle of orientation of the macrocolum-
nar map vs. the global coordinates; (ϑ + ϕ) ∈ [0, 4π ], and ±
indicates chirality of the macrocolumnar map. K determines the
stretching of the skein interface in cortical depth.

Interpenetration and entanglement of the upper and lower
skeins is presumed at the intermediate zone of cortical depth,
between +zM to −zM , with greater separation of the skeins above
and below.

The track followed by a recording electrode is:

zD = ax + by + c (6)

where zD is the depth in the cortex reached by the probe, and
a, b, c parameters of the track.

Thus, the positions at which maximum RF responses (subse-
quently treated as centroids of maxRFs) are discovered on the skin
as the recording electrode advances follow a reverse mapping to
that in Equation (4)—viz:

∣∣√p
∣∣ √p → ±P (7)

The sign (±) in Equation (7) is assigned positive if zD(x, y) >

+zM(x, y), negative if zD(x, y) < −zM(x, y), and randomly
assigned if +zM ≥ zD ≥ −zM . That is to say, according to where
the cell lies in relation to the skeins.

Specifying Equation (7) for a pair of adjacent macrocolumns

∣∣√p − p1
∣∣ √p − p1 → ±(P − P1) for µ1(p) . . . µtrans(p) (8a)

and

∣∣√p − p2
∣∣ √p − p2 → ∓(P − P2) for µtrans(p) . . . µn(p) (8b)

FIGURE 3 | Near-vertical passage of a recording electrode through S1, from
(x, y, z) = (−2.8, −2, 2) to (−3.2, −2, −1.2), K = 0.4. Top: Interfaces
demarcating synaptic skeins in two adjacent macrocolumns, viewed from
obliquely above cortical surface. Each of the left and right pairs of disks
represent the interfaces between an upper skein and a lower skein of local
cells, receiving projections via patchy connections from surrounding cortex,
with a mixed area between upper and lower disks. The projections wind
clockwise in one skein, and anticlockwise in the other. Colors of the
spectrum on the disks indicate the direction of winding, reversed in the pair
of macrocolumns. The track of the recording electrode is marked with red
and blue dots to distinguish neurons in clockwise and anticlockwise skeins.
Middle: positions of recorded neurons in plan view. First and last neurons
discovered by the advancing recording electrode numbered accordingly.
Bottom: RFs centroids, strongly clustered into two groups, associated with
clockwise and anticlockwise skeins respectively.

µ1 . . . µtrans and µtrans . . . µn are positions on the line of
advance of the probe Equation (6), and in cases where the track
is transiting between the adjacent macrocolumns, the position of
transit is designated µtrans. Positions p1 and p2 are the centers of
the two maps, separated by a distance equal to the diameter of
a macrocolumn. Adjacent macrocolumns each have representa-
tion, via the patchy connections, of extensive areas of the skin,
and overlap of the skin area represented is considerable, and so to
first approximation the skin area representations can be treated as
identically centered, so that P1 ≡ P2.
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FIGURE 4 | High horizontal passage of a recording electrode, crossing the
junction of two adjacent macrocolumns, from (x, y, z) = (3, 2, 2) to (−3, 1,
2). RF centroids form columns of progressing sequentially in one direction,
until the junction of the two macrocolumns is crossed, after which point the
direction of sequential progression is reversed.

The signs ± and ∓ in Equations (8a,b) carry the same mean-
ings as in Equation (7) with the reversal ± to ∓ indicating the
macrocolumns are so arranged that the entire Möbius mesh of
one has opposite chirality to the other, forming mirror images,
each of the other. For any pair of adjacent macrocolumns ran-
domly selected, the axis of mirroring will be random relative to
ϑ = 0, but the patterns of RF centroids arising with variation of
verticality of the recording electrode would be little affected. So,
for simplicity, only mirroring along the ϑ = 0 axis is considered
in the next section.

POSITIONS OF SEQUENTIAL RF CENTROIDS, PREDICTED FOR
ELECTRODE TRAJECTORIES THROUGH S1
Figures 3–5, show expected results for the RFs sequentially dis-
covered as an extracellular recording electrode passes through
S1, from superficial to deep, through clockwise and anticlockwise
skeins. Results vary depending on whether the electrode descends
vertically, near-horizontally, or obliquely, and on whether the

FIGURE 5 | Oblique passage of the electrode, from (x, y, z) = (2, 2, 1) to
(−2, −0.5, −1). The path of penetration both crosses the junction of
adjacent macrocolumns and passes through zones in which clockwise and
anticlockwise skeins of synaptic connections are poorly demarcated.
Centroids of RFs associated with clockwise and anticlockwise skeins are
entangled, but sequential progression of RFs associated the clockwise
skein is still in the reverse direction to those associated with the
anticlockwise skein.

electrode remains within a single macrocolumn, or passes from
one macrocolumn into its neighbor.

In each of the three figures, the top frame shows the skein inter-
faces in a pair of macrocolumns, viewed obliquely from above
the cortical surface. Colors on the color wheel indicate equivalent
polar angles on the clockwise and anticlockwise winding of the
skeins. The passage of the recording electrode is shown as a line of
dots passing through the cortex, and thus penetrating the connec-
tion systems from top to bottom. Red dots represent positions in
which the patch projections are winding clockwise, and blue dots
positions in which the projections are winding anticlockwise.

The middle frames show the pair of macrocolumns and
the electrode in horizontal plane view. Although the individual
macrocolumns are shown as circular, we have assumed columnar
continuity at their margins.

The bottom frame shows the positions of the centroids of RFs
of the neurons found sequentially by the penetrating electrode.
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(Supplementary movies provided with this paper show the
sequential development, as the electrode is advanced.) RF cen-
troids associated with positive-valued solutions on the right-hand
side in Equations (8a,b) are marked red, while negative-valued
solutions are marked blue. In the intermediate region where the
skeins may mix, RF centroids are randomly assigned red or blue.

In these images no allowance has been made for cortical
anisotropy, nor recording noise, and the bottom images have been
normalized in scale, and centered.

Figure 3 shows results typical of a near-vertical electrode pen-
etration remaining within a single macrocolumn (a type I pen-
etration). Sequential RF centroids as the electrode descends are
tightly clustered until a “jump” occurs in the sequence, as the
electrode passes from one skein to the other, and a second cluster
of RF centroids begins and persists until the cortex is completely
penetrated. If the electrode track is slightly off vertical, the RF
centroids may be less tightly clustered, and progress in one direc-
tion until the jump occurs, and in the opposite direction after
the jump. If the electrode track passes through the less demar-
cated zone between skeins sequential centroids may jump back
and forth between the clusters.

Figure 4 shows results typical of the passage of the record-
ing electrode at an angle approaching the horizontal, remaining
high enough in cortex to pass partly across the border of a pair
of macrocolumns (a type II penetration), with only the upper
skeins of both columns penetrated. In this case the sequential
progression of RF centroids is in well-differentiated steps in one
direction, then the reverse direction, as the junction between
macrocolumns is crossed, encountering the mirror-image rever-
sal of skeins in adjacent macrocolumns. Were the electrode to
pass horizontally through deep cortex, a similar result (but with
reversed positions of sequential RF centroids) would be obtained.

Figure 5 shows an intermediate result, also a type II penetra-
tion, where the electrode has passed obliquely through the system,
encountering a substantial fraction of neurons lying in the poorly
demarcated zones between skeins. A mixture of effects arises, all
producing “jumps” backwards and forwards.

This continuum of outcomes permits model fitting to experi-
mental data.

METHODS
All data were obtained by digitizing the original maxRF drawings
of single neurons studied by Favorov, Whitsel and Diamond in
1980s at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and pub-
lished in Favorov et al. (1987), Favorov and Whitsel (1988a) and
Favorov and Diamond (1990).

PHYSIOLOGICAL RF RECORDINGS
Experimental methods are described for monkeys in Favorov and
Whitsel (1988a) and for cats in Favorov and Diamond (1990). All
experiments were conducted in accord with ethical standards then
current at the host institutions.

A recording chamber was installed over a small opening in the
skull over the S1 forelimb region of Mucaca fascicularis monkeys
or domestic cats. Dura was removed under general anesthesia,
surgical sites infiltrated with local anesthetic, then halothane
anesthesia was discontinued, and the subjects were immobilized

with gallamine triethiodide, placed on positive pressure ventila-
tion, and EEG monitored.

Using electrolytically sharpened, glass-insulated tungsten elec-
trodes in arrays, closely spaced radial penetrations each yielded
extracellular records from 11–43 neurons. The effective sampling
radius of the electrodes was estimated at <50 µm. Single units
were isolated on the basis of the amplitude and the shape of the
recorded action potentials; multi-unit recordings were excluded.
For each isolated single unit demonstrated to receive input from
the skin, the modality (hair movement, skin contact, or move-
ment over the skin) of the effective peripheral stimuli, and the rate
of adaptation of the neuronal response to maintained adequate
stimulation were determined. The stimulus that evoked the most
vigorous response when applied to the most sensitive part of the
RF was used to map RF boundaries. Cells responding primarily to
deep tissue stimuli were excluded.

Maps of skin RF boundaries were transferred to a stan-
dard forelimb drawing and subsequently digitized for analysis.
Electrolytic lesions were placed in selected penetrations to enable
reconstruction of electrode tracks in the serial histological sec-
tions prepared for each brain.

Centroids of RFs were computed from their boundaries, and
the centroids plotted on standard forelimb drawings. In a few
instances divided RFs were found, that could not be defined
within a single enclosing boundary, so in these cases the centroid
was calculated for the overall RF.

PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF RF CENTROID PATTERNS BEFORE
MODEL FITTING
In each dataset, progressions of the centroid positions in the order
they were recorded were noted. Three typical classes of results
were found, corresponding to those described by Figures 3–5,
with an overlay of spatial noise.

1. Cases in which there is one cluster of points, and a few outliers
or a smaller cluster. For model fitting, centroids in the first
cluster (in numerical order of the neurons recorded) were
designated red, and those of the outliers/second cluster blue,
in accord with colors ascribed in Figure 3.

2. Cases in which there is a clear sequence of points going con-
tinuously in one direction, then reversing back in the other
direction. The initial direction of progress of the centroid
progress in order was designated red, the reverse progress
blue, in accord with the colors ascribed in Figure 4.

3. Cases in which the points in sequence “jump” back and forth
irregularly, without distinct clusters. In accord with Figure 5,
points following a jump in one direction were designated red,
jumps in the opposite direction blue.

Since these data were to be fitted to a theoretical model utiliz-
ing a maximum of two adjacent macrocolumns, the model can
be fitted only to datasets in which there is a maximum of three
distinct clusters or sequential runs of red and blue points in a sin-
gle direction. More than three clusters or runs were apparent in
some datasets obtained in a single electrode penetration. Then the
dataset was split into sections each of which could be fitted to the
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FIGURE 6 | Calculation of cortical anisotropy for an RF. Against an
outline of the cat’s standard forelimb with reference axes, the blue lines
indicate the longest and broadest axes of the RF.

model individually, and these subsets are subsequently referred to
as “splits.”

A few datasets were obtained in which the centroids progressed
in jumps both proximal and distal as well as ulnar and radial, pre-
venting orderly numbering. These data were set aside, considered
as artefactual or arising from situations outside the theoretical
model to be used in fitting—e.g., they might arise from elec-
trode penetration of cortical areas on junctions between three
macrocolumns.

Calculations were then made to allow for effects of cortical
anisotropy. Figure 6 shows a typical RF against a cat’s forepaw
outline. The size and elliptical shape of the RF reflects the
anisotropic representation of the skin surface in S1 (e.g., Kaas
et al., 1979) in which cortical representation is of roughly inverse
size to skin extension. Length of the longest axis of each RF and
its angle to a reference frame on the animal’s limb, and length
on the broadest axis orthogonal to the long axis, were measured
and averaged over the RFs in a dataset. Subsequently the average
anisotropy for the dataset was applied to the spatial distribution
of theoretical points at each trial of fit.

MODEL FITTING
Best fit of theoretical model to experimental data was found for
each experimental dataset of n RF centroid positions, by random
matching of experimental data to results possible according to the
theoretical model. This was done by:

(a) Translating the experimental centroid points so that their
combined center-of-mass was located at the origin, and
normalizing the scale of the translated plot to the unit circle.

(b) Computing sets of theoretical RF centroid point sets
P1 . . . Pn—each set associated with one of all possible
probe tracks, and of all equidistant neuron positions from
µ1 . . . µn, along each possible subset of each track—thus
choosing random neuron point sets over the full range of
possibilities for parameters a, b, and c, in Equation (6), and
generating theoretical centroid point sets for each of these, in
accord with Equations (8a,b).

(c) Transforming each theoretical centroid point set to eliminate
the effects of cortical anisotropy, as described in the prior
section, normalizing their scaling and translation as for the
experimental data and randomly rotating each set.

(d) For each of these anisotropy-corrected, normalized, scaled
and translated theoretical point sets, calculating the sum of
squared deviations of theoretical P1 . . . Pn from their experi-
mental equivalents in each trial.

(e) Selecting the best fit. For each random match, goodness of fit
was calculated as RMS noise/signal ratio—that is, the sum of
squared distances of separation of each of the matched the-
oretical and experimental centroids was divided by the sum
of squared distances of the experimental centroids from the
origin, and the square root of the result then taken.

For each dataset 120 billion random matches were tried, and their
best-fit results tabulated.

CONSTRUCTION OF NESTED RFS
The RFs were superimposed and the number of RFs overlap-
ping at each position on the standard forelimb counted, to obtain
local maximum counts. Local maxima thus indicated nest cen-
ters, as those with the largest number of contributing RFs. We
then superimposed upon each of the centers all those RFs within
which that center lay, thus obtaining all nested RFs for the dataset.
Each nest was plotted on the standard forelimb outlines, and the
color spectrum from red to blue used to indicate their density of
overlap.

RESULTS
DATASETS AND EXCLUSIONS
From the existing monkey data, we excluded experiments in
which RF outlines were confined to fingers, as this distribu-
tion made calculation of RF centroids problematic. From cats we
excluded datasets in which a large fraction (about 50%) of RFs
were non-sequential, because interposed neurons had not had RF
boundaries recorded but were used for a different purpose. We
retained one dataset (CAT8615p1) that had only two neurons’
recordings missing in sequence, and in that instance interpolated
blank, unweighted positions during model fitting.

The only other exclusions were two monkey datasets in which
the plot of centroids progressed in steps proximal and distal as
well as radial and ulnar, preventing orderly numbering, and were
therefore considered artefactual or obtained from an irregular
cortical area.

This left 22 datasets, composed of either complete sequences
passing through the cortex (10 datasets) and 12 “splits,” divided
as stated in Methods (6 complete sequences, each divided into 2
split datasets).
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The 22 datasets were obtained from 7 animals (3 cats and 4
monkeys, 7 datasets from cats and 15 from monkeys) providing
RF outline data from 310 neurons.

ELECTRODE TRACK HISTOLOGY
Penetrations were never perfectly perpendicular to the cortical
surface. A 200 µm advance of the electrode resulted in an aver-
age displacement of 50 µm in the horizontal plane. In comparing
experimental data with the theoretical model, we have made no
attempt to directly relate histological measurement of obliquity of
the electrode track to the outcomes, because track variation was
markedly overshadowed by the effect of part of the limb in which
the measured RFs were clustered. If located distally in the limb,
results approximated expectation for a vertical electrode passage.
If in the proximal limb, the results approached expectation for
oblique or almost horizontal electrode passages. That is, corti-
cal anisotropy, by affecting relative size of cortical representation
of equal skin areas, predominated in determining the apparent
obliquity of the electrode track, because the larger the cortical
representation the less the apparent lateral drift across the skin
representation.

REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS OF MODEL FITTING
Figures 7–12 show representative results. Complete analyses of all
datasets are supplementary to this paper, and are commented on
further at the end of this section. An example from each of cat and
monkey is shown, for each of the three types on the continuum
of possibilities forecast in Figures 3–5.

In the top left corner, each figure has the label given the data in
the original experiments of Favorov et al. Top left is the plot of RF
centroids, and top right the plot is referred to the cat or monkey
forelimb outline. Centroids are colored red or blue according to
the conventions described in Methods. Bottom left is the best-fit
theoretical result, with, shown in green, the corresponding con-
nected line through the experimental centroids. Bottom right, the
two circles show the pair of theoretical macrocolumns and needle
track in plane view.

The values shown in each figure as “RF anisotropy” give the
average ratio of the long to the short axes of the RFs in a dataset,
and the angle of the long axis to the reference axes. “Rotation” is
the angle through which the theoretical best fit was rotated during
matching of model to experiment. It is, therefore, a measure of the
orientation of the hypothetical local map.

RMS noise/signal ratios (goodness of fit) ranged from 0.23
to 1.06, the lower values tending to occur with more prox-
imal RF datasets. Mean RMS noise/signal over all datasets
was 0.62. Tabulated results are provided as Supplementary to
this paper.

Considerations relevant to interpreting these results are as
follows:

(i) No other theoretical model exists, to the best of our knowl-
edge, which can explain the positions of the RF centroids
found in these experiments. The earlier segregate analysis
of Favorov et al., cited in the Introduction, is based on dif-
ferent experimental methods, and is related to the RF nests
described in a subsequent section.

FIGURE 7 | A “vertical” penetration of cortex in a cat. Top Left:
Experimental data—centroids of RFs, red and blue colors indicate
hypothetical position within Möbius organization of macrocolumn. Top
Right: RF centroids on cat forelimb outline. Bottom Left: Best fit of
theoretical model to experimental data. Background green line is outline of
experimental plot. Bottom Right: Theoretical construction of passage of
recording electrode, on plane view of cortical surface.

(ii) The experimental datasets vary markedly in their appar-
ent orderliness, but are not random patterns. Each dataset
resembles one or other of the patterns predicted in
Figures 3–5.

(iii) The theoretical model finds best fits in accord with the pat-
terns predicted in Figures 3–5, and the model could not
be fitted adequately to most geometric configurations—
with the proviso that interference by spatial noise, and
ambiguity in some centroid configurations makes alter-
native fits of the model, with similar goodness of fit,
possible in some cases. Trials were made in which
datasets where fitted with red and blue designations other
than as described in section Preliminary Identification
of RF Centroid Patterns Before Model Fitting, to illus-
trate these properties and limitations (See Supplementary
Material).

(iv) There is mutual consistency of the findings of the model-fits
across separate datasets. Over all datasets, including those
provided as supplementary material, the following trends
were apparent:

• In 9/22 datasets, a pattern of RFs similar to the “vertical” out-
come exemplified in Figure 3 was found, all with a type I
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FIGURE 8 | A “vertical” penetration of cortex in a monkey.

best-fit configuration. In 8 of these, the RFs were located in the
distal limb. This is the type of outcome expected in distal skin
areas, which have larger cortical representation.

• In 6/22 datasets, a pattern of RFs similar to the “horizontal”
outcome exemplified in Figure 4 was found, all with a type II
best-fit configuration. In 5 of these the RFs were located in the
proximal limb. Conversely, this is the type of outcome expected
in cortical areas with smaller cortical representation.

• In 7/22 datasets, a pattern of RFs similar to the “oblique” out-
come exemplified in Figure 5 was found, 5 of which were of
type II, and one of type I. All were in middle dispositions
on the limb, except for the type I instance, which was proxi-
mally located. They are thus deployed in the skin area that has
intermediate levels of cortical representation.

• Where sequentially discovered RFs in a single electrode
penetration were “split” so as to be able to be fitted to the
two-macrocolumn theoretical model, then in 4/6 cases, a type
II fit was found in the first “split” followed by a type II fit to
the second split, and in 2/6 a type II fit was followed by a type
I fit—showing the model gives consistent results in all cases,
indicative of continued horizontal straight-line passage of the
electrode.

• Best-fit noise/signal ratios tended to increase proximally to
distally. This is also consistent with expectation for the effects
of cortical anisotropy, since larger cortical representation
compresses the distribution of the RFs, without reducing
recording uncertainty (spatial noise) regarding the exact
position of the receiving neuron.

FIGURE 9 | A “horizontal” penetration in a cat.

• The mean RMS noise/signal of 0.62, given the effective elec-
trode sampling radius of <50 µm, implies mean horizontal
drift of the recording electrode in passage through some or all
of the cortical depth, was approximately 80 µm. This appears
close to actual electrode drift.

COMPARISON OF MÖBIUS ORDERING WITH NESTED RFs
Nested RFs were obtained for all 22 datasets, and also for
all 16 complete full-cortical thickness sequential recordings, so
that nests in the “splits” were considered both combined and
separately.

In one dataset we found 4 nests, in one 3 nests, in four 2 nests,
and only 1 nest in all others. The datasets that had been divided
into “splits” for model fitting, in all cases but one, had only a sin-
gle nest, and the exceptional case was composed of 3 nests, 2 in
one split, and 1 in the other.

There was no one-to-one correspondence between nested RFs
and Möbius model constructions. However, where multiple nests
were found in a dataset, the RF centroids of the set were relatively
distally located on the limb—the first and largest nest more prox-
imally, and the smaller nests more distally on the cat’s paw, or
on individual fingers of the monkey. In the proximal forearm of
both species, large single nests predominated. The proximal/distal
differentiation into fewer and more nests corresponded to the
proximal/distal trend of type II vs. type I model fits.

Figures 13A,B show two cases at these extremes.
Figure 13A shows the entire overlapping RF set, and the four

nests obtained from this dataset. Two of the four nests are each
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FIGURE 10 | A “horizontal” penetration in a monkey.

contained within the largest nest, and one nest falls outside all
the others. Comparison with Figure 7, which is the same dataset,
shows the modeling result was Type I, vertical—that is, the elec-
trode appears to have passed down through one hypothetical
macrocolumn, penetrating first the “clockwise” and top skein
of connections, and then the “anticlockwise,” bottom skein, as
shown by the red and blue dots respectively. It can be seen that
the nest that overlapped with no other nest, corresponds to the
anticlockwise, bottom, skein.

Figure 13B shows a result from the forearm that is all one nest.
The Möbius model had to be fitted in two “splits” implying the
dataset was obtained from penetration of three macrocolumns.

DISCUSSION
As originally recognized by Favorov et al., the RFs do not conform
to an homotypic map, nor are they wholly random, nor a mix-
ture of homotypic map with uniformly distributed spatial noise.
Other than the present model, we know of no other candidate
geometry that could explain these results. The expected variant
patterns with path of descent of the recording electrode were
all encountered in roughly equal numbers, average noise/signal
ratios conformed to expectation for spatial noise of recordings,
other expectations arising from the effects of position on the
limb, and cortical anisotropy were consistently obtained, includ-
ing mutually consistent modeling of recording sequences that
were split for analysis.

FIGURE 11 | An “oblique” penetration in a cat.

FIGURE 12 | An “oblique” penetration in a monkey.
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FIGURE 13 | (A) Nested RFs in the distal paw. (Type I -single
macrocolumn). Left: Superposition of all RFs in a dataset. Color spectrum
represents density of overlap of RFs; red most dense. Right: Separate RF
nests. Retaining the same color coding in the complete dataset, these are
arranged in order of the number of RFs in each nest—15, 14, 4, and 3,
respectively. (B) RF nest in the forearm. (Types II—three macrocolumns).
All RFs surround a single centroid.

Since the theoretical model requires optimization of several
parameters, and normalization of scale, rotation and translation,
it might be objected that the model could fit any dataset what-
soever, but for the reasons given in association with Results, this
objection does not hold.

We propose that the Möbius structure reflects the antenatal
organization of synaptic connections, and the RF nests reveal
the development, post-natally, of learned functional connections
superimposed over the antenatal connection system, in the man-
ner of a palimpsest. Since neurons receiving inputs from an
RF nest all receive spatially correlated inputs, neurons in dif-
ferent nests have partially correlated inputs if the nests overlap,
while those neurons each at the common center of nests each
have unique inputs distinguishing them each from the oth-
ers. Neurons receiving inputs from non-overlapping nests have
no common input. That is, non-overlapping nests represent
cells responding to principal components of input spatial cross-
correlation, and the RF shapes represent the spatial response
tuning of the cortical neurons—analogous to the frequency-
domain spatial and temporal tuning seen in V1 neurons, reported
by Issa et al.

The applicability of the Möbius model to both V1 (where
anatomical macrocolumns are apparent) and S1 (where they are
not) supports the notion that the principle of organization may
be general throughout the cortex. All sensory data reach the cor-
tex as some form of primary spatial map, regardless of how the
sensory material may be transformed in space, time, or frequency
on the sensory pathway, and consequently might be similarly

organized for all modalities. We have also argued previously
(Wright and Bourke, 2013) that similar principles may enable
mutual self-organization of synapses and interactions between
cortical areas.

Continued successful application of this model would enable
reformulation of the column concept, not as an anatomical
entity dependent on the positions of cell bodies and the over-
all deployment of axons, but as a functional entity, constructed
from the patterning of synaptic connections, whether or not the
cells composing the system are separated into obvious columns,
or intertwined more completely. This places emphasis much
more strongly on horizontal connections (Boucsein et al., 2011)
and moves away from Mountcastle’s minicolumn as a structural
entity. The minicolumn, in this view, is the necessary result of
order in the horizontal connections, and in this revised concept,
the minicolumn does not retain response identity throughout
surface to depth of the cortex.

Further experimental testing of the model appears practica-
ble. Using other sensory modalities, testing, similar to the present
work, using multiple or single unit analyses, and electrode trajec-
tories exploring small cortical areas, could seek to determine posi-
tions of sudden “jumps”—the breaches of continuity, or reversal
of RF centroids, that are the crucial model signature. These are
likely to be found most clearly with electrode trajectories very
close to vertical, and nearly horizontal. Primary sensory cortices
of all modalities might be thus explored, as may other cortical
areas for which the sources of inputs can be defined. More accu-
rate quantitative modeling would need to take into account the
local distributions of local cell axonal lengths, and the spatial res-
olution in inputs, relating these to the relative clarity of definition
of anatomical columnar definition. Direct anatomical demonstra-
tion of Möbius-strip-like organization of synaptic connections
would place high demands on the capacity of existing techniques
to specify detailed synaptic connections by the thousands. The
task is made even more difficult where primary embryonic order
is overwritten during subsequent learning, as must be the case
with continuing pre-synaptic pruning and apoptosis in the early
post-natal period. The discovery, made by Markram and col-
leagues, of “lego” assemblies of strongly connected pyramidal
cells that form interdigitated networks (Perin et al., 2011) may
reflect the establishment of the cross-correlations revealed in RF
nests, and the “lego sets” might also be regarded as subassemblies
capable of connection into Möbius meshes. The very large-scale
analysis of detailed synaptic connectivity intended in the Human
Brain Project and related proposals (Kandel et al., 2013) might
definitively confirm or refute the model.

Theoretical development of this connectivity concept might
exploit the long-sought advantages of decomposition of the cor-
tex into modular information processing units. There are other
implicit and attractive properties. The model explains how neural
connections, self-organized into ultra-small-world configuration,
may approach a maximum for speed and energy-efficiency, and
indicates how spatio-temporal order may underpin the orga-
nization of signal traffic and learning, since local maps within
each macrocolumn have inputs organized in accord with dis-
tance and delay from central points—of which the OP singularity
is archetypal. The principle of synaptic resource competition,
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upon which the model is based, also suggests a form of synaptic
metabolic entanglement, permitting signal processing complex-
ity, and synaptic information storage, to approach theoretical
maxima.
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Conclusion 
Towards a theory of brain function 
It remains for me to summarise the extent to which this work might contribute to our understanding of the 

brain’s basic operation – of how the brain stores, accesses, and avoids mutual interference of information 

flows, while learning selectively. 

As I remarked in the first section, when I began in Caltech I had studied the work of Sherrington, who by 

1906 recognised and addressed essential elements of these problems. He identified reflex systems, 

innately wired at lower brain levels, and operating with reciprocal inhibition, so as to prevent confusion of 

separate responses. He thought similar principles might be extended into the cortex, creating “a magic 

loom” (Sherrington, 1940). I had also read Donald Hebb’s influential Organization of Behaviour (1949), 

which envisaged transient functional “cell assemblies” of cortical neurons, blending into the next assembly 

in a “phase sequence”. His learning rule for the development of synapses suggested how cell assemblies 

could be strengthened with practice, and phase sequences learned in order. Similarities between the 

operation of the brain and of the computer had been emphasised by Alan Turing, and to the extent that 

Hebb’s account may be equated with properties of a Turing Machine, the problem is how to match the 

Machine’s components to the components of brains. Also, however the components are organised, newly 

evolved parts of the brain must be built upon, and interact with, the lower reflex processes, as was 

elucidated by MacLean15 who argued aspects of reptilian brains carry over into mammalian brains, as if the 

older brain was enveloped within the newer, with old and new acting in concert. 

Those were my principal influences in the 1970s, as well as that of Sperry, and later, particularly of Freeman, 

and of Nunez, as I have stated. That of Nunez is of mainly historical importance now, since the explanation 

of cerebral rhythms as resonant modes dependent on brain size has proved incorrect. The work of Freeman 

is ongoing, has emphasised far-from equilibrium thermodynamic properties and physical analogies 

applicable to whole neuron complexes, rather than synaptic dynamics, and thus my own work has diverged 

from this. 

Since 1971, in the wider world, no predominant general model of the brain has emerged despite gigantic 

technical advances and accumulation of data. While it is impossible to do justice to these bodies of work, 

their weaknesses are easier to point out, and I do so to indicate the ways in which the present work may 

help. Beginning from a classification in Wikipedia, present brain theories can be divided between modular 

theories, and distributed process theories. These are only loosely termed “theories” and are better 

described as methods. 

Modular theories seek to determine which brain components are most active in, or crucial to, particular 

cognitive processes. This approach dates from the 19th century or earlier, and functional scanning by fMRI, 

PET, EEG and MEG are the major tools for current investigations. The limited temporal resolution of fMRI 

and PET, and the limited spatial resolution of EEG and MEG, have restricted the significance of this work to 

that of improving the precision of classical neuropsychological findings, without adding greatly to 

understanding of the details of cellular-level information processing. 

                                                        
15 P.D. MacLean (1973). A triune concept of the brain and behaviour. In. T.J. Boag, D. Campbell (eds.), The Hincks 

Memorial Lectures (pp. 6–66), Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 
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Distributed process, or connectionist, theories can be separated into “wet” and “dry” branches. 

The “wet” branch is that of cellular neurophysiology. Still dominated by influences of Hubel and Wiesel, 

this covers not only attempts to determine function by studying single cell responses to stimuli using very 

sophisticated techniques, but a wealth of synaptic and cell biology, channel biophysics and genomics. This 

huge body of results has not yet found a framework about which it can be adequately integrated. 

The “dry” branch is that of computer science. There are simulations of simplified neurons in computer 

programs – feed-forward and attractor neural network models – in which the simulated neurons do not 

closely approach the complexity of real neurons, although the abstract principles revealed are of vital 

importance. That approach perhaps reached a zenith in the SyNAPSE project – an IBM Project embodying 

millions of neuron-like units in computer chips. Beyond effects of scale no new property not already implicit 

in the architecture was revealed. The mimicry of cognitive processes on computers as “Artificial 

Intelligence” increasingly dominates much of daily life, but tells us little about how the brain works. More 

formidably, the field of quantum computing under current development funded by the Google 

Corporation (“D-Wave”) offers the prospect of very fast parallel processing of problems that are decidedly 

more like the capacities of the human brain. This prospect is further discussed, below. 

At the time of writing, the failure of fusion of the enormous body of neuroscientific work into a model of the 

brain has called forth two current projects that aim to address the difficulty – the one billion euro Human 

Brain Project (HBP), and the one billion US dollar BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 

Neurotechnologies). Controversy between and within these projects illustrates the crisis. The HBP has as a 

major goal the simulation on a conventional megacomputer of a very large neuronal ensemble, 

approximating the scale of the brain, with highly specified cellular detail to the extent to which it is 

presently understood. The BRAIN project eschews such an approach as premature, and is aimed at 

developing still more precise investigative tools so as to be able to specify the brain’s “connectome” to the 

required level of detail (whatever that is). Both projects, but particularly the HBP, claim analogy to the 

Human Genome Project, and are consequently criticised as lacking any comparable clarity of purpose to 

that provided by Watson and Crick’s solution of the structure of DNA. 

This being the current climate, it seems that any reasonable attempt at a bridging synthesis might be 

worthwhile, and I will now state properties I believe are those needed for a preliminary model of the brain. 

Embodiment. The system must be continuously engaged in interaction with the environment, through the 

medium of the body. Its structure must have emerged by processes of organic evolution, and individual 

development. The information processed must be rooted in spatio-temporal sensory and motor 

sequences. 

State sequentiality. The system must be able to change modes to deal with quite separate parts of the 

environment and different demands for responses, as it moves through sequential aspects of an 

environment that itself imposes much of the orderliness on brain activity. 

There must be a “cybernaut”. That is, some continuously operating principle of steerage – a homeostatic 

mechanism – that is not dependent on the specifics of the information being processed, but has a general 

organising property like that of attractor basins in simulated neural networks. 

Computation. The brain must be capable of very general and highly efficient parallel processing on a very 

large scale. 
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Memory and recall. There must be a large memory store, in which separate packages of memory are 

segregated so as to become available as required by context, without mutual interference. Memory must 

be ordered into some contextual filing system that interacts with, and corresponds to, the form of the 

ongoing sensory-motor sequences. 

Selective self-reinforcement. The brain must preferentially store, as new memory, those sequences that 

favour survival. 

I will take these requirements one by one, and state findings by my colleagues and me along with other 

bodies of research. I here treat these assertions of our findings and our closely related hypotheses as truths, 

for purposes of argument: 

Embodiment 
Cortical/subcortical interactions (and thus interaction with body and sensory environment) necessarily 

provide the raw information of ongoing cognition, and of memory. The functional specialisation of cortical 

areas is taken to be a reflection of intermediate relations in the flow of information from sensory inputs to 

motor outputs, and memory storage and access must be related to position within that ordered flow (see 

further on memory and recall below). 

Sequentiality 
Complex pathways, with a long evolutionary history, descending from cortex to the brain stem, passing 

through the hippocampus in part, and including connections to the reticular and non-specific thalamus may 

set cortical activation into one of many possible spatial patterns – these regulating attention and cognition, 

and ensuring the adoption of a stimulus-appropriate set. The discovery of hippocampal place neurons16 

may indicate the existence of specialised networks governing the stepping from one to another attentional 

set. 

Such a system, itself subject to Hebbian learning, could learn to switch the pattern of cortical activation into 

a new, and relevant, state, based upon learned experience of locales in physical space, and later generalise 

this capacity to places in “mental” space. Something of this kind was shown in our early work on visual 

attention in split-brain monkeys. 

The brain’s cybernaut 
This role is played by synchronous oscillation. The electrocortical field in a steady-state is physically a near-

equilibrium, multilinear system. Constructive and destructive interference of travelling waves in this medium 

leads to equilibrium of signal exchange in which excitatory neurons approach maximum zero lag synchrony 

and excitatory and inhibitory cells approach overall 1/4 cycle lag-correlation. Synchronous oscillation tends 

to a maximum for given cortical inputs, and the free energy manifested in the travelling wave component 

tends to a minimum. Thus, the oscillating synchronous field provides global attractors for the electrocortical 

field, in analogy to the attractors of point-state neural networks. 

                                                        
16 J. O’Keefe, J. Dostrovsky (1971). The hippocampus as a spatial map. Preliminary evidence from unit activity in the 

freely-moving rat. Brain Research. 34: 171–175. 
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Computation 
The assumption that synapses compete for resources in the brain’s mature state, as they do during 

embryogenesis, means that as activated cortical areas approach equilibrium with maximum synchrony, 

synaptic metabolic resources will become distributed to maximise the synchrony. There are very many ways 

the synaptic resources can be distributed, each of which corresponds to a unique pattern of pulse 

transmission, yet all of which are associated with long-wavelengths of electrocortical activity and zero-lag 

synchrony of pulses. This resolves the apparent paradox of the EEG’s limited information capacity but close 

association with cognition. Potentiality to perform large-scale parallel computation, analogous in 

mathematical form to quantum computation, is implicit – as follows: 

In equation 1 the supply of critical metabolites to synapses can be introduced by writing 

f
p
qr = !

p
qr "g

p
qr

  10 

where !
p
qr (t)  is the pre-synaptic rate of metabolic supply, determining each synaptic efficacy – a rate which 

follows the recent firing rate of a synapse connecting a neuron at r to a neuron at q. The total rate of supply 

is assumed to be sufficient to sustain only 50% of a given neuron’s synapses at maximum efficacy, thus 

ensuring maximum information representation capacity 

g
p
qr  is the synaptic density function for intra-cortical cells, composed of separate species of cells of differing 

characteristic axonal length, with summed range/synaptic density approximating ultra-small world 

connectivity. 

In equation 5 subsets of cell pulse rates/densities arising from sensory and somatic inputs, groups of burst-

firing cortical cells, subcortical input cells, and cortical cells firing slowly in their background state, can be 

separately specified as 

Q
p
(q,t) =Q(corticalbursting cells)+Q(cortical low firing rate cells)

+Q(sensory inputs)+Q(somatic inputs)+Q(nonspecific subcortical inputs)  11 

Since !
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qr (t)  follows !
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qr (t)  with a short lag, and all synapses compete for resources sufficient for a maximum 

firing rate of half of them, then by normalising all !
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where Bij, also on the range 0–1, measures the degree to which synapses share joint success in the 

acquisition of the critical metabolites, and N is the total number of synapses. 

At synchronous equilibrium pre-synaptic pulse rates and synaptic supply will be aligned, providing 
maximum efficacy at the most active synapses, and vice versa – i.e. !

i
= "

i
# {0,1} , with a probability of 0.5 

that !
i
=1. As all synaptic efficacies are interdependent in the competition, we can also set Bij=1 for all i,j. 

Therefore the maximum values E(!)  can attain are binary approximations corresponding to maxima of J in 

equation 9. 
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Maximum for this binary measure is 

E(!) = (N2 +N) / 4  13 

and there are 2N/2 ways that the pre-synaptic pulses could be arranged to reach maximum, a number 

restricted to a lesser (but still enormous) number by the possible firing patterns of the pre-synaptic neurons. 

Each of these synaptic arrangements corresponds to either a specific pattern of organisation arrived at 

during embryonic self-organisation, or one of these patterns subsequently partially, or wholly overwritten 

by post-natal learned modifications. Therefore, each defines a basin of attraction, and an individual 

cerebral cortex can develop a very large number of basins of attraction, described in an N-dimensional 

state space. 

Under the influence of a sudden change in the external inputs, and subsequent triggering of cortical burst 

firing at various sites – that is, the inputs listed in equation 11 – solutions of the state equations (1–5) will 

determine subsequent approach to one of the basins of attraction. Depending on the Mohalanobis 

distance of the closest approach of different trajectories through the state space, trajectories will avoid 

mutual interference, or will merge on close approach. 

The descriptive usefulness of expressing equation 9 in the normalised and binary form of equation 13 lies in 

the analogy of equation 12 to the quantum energy function 
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where E(S) is the energy function to be minimised by adjustment of h and J in the execution of quantum 

computation, S are quantum probabilities, and h and J are weights applied to probabilities and joint 

probabilities17. At the conclusion of such computations uncertainty in the quantum states is removed – i.e. 

S
i,j
! {0,1} . Quantum computation is considered to offer efficient solution of the large group of problems 

known as NP-complete, including pattern recognition and other problems performed relatively slowly and 

poorly by standard computers, but relatively well by humans. 

The analogy between quantum probabilities with entanglement, and pulse probabilities with synaptic 

metabolic entanglement, indicates a cortical capacity to perform very large scale parallel computations, 

operating on the raw material of sensory-motor sequences. There are parallels and differences in the 

analogy. In quantum computation, the quantum probabilities are wholly random initially. In the cortex, after 

a sudden “reset” of subcortical inputs, pre-synaptic pulse rates and efficacies would become pseudo-

random, including scattered combinations of pre-synaptic pulses and metabolic supply, permitting effects 

similar to quantum tunnelling in quantum computation – a very rapid means of converging towards 

optimum, or near-optimum, solutions. 

The values h and J in the quantum energy function are imposed by the programmer, whereas in our 

hypothetical brain their analogues are discovered in the process of convergence to an equilibrium state in 

an attractor basin; a state which is, in turn, the analogue of the solution to the problem solved by the 

                                                        
17 Equation (14) is taken from the elementary introduction to quantum computing given at dwavesys.com 
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quantum computation. Obviously, without appropriate selection of the possible trajectories through the 

brain’s state-space – without motivation and reinforcement – the brain’s computations would remain 

disorganised and ineffective for organism survival (see further below). 

Memory and recall 
On longer time-scales – that of the consolidation of long-term memory – permanent, Hebbian synaptic 

learning would emerge consequent to repetitions in the cortical computations, effectively charting 

preferred courses through the cortical state space. Hebb’s principle seems naturally applicable when 

synchronous firing naturally chooses those sets of cells that “fire together” so they can “wire together” in 

accord with the standard cliché. Thus, there is analogy to the setting of program values, h and J in the 

quantum energy function, and the execution of an overlearned sensory-motor or cognitive sequence. 

A problem with Hebbian learning is the limited capacity of any small neural network to store more than a 

limited number of attractors without mutual interference. In the present proposal only a limited role need 

be played by any small set of neurons and synapses, yet overall integration is possible, since Hebbian 

learning applies to two relatively distinct groups of synapses. 

Firstly, it applies to those synapses determining the sequential steps of the pattern of cortical activation 

triggered by cortical-subcortical interactions, resetting and biasing the global basin of attraction and 

determining present context. Some of these synapses may be at subcortical levels, but within cortex they 

are synapses on the proximal dendritic trees, on which the Hebbian principle provides bias of the matrix of 

values Bij in equation 12. This permits global, long-term patterns of synaptic connection to guide state 

trajectories towards particular equilibrium attractor basins, from a given range of initial conditions. 

Secondly, it applies to synapses in the distal dendritic trees. As travelling waves, propagating at relatively 

low pulse rates, and transmitted primarily by synapses located in proximal dendritic trees, intersect, and the 

system moves towards its global attractor, transient additive superpositions of inputs trigger small cortical 

locales in foci of bursting activity. As described in the preceding papers, the non-linear bursts are self-

stabilising and localised. Each bursting focus transmits travelling waves triggering and/or suppressing other 

loci of oscillation, allowing complex sequences of activity to take place, under the overall guidance towards 

convergence to synchronous equilibrium. During strong burst firing, retrograde propagation of action 

potentials into the dendritic trees of the neurons, so that synapses distal to the somas can undergo 

Hebbian learning, would permit forming small local attractor systems, thus classifying input patterns and 

ensuring the release of a similar bursting pattern for a range of similar input conditions. Thus, information 

could be internally stored and released, concurrent with, and modifying, the system responses to external 

stimuli. 

The mechanisms for maintenance of overall stability, restricting spread of focal activity, segregates 

separate “packets” of memory, while the embryonic cortical connectivity provides the crucial contextual 

reference framework for the packets of stored memory, which are thus always stored and released in 

relationship to sensory-motor sequences. Thus cognition is embodied, and operates within anatomical 

order. 

Hebb’s “cell assemblies” would roughly correspond to set of synapses and cells most engaged in the 

approach to a global attractor, and his “phase sequences” to the ongoing shifts of cortical activation 

mediated by ongoing cortical-subcortical interactions. 
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Selective self-reinforcement 
The brain’s inherited core structures mediating primitive survival behaviour, emphasised by MacLean, 

provide a means for self-supervision of learning. The powerful motivational effects exerted by pathways 

travelling to and from cortex via the lateral hypothalamus trigger storage of memory traces by a diffuse 

action, distinct from the localised storage of specific cognitive sequences in cortex itself – as is illustrated 

by my experiments in “split-brain” animals. 

It appears, therefore, that cognitive computations performed by entangled synaptic states and pulses 

might be selectively stored on the basis of their cooperative consistency with hard-wired activity of lower-

level survival circuits. If so, what the cortex learns is the application of ancient patterns of survival behaviour 

in ever increasingly complicated environments – similarly to adjustments of cortical non-specific activation 

in sequences. Neuromodulation effects upon Hebbian consolidation would preferentially select synaptic 

computations performed by the interactions of the electrocortical field and changing synaptic efficacies – 

storing those linked with the separate subcortical systems mediating approach behaviours or avoidance 

behaviours respectively. Computation sequences would not be consolidated if they enlisted neither 

system, and conflict would arise until resolution by experience resolved complicated situations that partially 

activated both systems. 

In conclusion 
So there you have it. This account goes some way to indicating how the brain might store, access, and 

avoid mutual interference of information flows, while learning selectively. The proposal is highly provisional, 

and requires extensive testing in competition with alternative models, wherever, and whenever, these are 

available. No claim for completeness is made, but the principles presented seem sufficient for future 

instantiation in hardware (possibly in the context of quantum computing) and a conceptual framework for 

the assembly of increasingly exact cellular detail. 

I hope I have indicated the many ways in which the work is indebted to others, and is consistent with many 

ideas widely understood elsewhere in neuroscience. A claim to originality lies in the analysis of synchronous 

oscillation, and in the theory of cortical embryogenesis. 

I am most grateful to all the colleagues with whom I have worked over the years, and those seniors and 

colleagues who helped me when in need – but most especially I am grateful for my family, my children’s 

loyalty, and above all, to Adrienne. 
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